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WAVE MECHANICS OF THE SPEECH SIGNAL

VICTOR SOROKIN

Institute for Information Transmission Problems

Academy of Sciences, USSR
Moscow 101447

ABSTRACT

Processes of control, muscular contraction,

articulators deformations, and acoustical
oscillations take place incontinuous media.

Description of these processes can be done
by means of the same mathematical techni-
que. Some important properties of the
speech production processes are described.

Speech production processes proceed in
different physical media : articulation
control processes - on a set of 0L and.J
motor neurons and muscle fibers, mechani-

cal oscillation processes of the vocal
folds, tongue and lips - in viscous - ela-

stic tissues, acoustical processes — in
air cavities of the-vocal tract. There are
certain special features in each medium
which determine characteristics of the
processes, but there is also a very impor-
tant similarity that enables to use actu-
ally the same mathematical technique of
wave mechanics. This similarity comes from
the fact that on each level — acoustical,
mechanical and control, the system of
speech production is a system with distri-
buted parameters. ’

Motor units in the articulation cont-
rol system are discrete elements but their
number is great, and their parameters

overlap rather a wide range. Thus it is
possible to consider that processes of
muscle contraction control take plaCe in
a certain continious medium. In that medi-
um, for instance, there is a possibility

to control dynamic characteristics of the
muscle by the working point shift of the
muscular receptors and also by displace»

ment of the area of the sarcomers contra-
ction along the muscular fibers from one

muscle end to another.
Amplitudes of eigenfunction of muscle

elastic deformations change due to these

displacements. Although distributed cont~
rol systems have been studied in enginee-
ring, special features of the articulation
control system are little known and deep
investigations in the area are of great

necessity. Some results concerning articu-
lation confrol system properties are des-
cribed in .

Geometrical parameters of the vocal

folds are rather small. Thus folds elastic

vibrations accompany waves in all three

dimensions. It can be well seen in high

speed motion pictures that elastic waves

propagate along the focal folds and also

in transverse and vertical directions.

Besides, surface waves are observed after

folds collapse [2]. Characteristics of the
waves are determined by mechanical proper-

ties of the vocal folds tissues. For exam-

ple, surface waves dissapear when cancer

tumour evolves.
Mathematical models of vocal folds

elastic vibrations were investigated in

[4,5,6,7,9,10] . Computer modeling shows,
that for the description of folds elastic

oscillations in a vertical direction only

one eigenfunction is sufficient, in a tra-

nsversal direction two eigenfunctions are

required, and oscillations along the vocal

folds require three eigenfunctions. Verti—

cal movements create a new, unknown before,

excitation source — a piston source, which

is active during close vocal slit interval

also. A speech synthsiZer excited by the

described vocal source produces a speech

signal with high naturalness.
Geometrical sizes of the tongue and

lips are comparatively large. Thus elastic

waves do not propagate in the articulators

but their movements are "wave-like", as it

is seen in the cinemaradiographic motion

pictures. Elastic deformations of the ton-

gue and lips are described by the same

mathematical technique as elastic deforma-

tions of the vocal folds.
It is sufficient to have only one

eigenfunction for description of the shape

and movements of the lip. This eigenfunc—

tion for the lip is just half-wave of ai—

ne. Five eigenfunctions must be used for

the tongue shape description. In the case
the approximation error in the uniform
metrics is about 6 - 7 %. Change of the
tongue shape is achieved by means of modes

control of elastic oscillations. L6 . The
velum is an elastic body with distributed

parameters too, thus to calculate its de-
formations the same mathematical technique
as for the vocal folds, tongue and lips
must be used.

PI 6.1.1 7



For the frequencies above 200 - 300 Hz

the vocal tract is a system with distribu-

ted parameters where waves of acoustical

oscillations propagate. Fast change of
speech parameters and nonstationary proce-

sses domination are properties of acous-
tics in the vocal tract. There is,a set of
pecularities of speech production acousti-
cal processes which play crucial role both
for speech synthesis and speech recogniti-
on.

First of all one must reject an idea
that the vocal slit is a starting point of
the vocal tract. During production of voi-
celess fricatives and stops the area of
the vocal slit is comparable to the mini-
mal area of the vocal tract. Even during
phonation the resistance of the vocal slit
turns out to be not so high as it was sup-
posed just recently. As a result, proces-
ses in the lungs and the trachea have in-
fluence upon acoustical parameters of
speech signal and, therefore, the vocal
slit is located almost in the middle of
the vocal tract. During phonation formant
frequencies are subjected to noticeable
alterations, sometimes up to 20 - 30 %
and those alternations are synchronous
with vocal folds oscillations [6] . The
formant frequencies variations are pretty
fast, therefore both in speech synthesis
and speech analysis the vocal tract must
be considered as a parametric system with
fast alternation of parameters.

In addition to those variations the
formant frequencies sometimes undergo fast
alternations during articulators movements.
For example, the rate of the first formant
freqiency variation can be 10 times as
much as the velocity of articulator move-
ments, if the minimal area of the vocal
tract cross-section is sufficiently small.
As a result an abrupt change of formant
frequencies is observed before and after
a closure.

Vocal tract walls yielding is a cause
of radial oscillations, which dominate du—
ring closure. The first formant frequency
in this interval is equal to the radial re-
sonance frequency ( 150 - 350 Hz ) instead
of zero as it were in an acoustical system
with absolutely rigid walls. There is re—
diation of a speech signal through the
yielding vocal tract walls and, as it was
shown in [1] , the radiation occurs mainly
in two areas - around the lips and the pha-
rynx. Yielding of the vocal tract walls
leads to the "shut" effect, when in areas
with a small cross-section the propagation
of low-frequency oscillations stops due to
walls oscillations in the antiphase.

As a result of all above mentioned fa-
cts the only right method of description
of speech production acoustics is a method
nonsteady-state wave processes. Therefore
the formant method of speech synthesis is
unadequate in consequence of the hypothe-

sis cn steady stateness of processes and

slow variations of the vocal tract parame-

ters. This is confirmed by the low quality

of formant speech synthesizers. More over,

there is a limit ( not very high ) for im-
provement of such synthesis naturalness

and intelligibility.
As a basis for description of acousti-

cal processes during speech production a

method of travellin waves like Kelly -

Lochbaum scheme [3 can be used. Original-
ly Kelly — Lochbaum scheme has a set of

serios shortcomings. Particularly, it ge-

nerates specific noise during alternation

of the vocal tract area function. However

it is possible to solve the noise problem

by means of dynamic matching of boundary

conditions between cylindrical sections
which approximate the vocal tract shape

[7,8] . Further improvement of that
scheme should concern section and vocal

tract length alternation.
Characteristics of the turbulent sour-

ce of excitation are little dependent on

the place of articulation. Difference in

acoustical characteristics of fricatives

and bursts of stops are results of vario-

us positions of the turbulent source in

the vocal tract accompanied with change
in values of zeroes of the vocal tract
transfer function. This effect is also a
consequence of the fact that the vocal
tract is a system with distributed parame-

ters.
Thus, physics of speech production

processes is much more complicated then
it was supposed some time ago, but cogni-
tion of those processes inspires a hope

of development of high quality synthesi-
zers and reliable speech recognition sys-
tems.
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FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS IN SPEECH PRODUCTION RESEARCH

OSAMU FUJIMURA
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 U.S.A.

AT&T Bell Laboratories

ABSTRACT

Current issues in speech production research are reviewed with

some historical perspective. It is emphasized that recent progress

in computational and experimental techniques has brought about a

substantial change in the research methodology, and that the

interaction between linguistic theory and the understanding of the

nature of speech signals has substantially contributed to the

progress in both abstract description and speech analysis and

synthesis.

0. Introduction

In this paper, I would like to express my personal opinion about
the direction of research in conjunction with a fairly wide variety
of topics in speech production research. The point I would like to

make is that we need a deep inquiry into the nature of speech, in
its linguistic, psychological, physiological and physical aspects,
taking full advantage of the emerging computational techniques,
in order to pave the way for future industrial applications as well
as to understand what speech is. I will argue that some basic
concepts in the theory of phonology and phonetics must be
revisited (cf. Fujimura [1980]). '

1. Physical Process

1.1. Acoustical Theory

According to the acoustical theory of speech production [Fant
1960], the physical process of speech production comprises two
basic components: (1) source signal generation: the process of
producing the source airflow through the glottis typically for
sonorant parts of the signal, and pressure variation anywhere
along the vocal tract near constrictions for some of consonantal
parts; and (2) vocal tract filtering: the linear process of converting
the airflow/pressure source signals into outcoming acoustic waves
that represent speech signals.

There have been challenges to the source-filter theory, claiming
that the plane-wave assumption is not valid in reality when we
consider the three-dimensional turbulence formation above the
glottis [Teager 1983]. There is at least one experimental attempt at
measuring the three-dimensional distribution of acoustic pressure
within the vocal tract in vowel production [Firth 1986]. The
Fantian acoustical theory is the only workable (approximation)
theory available at present, however.

In particular, it is well known that the vocal tract transfer
functions for different vowel articulation gestures can be
effectively represented by the F-patterns [Fant 1956]. We have
verified this using an acoustical measurement on normal subjects
(see Fig. 1). This acoustic measurement of the natural vocal tract
does not involve any dc airflow. To the extent the observed
transfer characteristics compare with predicted characteristics of
naturally produced vowel sounds, our theory captures the. essence

of the acoustic process.

Perceptually, also, it has been our experience for a long time that

a series-type formant synthesizer captures all vowel characteristics

in terms of the phonetic values that are familiar to us.

The role of formant transitions, associated characteristically with

consonantal gestures, was convincingly demonstrated by

a
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Fig. 1: Vocal tract transfer functions for Swedish vowels.
estimated by a sweeptone method using a female native speaker.
The curves include a constant frequency function (b), which is
assumed to represent the transfer characteristic between the
acoustic source (vibrator) output and the virtual excitation source
above the glottis. The curve in the upper end of each frame
represents the difference between the measurement and the
theoretical prediction based on the series formant theory as in
Fant [1961]. From Fujimura & Lindqvist [1971].
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researchers at Haskins laboratories [Cooper et a1. 1952; Liberman
er al. 1954; Delattre et al. 1955]. These and related subsequent

experiments led us to believe that the quasi-static formant theory

was effective enough to capture basic characteristics of speech

signals. For further progress, however, I believe this point has to

be revisited. There is enough evidence to suspect that our current

signal processing technology that is commonly used in automatic

recognition schemes, for example, does not capture some crucial

information including very rapid transitions for consonantal

identification. Also, our knowledge of inherent signal properties

of occlusive consonants (see Blumstein & Stevens [1979]) has not

been utilized sufficiently in such applications.

The synthesis experiments, incidentally, not only contributed

substantially to our understanding of the nature of speech signals

and their phonetic perception, but also, in combination with the

subsequent emergence of the idea of analysis-by-synthesis [Stevens

1960], set a rather widely applicable methodology for studying

complex human information processing.

1.2. Articulatory System

The mandible is literally a basic component of the articulatory

system, and our understanding of its function in speech is still far

from satisfactory. Edwards [1985] made a fundamental

contribution to our knowledge in this field, clarifying its

movement patterns in speech involving both rotation and

translation relative to the skull.

The velum is presumably the simplest case for studying the

phonetic functions relative to its physiological control and the

resultant physical configuration. We seem to find a one-to-one

correspondence between nasality as a phonological feature and the

articulatory gesture of the velum, which probably can be

effectively represented by a one-dimensional measure of velum

lowering. The acoustical consequences of its movement, however,

is by no means simple, nor is it limited to the coupling of the

nasal tract to the (proper) vocal tract, as assumed in early works

[Maeda 1983] (cf. House & Stevens [1956], Hattori et a1. [1958]).

Also, velum height is affected observably by the raised tongue

dorsum for palatal consonants.

Because of the relative simplicity, the lip movement patterns have

been the subject of quantitative studies by many investigators (see,

for example, Bell-Berti & Harris [1982]). One particularly

interesting topic is the relation of lip gestures to the mandible

gestures. Macchi [1985] studied this problem in relation to

segmental vs. suprasegmental functions using a statistical analysis

of microbeam data. She found evidence that while both

articulators contribute to the lip closure, some suprasegmental

functions are related more closely to the mandible gesture than to

the lip proper gesture.

The tongue is the most important articulator in the sense that it

determines the largest portion of the vocal tract shape, with a

large number of degrees of freedom, resulting in direct acoustical

consequences. It is the most complex articulatory organ

anatomically, physiologically, and physically. Its phonological

implications are also complex.

Since the introduction of x-ray techniques, the laterally viewed

midsagittal surface shape has predominated in the discussions of

vocal tract modeling. The cylinder model of the tongue for

speech synthesis [Coker 1968; Mermelstein 1973] appears to be the

most extensively used computational algorithm for deriving area

functions out of specifications of articulatory variables. I think it

is now clear, however, that we cannot capture some of the most

basic principles of articulatory control unless we consider the

three-dimensional nature of the articulatory structures more

directly.

Let me illustrate this argument with one example, just to

demonstrate the nature of the problem [Fujimura & Kakita 1979].

In articulating a high front vowel, say [i], the tongue as a whole is

pushed forward by the contraction of the posterior part of the

genioglossus muscle. At the same time, some other muscles,

including the contraction of the anterior part of the genioglossus,

which run vertically near the midsagittal plane only, are used to

form a fairly stiff surface shape with a significant groove along
the midsagittal line. The resultant tongue surface is bulged

upward on the sides. When the tongue is pushed upward and

forward keeping this local condition, the sides touch the hard
palate and support the tongue against a further upward forward

push, leaving the central groove that forms a long and narrow

open channel. The back of the tongue is forwarded considerably,
creating a wide cavity behind in the lower and middle pharyngeal

region. These conditions seem to be crucial for this vowel. The

contact on the sides and the relatively rigid surface shape makes

the articulation stable, without requiring excessive accuracy of the

muscle contractions for forming such a critical narrow passage.

This may be considered a viewpoint generalizing Stevens' [1972]

concept of the quantal nature of speech production.

This study of the three-dimensional effects of muscular

contractions has been performed by the use of the finite-element

method of computational simulation [Kiritani er al. 1976; Kakita

et a1. 1985], and the interpretation above was inferred from this

quantitative simulation work.

This tongue shape formation is inherently a three-dimensional

process. It cannot be understood by considering the midsagittal

configuration only, even though, after considering all these

factors, we may well be able to compute the three dimensional

shape, and thereby the area function of the vocal tract, accurately

enough. This computation could be carried out, once we

understand the mechanism, even from, say, positions of three

appropriately chosen sample flesh points of the tongue surface in

the midsagittal plane.

Interaction among different anatomical/physiological components

of the articulatory system is a particularly difficult issue to study

with limited available data. Intricate and often annoying effects

of coupling between physical correlates of different linguistic

variables have been observed. The segmentaleffects (of vowel

identity, consonantal voicing, etc.) on voice fundamental

frequency have been known for a long time (see Kohler [1986] for

some relevant discussion). The tongue-larynx interaction has been

discussed by Honda [1983], using careful electromyographic

evaluation of activities of many relevant muscles.

The hyoid bone is located in between the tongue body and the

larynx, conneted to both structures as well as the mandible via

muscles and a unique sliding tendon mechanism. An interesting

and powerful assumption, if it were true, were that this bone

behaved as an effective positional stabilizer via various sensory

mechanisms. A recent study by Westbury [personal

communication], however, demonstrates, using a cineradiographic

observation, that this assumption is not true. Rossi and Autessere

[1981] studied related issues concerning the intrinsic pitch of

vowels, and provided a realistic picture of the interaction between

laryngeal control and tongue gestures based on careful

observations.

1.3. Source Signal Generation

Much research has been devoted to and progress has been

achieved in understanding the mechanism of voice production.

Publications are available, in part in proceedings of the Voice
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Foundation Series of the Vocal Fold Physiology Conferences

[Stevens and Hirano 1981; Bless and Abbs 1983; Titze and Scherer

1983; Beer, Sasaki and Harris 1987; Fujimura to appear]. The

topics range from subcortical neural patterns (in animal
vocalization) to computational modeling of the vibration

mechanism. Notably, the anatomy, physiology and biophysics of

the vocal folds themselves are substantially better understood in

comparison to our knowledge, say, ten years ago, demonstrating

the benefit of international and interdisciplinary cooperation.

The mucous membrane, the "cover" in Hirano's [1977]

terminology, moves relatively independently from the muscular

"body" of the folds, in the tangential direction in the speech
mode, showing wave propagation along its vertical surface.
Fleshpoints on its surface draw roughly elliptic trajectories. This
two-dimensional picture (within the coronal plane) of vibration is
not new in essense: Kirikae [1943] in his early study using a

stroboscopic technique and carbon particles placed on fleshpoints
of the muscosa observed clear wave propagation patterns from
above in a living subject’s larynx. Saito and his group at Keio
University recemlly studied the movement patterns of fleshpoints
in the cover and the body by special x-ray techniques applied to
excised larynges [Saito et al. 1981].

Van den Berg [1957] originally discussed his experimental results
about the interaction of the vocal folds with theairflow through
them, revealing the basic physical principle of their vibration.
Flanagan originated computational simulation of such a vibratory
process using a mass and a spring to represent the vocal fold in
interaction with the airflow [Flanagan & Landgraf 1968].
Ishizaka and Matsudaira [1968] theoretically demonstrated that
realistic vibratory conditions under vocal tract loading can be
explained only by adding another degree of freedom, and
proposed. a now classical two-mass model of the vocal fold
vibration mechanism. This minimally approximates the three-
dimensional structure by two pairs of mass and spring coupled
with each other and with airflow.‘ Flanagan and Ishizaka [1976]
then produced a computational simulation of this model coupled
with the vocal tract, demonstrating significant segmental effects of
the vocal tract loading on the voice fundamental frequency.

Titze and Talkin [1979] approached this issue by using a more
detailed part-by-part approximation. Fujimura [1981a] discussed
the tension control mechanism based on the body-cover theory.

Kakita er al.[1981] contributed biomechanical measurements of
elastic properties of tissues. Titze and coworkers discussed
various aspects of the vocal fold vibration mechanism such as
energy exchange between the air and tissues [Titze 1985] and
contributions of extralaryngeal factors to the voice fundamental
frequency [Titze & Durham 1987]. Conrad [1987] proposed a
functional interpretation of the fold vibration based on negative
resistance as the key concept. Stevens [1974, 1975, to appear]
also used circuit analogy and discussed largevamplitude as well as
small-amplitude oscillatory characteristics. Rothenberg [1981] has
contributed further insights into the interaction between the
vibration and acoustic loading.

Fant [1983a] has been studying functional models of the source
(volume flow) waveform in voicing using a unique system of
parametric specifications, capturing important characteristics of
the voice quality.

Experimental and computational studies of the vortices just above
the glottis also are interesting from many points of view. It is a
difficult area of experimental studies because of the small
dimensions involved. Unfortunately, scaled-up physical
experiments do not provide us with straightforwardly interpretable
results.

With reSpect to the turbulent noise generation for fricatives,

reader are referred to recent PhD dissertations by Shadle[1985]

and Thomas[1985].

2. Physiological and Psychological Studies

2.1. Principles of Coordination and Control

One basic question in speech production research is what principle

prescribes the time course of utterance, or the temporal pattern of

motor commands for it. given the informational content of the

message to be carried by it. The tacit assumption always has been

that speech is a common daily activity for human life, and an

uttererance must be economical in some sense [Lindblom 1983;

Kent 1983]. Nelson[1983] faced this issue straightforwardly, and

proposed a control-theoretical account. Based on this principle,

combined with the concept of the quantal nature of speech

production [Stevens 1972], Perkell and Nelson [1982] discussed

some related stability issues of vowel articulation using microbeam

data.

Among many topics concerning coordination of different organs in

articulatory gestures, the concept of motor equivalence [Hughes 8:

Abbs l976; Abbs 1979] poses an interesting question with respect

to high level planning and control in speech production [Abbs &

Gracco 1982, 1983]. For example, a bilabial stop consonant

inherently requires that the lips be closed, as its positional target

gesture. For this condition to be (nearly) achieved, in terms of

motor control, various patterns of activities of multiple muscles

could be used. If for example the lip constriction gesture and the
mandible raising gesture can be mixed in different proportions for
the same goal, say lip closure, the proportional contributions of

different articulators may vary from occasion to occasion. The
question is what factors determine the variation and how we can

describe the regularity involved.

Abbs and Gracco [to appear] report that in a repetition of a word

’sapple’, the excursions of the upper and lower lips (measured at
their vermilion borders) and of the mandible, for the vowel to

consonant movement in the first syllable, are individually more
variable than the resultant distance between the fleshpoints of the

lips, over repeated utterances for each subject. They argue that

such relative invariance of physical quantities that are directly
related to the acoustic and perceptual consequences suggests that
there is a strong role played by high level motor planning and

adaptive (real time) control that combine the uses of different

organs to achieve the given target gesture. According to them,
the temporal coordination of a series of such target events also is

fixed and is controlled at a level higher than for the movements of
individual organs.

This is an appealing hypothesis. There are different feedback
paths available for speech production, and they are often crucial
for understanding aspects of normal speech. Unless we
understand the way- abstract planning and control are related to
signal level phenomena, we may not be able to interpret the
meaning of observed signals at an intermediate level, such as
mandible movement as opposed to gestures inherently related to
the control of lips proper. We may then ask which level of

observation in the hierarchy of speech production control is most
directly relevant to the description of the phonetic process.
Random variation must exist, but identifying its existence is
hardly sufficient, particularly when an independent mechanism
such as saturation due to the direct contact of lips with each other
contributes to statistical reduction of variability of the measured
dimension. Macchi's work [ibid.], on the other hand, does
suggest that variabilities of different component organs do reflect
specific shares of different linguistic functions.
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Several investigators recently proposed hypothetical principles for
speech production coordination. Particularly at issue is how the
temporal organization is designed, and what quantities remain
invariant, given a phonetic identity of the speech material,
resisting various causes of variation of the signals (see Perkell &
Klatt [1986] for a collection of relevant discussions). Since the
pioneering work by Lindblom [1964] and Ohman [1967], the basic
concept of temporal organization for most investigators remained
a concatenated series of positional target gestures representing
phonemic segments, supplemented by a smoothiing process called
coarticulation. In addition to this basic point of view,
Kozhevnikov and Chistovic [1965] introduced a sequential

planning model based on a statistical analysis of motor execution
variation, and proposed a CV-type syllabic organizational unit.

Henke[1966]’s look ahead model generalized the notion of
coarticulation to include anticipation. In this connection, recently,
Sternberg and his coworkers [1978, 1980] contributed a rather
intriguing discovery about how the motor program for what
appears to represent a stress group or a foot in English is formed
prior to the utterance.

Kelso and his coworkers [1986] hypothesized a general speech
production principle in accordance with a popular theory of
neuromechanical control of biological systems [Haken 1977]. The
basic idea is to assume simple oscillation as an underlying
mechanism of speech production, and seek invariance in the phase
relations among the underlying oscillatory movements of different
articulators which form a task-oriented coordinative structure.
They have conducted sets of experiments measuring relative
contributions of lip-mandible gestures to bilabial closures. They
go farther and argue that their result suggests some support of the
consonant-vowel configuration as the basic phonological unit.
(for my criticism and authors’ reply, see [Fujimura 1986b; Kelso
er al. 1986a].

When we consider apparent variance and invariance of specially
designed and somewhat artificial (repetitive or purturbed) tasks,

we need to be careful in interpreting data in different
experimental situations. Different feedback paths may be used in
different mixtures depending on the particular task and situation.

Eliminating crucial dependence on one mechanism in one

experimental situation does not lead us to conclude the lack of

the use of that mechanism in other situations even for the same
phonetic gesture. For example, repetitive utterance materials may

introduce apparent characterization of movement control which
may not properly belong to the nature of speech in general.

On the other hand, it is highly desirable, from a data-

interpretation point of view, to design systematically controlled

speech material, even at some cost of undetermined influence of

the artificial contexts. A word paradigm, for example, comparing

different vowel contexts for the same consonant in the same

phonological environment, is never perfectly uniform with respect

to, say, word familiarity, even if all words are natural existing

words. I think we need to use both situations in such a case:

natural linguistic materials in which items are not completely

comparable, and systematically distributed artificial paradigms

which must resort to some "phonetic performance" even by

nonphoneticians, for the purpose of mutual calibration.

2.2. Neural Control of the Larynx and Sensory Mechanisms

Direct electrical access to higher level neural activities is not

achievable in normal circumstances, at present, in spite of some

promising new technologies such as highly sensitive magnetic field

measurements. As for control of vocalization, however, animal

experiments have made solid progress in our understanding about »

neural paths and control functions, for example relating activities

at the brain stem level to laryngeal and other control in the
monkey [Zealear 1987]. Sensory characteristics also have been

studied by direct access to the afferent nerves. Davis and Nail [to
appear] report on activities of both tonic and silent myelinated
fibers of the internal laryngeal nerve of the cat, in response to
carefully servo-controlled mechanical stimuli as well as chemical
stimuli.

2.3. Observations in Pathologies and Speech Errors

One informative approach toward inaccessible human processes is
to observe different types of pathological cases and compare them
with normal cases. This is a rich and rewarding field, and in
connection with the new research center with the microbeam
facility at the University of Wisconsin, we expect substantial
progress. For example, using the microbeam system at the
University of Tokyo, Hirose and Kiritani [1985] obtained
revealing data in cases of ataxia.

Another large area of study is speech errors. Recent studies take

note of the fact that phoneme or feature value confusions between
segments do not occur indiscriminately with respect to their role in

syllable or word composition, and provide new framework for the

description of the cognitive phenomena responsible for

phonological performance [Kupin 1979; MacNeilage 1985]. Along

the same line, developmental observations of child language and
speech contain unique and valuable data.

3. Instrumental Methods

Algorithms of speech signal processing have become commonly

available and several commercial systems exist for routine

interactive studies of speech (acoustic) signals, using personal

computers and workstations extensively. Major research groups

often have more specialized advanced systems for efficient

measurements of massive data. At the same time. large amounts

of systematically collected speech materials are becoming

available, with a large-scale effort invested into phonetic as well

as some partial syntactic transcriptions of large databases such as

the Brown Corpus [Frances dz Kucera 1982] and the TI speech

data base [Fisher et a1. 1986].

3.1. Mechanical Measurements

The use of servomechanical adjustment of output impedance under

flexible computer control for positional measurements of either

flesh points or peripheral structures of articulatory organs

provides us with a very powerful means for studying motor

control mechanisms in speech [Muller er a1. 1977]. For

understanding the overall feedback functions under well-controlled

mechanical conditions, such advanced techniques provide us with

new possibilities of, for example, perturbation experiments,

extending earlier explorations using the bite block conditions (see

for example, Lindblom et al. [1979]).

Light-weight mechanical devices have been used by some

investigators for obtaining the articulatory degreee of nasalization

[Horiguchi & Bell-Berti 1984].

3.2. Ultrasonic Measurements

Surface contour information about organs that are not externally

accessible can be obtained using ultrasonic techniques, which have

seen good progress for clinical purposes. Ultrasonic pulse echo as

well as penetratinn/nonpentration information (using the reflection

of beams at the tissue-air boundary) gives us relatively good
quality two-dimensional observations for some organs such as the

tongue and the larynx, without causing any hazard such as

ionization in the subject's body. Some investigators advocate the

usefulness of ultrasonic measurements for detecting muscle
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contraction patterns as well as the surface shape of the tongue
[Sonics et al. 1981]. As a novel application, Kaneko et al. [1981]
observed minute vibration of the vocal fold surface in response to

external excitation.

The main limitation. in my opinion. of the ultrasonic technique
applied to tongue observations lies in the mechanical loading
effects on the outside skin. Ultrasonic signals are easily reflected
at a boundary between a solid object or liquid and the air, and
this necessitates a direct contact of the solid transducer surface
onto either the skin itself or some liquid-like material as a
transmission medium. This is particularly problematic for
measuring movements. because of the inertia of such a medium,
while it is circumventable for a carefully designed static
measurement. The under surface below the floor of the tongue is
quite soft, but it easily transmits force through the tongue, causing
unknown dynamic deformation. With careful application,
particularly in combination with other methods like x-ray
microbeam for calibration, there is a good possibility of extensive
use, however, since it can give different information related to
the continuous surface contour as opposed to flesh-point sample
positions of the tongue.

3.3. Optical Measurements

The use of a special fiberscope for laryngeal observations during
speech utterances brought us new opportunities to understand the
laryngeal gestures under phonetic control [Sawashima & Hirose
1968; Sawashima 1976]. Recently, in addition to the film and
video recording methods in use in the past, a new technique of
using a two-dimensional array structure of light-sensitive
semiconductor elements (image sensors) has become feasible for
high speed recording at a few thousands frames per second
[Honda et al. 1985; Kiritani er al. to appear]. This makes it
possible to digitally record glottal images without resorting to
stroboscopic methods, which by definition is not very useful for
studying any aperiodic characteristics of the vocal fold vibration.

3.4. General X-Ray Techniques
X-rays used to be the only source of information about dynamic
tongue gestures, apart from the qualitative information obtained
through visual inspection from the outside and subjective tactile
and proprioceptive sensations. Because of the hazardous
ionization effects in the body, however, the film method using
fluoroscopic cineradiography (or other variants) is not generally
recommended for extensive data collection of articulatory
gestures. It also requires excessive analysis effort frame by
frame. The video recording technique is probably significantly
better but the situation is not qualitatively different. The basic
problem stems from the flood exposure covering the entire image
field. It should be mentioned, however, that careful and thorough
examinations of limited amounts of film records in earlier years
provided us with invaluable understanding of the physics and
physiology of articulation [Chiba & Kajiyama 1941; Houde 1967;
Perkell 1969; Wood 1979]. Some information with respect to the
configuration in the lower pharyngeal regions, for example in
relation to pharyngealization in Arabic languages, is also
indispensable, at present, even though the available data are
extremely limited. El Halees [personal communication] for this
purpose used the recently developed xeroradiographic method
producing x-ray pictures of detailed structures with otherwise
unimaginable clarity. but the extremely high dosage makes this
method hardly applicable to more systematic studies. Rossi 8.:
Autesserre [1981] also applied this technique effectively for
studying the functions of the hyoid bone.

The computed tomography [Kiritani et al. 1977] also provides
invaluable information at the cost of a very high dose. It is
posstble, however, to reduce the required dose substantially, by
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readjusting the source intensity to barely sufficient amounts for
distinguishing air from tissues, rather than using the normal
conditions set optimally to differentiate tissue compositions.
Another serious limitation of this method .for speech research
purposes is that the measurement time is inevitably very long,
making even stationary vowel gestures somewhat difficult. In this
respect, the nuclear magnetic resonance method has the same
limitation.

3.5. X-Ray Microbeam System

Unlike the conventional film method, where flood x-rays emerge
in a wide solid angle uniformly from a small x-ray generating spot
on the target, the x-ray microbeam system uses a deflectable
pencil beam of x-rays which is adaptively controlled by a digital
computer. 1 invented the x-ray microbeam method out of the
need to study dynamic articulatory gestures with the very
minimum use of radiation and for practical feasibility of analysing
extensive data. The first generation, a pilot system for testing the
method, was implemented in 1968 at the University of Tokyo,
with a 50-kV acceleration and a PDP-9 computer for control
[Fujimura, Kiritani & Ishida 1973] (supported in part by NIH,
USA). A second-generation device was implemented in 1973.
with a 150~kV acceleration and a 2-mA electron beam current
[Kiritani et al. 1975](Japnese governmental grant). This system
was used for many data collection experiments, mainly by the
University of Tokyo group, myself. and the speech physiology
group at Haskins Laboratories in cooperation with the University
of Tokyo group.

The third generation has been implemented at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, as the central research tool for a nationally
shared speech research facility with research grants given by NIH
(PI's: Abbs, Thompson and Fujimura, see Nadler et al. [1987]).
This new system is designed for a 600-kV/5-mA operation, and is
now being operated at 450-kV/5mA.

The reason for the high voltage is primarily twofold: (1) the
geometrical design for distortionless image field requires a newly
introduced transmission-type x-ray generator, and (2) to be able to
cope with extraneous metal objects in the mouth, such as dental
fillings, so that the experimenters are not excessively constrained
about the choice of subjects in a wide range of experiments
including studies of pathologies. In addition, (3) the energy
absorbed by the body (1'. e. ionization effects) is considerably less
for the same detected energy. due to the better penetration of high
energy photons. -

The system is equipped with provisions for simultaneous acoustic
and electromyographic data acquisition, and extensive uses by
external groups are being scheduled under the coordination of 8
Users’ Committee (K. S. Harris, chair).

A number of metal pellets (gold sphere or cylinder, one to three
mm in cross dimension) are placed on the tongue and other
articulators, and a few reference pellets are similarly placed onfixed points on the head (for head movement calibration and
compensation). Pellets are searched by the microbeam
automatically one by one time-sequentially, based on the past
posrtions and according to prescribed prediction and search
algorithms. In the new system, the exposure time for each
posrtton (pixel) is 2.5 to 10 microseconds, being adaptively
chosen. so there will be no excessive radiation after securing a
sufficient amount of photon detection. The effective frame-rate
varies from pellet to pellet according to the experirnenter's
specification, and the microbeam is stopped by overdeflection for
any‘ moment it is not necessary for pellet identification. Theradiation doses in realistic situations using the microbeam scheme
are extremely small in comparison with any other x-ray methods.
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,In addition to obvious reasons for dose reduction due to selective

exposures in space and in time, there are more subtle and still

important reasons. Because of the use of the thin beam, the scatter

photons are created only along the narrow beam, as opposed to

the flood x-ray situation where they are created all over the

volume of the exposed object, contributing to the summed-over

noise registration. This results in a significantly better signal to

noise ratio. and for this reason, the equivalent image quality is

substantially superior. This, combined with the inherently high

detector sensitivity, means that for a given task, even the local x-

ray intensity at the point of exposure can be made considerably

smaller than in a comparable situation (pellet position

identification) using film methods.

The actual accumulative dosage in a few data acquisition sessions

has been empirically evaluated using the Tokyo system.

Dosirnetry film and TLD mosaic have been placed on both the

entry side and the exit side of the head to reveal accurate spatial

distributions of accumulative dose within the image field, for two

sessions each containing approximately 10<minute worth net total

exposure. The total dose for such a typical session would be less
than the accumulative cosmic ray exposure for the person under

normal circumstances. The peak dose rate (averaged over a very

small volume along the direction of photons) is really what we

should pay attention to in planning experiments, taking a

conservative attitude. It was found to be about 10 mR at
maximum within the image field for each 1-rninute worth net
exposure. This means that if we take the local peak dosage as an
index for conservative precaution, an hour long net or continuous

data acquisition would amount to a peak dose roughly comparable

to one dental bitewing shot.

3.6. Magnetic Methods

While the radiation hazards are minimized by the use of the

microbeam, it would be nice if we could perform comparable

tasks without using ionizing photons at all. Sonoda’s early

attempt used a small permanent magnet attached on the tongue,

its position being determined by externally located field detection

coils [Sonoda & Kiritani 1976]. This system has the basic

limitation of not being capable of tracking more than one sample

point simultaneously. The use of an externally created ac field

picked up by a small detector coil in the mouth circumvents this

constraint [Oka 1980; Schoenle er al. 1983]. Each detector is a 4 x

4 x 2.5-mm. coil wrapped around a ferrite core with a pair of thin

wires for external connections, and it is glued on the tongue

surface as in the case of the microbeam pellets. Perkell and

Cohen [personal communication] recently succeeded in tracking

one ”pellet" on the tongue yielding an extensive set of data. A

practical system using a large number of "pellets" simultaneously

remains to be developed in order to replace the x-ray microbeam

for general purposes of articulatory studies. The crucial

dependence on the attached wires leading to the outside

measurement system does constitute a limitation. Also, the metal

pellets for the microbeam system can be substantially smaller.

The magnetic method does have a distinct advantage, however, in

not being constrained by metal objects in the mouth such as dental

fillings and caps, in addition to the nonuse of ionizing rays.

3.7. Electrical Methods

3.7.1. Palatography .

Computerized palatography, in my opinion, is a very useful devrce

for both research and tutorial/clinical purposes. It makes the

traditional palatography applicable to moving gestures, and at the

same time, the data are now recorded in computer files directly.

The idea of using multiple electrodes embedded on an artificial

palate, to my knowledge was first tried in Stevens' group at MIT

by Rome [1964], who represented the time course pattern usmg
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the spectrographic display scheme. This dynamic palatography
was then computerized using oscillographic displays [Fujii er al.
1971]. We studied characteristics of Japanese apical consonants
[Fujimura er al. 1973a] and Miyawaki [1972] studied their
palatalization using this method. Eek [1973] also applied
computerized dynamic palatography to studies of Estonian
palatalized consonants, revealing an intriguing difference in the
temporal characteristics of phonetic implementations among
languages.

Schemes using the same basic principle, called electropalatography
or dynamic palatometry, are in use by several groups for phonetic
research [Hardcastle 1972, 1974, 1984; Fletcher er al. 1975;
Sawashima & Kiritani 1985], and for clinical applications [Shibata
er al. 1979]. The device is now commercially available with new

features, particularly with the provision for using ready-made
palates as opposed to the palate specially made for the individual.

3.7.2. Glottography

Electroglottography [Fant er al. 1966; Smith 1981; Childers er al.
1984] and laryngography [Fourcin and Abberton 1977] have been
used extensively for phonetic studies of vocal fold vibration
patterns. While it is only an indirect indication of the condition
of the vocal fold contact, its fast response and the lack of invasive

elements makes it practically useful for many situations where

other more direct methods of observation are not applicable.

3.7.3. Electromyography

Measurements of the muscle activities are at present the best we
can do for directly observing physiological patterns above the

physical levels in speech behavior. The use of hook-wire
electrodes prevails in electromyographic studies [Hirano & Ohala
1969]. The interpretation of the signals representing contributions
from the complex of the muscle fibers under unidentified physical
conditions is difficult for rigorous quantitative discussions (see for
a careful and elaborate method of single motor 'unit

decomposition, Deluca [1975]). With appropriate care, EMG is
the most powerful means for assessing speech control principles
via direct measurements (see Fujimura [1979] for a review of its
applications in studies of laryngeal control gestures).

Combinations with other methods of physical observations are

often desirable, and the new research facility at the University of

Wisconsin aims at simultaneous digital data recording with‘the

microbeam pellet position measurement.

4. Temporal Organization and Linguistic Structure

The general aim in this area of study is to separate physical

constraints from linguistically motivated control. My own

approach around 1960, working in Halle and Stevens' group at

MIT, was to observe the articulatory dynamics as much as

possible, through high-speed motion picture recording and analysis

of the lip movement [Fujimura 1961]. Ohman [1967] in the same

line of effort, working with Lindblom [1968] at MIT and then

KTH (RIT, Sweden), analysed x-ray data of tongue movement as

well as acoustic data, and proposed a quantitative model

formalizing a now standard concept of coarticulation. At the

same time, Uhman proposed the perturbation theory of

consonantal articulation, introducing an important conceptual

deviation from the classical notion of speech as a single chain of

segmental units. He tried to quantify the inherently

multidimensional nature of speech, by a method which later would

have been called a projection principle.

4.1. Segment Concatenation and Coarticulation

’- Coarticulation in the Lindblom and Uhman’s sense is basically the
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process of parameter smoothing in the physical realization of a
string of phonetic segments [Stevens 1983]. If we take the
phoneme to be the segmental unit, however, and expect an
observable speech signal or its conventional parametric
representation (as in' speech synthesis experiments) to be
constructed by concatenating segmental target values into a string,
it‘does not capture some important characteristics of natural
speech. The concept of coarticulation as a smoothing filter for
any parameter, such as formant frequency, quite possibly with
some notable asynchrony allowed, can be generalized to include
the more traditional and qualitative linguistic notion of
assimilation, or what we might call soft coarticuiation [Fujimura
& Lovins 1978]. This makes the string concatenation model more
tenable, but at the same time it makes it more difficult to assess
its validity; and still, it is difficult to explain observed rid hoe
variation of phonemes in different environments [ibid].

An appropriate model of concatenation and smoothing, in my
opinion, can be obtained only if we describe the production
system uSing a temporal pattern comprising multiple dimensions,
each of which is related to a physiologically controllable variable.
The mapping relation between such a set of control variables into
the conventional speech signal parameters such as formants and
pitch is likely quite complex, involving nonmonotonicity and
hysteresis. Also, the control program itself is under the influence
of feedback and anticipation. We need to know what these
mapping characteristics are, or at least what qualitative constraints
they have, before we can determine what the effective variables
are for successfuuy relating abstract linguistic units to physical
phenomena. It is a horrendous task to pursue, but recent progress
in technology, particularly in computational methods, has made us
feel that some progress is in sight (see for examples of research
efforts along this direction, Coker [1968]; Browman' & Goldstein
[1985]): It would not be possible at all, however, if we had to
rely entirely on the inductive approach. Since the superpositional
principle is not expected to work over the independent variables
unless we find an effective transformation, resorting to statistical
approaches blindly does not look very promising. Fortunately
recent progress in phonological theory as referred to later give;
us good insight into this issue, and of course, in run; any
discovery in the facts of speech will contribute substantiallly lo the
formulation of a successful theory of phonology.

In this connection, from an engineerin oint of view '
the optimal choice of a phonetic unit a: lgng as we remalinbieiilzh:
segment concatenation method. is the demisyllable or somethingequivalent [Fujimura 1976; Fujimura er al. 1977a; Brownian 1980'
Macchi 1980]. The demisyllable was also successfully adopted iii
automatic speech recognition [Rosenberg et al. 1983]. The basic
reason for the efficacy of demisyllables is that the predominant
types of context sensitivity of phonemes, i. 2. many sorts and
degrees of allophonic variation, some hopelessly ad hoc areeffectively contained within the domain of the demisyliableii art
from the prosodic effects (see iry‘ra). P

Another apparently similar technique is to use honeme '
[Sivcnsen 1961; Dixon 1968; Olive 1980] as th: ”segmen‘iilill'htiiliiei:or speech synthesis. Being based on the phonemic theory thisapproach is originally independent from the demisyllabic onc butin practice both techniques in speech synthesis have beenconverging usmg about the same number of units stored in theinventory. Olive's diphone a roach h ' 'as well as elaboration in detail: as many additional features

4.2. Phonology and Phonetics - Intonation and Other Topics

One important recent development in the theory of phonology thatbears strong implications on u ‘‘ . nderstanding the ternorganization of speech is the trend toward integrating pholiiirti;
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observations with the very core of the theoretical discussion. This
new trend is most strongly seen in the description of
intonation/accent patterns, but it can now be found in the entire
domain of (nonlinear) phonology, influencing the basic structure
of phonological representation from the lexical level down.
Articulatory data, collected systematically with careful speech
material designs guided by the basic theoretical interest of
linguistic structures may soon constitute unique objects of such
discussions.

The spirit of nonlinear phonology at least in the case of so-called
suprasegmental description is nothing new (see c. g. Hattori
1961])..and there has been a relatively long tradition of
descriptive work on intonation in Europe involving different
experimental methods (see for more recent examples, Vaissiere
[1977]: Nishinuma & Rossi [1981]; Garding [1983]; Thorscti
[1984]; for discussion of interacting factors see Nooteboom &
Terken [1982]; see also Eek (ed.) [1978] for reports on various
studies on different languages). For its theoretical impact in
general and formal phonology, we had to wait for the most recent
progress using advanced computational environments. Some of
the full-scale experimental effortss on sentential intonation by
those familiar with linguistic theoretical issues was triggered by
astute observations by speech researchers with engineering
backgrounds (see c. g. [Maeda 1976]). After Liberman [19751'5
theoretical lead (see also Liberman & Prince [1977]).
Pierrehumbcrt's dissertation [1980] established a new
extyrimental/computationai methodology of phonological/phonetic
stu ies.

Traditionally, according to the explicit formulation due to
generative phonology [Chomsky & Halle 1968], phonological rules
constituting a precise body of formal specifications dealing with
discrete symbols (specifically binary-valued distinctive features)
produced an input to the process of phonetic implementation.
which handled numerical or continuously valued variables
representing physical correlates of those features. The objects of
the. entire phonological manipulation were the feature matrices
which separated phonemic segments as ”simultaneous bundles;
[Jakobson er al. 1951] represented by its columns. At the outputlevel of . phonology, the so-called systematic phonetic
representation used numerical specifications of feature values as abuffer representation between the symbolic and numericalcomputations. I do not believe that such an independent level ofdescription is tenable [Fujirnura 1970; Keating 1985]). It is nowan empirical .question if the separation of numerical processing
from symbolic manipulation as subcomponents of a body ofordered rules or processes can be maintained (see Ladd [1986] forrelevant observations). It is conceivable that the two distinCtsubsets of rules are not se. ' parate in terms of 'different in their formal properties. “'13 ordermg but

The. concept of simultaneous
distinctive opposition is.
representation at the most

bundles is abstract. just as that of
The current argument is that the

' . ' abstract (lexical) level has to beinherently mutidimensional, different features covering different(zgizactgrmporalldomains, and dimensional structures mustcommunicat‘i?‘ Ialrticuliitory functions [Clements, personal

melody~skelet2n a:sl<1i:ia:i908na'sele9rfiijt The affixing them? Of
. o provi e a ood brid e:zgccpmgigafmfigag:iz:b$: :zticmulatory movement gatterns aiEd. e one

phonological representation necessitated outa121‘. diggib‘rteiozgltfiic;dCtIVIIIOIlll. observations on the other [McCarthy ersonalginsensztigit‘rn; Fujiinura.l986c]. At the same time, phonilogicaivalues absuniZImaydspecify linguistically significant oppositionalby “Emu“ g] a: sparsely,.as opposed to completely segmentmum . c a descriptive system like those based on ag convention [Chomsky & Halle 1968; Kean 1975].?“
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example, may make good sense particularly if it is assisted by the
syllable framework and conventions involving resyllabification, for

example a scheme proposed by Borowsky [1986].

A point of dispute, given this relaxation of the one-dimensionality
(i. e. concatenative linearity) or the "simultaneous bundle"
constraint, and the introduction of any rather specific but complex

structural framework, is whether the abstract feature specifications

should be given unit by unit completely, or rather specifications

are inherently nonsegmental in the sense that they (whether

quasi-static values or dynamic patterns as the ”target"

configurations) are sparsely specified in the multidimensional

space down to the level where numerical implementation rules

operate. In the latter case, the realization rules would compute

the entire time course of each dimensional variable to specify the

temporal course of physical signals for a large phrasal unit.

Pierrehumhert (see infra) clearly takes the latter view, whereas

Inkelas and her coworkers [1987] maintain the former view

discussing African tone/intonation phenomena.

A point of future study related to this topic is the nature of

phrasing in speech utterance. A three-level framework of

phrasing hierarchy has been proposed by Pierrehumbert and

Beckman [in press] (also Beckman and Pierrehumbert [1986]) in

their studies of. Japanese and English. In Japanese, within the

minor (accent) phrase, any but the first lexically specified accent

marks lose their realization, according to traditional accounts (see

for rule formulation, McCawley [1968]; Haraguchi [1975]). This

is usually interpreted as an erasure of such marks. Recently, a

concept of catathesis was proposed by Poser [1984] (in conjunction

with Pierrehumbert‘s descriptive framework) relating pitch contour

realizations in contiguous phrases. This process, unlike the so-

called pitch declination, is conditioned crucially by the existence

of accent in the preceding phrase. When we handle a larger

phrasal unit, according to the catathesis theory, a qualitatively

similar phenomenon takes place, but the effect is not to eliminate

the mark nor ignore it, but to reduce its manifestation for the

subsequent phrases, if and only if there is a preceding accent (in

the preceding minor phrase). This raises the following question:

Is the accent deletion really a symbolic phonological operation, or

is it only a relatively strong degree of reduction? Further, it

could be questioned if the distinction between the smaller and

larger phrasal units are something of a categorical nature, as

expected from the syntactic motivation of the phrasal structures,

or is it to be captured (roughly speaking at the phonetic level) as

continuously varying boundary effects? That a complex set of

discourse factors influence the boundary effects in numerical

manners may favor the latter point of view, and as far as I know,

there is no evidence contrary to this.

Another set of observations being discussed in terms of the

relation between phonology and phonetics concerns the

neutralization of phonemic distinctions in certain phonological

environments. Dinnsen and Charles-Luce [1984] studying final

obstruents in Catalan challenged the separation of phonology and

phonetics, claiming that the phonological rule devoicing obstruents

must apply after the phonetic implementation rule that accounts

for speaker-dependent final devoicing. Similarly, the final

consonantal tense/lax or voiced/voiceless opposition in German has

been studied by several investigators, both in production and

perception [Fourakis & Iverson 1984; Port & O'Dell 1985]. The

concept of neutralization was revisited by Fourakis [1984].

Keating [1985] discussed the same difficulty in her study of vowel

duration and voice onset timing patterns and has proposed a

modification of the theoretical framework, allowing the grammar

of a language to control "all aspects of phonetic form". This view

may seem necessary to explain what is observed using the

traditional framework of phonetic description. The question

crucial to the theory of phonology is, however, not just what is

sufficient for the description of the observed patterns, but how we
can transform observable signal characteristics to units and

structures that are effective for phonological representation. If we

do not pursue an answer to this linguistic question, we will simply

have to yield to the more complex data as we become capable of

the more sophisticated measurements.

What is important here, however, is the fact that the fundamental

concepts of phonological representation are being challenged, as

the result of accurate enough quantitative observations of actual

physical signals, together with the technical capability of

comparing exactly realized complex mathematical schemes by

computation. The conceptual process of speech synthesis by rule

is a concrete technical experience in our present-day research

environment, and it has emerged, in part, as the result of an

engineering interest in a machine that relates lexical

representations (often given in orthographic text) to speech

signals.

4.3. Articulatory Aspects of Prosodic Control

Traditionally, prosodic effects on speech characteristics have been

discussed in connection with their manifestation in voice pitch

modulation and temporal patterning of segmental units. Thus, the

segmental units (phonemes in most discussions) displayed their

inherent physical correlates when they were concatenated into a

temporal string, with the coarticulation or smoothing with the

resultant reduction or undershooting as the only modification,

while pitch and durational modulation were superimposed onto

this representation of the speech signal. Some minor (presumably

universal) interactions of laryngeal control with articulatory

characteristics have also been considered. This picture is typically

represented in the tradition of speech synthesis by rule [Liberman

et al. 1959; Holmes er al. 1964].

Recent studies clearly show that this classical view only reflects a

lack of precise enough data, or at best, careful avoidance by the

phoneticians of the intruding complexity of "nonessential" factors

in the phoneticidescription. Every phonetician has known that

samples of vowels could not be collected from different contexts,

segmental, suprasegmental, or extralinguistic, for physical

measurements to yield valid comparison of contrasting phonemes.

Even a narrow phonetic transcription cannot be performed

mechanically, because supposedly identical phonetic segments of a

language would vary from one condition to another. The

engineering interest in designing a machine to identify words for

practical purposes has compelled us to confront this outstanding

problem (for some relevant discussions, see Fujimura [1984]; M.

Ohala [1983]).

4.3.1. Focus and Phrasing

Contrastive emphasis placed on a particular word in a sentence

utterance introduces remarkable‘effects not only in the pitch

contour and segmental durations, but also in the articulatory

movement patterns including what appears to be the target

position. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of the vertical movement

of a metal pellet placed on the blade of the tongue, tracked by the

x-ray microbeam system at the University of Tokyo. The subject

was a phoneticaly trained female speaker of a dialect (Georgia) of

American English.

The two utterances demonstrate the effects of different placements

of focus (contrastive emphasis). It can be readily seen that the

affected words are uttered with radically different gestures. The

syllable nucleus of the word “six" (see the single arrow) shows

more than three times as deep a valley in utterance (is),

accompanied by a considerably extended time interval between the

downward and upward (transitional) movements. The
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Fig. 2: Tongue blade movement (vertical position) as recorded by

x-ray microbeam tracking. ‘It's six five seven America Street’

spoken by a female American speaker, with focus placed on (a)

‘six’ and (b) ‘America’.

consonantal gestures on both sides of the valley also show some

differences between the two versions. The portions of the

utterances representing the word ‘America' (see the bracket), on

the other hand, demonstrates an even more dramatic difference in

gesture. There, the observed tongue blade height patterns share

almost nothing between the two versions. Finding correspondence

between the two curves as shown by‘the transcription in the

figure, is difficult without resorting to an examination of other

pellet positions (and the acoustic signal), in spite of the fact that

the two front vowels as well as the /r/ all presumably involve

some inherent tongue blade gestures.

In this experiment, a few utterances were recorded for each of the

four conditions placing emphasis on different focusable words.

The patterns were observed to be qualitatively very consistent

among different utterances for the same emphasis condition, but

the gestures for emphasized words tended to vary considerably in

terms of the extent of the excursion and temporal expansion.

A somewhat similar modulation with less change in the depth of

nucleus valleys was observed when distinct phrasing patterns were

used for the same word sequence in arithmetic formulae such as

(5 + 5) x 5 (yielding 50) vs. 5 + (5 x 5) (yielding 30).

4.3.2. Iceberg Patterns

In the course of studying temporal organizations of articulatory

movement patterns, we realize it is rather difficult to define
reliable land marks which we can rely on in comparing utterances
of the same phonetic segmental material under different

environments. The familiar notion of a segmental boundary (for

representative examples see Lehiste [1970]; Umeda [1975])
displayed as acoustic events such as voice onset, consonantal
implosion and explosion, do not find corresponding discontinuities
in the articulatory time course. This is particularly true,
presumably, because we use selected flesh points on the
articulators such as the tongue blade, which, depending on the
context as well as the particular phoneme, may or may not
represent the point of articulation. For a precise timing definition
of an event that is crucial in terms of the acoustic consequences,
we will have to refer to a three-dimensional measurement covering
a wide spatial domain, as seen in dynamic palatographic studies.

In my opinion, however, the apparent difficulty reflects a deeper
issue. The dynamics of articulatory structures is inherrently
continuous, involving a set of finite quantities like force and mass.
Even when the velocity of a particular part of the organ changes
abruptly, for example by collision with a heavy hard structure
such as the palate, the central part of the organ keeps moving
rather smoothly. Apart from the possible indirect reaction
through neural feedback, what determines the time course of the
entire system reflecting the neural commands is the physically
central rather than peripheral part of the structure.

Also, for the purpose of quantitative analyses, a smoothly
changing variable is mathematically more tractable than
discontinuous functions, because smooth functions can be handled
at least locally by a linear approximation. This means that within
a selected range of change, the system can be treated as a
superpositional system, where different factors can be easily
separated out by controlling contributing factors one by one. In a
formidably complex process such as speech production, this is
perhaps the only practical initial approach, until we have some
comprehensive view of the entire system with respect to
interrelations among specific parts of the system.

One more reason favoring recording smoothly changing variables
is that our measurements are always noisy. A discontinuous time
derivative used as the means for evaluating the crucial event is
inherently susceptible to errors due to small noise in position
measurement. Especially if the purpose is to determine timing
[values of crhcial events, continuously moving parts of the time
functions provide the most accurate evaluation of timing, in
comparison with, for example, an evaluation of the time when a
movement starts from the standstill condition. If we define an
event of invariably fast movement of a sample point fixed to the
structure, say a pellet, crossing across a prespecified position, 583'
height threshold, then the accuracy using positional measurement
is very high with respect to the time evaluation. In order to make
phonetically meaningful measurements, however, we have to find
a crucial condition, say a specific value of height for the selected
flesh point that makes sense as a definition of a phonetic event.

If we have a validated model of the time course for the given
observable quantity, say if the system behavior is known to be
determined by second order dynamics [Fujisaki 1977, 1983]. then
we can use a large segment of the time changing variable that
covers an interval ‘during which system parameters can be assumed
to take constant values, for a semiglobal curve fitting procedure.
This is a very noise-resistive method. Some recent tempo“!l
studies (e.g. Ostry et al. [1983]) in effect assume such a simple
model (locally sinusoidal change).

My approach is to try to find relatively invariant movement
patterns thatcan be operationally defined reliably enough for the
purpose of timing evaluations of landmark events. This method
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was motivated by the informal observation of various data from
microbeam measureme'nts. For some parts (in terms of pellet
height) of the movement of the crucial articulator for place-
specified consonants (the lower lip for labials and the tongue
blade for apicals), fairly reproducible results seemed to emerge
with respect'to timing modulation of such events as the result of
prosodic control [Fujimura 1981, 1986]. Using a special statistical
process to automatically and empirically decide such positional
ranges for a selected domain of prosodic variablility, we
evaluated, for sets of data described above relative to focus and
phrasing, the temporal modulation relation of each pair of
utterances (see Fig. 5). The data are only preliminary, and await
further verification using more data, which hopefully will become
available very shortly from the Wisconsin microbeam system.

For such patterns that seem to be characteristic of the consonant-
vowel combination, or more generally for a given demisyllable,
where the observed articulator is crucial for the place specification
of the consonant, Igave the name "iceberg", because such a
movement pattern floats around fairly freely in time relative to

other articulators' movement patterns, when segmental or prosodic
contexts change [Fujimura 1981].

4.3.3. The Case of Velum Movement

Vaissiere [personal communication], using the microbeam data

from the University of Tokyo, studied the velum movement
patterns in utterances of several sentences, as well as words in

isolation, spoken by two native speakers of English (General

American). She interpreted the time functions representing the

vertical position of a sample point of the velum surface, obtained

by tracking a pellet attached on a flexible plastic strip which was

placed on the velum in the nasal cavity [Fujimura, Miller &

Kiritani 1977]. In prescribing the time course of velum height,

she defined the "strength" of the oral consonant with respect to its

tautosyllabic effects. The strength is conditioned by intrasyllabic
position as well as stress. For the positional target, she concludes

tentatively that there is no target values for vowels, varied

positions being specified for both nasal and nonnasal consonants

depending on nonsegmental conditions.

One particularly interesting observation she has made is that the

strategy related to syllable reduction seems to vary basicallyfrom_
one speaker to another. In one speaker, the movement reduction
for prosodically weak position seems to be explained by
undershooting due to time constraints, while for the other speaker,

velocity seems to be under control independently. It is hoped that
such issues will be pursued with extensive data using many

subjects in different languages.

In many languages, it has been reported that velum height for

word initial position is higher than for word final position,

segmentally (nearly) ceren's paribus [Ushijima er a1. 1972;

Fujimura 1977]. Some observation using my own articulation in

Japanese shows that this initial vs. final distinction is observed for

intrasyllabic position even when the nasal consonant is in word-

medial position.

4.3.4. Allophonic Variation

One important issue that stems from the traditional segmental

view of speech is the allophonic variation of the same phoneme

depending on the context. Presumably, any universal effects of

(hard) coarticulation are excluded from such descriptions of .

segmental variation, but that does not mean that the remaining

aspects of coarticulatory processes do not involve utterance

parameters. Parameters such as time constants of movement

patterns, inherent strengths of influence over neighboring elements

within an articultory dimension, susceptibility of a target position
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or a movement pattern to such influences, must vary from
language to language, dialect to dialect, and part of it may well
vary speaker to speaker. The patterns of use of particular
articulators for the same phonological functions may also vary, as
we have seen in Vaissiere’s observation of velum movement
patterns. Furthermore, parameters specifying a neutral (rest)
position, range of movement, sensitivity to prosodic modulation,
etc. of the articulators must be specified as to what we may call
"phonetic disposition" to characterize each language, dialect,
ideolect, etc. In order to compare different linguistic systems, in
terms of phonological patterns implemented as speech, we need a
complex and very sophisticated normalization method to be
applied to different phonetic systems.

Precise descriptions of coarticulation and normalization processes
are not known to us at present, but as a matter of principle, we
may assume such well-defined processes which we could use to
identify unexplained variation of phonetic values of phonological
units, phonemes or syllables. A large part of such variation
would be related to prosodic effects. There are known salient
cases of phonetic variation of phonemic segments, however, which
can be recognized as ad hoc in the sense that any language
dependent assimilatory principle (1'. 2. even soft coarticulation)
would not be expected‘to predict them[Fujimura & Lovins 1978].
I think most of such known allophonic variation is contained
within the domain of the syllable, or in fact, the demisyllable.

My interest now is if we can find out some parts of such
seemingly ad hoc variation to be describable in terms of a more
general systematic (but of course language dependent) description
of temporal characteristics of articulatory processes. I think the
following observation of American English flapping may be
suggestive of such a possibility.

In American English, intervocalic It] and /d/, typically in a
stressed-reduced environment (as in ‘better', see Kahn [1976];
Laferriere & Zue [1977]), are pronounced with a transient and
incomplete closure accompanied by voicing for both [ti and Id/
(tap or so-called flap, see Ladefoged [1977]). The microbeam
observation with respect to the tongue blade pellet (about one cm
behind the tip of the tongue) has revealed a very interesting
dynamic characteristic of this articulatory gesture. Fig. 3 shows a
comparison of a minimal contrast between a voiceless stop and a
(voiced) tap for a pseudo-English phrase, spoken by a female
speaker.

The two sets of time-functions representing coordinate values of
pellets are aligned in time, in such a way that the two utterances

show a fair agreement roughly, apart from the following two

points [Birnbaum, personal communication]: (1) The mandible

shows some raising for the stop gesture but not for tapping, and

there is some tongue body movement for the stop

correspondingly. (2) The tongue blade (presumably tip also)

shows a distinctly different type of gesture both in the time

function shape- and the timing of the event as a whole relative to

other articulators’ temporal patterns.

Point one probably can be explained in terms of the difference in

the use of the linguamandibular gesture related to both the

phonological syllable margin status and the physical constraints or

the physiological mechanism used for forming the apical closure.

It should be emphasized that the time course of the mandible

movement is practically identical except for the local difference

directly reflecting the consonantal (or rather syllable margin)

gesture.

Given this agreement in the timing programs, the salient

difference in the blade movement is rather remarkable. In

particular, the stop gesture occurs earlier and starts movmg
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Fig. 3: Tongue blade movement (vertical ositi n ‘meaningless phrases ‘bet aught’ (thick lines)pwhich ind-so[2:13:38pronounced with a medial stop, and ‘bed aught’ (thin line;pronounced with a medial tap by an American English speaker(female). The speaker was not given any instruction as to themanner of pronunciation, and the phrases were given in a listform. The curves represent, from top to bottom, tongue badeheight, tongue dorsum height, mandible height, and ton edorsum advancement, respectively. The two utterances 2ealigned in time to optimize the 'overall com arisen for theexcept local deviations. P CUrVeS

toward the vowel considerably earlier. The peak of theconsonantal constriction (at the position of the ellet occursmsec or more earlier. P ) 100

There are two categories of possible explanations. One is that thetwo, gestures are, with respect to physiological realizationbastcally different. Different. muscles are involved perha ;associated with different neuromuscular and physical tingeconstants, so that even the same time pattern of motor commandsat the cortical level results in such a timing difference Orperhaps the same muscle is used via different physiological eotrolmechanisms. Particularly, if the tapping gesture makes use of amore peripheral loop that elicits a response to some subtle chan ein a specrfic (perhaps unobserved) part of the articulator isopposed to the stop gesture that is more or less under coriicalcontrol movement by movement this r ' ' ' '
' . ather ualitatmight be plausible. ’ q 1V3 difference

Another explanation may be that somehow the motorprogrammtng manifesting different syllable or foot structures hasto be numerically different erha s " ' ' ’
configuration. (p p only) in its tuning
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The former would suggest that the stop-flap (so-called) distinction
is inherently discrete. The latter may imply that such allophonic
variation is a continuous phenomenon; salient contrast evokes
discretely or symbolically different perception or transcription, but
depending on the context, particularly quantitatively specified
phonetic parameters such as degree of emphasis or utterance
speed, there may be intermediate cases from a phonetic point of
view. The fact that some (even phonetically experienced) native
speakers are not comfortable identifying the "stop-flap" distinction
may suggest that the latter is the case. The recent study of
formant characteristics of Ill-allophones by Sproat and Borowsky
[1987] also seems to suggest the continuum of allophonic
variation. refuting Halle and Mohanan’s proposal [1985], and
Borowsky's resyllabification theory basically seems promising in
accounting for such phenomena.

4.4. An Elastic Model of Timing

As we have seen above, the temporal organization of speech for
many purposes should be viewed as a multidimensional structure.
If we obtain an effective descriptive system that uses approriate
structural units for duration assignment, or events for defining
timing and time intervals, then we may be able to represent in
each of the dimensions the timing of each event by a linear model.
That is, each time interval between contiguous events may be
computed as a superposition of components due to different
segmental and prosodic contributions as independent factors.

The idea of using a string of springs as a model of speech timing.
or more specificallly of segmental durations, is not new. In
particular, Jane Gaitenby [1965] at Haskins Laboratories discussed
her data quite early using the concept of "elastic word" (see
Lehiste [1980] for a review). What I would like to discuss here is
a general model to describe the prosodic modulation of timing'
patterns of certain articulatory events. We can interpret time
intervals among such events to derive durations of segmental
units, whether phonemic, demisyllabic or syllabic.

After having determined the timing of each event in the time
course of an utterance, we then will have to derive time functions
of physical parameters, such as formant frequencies or tongue
height, by looking up the inherent or segmental properties, static
or dynamic as appropriate. As an example of such time function
derivation processes, we may consider the case of pitch contours
out of abstract tone specifications in Pierrehumbert’s intonation
work (see for its implementation as a synthesis rule system.
Anderson et a1. [1984]), or the prediction of velum movement
patterns in Vaissiere’s work discussed above.

Let us. start with a simple example. Fig. 4 shows a single-
dimension temporal model represented by a string of elastic
springs. The length (if each spring represents the time interval
between two speech events to be observed, which are represented
by .joming points (circles) between congtiguous springs. The j-th
spring is compressed or stretched deviating from its natural length
x0., in response to the external force F. The extent of the
re ponse depends on the inherent stiffness k. of the spring. Let us
call the external force "prosodic force", bec’ause it is the cause of
prosodic modulation in our model. The speed of utterance is
directly related to the value of this prosodic force. Since the
elastic system is superpositionally linear, all the increments 01'
event intervals are proportional to the force. Also, I should
emphasize here that the use of springs in the model does not
imply uniform compression or stretching of the speech structure
within the unit that is represented by a spring. Each springrepresents only the interval-between each adjacent pair of selected
events.
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Fig. 4: A spring system composed for a simple phrasal unit

(single dimension).

This model can be effective not only for representing the time
interval distribution of an utterance as a whole, but also for the
real time process of uttering a sentence, as far as the force is fixed
throughout the utterance. This is so because in order to determine
the conditions of the part of an utterance to the left (i. e. the
past) of any joint point, we do not have to know the structure to
its right (future). The boundary conditions for any substructure
defined by the joint points at its ends are completely specified by
the force applied to the end points. In this sense, considering the
external force rather than the end positions as the boundary
condition for the spring system is a crucial difference, even though
mathematically the two ways of specifying boundary conditions
are exactly equivalent.

We now need to devise a scheme to represent prosodic
modulation. We would like to maintain that the quantities xo and
k are inherent to the type of segment, or some projection of it
onto a particular plane. We assume that the effect of stress is
represented by a parallel spring, attached to the corresponding
substring of segments representing a unit such as syllable, foot or

word, to which such a stress specification is attached (see Fig. 4).
This additional spring, which we may call a prosodic spring, has,

as its inherent properties, natural length xo and stiffness k,
representing the nature of the prosodic effect, such as the degree

of stress. We may assume here that generally prosodic control is

represented taking compression as the positive sense of the force.

Thus a certain amount of external compression force is assumed

for a neutral situation, and a relaxation or expansion of a

segmental spring occurs when a parallel spring counterbalances

part of the external force.

Another salient effect of prosodic modulation is the phrasal effect,

in particular, phrase final lengthening. We represented in Fig. 4

such a boundary effect by adding virtual boundary springs, a and

b, which are added to the segmental strings in series. These

durational values are to be absorbed into the durational values of

adjacent segmental units when we interpret the spring

configuration as the temporal pattern of an utterance.

We can represent a hierarchical phrasal structure by embedding

substructures in a larger spring system [Fujimura 1986d]. We

need at least one level of phonetically motivated phrasal level to

allow control of the prosodic status over the stretch of a syntactic

phrase higher than words.

We studied this issue using icebergs (see supra) as the time

marking events [Fujimura 1986a]. Fig. 5 illustrates a comparison

of two utterances of the same word string, ‘twenty two plus seven

times four’, distinguished by different phrasings corresponding to
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different arithmatic values. In this figure, each articulatory event
(shown by a horizontal bracket) is plotted at the horizontal
position representing its average timing, and at the vertical
position representing the timing difference between the two
utterances.
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Fig. 5: A comparison of timings of corresponding events
(iceberg-like movement patterns) in two utterances: along
abscissa, average time for each event (shown by upward bracket),
along ordinate, timing difference for each event between the two
utterances. Note the time scales (in frame numbers) are different
between the two axes. The frame interval is about 8 msec.

T“- pattern of tlrning difference demonstrates a piecewise linear
change. This means that the ratio of the interval difference to the
average time interval, 1'. .e. the percentage of interval variation
between the pair, was constant over each phrase but varied from
one phrase to another. The local utterance speed, or equivalently
the prosodic force, was varied in a manner representable by a
parallel phrasal spring. Each breakpoint of straight lines indicates
where a phrase boundary occurred in the sentence in question.
Actually, the piecewise linear change as seen in this figure
indicates that there are additional constraints imposed on the
constants of the constituent springs. within the general model
discussed above. At any event, this observation seems to hold for
all other similar utterance pairs. Furthermore, when we compare
a sentence with a contrastive emphasis placed on different words,
as discussed above, similar piecewise linear patterns obtain. In
such a case, the emphasized word behaves as a prosodic phrase.

In my opinion, the traditional acoustic events for timing
measurements are quite useful and reliable, but do not reveal
some of the important characteristics of temporal organization. I
suspect strongly that events do not occur synchronously among

different articulatory dimensions, as I have discussed in previous

papers, because movement patterns in each dimension can reflect
articulator specific temporal constraints. Some aspects of the
asynchronism are probably cnicial for understanding the basic
nature of the phonological/phonetic structure of speech [Fujimura

1981,1986; Allwood & Scully 1982; 'Scully and Allwood 1985].

We need to measure articulatory events, as ‘well as voicing

control, for different articulators simultaneously. The x-ray

microbeam provides us a good means to obtain useful and rather

comprehenssive data.
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As I mentioned before, the complex spring model is useful for
describing the utterance process as long as the following two
conditions are met:

(1) The prosodic force is not altered in
the middle of an integral utterance unit,

(2) The change of plan takes place
by modifying the substructure
that connects to the past part of the utterance
only through a single node.

Fig. 6: A complex spring model (single dimension). Any of the
solid vertical solidlines, but not broken lines, can mark a point in
time as a boundary between past and future in motor
programming.

Thus in Fig. 6, the solid vertical line can separate the past from
the future, but broken vertical lines cannot. Time must jump
from a single joint node to the next, as the motor program is sent
for utterance execution. This suggests that the cognitive program
controlling speech utterance is prepared as a sequence of phonetic
phrasal units, formed into a simple concatenative linear string (of
Sternberg et al. [1978, 1980]). Within each phrasal unit, there
can be any complex substructure involving parallel springs for
prosodic modulations, but the specification of all such
substructures within each phrasal unit must be complete before it
gets started as an utterance.

Fig. 6 pertains only to one of the articulatory dimensions. The
discussion above suggests also that the linkage among different
dimensions must be solid at the phrase boundaries that serve for
demarcating the motor program execution units.

5. Discourse and Intonation

In the tradition of linguistics, the sentence has played the most
crucial role in the descriptive structure, defining the domain of
syntax most successfully. Without delineating linguistic
phenomena on the basis of the concept of sentence, the present
achievement of descriptive theory could not have been imagined.
This does not mean, however, that phenomena we encounter in
speech research are all contained within the bounds of sentences.
The more realistic we become in handling speech signals, the
more severe we find the constraints. Recent research efforts have
not overlooked these constraints. There are emerging findings
which attempt at an ambitious challenge'along this direction, even
though, needless to say, it is very difficult to explore a rigorous
theoretical approach, once we step out of the well-proved shelter
of ' syntactic theory. These efforts are representatively
characterized by a combination of training in artificial intelligence
with the semantic, syntactic, phonological and phonetic as well as
psychological disciplines. From the phonetic point of view,
recent progress in intonation studies is particularly relevant, in
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many cases in connection with emerging thoughts about human
linguistic performance and computational parsing of sentences.

Discussion of semantic references led AI researchers to the
discovery of hierarchical block structures in the organization of
discourse materials [Grosz 1977]. Recently, Hirschberg and
Pierrehumbert [1986] (also Hirschberg [1987]) have shown that
the voice pitch contours, when represented properly according to
Pierrehumbert’s descriptive framework, reveal the domains of
such block structures. Silverman [1987] in his PhD dissertation
corroborates this point, discussing related issues with extensive
data from systematically controlled perceptual experiments. It is
plausible that speech signals in actual conversation do carry more
information than that represented in written text, in the form 'of
pitch (and other signal aspects such as voice quality modulation as
well as intensity), which significantly helps the listener in parsing
the sentences correctly. Marcus and Hindle [1983] proposing their
D-theory of syntactic descriiption argues that intonation breaks
play a crucial role in sentence parsing, even though traditional
orthographic systems ignore such information and necessitate for
the readers of text a more complex parsing strategy.

6. Concluding Remarks

Speech is a physical and behavioral manifestation of linguistic
structures. As such its characteristics can be evaluated only with
reference to the linguistic structure that underlies it. While speech
signals convey information other than linguistic codes, and the
boundary between linguistic and extra- or para-linguistic issues
may not be clearcut, there is no question that the primary goal of
speech research is to understand the relation between the units and
organizations of linguistic forms to properties of speech signals
that are uttered and perceived under different circumstances. For
this goal to be achieved, it is imperative that we have an effective
(probably not the only correct) theory and a feasible
representation framework based thereon. In my opinion, we have
not established the linguistic theory to satisfy this condition, even
though we have seen remarkable progress in recent years in this
field, and our understanding now is far better and more useful
than it was a decade ago.

Furthermore, such theoretical endeavors must depend crucially on
experimental and computational approaches, and is sensitive to the
needs of industrial applications, just as, I might say, theoretical
work in solid state physics is. Thus our work in speech synthesis
from text, for example, can be affected immediately by any
innovative development of the level theory [Kiparsky 1982] in
morphology, nonlinear phonology, lexical semantics, syntactic
subcategorization of verbs and so on, as well as discussions of
temporal organization of articulatory events. On the other hand.
there is no question that the theoretical discussion of the emerging
tier/plane theory of phonological description must crucially depend
on a rather accurate description of pitch contours, anatomy and
physiology of articuratory systems, movement patterns of the
tongue, the lips, the jaw, etc. along with a good linguistic insight
and factual knowledge of a variety of natural languages.
synchronic and diachronic. In addition, empirical results we
obtain in engineering implementations of the theories do provide
us with invaluable suggestions as to the future direction, as well as
good motivations. A

The more we learn about speech and language, the more strongly
are we impressed by the depth of the human cognitive faculty.
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GLOTTAL CONTROL OF ASPIRATION AND OF VOI-CELESSNESS

AILBHE NI CHASAIDE

CENTRE FOR LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES,
TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN 2, EIRE

ABSTRACT

There are two different, though potentially
complementary explanations of how glottal control
of voicelessness and aspiration is effected; a) by
directly controlling the de ree of glottal aperture
during stop closure and specifically at oral
release; b) by controlling the precise timing of
the abduction/adduction gesture.

Photoelectric glottographic data for aspirated
(pre- and post-) and unaspirated stops in Icelandic
and Irish uttered in differing stress conditions
suggest that ; glottal aperture is directly
controlled; this and other "strategi’Fs" observed
maybe necessary to maintain voice offset and
onset targets under differing aerodynamic
conditions; such strategies might be best
regarded, not as correlates of stress as such, but
rather as‘evidence of a more general laryngeal
response to changes in aerodynamic conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Two rather different proposals have been made
regarding the laryngeal mechanism which determines
the presence and duration of aspiration. Kim /I/
has hypothesised that the degree of glottal opening
during stop closure, and crucially at stop release
determines the duration of aspiration. The wider
the glottal aperture at the instant of release, the
longer the aspiration that ensues; if the vocal
folds are already adducted at that point, there
will be no aspiration. Working from Kim‘s data,
Catford /2/ gives an approximate graph showing the
relationship between glottal aperture during stop
closure and aspiration duration.

More recently, Lb'fqvist et al. /3/ have questioned
an underlying assumption of the earlier work,
namely, that speakers directly control the degree
of glottal opening as a means of determining the
duration of aspiration. These authors suggest that
'jvoluntary control of the size of glottal opening
15 rather poor and that subjects are unable to make
very fine graded adjustments along this dimension."
Lofqvist /4/ also points out that the glottal
gesture is a relatively fixed ballistic
opening/closing cycle; once peak glottal' opening
has been attained, the closing gesture tends to
start immediately rather than maintain a static
open, position. Thus, rather than direct aperture
control, _Lofqvist proposes that control is exerted
on the timing of the laryngeal gesture, to which

Peak glottal opening (PGO).is an important index.
The later the P60, the greater the glottal
abduction at stop release, and thelonger the
aspiration. The converse should be true for
preaspirated stops. It follows from Lofqvist 5
account that, all else being equal, one might
expect greater peak glottal opening for aspirated
than for an unaspirated stop: such a difference
would however be a secondary consequence rather

than the primary control parameter.

It was felt that voiceless stops in Icelandic and
Irish (yielding pre-, post- and unasapira‘ted types)
across differing stress conditions might provide a
testing ground for these two models of aspiration
control. The durations of preaspiration /5/ and
postaspiration [6/ can be much shorter in
unstressed than in stressed syllables, and it would
be of interest to consider which of the above two
models might best account for those differences.

MATERIALS

Recordings of four short data sets in Icelandic and
Irish (a single subject in either case) included
the following signals: photo-electric glottograph
(PEG), oral airflow, and audio. Further recordings
of data sets 1,2, and'3 were made, where
subglottal pressure (strictly speaking, oesophageal
pressure) was substituted for PEG. For details on
equipment used see /5/ and references therein. The
first data set (Icelandic, 66 tokens) contained the
three possible bilabial s ops in VCV, as
exemplified in the words [la pa], [lazpa] and
[skazpa]. Each of these was inserted into carrier
frames so that the word in alternate sentences did
and did not . receive the main sentence stress:

"Hann safii -- wi’b mig." and "Hann sa ‘bi 'ekki --
wimg. The three urther sets invo ved ris
utterances containing the voiceless dental stop in
vcv and#cv. For set two (40 tokens), the wgrd
bafit’fl‘ was simply inserted into the frame: "Duirt
se —- liom. which was repeated so that in alternate
repetitions the word received either normal
sentence stress or emphatic stress. In set three

I(42? tokens), a further frame was added: "Duirt se
-- bea liomfi' As sentence stress in this last
frame falls on beag, the word [bahtha] is in the
relatively unstressed (prenuclear) position. The
intention here was to elicit three stress levels;
emphatic, normal and a (relative) lack of stress.
In the fourth set (24 tokens), the word [t aflwas
repeated with alternating emphatic and normal
sentence stress in the‘frame:“Ta’, adfiirt se’."
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The comparative amplitude of the PEG waveform was
measured at the following points: during the
preceding vowel (except for stops in¥#CV) a pOint

'taken as the baseline from which the PEG amplitude
was measured; at stop closure (for the preaspirated
stops); at peak glottal opening; at stop release,
and at voice onset. The time intervals between
these points were measured, as were the durations
of post- and preaspiration. Also measured for the
latter, was the time taken to effect devoicing from
the start of vocal fold abduction.

RESULTS

Figures 1,2,3 and 4 display the averaged PEG
results In Fig 1, where stressed and unstressed
tokens of the three types of voiceless stops in
Icelandic are compared, the amplitude of the peak
mottfl opening (PGO) would appear to be
considerably greater for the stressed. And
although the duration of preaspiration is a 9 ad
deal shorter in unstressed than in stressed[ d,
this is not reflected in the timing of PGO.
Postaspiration values do not differ in the stressed
and unstressed conditions, a fact which might
appear surprising at first glance. Values are
unifonfly very short hanging from 10ms to 35ms,
and so, postaspiration is likely to be barely if at
all perceptible). Also note that offset and onset
of periodicity would seem to occur at greater
amplitude of glottal opening for the stressed
cases. In Fig 3, where Irish unstressed tokens are
compared with normal and emphatic, PGO amplitude
seems again much lower in the unstressed

The difference between emphatically and normally
stressed tokens (Irish) is not uniformly reflected
by a single dhange in laryngeal behaviour. In
##CV, there is not only a large differencein the
amplitude of PGO but also in its timing. The peak
occurs either before or after stop release,
depending respectively on whether the stop occurs
in the normally or emphatically stressed syllable
The difference in postaspiration duration is likely
to be due to both timing and amplitude effects.The medial stops are rather different (note thatthese have both some pre- and postaspirationL
When only emphatic and normal were contrasted (dataset 2, Fig 2) there would appear to be littledifference in'the amplitude of glottal opening, buta striking difference in the glottal gestureitself. 'Emphatic tokens are characterized by asecond glottal opening peak, the first of whichcorresponds in timing to that of the normallystressed tokens. The durations of pre- andpostaspiration are virtually the same for bothstress conditions. Note that the timebtaken toeffect voicelessness is about the same also, butthat the amplitude of glottal opening at whichvoice offsets is considerably greater with emphaticstress; the rate of glottal opening may thereforebe quicker. As a consequence of the second openingpeak, the amplitude of glottal opening at stoprelease also appears to be greater for these stops.In Fig 3 (data set-3, containing additionallyunstressed tokens) the difference between theemphatic and normal is less striking, althoughthere is again clear evidence of double peaking inthe emphatic. It is likely that speakers were

diffmmntiathm less consistantly between the
emphatically and normally stressed tokens, when
this was not the only thing they had to attend to.

INTERPRETATION

As the photoelectric glottograph is not
calibratable there remains the pOSSlblllty that
results could be due to some artefact, e.gu a
shift of the catheder with the light sensor in the
phmynx might affect the amount of light
picked up,and hence, the amplitude of the waveform.
Long term catheder shifting could not however
explain the systematic differences noted, given
that the stress-varying utterances were read as
alternating sentences and that recordings were
short in any case. However, if there were to be
some stress-related articulatory difference, ag”
laryngeal movement in the vertical dimension, it
could conceivably yield the differences in PEG
amplitude (though hardly the double peaks of the
Irish emphatic stops). There is nevertheless some
corroborative evidence for our interpretation.
Andersen /7/ reports similar variation in PGO
amplitude for voiceless stops spoken at different
loudness levels. These findings were based on PEG
data, but were to some extent backed up by fibre-
optic and EMG data. More recently, on the basis of_
inverse filtered data, Fant /8/ and Gobl /9/ have'
reported for [h], a wider glottal opening in the
stressed than in the unstressed syllable.

Even if our interpretation is correct, one must
further ask whether these differences are actively
cmfirfllem or might simply be a passive
consequence of some other stress correlate such as
increased stop duration or higher subglottal
pressure (Ps).

The Icelandic data shows that the degree of
glottal opening can not be just a function of
duration. Closure duration for the unstressed
geminate is as long as for the stressed single
saws, but PGo amplitude is much lower.
Furthermore, within either stress condition, PGO is
not geater for the geminate than for the single
stops. Therefore, it can‘t be the case that the
vocal folds will simply deflect more widely given
extra time in which to do.sm

A second possibility is that the vocal folds are
blown wider apart as a consequence of increased P5
(a likely correlate of stress /10/,though not
necessarfly to be expected in every language:
see,for example Welsh /11/). P5 values in our data
were higher with increased stress. Peak Ps values
in the vowel preceding the stops were on average
6cm Aq higher in stressed than in unstressed tokens
for Icelandic (data set 1), and about 4cm Ag inIrish (data set 3). Emphatic tokens were 8 cm Aqhigher again. Averaged Ps values for data set 2.
are indicated in Fig 2., However, it is veryunlikely that the differences in glottal openingdegree are.passive consequence 0f the P5 level.
judging from an experiment by Lofqvist et al./3/-$Mden pressure changes, induced ddring PEGrecordings by unexpected jabs in the subject‘s
chest,. made very little difference to the PEG
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trace ,Furthermore, the double peak glottal
opening of the Irish emphatic stops can not be
attributed to pressure variation. Although P5 ishigher for the emphatic tokens (see Fig 2), there
is no additional sudden increase during stopclosure which could account for the second peak.

On balance therefore, it would seem that the
observed differences in laryngeal behaviour are
under active control. It may be the case that
increased activity of the laryngeal musculature is
a direct correlate of stress (typically perhaps an
inmwase in abductive activity, but with an
additional possibility of initiating a second
abductive gesture when necessary). Thus, one could
adopt the viewpoint that stress is potentially
manifest by increased muscular activity at every
level of production; the respiratory /10/, the
laryngeal, and frequently, at the level of
supralaryngeal articulation /12/.

These differences in laryngeal behaviour might not
however be best regarded as correlates of stress as
Imch as evidence of more general laryngeal
strategies to ensure maximally equivalent output
under differing aerodynamic conditions. To produce
a voiceless segment there are potentially
(depending on context) two crucial targets:

1) Sufficient glottal opening to ensure
voicelessness. (Note: this excludes from present
consideration glottalised stops, as occur incertain dialects of EnglishJ The transition from
voice -> voicelessness_is not instantaneous(Westbury /13/ describes a "voice tail" of up to
40ms for voiceless stops in American English) and
it can be very slow indeed when the vocal tract is
not occluded, as for preaspirated stops /5/. If a
greater degree of glottal abduction were not used
at higher Ps levels, attainment of voicelessness
might be delayed or prevented. Note that in the
data presented, the higher the Ps, the greater
appears to be the amplitude at which voice offsets.

The second target is the resumption of
vocal fold vibration at the appropriate point in
time subsequent to closure release. At voice
onset, the initiation of vocal fold vibration
results from glottal adduction and the Bernoulli
effect; at a given stage of glottal narrowing,rthe
vocal folds get sucked together. The point at
which this happens depends on two factors working
in an inverse relationship: the air flow rate
through the glottis, and the degree of glottal
narrowing. This may explain why, for the data in
Figs 1 and 2,the actual duration of postaspiration
is the same across different stress conditions,
even though glottal aperture at stop release would
seem to be quite different. Glottal closure in the
higher stress tokens may simply be "stealing afide", as it were, on the higer airflow and
Bernoulli effect. Thus, at higer P5 and airflow
rates wider glottal opening may be not just
tolerated, but actually necessary if VOT is to
remain constant. At lower stress levels, too much
glottal opening may be counter indicated as it
would lead to unwanted aspiration

Emphatic stress for the Irish medial stops may
represent a particularly demanding articulation,
wven that they have both some pre— and

postaspiration. Peak glottal opening occurs early
during stop closure, as with preaspirating stops
generflly. If the ballistic opening/closing
gesture were to proceed uninterrupted, the degree
of glottal opening at stop release might not be
sufficient to ensure the appropriate duration of
postafifiratiom hence the double opening. In
initial postpausal position the situation is rather
different, as only one of the above mentioned
targets is relevant: appropriate voice onset. This
may leave more freedom to use the additional
strategy of delaying the peak glottal opening to
prevent overshort aspiration at higher respiratory
levels.

CONCLUSIONS

To conclude therefore, I would suggest that the
degree of glottal opening is varied as a means of
controlling voice onset and offset times across
differing aerodynamic conditions. When necessary
or possible, the additional strategies of a second
opening peak or of a change in peak timing can also
be brought into play. In other words, the larynx
uses more than one control parameter to ensure that
the crucial targets of voice offset and voice onset
are maintained

The fine interplay between laryngeal behavior and
aerodynamic conditions suggests that there may be
active monitoring of P5 at the laryngeal leveL
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ABSTRACT

The simultaneous control of fundamental frequency andintensity of phonation was investigated. Simultaneousmeasures were obtained of laryngeal muscles and therespiratory system. An inverse relation between intensity andactivity .of vocalis and cricithyroid was found at high pitchchest vorce

INTRODUCTION

Studies 0f_the simultaneous control of fundamental frequency_(Fo) and intensrty of phonation have dealt with either therntrmsrc laryngeal muscles [1,2,3,4] or with the respiratorysystem [5,6]. In one study [7] subglottal pressure (Ps) wasmeasured simultaneously with electromyographic (EMG)actrvrty of intrinsrc and extrinsic laryngeal muscles for singing.The purpose of the present study is to reexamine thesimultaneous control of F0 and intensity in speech. To that endsimultaneous recordings of speech, electroglottogram (EGG)Ps, lung volume, and EMG activity of cricothyroid (CT),vocalrs (VOC) and stemohyoid (SH) were obtained while thesubject sustained the vowels /e/ and /i/. These physiologicalsrgnals were chosen because they are believed to be irnportantin the control of both intensity and pitch. No open vowels wereused because jaw opening may influence the intensity of theradiated so d
- ' ' -muscles. an and the EMG actrvrty of certain laryngeal

METHOD

high) making a total of 60 ' ' '
, phonatrons. The mtens 1of the soft utterances was approximately 7 dlitybecl‘oii/(%gnormal IL, and th -5 dB above the “gmfithe loud utterances was approximately

The audio signal was led to a itchcould see the F0. level on a osciilos
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Subglottal air pressure was recorded using a Millar pressure
transducer, which was inserted pemasaly and fed through the
glottrs into the trachea. The pressure measurement was
cahbrated by recording the signal while the subject held lung
pressures of up to 20 cm H20 against a water-filled U-tube
manometer [8]. The catheter, situated in the posteriorcomrmssure of the glottis, did not have a noticeable effect onphonation. The perimeter of the thorax and abdomen weremeasured With a Respitrace inductive plethysmograph. Lungvolume was calculated from the weighted sum of these twosrgnals. Specral calibration manoeuvres yielded the twoweighing factors. The EMG activity was recorded withhooked-Wire electrodes [9]. All electrodes were insertedpercutaneously. Correct electrode placement was confumed bymonitoring an oscrlloscope during various functionalmanoeuvres [9].
The! physiological signals, the audio signal, an octal code and atiming pulse were recorded on a one inch, 14-channelrnstrumentatton recorder [10]. The processing of the data wasdone With the Haskins Laboratories EMG data processingsystem [11]. The voice signal was sampled and digitized at a10 kHz rate, Ps and EGG at a 5 kHz rate, and EMG, chest andabdomen srgnals at a 200 Hz rate. The mean glottal flow Hg)was obtained by taking the derivative of the lung volume. Thevocal ‘mtensrty was evaluated from the audio signal. Theintensity levels were calculated relative to the lowest measuredIL. The F0 was derived from the EGG in order to Verifywhether the F0 0f the utterances remained roughly at the targetlevels. The EGG srgnal was also used to obtain the openquotient (0Q), which is defined as the time during which theglottrs rs open drvrded by the time of one vibratory cycle. The31531351::tivs’ix phasggiggal quantities (viz. Ps, Ig, IL andI o{JJrocessing y , T and SH) were used for further
'sing the voice onset as a line-u int the six h ' ' 31srgnals of the five repetitions wggveraged, rtepsuififgloigriinaveraged Signal for each quantity and each condition. Becauseof an artefact 1n the recordings of the EMG activity of the SHsome of the tokens had to be discarded, but of each utterance at

for processing and averaging. For
'ed below, the mean value between

gyeaage srgnals. So the final measures are mean values for eache srx quantities in each of the twelve conditions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The duration of the sustained vowels varied between 10 and
20 seconds. While phonating the EMG~activity of VOC and
CT, the Ps, Ig, IL and F0 were approximately constant. The
EMG-activity of SH had a peak value immediately before the
onset of phonation. Collier [12] and Hirose and Sawashima
[13] also observed SH activity just before voice onset and
assumed that the SH helps in preparing the larynx for the
"speech mode." The peak value of SH activity depended on
the frequency and intensity of the vowel that had to be
produced. The largest peak values were recorded in the low
frequency - high intensity condition, while the peak was almost
absent in the high frequency - low intensity condition. In all
utterances the EMG activity of the SH had levelled off to a
more or less constant value 2 seconds after voice onset.
Therefore for each measured physiological quantity the mean
value was calculated from 2 to 10 seconds after voice onset, as
mentioned above.
The mean values of the average signals are shown in the
Figures 1 t0 4. For each repetition the mean value between 2
and 10 seconds after voice onset is also given. The results are
analyzed by maldng three different comparisons for the relevant
physiological quantities.

14.1!t
A comparison is made between the data of the vowels Ie/ and
/i/. Both are closed vowels and therefore the jaw opening was
roughly the same. The major distinction between the two
vowels is a difference in their formants, caused by a different
vocal tract shape. This did not result in big dissimilaraties
between the recorded signals, but some differences did occur.

3;. At equal intensity levels the Ps was always slightly
higher when the vowel li/ was produced.

CL. For the low Fo condition the activity of the CT was
about the same for both vowels, but for high F0 the activity of
the CT was less for the vowel /i/. This can be a compensation
to keep F0 constant, because an increased Ps could raise the
F0

'ZQQ and SH . These two muscles showed more activity for
the vowel /i/ when phonating at low F0, and approximately the
same activity when phonating at high F0.

r l '
For the same phonetic condition and intensity, the signals
recorded at low and high pitch voice are compared.

VQQ gnd (:1 . From the Figures 1 to 4 it can be seen that
the activity of VOC and CT was substantially higher in
high-pitch chest voice than in low—pitch chest voice. This
confirms previous findings that the VOC and the CT are the
gimary muscles in regulating F0, especially in chest voice

,4].
SILL. The activity of the SH decreased with increasing

frequency, a result also found by Ohala [14] and Collier [12].
The Figuresl to 4 show that the decrease of SH activity was
more obvious at the high IL.

EL. Across different fundamental frequencies P3 was
almost the same. This is contradictory to the general believe
that F0 and Ps are positively related [12,15]. In this case the F0

is not raised by increasing Ps, but probably by an appropriate
adjustment of the activity of CT, VOC and SH

3, intensity Legulatjgn
Since the vocal intensity is also a function of the acoustic
impedance of the vocal tract, comparison of intensity is only
done between two states in which the shape of the vocal tract is
approximately the same, i.e. when the subject produced the
same vowel.

EL Intensity was always positively related to PS. This is
consistent with the results obtained by Isshiki [5] and Baer [7].

[g_. The glottal flow was more or less constant for different
intensities. The EGG recordings revealed that the 0Q decreased
with increasing intensity. Therefore, although Ps increased
with increasing intensity, Ig could remain fairly constant [5]. In
the chest register glottal flow is not dominant in controlling
intensity; apparently, the form and spectral content of the flow
pulses are more important.
fl. A positive relation between intensity and the EMG

activity of the SH was found.
VQg; grid (21 . At low chest voice no significant change in

the EMG-activity of the VOC and CT as a function of intensity
were found. Gay et a1. [4] also found that muscle activity, of
all five intrinsic laryngeal muscles, remained relatively steady
across changes in vocal intensity. .
At high pitch chest voice a negative relation between intensity
and the EMG activity of VOC and CT was found. The
compensatory mechanism is necessary to keep F0 constant,
because some of the factors that increase intensity also increase
Fo.

CONCLUSIONS

First of all, it appears to be possible to maintain a constant
subglottal pressure during a prolonged utterance, regardless of
the decreasing volume of the lungs. Also F0 and IL can be kept
constant without the need of apparent actions of Cl‘, VOC 0r
SH. Thus there seems to be no reason to assume that the often
observed declination in Speech is an involuntary effect of the
decreasing lung supply.
The findings of this study are in agreement with those of
previous studies: VOC and CT are the primary muscles in
regulating Fo, IL is positively related to Ps, and lg is more or
less constant for different intensities in the chest register.
Miiller found that an increase in vocal intensity without an
associated rise in F0 had to be accompanied by a decrease in
CT activity [16]. Rubin also speculated on a decrease in
intensity of contraction of the CT with increasing loudness, if
F0 is to remain constant [17]. Hirano actually measured that
CT activity changes often varied inversely with the vocal
intensity [1,2]. In the present study it was found that the
increasing Ps can be compensated, not only by a decrease of
CT activity, but also by a decrease of VOC activity. Further
study is needed to explain why this compensation mechanism
only occured at high pitch voice.
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Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. In these figures the Ps (cm H20) and
the EMG activity (pV) of SH (U), CT (0) and VOC (O) are
plotted as a function of IL (dB). The open symbols represent
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the mean values of the tokens, and the closed symbols
represent the mean values of the averaged Signals (for further
explanation see text).
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ABSTRACT

An experimental research of conformi-

ty of the forming voice source impulse mo-

dels to real process is carried out. The

technique of the research is based on the

analysis of power spectra of the actual

and synthesized voice signal with using

the linear prediction. The synthesis mahl

of the vocalized speech signal accounting

the influence of the voice source upon'dm
voice canal is proposed.

INTRODUCTION

Before now the accepted notions about the

speech forming process of the vocalized'

speech sounds proposed the excitation of

the voice canal by quasiperiodic impulses
of air stream such as the smooth unimodal
time function. Proceeding from these nous
it is obvious that the excitation of the
voice canal must start near the moment of
glottis opening. However, at present it
is known that the start of the excitation
of the voice canal coincides wit“ the vo-
cal chords closing moment [I]. The causes
of this obvious contradiction werent ana—
lised in literature about speech forming.
In this paper the experimental researches
were carried out in order to analyse real
processes of the excitation of the voice
canal by the voice source and build the
model of synthesis of vocalized voice vave
based on received results that is adeqwme
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to real speech signal forming. The canned

out researches concerned only the interac-

tion of the voice source with the voicear

nal and didn’t discuss those proceSSes as

the loss in the canal, nasalization, radi-

ation etc.

THE TECHNIQUE OF RESEARCH

The research method of the processes ofthe

vocalized speech signal forming is based

on analysis of power envelope spectrum 0f
signal. Because of problem statement the

speech wave analysis synchronous with the

pitch was to be used, that involves appli-

cation of the methods of increasing there-

solution of the frequency. And at last fin
unstationary variant of the linear predic-

tion was used [2]. The part of apparatus
of the research complex contains mini-cun-
puter SM-4 supplied with the device of fiw
analogous signal input. Special research
software based on the program complex for
processing and signal modelling included
the f0110wing main modules: "visiub spafih"
forming, calculation of the linear predic-

tion coefficients, calculation of power
spectrum by means of fast Fourier trans-
formation, the impulses of different form

excitation forming, the speech canal mob}
ling, speech wave synthesis. The program-

ming language is FORTRAN, the operational
system is RAFOS.
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A. REAL SPEECH SIGNAL

A speech signal.put into computer (frequ-

ency range — 5kHz, quantification fremnn-

cy — IOkHz, the number of quantification

levels by amplitude - 256, signal-norm rs

lation not worse than 40dB) was accumula-

ted on the magnetic carrier of the compu-

ter. Speech material consisted of thewonb

pronounced isolatedly by three announcer.

Quasistationary parts of stressed vowels

were subjected to the analysis. In calcu-

lation the prediction order was/0:12, co-

efficients of the linear prediction were

averaged by three-four samples taken wi-

thin the interval of analysis. Typical

example of the evaluation of power enve-

lope spectra is shown in Fig.1, where I -

measured along the whole period of the

pitch; 2 - during the closing interval;

3 — during the interval of vocal chords

opening (the fragment of sound /i/ in the

word "electrichestvo").

/\

70

50 /\
X1)?”- n" ' L: l.

30 \/
f 2 .3 Jf,k//z ‘5

Fig.1. The power spectrum

of the real signal

The experiments have shown the following

[3]; I) envelope spectra during the inter-

vals of vocal chords closing and opening

are distinguished essentially by frequen-

cy and width of the spectral maximums band

(for-manta); 2) the spectrum during thewhole

period of the pitch is more close to the

spectrum during the interval of vocal

chords closing. Thus there is sufficient

variations of the voice wave parameters

during the period of the pitch that isex—

plained in general by the voice sourcein-

fluence on these parameters in the phase

of glottis opening. The carried out cal-

culations by the numeral evaluation ofin-

fluence of the voice source on the speech

canal parameters have shown that with.nor-

mal conditions of pronunciation: I) theab-

solute changes of frequency of the fonnmts

achieve the quantity about IOOHz; 2) the

absolute changes of the band width ofibr-

mant—quantity about 300Hz [4].

B. THE SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL

Let us consider the model Work of thesyn-

thesis of the vocalized voice signal with

the excitation of the voice canalbysmxth

unimodal impulses. The raised cosinusoid

with duration of O,3...0,7 from the pitch

period was used as the impulse. The voice

canal was presented in the fonn of casca-

dely connected digital resonators corres-

ponding to the formants [I]. In table I

the parameters of the first of five for-

mants are given, used at the synthesis of

vowal /i/.
Table I

Frequency and width of the fonmant band

Formant /?, Hz 69, Hz

I 440 90

2 1800 50

3 2550 300

4 3410 300

5 4400 310

The character of the time function of the

synthesized speech signal has already

shown the sufficient quality difference

from real signal. The typical analysis of

vowal /i/ are shewn in Fig.2. The notati-

ons correspond to Fig.I. The duration of

the pitch is I20 counts, the duration of
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the excitation impulse for Fig.28 - 40 oo-

unts, for Fig.2b - 80 counts.

Let us compare Fig.2 and Fig.3 where the

spectrum of impulse reaction of voice ca-

nal with parameters of table I is given.

The calculation of this spectrum has been

made also by means of written technology

under the excitation of canal model by the

single impulse. The comparing results il-

lustrate that cosinusoidal impulse of ex-

citation distort the spectrum of frequen-

cy of the synthesized signal. The typical

results have been obtained under the other

forms of the excitation impulse triangle,

in particular. '

The carried out experiments and modelling

say about nonadequancy of model excitation

of the canal by smooth unimodal impulse.
Besides, you may conclude that excitation

of digital model of the voice canal by the
single impulse is more close to real pro-

cess of speech fonmation.

THE SYNTHESIS MODEL OF SPEECH SIGNAL

The carried out investigations allow to
formulate two main demands to the synthe-
sis model of vocalized speech signal:
I) the excitation of the voice canal.shmfld
be produced by short at the moments of vo-
cal chords closing; 2) during the interval
of the vocal chords opening the change of
the voice canal parameters must be carried
out, modelling, the influence of the vonm
source upon the speech wave parameters.
The model illustrated in Fig.4 meets muse
requirements. It is the development of the
model examined in [I].
According to the given model the voice ca-
nal in the fonm of a filter

6'
p -k/-h, 47,f z

V(Z)=

38

55 'l\
m.

1/5 (II! it "(a A /’I ‘ "

’/\‘35 -‘
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m \/\/\/\/\
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I ' \/\

'fld /”\ z—“’

/m& }/”‘/ NAM

.\(
25 \ .\4'/ .\_./

1 2 3 fik/Jz 5

5 fikh’z 5
Fig.2. The power spectra of a synthesized

signal with cosinusoidal source of
the exeitation

B,d8

41

1 2 5 f,kHz 5
Fig.3. The impulse reaction spectrum

of the voice canal

is excited by (5.02) signal at time manents
t/, #3 etc. The parameters of the canal

are changed in accordance with the func-
tion.;f(fl) during the interval of opening
[2}, t5] . For the formant model, in par-
ticular, frequency f? and width of strip
5} are these parameters counted in \’(Zl
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Fig.4. The synthesis model

Fig.5 illustrates the power envelope spec-

tra synthesized by means of the suggested

model signal (Fig.1). The parameters affor-

mant during the interval of the vocal

chords closing are given in table I. The

duration of the pitch period was equal to

I20 counts; the duration of the opening

period was equal to 80 counts; the abso-

lute changes of frequency of 5 formants

during the opening interval - IOOHz; the

absolute changes of the band width — 200R;

Comparing figures I, 2, 3 and 5 we see

that a given model at the spectral level

is much closer to the real process of

speech formation than a traditional model

3,.13
90 A

/’ \‘(1
/ - yr50 fi.\ /_V./‘ \\. \\\ ’—\

I L_/ \"/. \\//~

JW \ o:{a ‘2 3

1 a 3 f.kHz 5
Fig.5. The power spectra synthesized

by means of the suggested mo-

del signal

In the time domain the character of the

synthesized speech wave is also close to

real signal. It may be supposed that such

model of synthesis will allow to raise na—

turality of synthesized speech, to model

some individual peculiarities of voice.

The examination of these assumptions is

not included in this paper.

CONCLUSION

In consequence of carried out experimen-

tal investigations it is shown that the

imagination about the excitation of the

voice canal by smooth unimodal impulses

of air stream are not adequate. The exci-

tation of the voice canal by single im-

pulses during the period of time corres-

ponding to vocal chords closing and mora-

ling of change of speech wave parameters

as the smooth unimodal function during

the phase of vocal chords opening is more

close to real process of speech formation

In our opinion well known, so called, im—

pulses of the voice source are the form

of power accumulation for the next exci-

tation of the voice canal at the moment

of vocal chords closing.
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LARYNX - DOUBLE-SOUND GENERATOR

Boris Chernov
Dozent
Conservatoire
Novosibirsk, USSR 630099

ABSTRACT

Only aural transmission from man to man
of the oldest form of creative activity
brought to us the method of phonation of
the genetic period of an inarticulated
speech. Millions of years have passed
till the entrance to larynx was excluded
from the process of phonation. The be-
ginning tone of vocal folds got the pos-
sibility to be formed into vowel and con-
sonant sounds of speech. From whistle to
voice-whistle and articulate speech -
that's the way of evolution.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays on vast territories of the Gen—
tre and the South of Asia among Turkish
and Mongolian peoples there remained the
most ancient forms of the organisation of
sound formation in normal larynx that de-
monstrate an active participation of ves—
tibular folds at the expense of sharp
contraction of the larynx entrance, such
as larynx whistle and phonation simulta-
neously through the two barriers of vocaland vestibular folds.
Larynx shows the capacity of a double—
sound generator and clearly demonstrates
the mechanism through which the formationof an articulatedspeech is impossible.
The peoples of Mongolia, Touva, Bashkiriamanaged to preserve the ways of phonationpeculiar for the genetic period of an

Valentin Maslov
Phoniatric
Policlinic No 1
Novosibirsk, USSR 630099

inarticulatedspeech in the form of tradi-
tional singing folklore that have passed
through centuries thanks to living trans-
mission.

The most stable are the methods of double-
voice singing in four styles: Syghyt,
Ezingéer, Kargyraa and Barbbannadyr of
the Touvinians.

The first notes of the Bashkirian style
Usllau_ date to 1897. Folklorist Rybakov
S.G. has characterized it as Forest Wil-
deness. The forms of Touvinian double-
voice singing were studied by musicolo-
gists and folklorists beginning with 1900.
The analysis of Touvinian guttural sing-
ing was made by the Soviet composer
A.N. Aksionov during the 60-th. The
acoustic analysis of Triple-voice singing
of Tibet lamas was made by English
scientists H. Smith, K. Stevens, R. Tom-linson in 1967. In 1973 at the YIII a11-
union acoustic conference of AS of theUSSR A.A. Benin and V.N. Lozhkin reported
the results of acoustic analysis of Tou-
vinian larynx singing made with Sona-Grap-7029 A apparatus in diapason of
40 — 4000 Hz. They found the characteris-tics of low tone from 60 to 220 Hz andhigh pitch frbm 2000 to 3000 Hz. But itappeared to be impossible to explain thephysiological mechanism of larynx withthe help of acoustic analysis.
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Special research group of the authors
of this report was made at the initiati-
ve of Ministry of Culture of Touvinian
ASSR and rectorate of the Novosibirsk
Conservatoire.

The first examination of vocal apparatus
of Touvinian singers showed that they
have no abnormal deviations of anatomo-
physiological character. when the singer
began double-voice regime of phonation
the before seen vocal folds entirely
disappeared off the investigator's sight.
The source of the second sound appeared
to be a round whistle hole of D-1,5-2 mm
formed by(false)vestibular folds.
In 1975 --76 unique photographs of the
sources of the high-frequency whistle
of 2000 - 4000 hz were made (Fig. 1).
The following methods were used: filming
of singers; indirect laryngoscopy; film-

ing of the functioning of the larynx in
indirect laryngoscopy; tomography of the
larynx; tele-X-ray cinematography; video-
magnetio recording from TV screen; recor-
ding of various styles of double-voice
singing.

In the Syghyt style, a singer begins the
first phrase of the song with words in an
ordinary manner with his face relaxed and
his articulation and breath having no vi-
sible signs of effort. After finishing
the phrase sung naturally the singer ta-
kes a new breath and begins double—voice
singing which excludes the possibility of
using words. So the vocal organs start
working like a peculiar double-voice mu-
sical instrument (fig. 1). To the ear
double-voice singing presents itself as
two melodies the lower of which is of
ostinato character and keeps the pitch

Fig. 1. Opening to the larynx in Touvinian double—voice singing (in laryngosc0p3). Onecan see a tuberculum epiglotticum the tops of the arytenoid cartilages and the margins

passage or nozzle. 1 - Lead of epiglottis;

‘of false vocal folds in action in forming a narrow opening to the larynx like a small
2 - tuberculum_epiglotticum; 3 - margin ofventricular vocal fold; 4 - opening of'nozzle'surrounded by foaming mucus; 5 - top ofarytenoid cartilage.

‘
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of the octave. The second melody is heard

as a kind of whistle complicated by flo-

wery decoration-and lies in the sphere of

the third and fourth octave.

The transition from usual single-voice

phonetion to double-voice singing is fol-

lowed by abrupt changes in the function-

ing of the larynx. The larynx quickly

pulls up and the loose margin of the epi-

glottis becomes visible deep in the mouth

cavity, with the tongue not being stret-

ched at all.

Indirect laryngoscopy shows that in this

position the vocal folds become invisible

as the upper opening of the larynx narrows

to 1.5-2 mm because of all the formations

arranged at this level. The tuberculum

epiglotticum draws near the apex of the

cartilagines arytenoideae. From the sides,

muscles of the ventricular.folds and fib-

res of the musculus aryepiglotticus par-‘

ticipate in narrowing.

The upper opening of the larynx begins to,

function according to the 'nozzle’ prin-

ciple producing a whistling tone resound-

ing in the pharyngeal cavities.

This process of changing the larynx into

a double sound generator was clearly

observed in sagittal X-ray cinematography

that shows the rise of the larynx as well

as its narrowing and the sharp exact mo-

vements of the tongue which are synchro-

nous with the changes of pitch of the

whistling tones leading the ornamental

melody.

The formation of two narrow passages in

the larynx in accordance with the sounds

produced by it in double-voice singing

can also be observed in tomograms

(fig. 2). In the frontal tomograms two

narrow passages are seen: the first is

due to the closure of the plicae vocales,

and the second is formed by closing the

Rig. 2. Tomogram of the larynx in double-voice singing showing the presence of two
narrow passages, one on the level of the true vocal folds and the other on that of the
ventricular folds. Ventricles of Morgagni remain relaxed. 1 = Closed ventr 1d”
participating in the formation of a narrow opening to the larynx- 1°ular f09 2 = ventricles of
Morgagni relaxed; 3 a true vocal folds closed; 4 = aperture of trachea
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ventricular'folds and muSculature in ge-

neral and other muscle elements of the

upper opening of the larynx, with the

ventricles of Morgagni being relaxed.

The second passage works like a nozzle or

a whistle. It creates high-frequency vi-

brations which then resound in the pha-

.ryngeal cavities, forming sounds of va-

rious pitch.

The larynx of a Touvinian singer who

sings in the double-voice manner is a two-

sound generator in which the pitch of the

low tone is created by the vocal folds,

while the pitch of the whistling tone is

a result of the activities of the nar-

rowed entry to the larynx (nozzle) and of

the resonator cavities of mouth and pha-

rynx. These uses of the larynx and of the

mouth and pharyngeal cavities demonstrate

amazing functional possibilities of the

vocal organs for creating sounds and

exclusive abilities to govern their pitch

and duration. V

As a result of long and thorough examina-

tion of physiological mechanism of larynx

singing of Touvinians, Khakassians and

Bashkirs a new capacity of larynx unknown

to science was opened - the capacity to

form mechanism of aerodynamic whistle.
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section of the tube of the scope is an frame rate, a special scan method was

ellipse. The. image guide is 100a“? at devised .1“ WhiCh only the 331e§§§d1§322the center of the tube and on both Sides lines were sampled. when n :ines theHIGH—SPEED DIGITAL IMAGE RECORDING of the image guide are light guides. The are sampled 'out of 10 :::d A higherFOR THE OBSERVATION OF THE VOCAL CORD VIBRATION two light guide cables are connected to frame rate is 2000 per se e; second is
the separate light sources. frame rate of 4000 rames p lines.

achieved by sampling only 17 scan isTable 1 summarizes basic As far as the brightness of thzaigag: beSHIGERU KIRITANI HIROSHI IMAGAWA HAJIME HIROSE ' characteristics of tfie pieseEEOVSJyl’sizirggen concii‘neiyl t:::im§;am:h::t:ane achieVEd
' are t e we , near y e

lizgg. sofifiggzr of the picture elements in for the most SUbjeCts' Nagurgiéghdigg
Research Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics the image sensor is 100x100 and the brightness of the imag: girtfie'individual
University Of Tokyo, Bunkyoku 7—3-1, TOKYO, Japan sampling rage i: 10MH:.' szgfihed entth: cub-22:3 lar¥hgeaimagee memory can storeicture e emen 5 er I su J . - - bout

Abstract developed. The sytem is small and Sesulting frame rate is about 1000 per the image data for the Perlod °f acompact and, thus, enables flexible dat: second. In order to achievef :hhigher 200msecond.A new method for the high—speed collection. Simultaneous recording 0 Basic characteristics 0 e . e ima e
digital image recording 0f the vocal fOId speech and other physiological signals Table 1 endoscope system. Flg‘ 2 shows examgtzs ngf40§g framZS
vibration was developped using a solid can be performed easily.

recorded at a rate 0: s :hows the vocal
endoscope and an image sensor. Video

Light source 250w halogen lamp x 2~ per second.. The pic ugzle subject during
signals from the image sensor are Solid endoscope system Image sensor MOS type cord Vibration oh at' n of the vowel
digitized and stored in a digital image - 100x100 picture elements the 'sustained plolgaloenc of the voicememory. stored images are displayed on a Fig.1 shows a block diagram of the Clock 10MH2 /e=/- Fundamgggg fig: gages of the
monitor oscilloscope. Frame rates 0f system. The system consists of an Image memory 768k byte W35_ about 2. in are observed at
2000/sec and 4000/sec are realized for oblique-angled solid endoscope, a camera max1mum glottalo gpenesgthe images with 100x37 and 100x17 picture body containing an image sensor and an scan elements] Frame/secl Storage, about every 20tem ram .elements, respectively. Compared to the image processor. The output video signal 100x37 2000 200 Fiberscope sysordinary high-speed motion picture from the image sensor is fed into the 100x17 l 4000 450 - er valuable if a similar
system, the present system is compact and image processor through a high-Speed A/D (frames) It 15 v be constructed using a
enables flexible data collection. converter. Stored images are then ; - . . S¥Stem can Such a system makes it

A Similar system using a fiberscop displayed on a CRT monitor as an array of ‘ i i V flbecope.to observe the vocal cord
was also developped. Although images bY small images which represent sequential

p?551b}e d rin consonants. In the
the fiberscope are darker, a frame rate time frames

Vibrations tug g a pilot - system of
of 2000 per second was achieved for the . It is also possible to display stored Piresent d5 gage recording using a
images With 100 X 17 picture elements. images as a slow motion picture. The

high-spee was also developed.
The system makes it possible to observe image processor in the present system

flberSCOPevocal cord Vibrations during the contains about 750k byte of image memory-
F' 3 shows a block diagram 0f the

consonants. Preliminary observations on Generally, for one shot of image
1g. In this System, a video camera

the transitional characteristics of the recording, about 100 frames of image data
§y$tem. nected to the finder of a

vocal cord vibrations during the are sampled and stored by the image
15 con

implosion and explosion of the consonants processor.
Maximum frame rate that can be

single—lens reflex camera to monitor andare performed.

record the glottal view preceding and

- he short period of high §Peed
, realized by the present system is

toilgzéng ghe image is sent to the image
Intmductmn determined by the brightness of the image ginger ' for high—speed image reCOIdli‘g

Th' t t h . obtained through the endoscope and the
only when the shutter 0f the camera 15

is paper presen s .a new ec nigue speed of scanning the picture elements in
. This monitoring is necessary

for high-speed digital image recording the image sensor.
open. the fiberscOPe system mainly

f9r the observation of vocal cord In order to get a brighter image, a btigauii the observation of the glottis
Vlbratlon' _ new model of the solid endoscope was String the running speech and the Per1°d

For the. study. Of .the v01ce source constructed. The diameter of the scope
f hi h-speed imaging is very short.-

characteristics, 1t 15 essential _to was larger than that of the ordinary
o I: order to obtain a brighter image:

record the vocal cord vibration scope for the clinical use. The CrossSimultaneously With the speech Signal and -to analyze the relationship between the
pattern of the vocal cord vibration and
the acoustic characteristics of speech
signal. Observation of the vocal cord

a new fiberscope was also constructed the

0., ' VideO
" Endoscope signal FibersCOPe Monitorvibration has generally been performed by A/D ::>Image

FE Timenfl
using a high—speed motion picture. I MemQIYHowever, that method requires special Image Image

Image Signal
equipment and is not suited for flexible Sensor processordata collection under various modes of

qsensor
phonation. For the simultaneous
recording of speech signal, specialconsiderations are necessary on the D

e
acoustic shielding of the mechanical Light

“9“ 5“”
noises from the high-speed camera. source

(b)In the present study, a system of Fig. 1 Blockdiagram of the solid endoscope
. - 'bersco e

highospeed digital image recording was system. Fig.2 Examples of the recorded image of s Fig. 2 Blockdiagram 0f the £1 p
the vocal cord vibration. (a) 2000 rame system.
lsec (b) 4000 frames /sec
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(a)

Fig. 4 Vocal cord vibration durin
in the utterance /pi:hi:/.

g transition from vowel to /h/

Se 98.5.3

Table 2 Basic characteristics of the
-'fiberscope system.

Fiberscope diameter 4.8mm
view angle 43_

distance 7-70mm

Light source 500W xenon lamp
Image sensor CCD type

Clock 10MHz
Image memory 768k byte

Scan elementsl Frame/sec! Storage

200x34 1000 110
200x14 2000 270

(frames)

diameter of which was slightly larger

than that of the ordinary scope. At the

same time, a CCD type image sensor was

employed in this system, because the

image 'by the new fiberscope was still

darker than that by the solid endoscope,.

The sensitivity of the CCD image sensor

is generally higher than that of the MOS

type imagr sensor which was used in the

solid endoscope system. However, the

comercially available CCD sensors

generally contain a large number of

picture elememts, 500x500 for example.

Thus, in order to realize a high frame

rate, it was necessary to develop a

special scan method to sample only a very

limited portion of the image sensor and

to reduce the number of sampled elements.

Table 2 summarizes basic

characteristics of the system. The light

source is a 300W xenon lamp. The sampling

rate of the picture elements is 10Mhz.

The period of image recording is about

100ms long. For the picture elemnts of

200x34, the frame rate is 1000 per

second. A frame rate of 2000 per second

can be achieved with the picture elements

of 200x14

By using this system, preliminary

tests on the recroding of vocal cord

vibrations during consonants were

performed. A special triggering method

was employed to record the glottal images

for the selected period of the consonant

in the VCV utterances. First a pulse

from the camera shutter sets the entire

recording circuit ready. Then, the

subject start the utterance. When the

beginning of the speech envelope is

detected, a trigger pulse is generated.

Actual sampling of image signal is

started with a delay of the specified

interval. By using an appropriate delay

time, it is possible to record the

glottal images during the selected

consonantal period in the VCV utterances.

Fig. 4 shows an example of images

recorded by the fiberscope system at a

rate of 2000 frames per second. Vocal

cord vibration during the transition from

the vowel [i] to the consonant [h] in the

utterance [pi:hi:]. is shown. Fig. 4 (a)

represents the stationary vibration

during [iz]. During the transition

period shown in Fig. 4 (b), the arytenoid

cartlidges gradually seperate and the

maximum glottal opening is getting

larger. At the later period in the

figure, the vocal cords are still

vibrating but the right and left vocal

cords do not contact. It can be seen in

the speech wave that, corrsponding to the

observed vocal cord vibration, there is

a modulation of the amplitude of the

noise in the speech signal.

Summary

We have developed a new method of

high-speed digital image recording system

using laryngeal endoscopes and image

sensors. The system is compact and

simultaneous recording of speech and

other physiological signals can be

performed very easily. The system using’

a fiberscope realized observation of the

vocal cord vibrations during consonants.

We believe that the system is useful for

the study of the voice source

characteristics in various mode of

phonation.
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ABSTRACT

Speech synthesis by waveform concatenation has been the
subject of many attempts with fairly low quality results. We have
reformulated the approach and found its potential to natural and
personal-sounding speech by rule-based synthesis. Our study in
Finnish and Polish shows that the method called rnicrophonemics
could be implemented by standard micro-processors and D/A-
converters without any expensive signal processing hardware.

The main problems to be solved in the microphonemic
method were the interpolation of pitch-sized phoneme and
allophone units in wide formant transitions, the synthesis of
fricatives and some other consonant classes, and the control of
pitch and intonation. We found that the waveform interpolation
works if the formant transitions are narrower than 2 Barks
(critical bands), which implies the use of intermediate units inwide transitions. Fricatives are realized by time-randomizedselection of 10 ms signal units from 50 ms unvoiced prototypes.Pitch and intonation problems can be solved by severalwindowing techniques in the formation and concatenation ofpitch-sized units. The paper describes our experiments and pro-
poses synthesis-by~rule strategies for implementation.

INTRODUCTION

The methods of speech signal generation in speechsynthesis are often divided into two main classes: model-basedsource-filter models (formant and LPG-synthesis) and waveform-based time-domain synthesis methods. The advantage of model-based synthesis is the flexibility of generating an infinite numberof srgnals according to parametric controls that can be computedby rules, tables etc. This has become the major method especiallyin speech synthesis by rule.
. Time-domain synthesis can be based on a collection ofvarying srzed speech signal units like waveform cycles, pitchperiods, sound segments, phonemes, diphones, syllables etc.,taken from real speech. Concatenation of speech samples is aSimple method that has been used in synthesis experiments of lowto moderate quality. In principle the sound quality could be veryhigh if it were possible for enough samples of natural speech tobe stored and carefully combined. This method takes morememory than the model-based synthesis but otherwise it is not ascomplex and anthmetically intensive.

A well known example of time domain s h s nthesis isthe Mozer method /1/, where pitch-period-sizedlpergiotyge units ofreal speech are manipulated to take as little memory as possiblebut are still able to be reconstructed in an intelligible form. Thismoderate quality, low bit rate method is used in some limitedvocabulary synthesizers. Our experiments show that the trickslike zero-phasing the signal to lower the bit rate tend to remark-

Mattl Karjalalnen

Helsinki Univ. of Technology
Aooust. Lab., Otakaari 5 A, Espoo

Finland

ably reduce the quality and speaker identity. The phase properties
are important to be retained for very high quality, natural sound-
ing speech in a similar way as in multipulse LPG-coding /Z/.

The term "microphonemic method" that is used in our
study was adopted from early experiments of similar principles in
Poland. Patryn /3/ synthesized with phonemic units without
transitions and pitch changes.,His work was continued by
Kielczewski in his doctoral thesis (1979). This microphonemic
method applied pitch changes for intonation and transitions by
mixing parts of neighbouring phoneme prototypes. Lukaszewicz
et al. have worked on the method at the Institute of Bio-
cybemetics, Warsaw, since 1980. Their synthesizer has found
applications in a talking typewriter and a talking calculator.

The quality of speech in all of these synthesizers has beenlow to moderate. The objective of our study was to find methodsto overcome the inherent difficulties in concatenating speechwaveforms. Our experiments show that it is feasible to developsimple and inexpensive synthesizers with natural and high-qualityhuman-like characteristics. This concerns also speech synthesisby rule with unlimited vocabulary.

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED IN THE USE OF
SPEECH WAVEFORM CONCATENATION

.The microphonemic method is based on modelling the timedomain signal by using a dictionary of prototypes. These arederived from natural speech utterances and their size can be ofdifferent lengths. It is possible to store whole words; syllables,phonemes (allophones) or shorter segments. Using a dictionaryof trucrophonemes and several rules it is possible to generatesynthetic speech by concatenating prototypes one after another.Wavefonnmterpolation and concatenation are applied to realizethe transrtrons between consecutive units. There are severalproblems that need to be solved in order to obtain high qualitysynthetic voice, e.g.: _ '
" reahzrng dynamic and static variations of the units, especiallyin the generation of smooth and natural transitions betweenconsecutrye segments and phonemes,

synthesrzmg consonants, like tremulants (Finnish /r/), etc.,modrfingparameters to control intonation, stress and rythm,detemunrng the prototype set which is needed for a goodrepresentation of nattn'al speech,
" extracting these prototypes and their positions in the utteredspeech examples, .

formulating a good strategy when using waveform concate-nation for synthesrs by rule.

fl

. Some of these problems were studied by us at the HelsinkiUmversrty of Technology, Acoustics Laboratory, by using thefollowrng experimental techniques. -
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WIDE FORMANT TRANSITIONS

The first problem to be solved in high quality waveform
cdncatenation is to realize formant transitions e.g. in diphthongs
(like /ui/ in Finnish) and in glides. The original idea of the micro-
phonemic method was to apply simple linear interpolation from
one pitch prototype to another by amplitude mixing (see Fig. 1).
In our experiments we found that this works satisfactorily only if
the glide in formant frequencies is less than 2 Barks (critical
bands). In wider transitions, the amplitude-based interpolation is
not sufficient to introduce a perceptually acceptable formant
movement effect. For highest quality speech even ] Bark
transitions may be needed.

gain . .
transrtion region

—

Drotm protoz

I

_L I I l l I I l I I I

pitch periods (time)

Fig. 1. Linear amplitude-based interpolation between
two pitch-sizedprototypes to simulateformant
transitions.

If the formant distances between sound segments larger
than 2 Barks are needed, some intermediate prototypes should be
used to interpolate through (see Fig. 2.). It was possible for all
transitions found in Finnish and Polish to be synthesized in this
way.

gain .. .
transrtion region

inter-protol mediate prot02

proto
. \i/

—.L i i l l i l i l i i
pitch periods (time)

Fig. 2. Linear amplitude-based interpolation between
two pitch-sizedprototypes with an intermediate
prototype.

SYNTHESIS OF CONSONANTS

Many consonants need special processing. Short non-
repetitive units like bursts in stop consonants can be stored as
direct waveform segments and as several variants in the context of
different vowels or vowel groups. Sometimes the effect of
neighbouring consonants must also be analyzed and the context
stored for synthesis.

Fricatives need special treatment, too. Prototypes of about
50 ms in total length were found to be suitable and 10 ms unrts
from them were randomly taken for concatenation. The same

interpolation rule as in vowels can be applied. Most voiced
consonants behave in the same manner as vowels except that the
variability according to the context is only higher.

PITCH AND INTONATION CONTROL

Prosodic features reveal some difficulties in con-
catenation. A simple and fairly successful method to control
intonation is the use of minimum-pitch-period—sized prototypes
and insertion of zero-signal segments to obtain the desired
effective pitch for each moment (Fig. 3). A suitable windowing
technique and the overlapping mixing of pitch periods could
improve the results still further (Fig. 4). Timing is controlled by
counting a proper number of pitch periods.

; 5 i l I Il l total I I Fi

proto zero period increasing F0 ->

Fig. 3. Zero signal insertion as a method ofcontrolling
pitch in concatenation.

gain increasing amplitude

\ \
pitch period windows raising pitch ->

Fig. 4. Overlapping window summation in pitch control.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

About 70 Finnish and Polish phoneme pairs, concentrating
on the synthesis of diphone-like transition segments, were studied
experimentally by the microphonemic method. Some other larger
units (syllables, words) were also modeled.

A microprocessor-based signal editor (SPS-OZ) was-used
to extract the prototype units from real speech. The same editor
system was furtherapplied to scale the amplitude, adjust the pitch
period and to mix the prototypes for concatenation and synthesis
experiments. Another analysis system, ISA /4/, with auditory
spectrum and spectrogram display was used to pick up the bestpositions of the prototypes and to compare the original against thesynthetic speech examples. The principle of the auditory modelfor this analysis is presented in [5 .

Prototypes from the original speech were used to model thephoneme pair transitions with two different principles ofprototype selection. The first one was for producing intelligible,moderate quality speech with .a minimum number of prototypeswhich were located in the middle of the quasiperiodic steady—statephonemes and one prototype in the middle of the transition.
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The other method was to produce higher quality speech
with a larger number of prototypes. This was accomplished by
choosing the prototypes at each point where the formant
frequencies started to change. If the change was larger than 2
Barks an extra prototypebetween the starting and ending points
was taken. The maximum difference in any formant transition to
be interpolated was always less than 2 Barks. A prototype was
selected also at the points where the forrnants changed their
direction of movement. For a full synthesis system some of the
intermediate prototypes may be selected so that they can be used
in several contexts.

As an example, the number of prototypes in the Finnish
diphthbng /ia/ was three for intelligible and seven for high quality
speech. The maximum number of prototypes was never larger
than nine for any diphone-like unit. The size of a prototype was
usually equal to one pitch period. However, in the case of stop
consonants the length of a prototype was two to five times longer
and for fricatives five times longer. '

Fig. 5. shows the auditory spectrogram of the original
diphthong utterance /ia/ with the related loudness function.
Vertical lines with the capital letters A to C mark the positions ofthe prototypes in the lower-quality experiment. The auditoryspectrogram of the synthesized version is shown in Fig. 6. Linesrelated to digits 1 through 7 in Fig. 5 indicate the places of theprototypes in the case of the highest quality reconstruction. Thecorresponding auditory spectrogram is in Fig. 7.

. The pitch-sized prototypes from real speech naturally in-herit some speaker-specific features and personality of the voice.The time~domain signal carries the tone quality features related tothe detailed amplitude and phase spectrum. Our experiments showthat the phase, especially rapid phase transitions can be veryimportant to the naturalness of some allophones (nasals, liquidsetc.) and their combinations. The prototypes may also includeinherent prtch and amplitude data of the allophones that will bemodified according to the context during the resynthesis.

MICROPHONEMIC SYNTHESIS BY RULE'

Lukaszewicz et al. have implemented a low-to-moderatequality mic-based microphonemic syntesizer in Polish with somepractical applications. The objective of the present study was tofind the feasibility of the microphonemic method in high-qualitysynthesis by rule. Because of the relative high storage requiredand the tedious prototype preparation the method is not as wellsuited to limited vocabulary synthesis. -
The synthesis process in rnicrophonernics consists of theconcatenation of precompiled prototype units with some contextdependent modification rules applied to the prototypes. Whencompared to traditional model-based parametric synthesis thismeans more like operating with discrete symbol-like units insteadof continuous-time control parameters. Some arithmetic andnumenc computation can be avoided in this way.

_ The higher levels of text—to~speech synthesis transform the1mput text to a string of phonemic symbols. This process is verylanguage dependent. In Finnish it is almost a one—to~one mappingfrom grapheme string to phoneme string with some prosodycontrol analysrs /6/, while e.g. in English it is a much morecomplicated task. The assembly of microphonemes into speechSignals by phonemic level control information follows the sameguidelines in all languages. A set of rules defines how the proto-types are to be modified and concatenated and how the prosodiccontrol information is taken into account.
In our semimanual experiment we used a special notationto descnbe the assembly of micr0phonemic units. The followingforms were used:

Fig. 5. Auditory spectrogram ofthe original speech,
(Finnish /ia/)

Loudness

325 384

Fig. 6. Auditory spectrogram of the lower-quality
reconstruction by the microphonemic method
with three prototypes (A, B, C in Fig. 5.)

Fig. 7. Auditory spectrogram of the higher-qualityreconstruction by the microphonemic methodWith 7 prototypes (I to 7 in Fig.5.)
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x means a phoneme
. is a transition region
xlxz. is one prototype (one pitch period) which was taken

from the beginning of a transition between x1 and
x .

x1.x2 orzre prototype taken from the middle of the transition
between x1 and x2

.x1x2 ' one p‘riototype from the end of the transition between
x an x

n(...) inlteger t6 show the number of repetitions of some
units, e.g. 5(x1.x )

n(-) n (integer) periods of linear interpolation of two
neighbouring prototypes, e.g. 4(-), - equals to 1(~).

By using this notation we can express phoneme strings in
the way of the following (Finnish) examples:

/ai/ -> 12(.@a) 5(-) a.i 5(-) 10(i.@)
/anna/ -> 17(.@a) 15(.an) 9(na.) - n.a - 15(a.@)
/olli/ -> @.o 5(-) ol. 5(—) 6(.ol) 5(—) 6(li.) 3(-)

.li - 8(i.@) 3(-) 10(.i@)
where symbol @ denotes space (pause).

This notation could be developed towards a formal rule
language to be used in the implementation of the rule-based
synhesis. It should also be possible to express the prosody-
related control information, durations of the concatenated units
(instead of counting periods), relative pitch and amplitude, specral
effects etc. To do this, the basic unit in the language could bean
event object that contains fields or slots for different properties
and relations.

The automatic generation of speech from phonemic code
could proceed as follows. A rule-based match of the phoneme
code to a set of templates is carried out to give the best candidate
string of allophonic units and corresponding microphonemic
prototypes. Slot values related to prosodic features are filled
based on context-dependent prosody rules. An experimental study
of this kind is under development.

IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

An estimate of the memory capacity that is needed for
prototypes in a moderate-quality synthesizer (Finnish) 1s: some 30
"phonemes", in average 8 variants (vowel contexts), and the same
amount of intermediate prototypes. This results in a total number
of about 500 units, each of 12ms in duration times 14 samples/
sec (8 bits), which amounts to less than 100 kilobytes. At the
level of present ROM-memory technology it is feasrble to use up
to 256 kbytes of memory for the prototype storage and synthesrs
rules, thus achieving high-quality synthetic speech wrth personal-
sounding voice.

A single microprocessor like the Motorola 68000 is capable
of doing this synthesis in real time. Serial and/or parallel ports are
needed for input and a single D/A-converter (8 to 12 bits) With a
reconstruction filter may be used to form the analog output.
Another possibility is to design with multiplyrng D/A—converters
so as to avoid software multiplications for amplitude scaling 1n the
interpolation. The microphonemic method is also well SUIICd‘ to
software-based speech synthesis in microcomputers wrth specral
D/A-hardware to support fast analog output. The software for the
microphonemic synthesis by rule can be based on the manipu-
lation of prototypes along the guidelines stated earlier.

The selection of the prototypes during the development of
the system is a laborious and critical task that is_drfficult to be
automated. A semiautomatic segmentation algorithm and pitch
period detector could help if the voice of several speakers must be
modeled. We are working to create two different development

systems to continue the studies on the microphonemic method.
One will be based on a personal computer, another in an artificial
intelligence programming environment.

CONCLUSIONS

Our experiments showed clearly that the microphonemic
method by waveform interpolation and concatenation has potential
for high-quality speech synthesis by rule. Its main technical
advantage is that no computationally intensive signal processing is
required To achieve the highest-quality results optimal extraction
of prototype segments from real speech and a good strategy for
rule-based concatenation is needed Auditory spectra and spectro—
grams were found important in the extraction process to find the
best segments that meet the requirements of human auditory
perception. ‘
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High-Quality Speech Synthesis Using Demisyllables and a Variable—Frame—Rate Vocoder
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Abstract. An experimental high-quality speech syn-
thesis system is described. Demisyllables are used
as phonetic units for concatenation; in a first step
it is shown that 1665 demisyllables requiring about
0.5 MByte of memory at a data rate of 7.2 kbit/s
are sufficient to synthesize a very large German
vocabulary. To generate the output speech signal,
a special variable-frame-rate vocoder synthesizer
is implemented.

1. Introduction

Text-to—speech synthesis systems principally con-
sist of three major components: 1) an orthographic-
to-phonetic transcription (including prosody con—
trol); 2) the concatenation block; and 3) a vocoder
synthesizer. Usually the output of the orthogra—
phic-to-phonetic transcription block is a string of
phonetic symbols plus a number of special charac—
ters for prosody control. The concatenation com-
ponent converts this string into a data stream of
vocoder parameters which are then transformed
into synthetic speech by the vocoder synthesizer.

In the last years work on speech synthesis has
concentrated upon higherlevel tasks, i.e., ortho-
graphic—to—phonetic transcription and prosody con—
trol. Nevertheless, there are still a number of
unsolved problems in connection with concatenation
and even with the vocoder synthesizer; due to
these problems, the quality of synthetic speech
may still be unsatisfactory even for synthetic
utterances with a well—modeled prosody. This paper
deals with possibilities of improving the quality of
synthetic speech by optimizing the concatenation
block (Dettweiler, 1981, 1984) and by designing a
vocoder that is particularly well adapted to a
sgsegfh synthesis system by rule (Heiler, 1982,

2. Concatenation System for Demisyllable Elements

Concabenation is a central problem in any systemfor speech synthesis by rule. It provides the linkbetween’ the phonetic level'and the parametric level
of the system. In practice concatenation is control-led by a set of rules that act upon a data base ofspeech data. This data base may contain experimen—tal data, such as tables of formant frequencies;
however, it may also consist of (parameterized)natural speech. The design of the concatenation
component is determined by a tradeoff between the
number and complexity of the concatenation rules
on the one hand and the size of the memory re-
quired for the data base on the other hand. The
crucial question in this respect is that of the phon-
etic units to be applied.

2.1 The Demisyllable Approach

Besides phonemes and diphonemes, syllabic units
supply a viable data base for high-quality synthe-
sis by rule. The influence of coarticulation strongly
diminishes when a syllable boundary is crossed
(Fujimura, 1981; Ohman, 1966). When syllabic units
are used, the number of elements is minimized
when the syllables are split up into demisyllables
(DSs). Demisyllables as units of speech processing
were first proposed by Fujimura both for speech
recognition (1975) and for synthesis purposes
(1976). For German DSs were taken up by Ruske
and Schotola (1978) for a speech recognition sys-
tem; for synthesis by rule they were first used by
Dettweiler (1980, 1981).

Usually a syllable is defined to consist of the
syllabic nucleus (in German this is always a vowel
or a diphthong) which is preceded and followed by
a number of consonants, the so—called consonant
clusters (005). The consonants preceding the syl-
labic nucleus form the initial consonant cluster.
and the consonants following the nucleus represent
the final consonant cluster. A syllable is subdivided
into demisyllables by cutting it within the syllabic
nucleus. The initial CC and the beginning of the
syllabic nucleus form the initial demisyllable,whereas the remainder of the nucleus and the final
CC make up the final demisyllable.

2.2 The DS Inventory. Synthesizing MonosyllabicWords ‘

A representative DS list for German was compiled
by Ruske and Schotola (1978; cf. also Schotola,
1984). The initial CCs contain from 0 to 3 conson—ants, whereas up to 5 consonants may exist in a
final CC. The number of C08 is rather limited due
to linguistic constraints: we have to deal with only
51 initial and 159 final CCs (Dettweiler, 1984). Con-
cerning the syllabic nuclei, 23 vowels and 3 diph-thongs must be taken into account.

Contrary to speech recognition, where the syl-
labic nuclei and the 003 can be treated separately(Ruske and Schobola, 1978), the transitions between
the syllabic nuclei and the 00s are essential for
the quality of the synthesized speech; they cannot
be generated by rule and must be available asstored data. For the complete DS inventory thenumber of elements thus becomes

Nc = 26-51 initial DSs 4- 26-159 final DSs = 5460 .

Since coarticulation has a strong tendencytoward anticipating future articulatory gestures(Delattre, 1968; Fujimura, 1981), it is adequate t0establish the DS boundary within the first part ofthe vowel. Fujimura’s proposal (1976) to place theboundary. 50 ms after the beginning of -a vowel i8glsolfpphed in our system (Dettweiler, 1981; Of-
13. .
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FigJa-c. Concatenation within the syllabic nucleus
(rule CR1). (a) Initial DS, (b) final DS; (0) complete
word after concatenation. The thick vertical line
indicates the interconnection point; the smoothing
interval is indicated by the dashed lines. The
asterisk in the phonetic transcription refers to the
position of the syllabic nucleus

2.3 Inventory Reduction

To reduce the number of DSs, two ways seem feas-
ible: 1) vowel substitution, and 2) further splitting
of C08. Both these possibilities have been usednn
our system; the most important rule being the prin—
ciple of rudiment and suffix (Dettweiler, 1981;
Fig.2). ‘ ' .

Certain consonants, when occurring in final
position of a US, may be split off from the D_S_ and
form separate units, the so—called affixes (FuJimui-a
et al., 1977). As the experiments suggest, fricatives
and stops in final position, like vowels in the syl-
labic nuclei, represent a natural coarticulation bar—
rier; i.e., sounds following this barrier do not

(substantially) affect previous sounds. A splitting
scheme which is particularly effic1ent‘for German is
the principle of rudiment and suffix (Dettweiler,

1981, cf. Fig.2). A suffix is defined to conSist of

any (existing) combination of the four consonants

/f/: /s/, /.(‘/, and /t/, whereas the remainders of
the final DSs form the rudiments. The linguistic

constraints of German state that' once a suffix con—

sonant, i.e., one of the 4 consonants named above,
has occurred in a final CC, the followmg conson—

flnt(8) of that final CC, if existing at all, must be
suffix consonants as well. .

In practice the rudiment is formed by uttering

a DS that contains the remainder of the consonan—

tal cluster (without any suffix consonant) plus a

final /t/ and then removing the /t/ together With
the pertinent silence before the burst _(F1g.2b).

Since the rudiment contains all the‘coarticulatory
influences by the following /t/, it is easy to see

that the rudiment and the final DS containing an
identical consonant cluster without the /t/ are dif-

ferent (cf. Fig.2a,b). Any rudiment and any suffix

may be simply concatenated Without any smoothing

at the interconnection point. .
Using all these possibilities of inventory reduc;

Lion, the total number of elements now decreases

NR = 1665. Note that these inventortyh rteductécgiéi do

not e de the ualit of the syn e ic sp .

Weltfrgn average duh-anon of 9.3 5 per element,

the memory required for this inventory‘is lesjs
than 0.5 MByte if a vocoder at 7.2 kbits/s is use .
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Fig.23-c. The principle of rudiment and suffix. (a)
6 Ordinary consonant cluster: example /fam/. .(b)
Rudiment and suffix: the DS /*amt/ is split up into
the rudiment /*am./ and the suffix /t/ (the dotted
line represents the boundary). (c) Concatenation
using rudiment and suffix: /*am./ i: /f/ --> /*amf/.
Signals drawn with dotted lines represent DSs that
are needed to complete the word, but do not per-
tain to the DSs involved in rule CR2

2.4 Synthesizing Polysyllabic Words

Polysyllabic words contain intervocalic consonant
clusters between subsequent syllabic nuclei. This

requires additional rules for the concatenatiomof
CCs (Dettweiler, 1984). The procedure is carried
out in two steps. First an intervocatC is split
up into a final CC followed by an initial CC, and

the CC8 are joined to the respective syllabic nuclei
to form DSs. In the second step the DS3 are con—
catenated.

The ICCs are split according to tléree Eagles.

' tl an intervocalic CC must always e sp 1 up
grit: ay’valid final cc and a valid initial cc. A. cc 18
regarded as valid iF it is contained in the DS inven—
tory. If this rule does not yield a solution, the D‘s

inventory must be enlarged. On. the other hand, if
this rule provides several solutions, a second rule

states that the one solution is selected where as

many consonants as possible are grouped within

the initial CC. This "pragmatic" boundary “takes
into account the anticipatory effect of coarticula—

tion; even when a DS boundary as estabhshed by

this rule, differed from a given morph boundary.

These tworules thus represent an adequate means

to split up intervocalic CCs without requiring mor-

phologic knowledge at this level. _
When the intervocalic CC only contains one con-

sonant, a third rule switches the system into a
diphone mode by assigning this consonant to both

the initial and the final DSs.
The way in which intervocalic 00s are concaten-

ated strongly depends on the consonants involved.
Due to lack of space, the individual rules. cannot
be discussed here. A flow diagram 13 depicted in
Fig.3; the labeling of the concatenation rules

(CR 3-12) corresponds to that in (.Dettweiler and
Hess, 1985); for an in-depth discusswn, the reader

is referred to that publication.
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2.5 Realization of an Expérimental System

An experimental system 1was implemented using a
12‘h—order standard LPC vocoder with a constant
frame interval of 10 ms and a signal sampling fre-
quency of 10 kHz. For ata acquisition the D38
were embedded in two—s llable meaningless words
of the form /<initia] DS>§arl and /gat<final DS)/;
the DS3 were manually elimited using a display
program and an interactive segmentation procedure.

Compared to systems that use phonemes as units
for concatenation, the number of concatenation
rules in this system is extremely low, and the
quality is much better. In an intelligibility test,
Dettweiler (1984) showed that the median word
intelligibility dropped from 96.6% for vocoded
speech to 92.1% for the DS synthesis system (using
the same vocoder). The quality of the vocoder
speech and the demisyllable synthesis system were
Judged to be almost the same. However, there were
still a number of systematic confusions of frica—
tives, such as /s/ and /f/; some other errors were
due to incorrect segmentation of the demisyllables.
Systematic errors due to the concatenation rules
were.not encountered.

3. High-Quality Variable—Frame—Rate Vocoder

Since Dettweiler’s experiments (1984) showed that
even a rather high-quality vocoder may be a
source of systematic intelligibility errors, it is use-
ful to redesign the vocoder and to adapt it to the
spiaCIal requirements of the synthesis system by
ru e. '

Usually vocoders are designed for the purpose
of parametric speech transmission. Important cri-
teria are robustness, good performance even in
adverse emnronment, and real—time operation. If a
vocoder, however, is to be optimized with respect
tospeech quality' at a given transmission rate, the
prinCiple of variable frame rate (VFR) vocoding \est
fulfils this requirement (Huggins et al., 1977). ii. a
VFR vocoder the frame rate is adapted to the speed
of articulatory movement; i.e., frames are selected

and transmitted in rather large time intervals dur'
ing stationary segments such as vowels, whereas
the frame rate during rapid transitions is rather
high. This principle is not well suited for transmis-
sion purposes since it is rather complex in the
analysis part; in addition, it may introduce a sub-
stantial processing delay which is intolerable in a
dialog. In a speech synthesis system by rule, how'-
ever, the requirements are substantially different-
Analysis of the input data is done off line (even
manual interaction may be permitted) and With
high-quality data; thus the analysis algorithms may
be sensitive and complex. In addition, the question
of the processing delay is irrelevant here. Such a
system is thus extremely well suited for this kind
of application.

Heiler (1985) developed and optimized the so-
called "evolution strategy" (Fig.5) for selecting the
frames and approximating the parameters to be
stored. In this algorithm an utterance (e.g., a D5)
is regarded as one unit. Predetermined are 1) the
number of frames to be selected, 2) the interpola-
tion procedure for the frames which are not selec-
ted (a combination of linear interpolation and simple
repeating of the most recent frame proved to give
the best results), and 3) the approximation strategy
for the parameters at the selected frames. The
algorithms starts with the two frames at the begin-
ning and end of the DS that must be selected. The
third frame is positioned in such a way that the
accumulated approximation error becomes a minimum
over the whole utterance. Then another frame is
looked for (with the frames kept constant that were
already selected) according to the same criterion;
this procedure continues until the desired number
of frames have been obtained. Due to the successive
approximation, however, the selection of frames is
not yet optimal. For further optimization one more
frame is now added to the selection. To keep the
number of frames constant, the algorithm then 1‘8‘
moves the one frame whose removal contributes
least to the global approximation error. If the re‘
moved 'frame is different from the one which was
added in that step, this results in a frame shift; if
it is the same, the optimization is terminated.
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Fig.4. Vocoder configuration for speech synthesis

by rule. The analysis (components above the
dashed line) is done offline

E] 53 START

5 SET

UPTIMIZE

E] E3 E3 Ii Ii El E3

Fig.5. Example for the evolution strategy for a VFR
Vocoder system. After Heiler (1985)

In subjective listening experiments Heiler (1985)
showed that, compared to a vocoder with constant

frame rate and no parameter optimization, this VFR

Principle permits reducing the bit rate by a factor
of 3 without a perceptible loss of quality.
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HIGH QUALITY SYNTHESIS OF VOWELS

Leonid Chudnovsky, Vecheslav Ageyev

Institute for Information
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Moscow, USSR 101447

ABSTRACT

A problem concerning synthesis of isolated
Russian vowels is described. Approximation of
excitation source functioning is at the centre
‘of attension.

56

During vowel synthtsis attention is focused
on vocal tract (modes) frequency values. Excita-
tion source is approximated by a triangular fun-
ction subjected to three jumps of a derivative
in pitch period [I]. That approach doesn't pro-
vide a high quality synthesis and thus causes
intelligibility degradation in additive noises.
Somewhat better synthesis results are achieved
for a more composite time function of the vowel
excitation source [2].

Natural sounding and intelligibility of syn-
thesized vowels can be improved due. to taking
into consideretion the real features of vowel
excitation sources. One may get an'idea of the
excitation sources from vowel oscillograph tra-
ces using the inverse filtering technicues. To
solve that inverse problem it is necessary to
know such vocal tract parameters as a quality
factor and moda frequency. A compensating me-
thod based on instant frequency 'measurement ‘of
a filtered speech signal has been used for modafrequency calculation [3]. It was continued, bysignal frequency filtering in order to extractformantooscillations. Low-pass filters have be-en used for the extraction of the first formantand band-pass filters for the extraction 'ofother formants. The cut steepness of a filterrespounse characteristic has accounted for noless than 48 dB/octave outside the transparenceband. A quality factor of the extracted formantoscillations has been calculated using an analy-tical signal envelope [4]. Algoritm [4] has be-en modified to improve computing accuracy of aquality factor. After the extraction of formantoscillation pg ft and the calculation of thequality factor (as and the. vocal tract modafrequency 09x it is possible to regenerate themoda excitation source from the follo-wing equation [2] {

P;'(t)+ “if P.'(t) + wtn- (arm (t) g f. (t) (1)
The excitation source of the formant oscillati-on fx is related to the vowel excitation so—urce f f in the following way :

w farms-aw (2)
where A K(t)‘ is a filter pulse response for

extracta‘0n of the K -th
formant oscillation. .

Equation (1) may be used for speech syntheSis
as well.

Excitation sources of 5 Russion vowels "a",
"3 ","o","y","u" have been experimentally studi-
ed. The extracted excitation sources of the
first formant oscillation can be conventionally
devided into two groups: the first group for
the sounds "a" and "3", and the second grou!
for the sounds "o","y" and "u". The first gro-
up of excitation sources represents two succes-
sive pulses with different amplitudes *with the
timev‘intervai 4—6 ms and each pulse duration
l-Z-ms. The second pulse amplitude and its de-
lay time with respect to the first pulse are ref
lated to the quality factor and the first moda
frequency in such a way that the second pulse
stops its free oscillations which appeared af-
ter the first pulse. The second group of excita-
tion source is represented either by a single
pulse with 1.5—2 ms duration or by two multy—Or
unidirectional pulses of the same duration with
the second pulse time delay 1.5—2 ms, or by the
three pulses of alternating direction with the
duration 1.5-2 ms and the time delay 1.5-2 ms
and 3-4 ms correspondingly. Excitation source
of the sound "y" has one peculiarity. The rege-
nerate excitation sources of the first moda and
the extracted signal of the first formant oscil‘
lations are identical.
'During vowel synthesis excitation pulses ha-

ve been approximate by the following function i

jar):Izmml‘w4010101444774)?‘1} (3)
where 23W -is a pulse duration;

Z t) -is a unit function.
The synthesis resulted in high intelligibilityof the vowels "a","3","o","y" when representedby single formant oscillation. Increase in thenumber of formant oscillation causes intellifii'bility improvement. For acceptable intelligibi-
lity of the synthesized vowel "M" it should berepresented by two formants. The first mode ex-citation sources with the reduced pulse dura‘tion have been used for higher vocal tract moda
frequencies (3). The duretion reduction factorfor the K —th moda has been selected equal tothe ratio “Di/UK
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Fig.1 shows the excitation sources oscillograph
traces of the first formant §4q(t) ,5‘9(t) ,
;jo(t) , i1, (t) , f¢u(t) and offlthens$c3nd £0:
mant {1“ (t) for the sounds a , 3 , o , y ,

WAVAA

"u" .

f... (t)

“ /\ the]
s\] 1'0 V

gt” (t)
l

tJ

§V4To V

Aura
£00)

am
//\\ /tfi§1A; /\V{o\ V,

A A #51431
'5- 1o

3”... (t)

int)

i i» i—‘i"
i

Fig. 1. The excation sources pf the

synthesized sounds a , 3 ,
DDOOI’IUYIO’II“'I-

{hefoscillograph tfiafiefiagfnghengyngnzsiii: sizi-

e- ormant vowe s a , , ,
formant vowel "u" are shown in Fig.2. _

Natural sounding improvemt of the synthesized
vowels is achieved with due regard for time va-
riation of the excitation source parameters of
each moda fx(t). Test data analysis has shown

that tne vowels excitation sources are SUbJEC‘

ted to different transformations , i.e. abrupt
transformations with the time interval of
30-100 ms and slow period-by-period transforma-

tions. The vowels excitation sources which dif-
fer in their voice onset time with open or clo-
se vocal bands are well differentiated.
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K3H.)a

i OCtl

.Amhmh a
VVVVV

AVAVAVAVAVAV, _.

\VAVAVAVAVAV/Lt

Fig. 2. The synthesized sounds "a“,

‘.3."'.°"’.'y""'“l'.

' . . shows the extracted excitation sources
ifgtge first moda f}a(¢) and }1u(t) of. the :0:

wls "a" and "H". The phonation of thenvowel .a

initiates with close and of the vowel H with

open vocal bands. Due to the extracted exc1ta-

tion source it has been found out that the voi-

ce onset time with open vocal bands and the cesr

sation of phonetion (Fig.3) have the same time
structure and -are practically speaker indepen-
dent. To achieve the vowels high quality synthe-
sis with due regard for the source signal varia-

tion the function has been approx1mated with

the \help of the tables.
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K510 (t)

1 m (t)

tr

Fig. 3. The regenerated .excitation
source: of the f1rst moda

of the sounds "a" and "H".

The usage of excitation sources peculiariti-
es and their relationship with vocal tract para-
mtets gives an opportunity to achieve the high
quality synthesis of vowels and speech as who-
1e.
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A HARDWARE-SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR DESIGNING HIGH-QUALITY SPEECH COMPILING SYNTHESIZERS

ALEXANDRE GORODNIKOV

All-Union Research Institute
for TV and Radio Broadcasting
Moscow, USSR 123298

ABSTRACT

Nowadays, the highest possible pho-

netic quality of synthetic speech can be

provided by compiling speech synthesizers.

Proposed is an appropriate hardware-soft-

ware system for their computer simulation

and design. As an example of practical

implementation, basic parameters of a

high-quality speech synthesizer of the

"speaking clock" type to be used in radio
broadcasting are presented.

INTRODUCTION

0f different types of synthesizers

available, it is the so-called compiling

Synthesizer which guarantees the highest

possible quality of synthetic speech,
and, consequently, boasts the greatest

versatility. The synthesizer is based on

a solid-state memory containing SPGGCh
signals in a digital form. The set of

Signals consists of specially selected

Speech elements like phrases, words,

sYllables, or coarticulation units which,

being read out from the memory in a pre-

MEELIS MIHKLA TOOMAS TAGO

Computer Design Office, Institute ofCybernetics, Tallinn Estonia, USSR 200104

set order, permit to synthesize a cer-.

tain number of utterances.

Designing a compiling synthesizer,

the key problem is how to compromise

among different and even somewhat antago—

nistic technical requirements, such as

the quality of synthetic speech, the vo-

lume of the vocabulary, the complexity of

the hardware part, dimensions, weight and

cost. To provide an effective solution to

the above problem, we have developed a

hardware-softWare system that serves well

for both research purposes and practical

applications in creating compiling synthe-

sizers. The system's hardware also in-

cludes a compiling synthesizer of the

"speaking clock" type for high-quality

speech synthesis.

THE HARDWARE-SOFTWARE SYSTEM

The system is based on a minicompu-

ter EC-1010, operating together with 12—

bit A/D and D/A converters, a bank of

filters, a tape recorder, and other peri-

pheral equipment. The system's features
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include: digital input of a speech signal,

extraction of the synthesizer vocabulary

units from a speech signal, computer simu-

lation of the synthesizer operation algo-

rithms, comparison of different methods

of speech signal coding and redundancy ,

reduction, objective analysis and compa-

rison of prosodic characteristics and co-

articulation joints of synthesized

phrases. It is also possible to prepare

and store in the solid-state memory bulks

of labelled digital data and to check by

listening the acoustic quality of synthe-

tic speech. Sampling frequency of the

speech signal input can be - depending on

the application - 10,16 or 20 kHz. A seg-

mentation program makes it possible to

extract the wanted sentence, word, or

syllable from a continuous speech signal.

Thus derived speech elements are stored

in a database on disks. The next step

consists in the analysis and optimization

of the vocabulary by means of synthesis.

The prosody of a synthesized sentence and

the intensity of the speech signal are

compared to the corresponding parameters

of an originally spoken sentence. Accor-

ding to the context of the sentence, the

database is searched for speech elements

whose main pitch contour and intensity

most closely resemble those of the origi-

nal sentence.

WORD SELECTION FOR THE SYNTHESIZER

VOCABULARY

The highest possible quality of

synthetic speech can be achieved in case

the vocabulary consists of words and

phrases. However, this requires a large-

capacity solid-state memory, otherwise

the synthesizer shall have a rather limi-

ted vocabulary. As an example, we may

consider the vocabulary of a high-quality

speech compiling synthesizer to be used

for time announcement in radio broadcas-

ting fthe so-called "speaking clock").

Thefgeneral structure of the Russian time

announcement is as follows: "Moscow time

is ...10 1 (hours), 1 x(hours)... 10 x

(minutes), 1 x(minute$" or "It is noon/

midnight in Moscow". Thus, in order to

announce time with a minute's precision

round the clock one would need 1440 anno-

uncements, each structured according to

the above pattern and being 4-6 words

long. The entire file of speech units

used for time announcements would com-

prise 8592 words with a total duration of

183 min. Obviously, the vocabulary of a

"speaking clock" should be considerably

smaller in order to provide both a tole-

rable degree of complexity and a reaso—

nable cost of the synthesizer. h

A Prosodic analysis of the original

time announcemets carried out by means or

our hardware—software system showed that
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abrupt changes in the pitch contour are

observed mainly in the middle of the sen-

tence in the words "time" and "(10 x)

hours, (1 x)hours", where the pitch rises

at the end of the word, and also in the

sentence-final position in the words

'"(10 x)minutes, (1 x)minutes" where the

pitch falls. The words carrying quantita—

tive temporal information (i.e. numerals)

can be divided into stressed and un—

stressed ones. In long words, however,

changes in the pitch and signal intensity

are relatively small, therefore the

stressed vs. unstressed dichotomy is not

worthwhile in this case. The above find-

ings, alongside with the fact that most

of the words display a high repetition

rate across different announcements en-

abled us to considerably reduce and opti-

mize the synthesizer vocabulary. The re-

sulting vocabulary for round—the-clock

time announcement service in Russian com-

Prises 43 words with a total duration of

233 sec.

THE COMPILING SYNTHESIZER OF THE

"SPEAKING CLOCK" TYPE

Prior to its practical implementati—

on, the "speaking clock" design was simu-

lated and optimized by means of our hard-

Ware-software system. The high acoustic

quality of the announcements was achieved

by 12-bit digital speech conversion with

the 16 kHz sampling frequency. In order

to economize the solid-state memory sto-

rage capacity, speech signals were DPCM—

coded. The data-transmission rate was

therewith 128 kbit/sec and speech signals

were digitally encoded in the format of

8 bits per sample.

Figure 1 represents the block dia-

gram of the compiling synthesizer. There

are four main units: an electronic clock

and a keyboard controller based on a one-

chip microcomputer, a control and display

panel, a CPU, and a solid-state memory.

The overall dimensions are 475 x 280 x

x 440 mm, the power consumption is 60 W.
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EXTERNA
CLOCK

REMOTE
coma.

M U L T I B U S ?

INTERNAL CPU
CLOCK, RAM

EXT.CLOCK, ROM EPROM
INTERFACE, DAC 128 K
KEYB.&IND. FILTER

CONTROL '

KEYBOARD &
INDICATORS SPEECH OUTPUT.

Fig. 1. The structured scheme of the compiling

synthesizer.
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COMPILATION‘SYNTHESIS OF SéEECH

G.D.FROLOV

16th Parkovaya Str. 27-205
Moscow, USSR, 105484

The compilation synthesis of speech based

on clipped signals is founded on a detai-

led analysis of the mutual position of ze—
ros of a speech signa1.The information

used for the synthesis of speech is ex-

tracted from the speech signals of a defi-

nite speaker.Different minimal items are
used for the compilation synthesis — words,

sFllabels,segments,phonemes.The best diver-

$1ty of synthesized speech is achieved
with tiny items,such as syllabels,segments,

Phonemes.To obtain high quality synthesized

Speech it is necessary to do the following
spreparatory work: define the stressed vo-

wel of the word; define the prosodic fea—

tures; define the syntactic stress.The pre-

paratory work with the original text is

carried out according to the syntactical,

grammatical and phonetical rules of the

Russian language.
As the pronunciation of a separate letter

in the Russian language depends not only

on the surroundings but also on its rela—

tional position to the stressed vowel, it
is necessary to single out,in the original
text,groups of words having similar stres-

ses.Such a group of words corresponds in

oral speech to a phonetic word.We call it
a Stressed group.To single out these stres—

sed groups and to define the stressed vo-

wel in them we must prepare the following
starting data:

1Multitude C of permanent components of a

Word form,where c(i) is an element of multi-

tude C.A permanent component is understood

Se 99.

BASED ON CLIPPED SIGNALS

I.M.YEFREMOVA

Zhukovskaya Ave. 13-75
Zheleznodorozhny 2
Moscow Region, USSR, 143980

as a most frequent beginning of the gram-

matical forms of the given word.Each ele-

ment c(i) is put into correspondence with

the number of the stressed vowel of the
word (or with the number zero if the num-

ber of the stressed vowel changes at chan-

ges of the word form) and with a reference
to the reciprocal element of the multitude

v,described below.
2.Mu1titude V that consists of variable

components of the form of a word.A variab]

component of a word form is understood as

a complex of all parts of a word form af-

ter depriving it of its permanent compo-

nents. If in a word form there is no vari-

able component,the sign "+" is inserted at

its place in multitude V.If the stress in

the word form changes,the element of the

variable component is/put into correspon-

dence with a number that shows the stresse

vowel number of the word form.

5.Multitude H of auxiliary words (prepo-

sitions,condunctions,particles) that pre-

cede the significant word in the stressed

group. _

4.Mu1titude E of auxiliary words that

stand after'the significant word in the

stressed group.This multitude includes

only particles.

5.Multitude W‘of combinations of auxili-

ary words with significant words,where the

sress is put on the auxiliary word.Each

- element of the multitude W is put into

GOrrespondence with the number of the

stressed vowel.
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For the description of the algorithm of
automatic determination of stressed vowels
we introduce the following designations:
NS - empty word;G(N) - isolated stressed
group.The original text is understood as
an aggregation of words p(1)...p(i)...
P(m).Words are separated by blanks or by
marks of punctuation and blanks.Further
We bring the algorithm metioned above:
1.Assume: L=1, N=1

2.0heck:if L is bigger than m,go to 14
5.Check:if p(L) is an element of H,enter
P(L) into G(N) and go to 4,0therwise go
to 5

4~Check:if p(L),p(L+1) is an element of W,
the number of the stressed vowel is taken
from multitude W and go to 13

5.Check:if p(L) is an element of E,enter
p(L) into G(N). p1:=p(L-1),go to 6.0ther-
Iise check: if p(L+1) is an element of E,
enter p(L), p(L+1) into G(N), L:=L+1,
p1:=p(L), if p(L+1) is not an element of
39 enter p(L) into G(N), p1:=p(L)¢
6.0heck: if p1 is an element of C,go to 12
take number of stressed vowel from C.
Otherwise perform: c1:=p(L)
7-Take the last letter of the word 01 from
the right side and add it to the left side
of the word v1.

B.Check: if c1 is an element of C,go to 7
9.0heck: if v1 is an element of Q,where Q
is the sequence of elements of the variable
component corresponding with the permanent
component c1,go to 7
{0.Find the number of the stressed vowel
in the word p1 as follows: if in the multi-
tude C the number of the sressed vowel,which
is not zero,corresponds with the element c1,then the number of the stressed vowel in theword p1 is found.If the number equals zero,take the number of the stressed vowel from
the corresponding element of multitude V.11.Compute the number of the stressed vo-wel in group G(N).Add to the number of thestressed vowel of the word p1 the quantity

of letters in all auxiliary words that
precede the word p1 in the stressed group
G(N)

12.Compute: N:=N+1

15.Compute: L:=L+1 .Go to 2
14.End

After the automatic distributionof stres-
ses in the original text has been accom-
plished§the automatic transcription of th
this text is performed. The primary data
for the algorithm of automatic transcrip—
tion are:

1.Number of stressed vowel in the word.
2.Alphabet A of Russian letters and cor-
reSPOnding digital codes.The letters are
coded in such a way that operations of
substitution of symbols can be performed
as arithmetical operations.
5.Alphabet T of transcriptional letters
and corresponding digital codes.
4.Multitude S,containing words that form
deviations from the rules of transcrip-
tion,numerals in the form of numbers,spe-
cial signs and symbols.Each word of this
multitude is put into correspondence with
its transcribed word.
5.Function F(a)=t.that transforms words
written in letters of the alphabet A_int°
transcribed words in letters of the alpha
bet T. Further we bring the algorithm 0f
rapid transcription:
1.From the original text a word is sepa-
rated.If there remain no more words.go
over to position 6..
2.If the separated word belongs to multi-
tude S,it is replaced by the correspondiBS
transcribed word and we go over to 1.
3.Each letter of the separated word is ,
substituted by the digital code that cor-
responds with the letters of alphabet A~
The stressed vowel of this word is re-
placed by the corresponding digitalcode

and after it we add the digital code 100'
Now we designate the digital code of thereplaced letter or the digital code of the
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replaced letter and the code determining
the character of the stressed vowel with
a(i),where i represents the sequence num-
ber of the letter in the given word.
4-In the coded word a(1)... a(i)...a(n)
we replace aCi) or the aggregation a(i)
in accordance with the value of function
F,that is specified in the table for the'
code,or the aggregation of codes of the
transcription alphabet,designating them
by t(J),where 3 represents the sequence
number of the letter in the transcribed
word.

5.1m the succession t(1)...t(3)..t(m) we
replace t(3) by the corresponding letter
0f the alphabet T,regarding the character
Of the sressed vowel. ‘
6.End.

The described algorithm allows to per-
form the transcription of any Russian
text at random according to the rules of
Russian phonetics. '
The most important word in a syntagm or
phrase,the stressed one, tends to occupy
a place in the end,that is why the defini-
tion of the syntagmatic stress is mainlyaccomplished with an algorithm of deri-
vation of syntagms in the original text.
The algorithms developed for the deriva—
tion of syntagms and the definition of
Prosodic features are founded on the mor-
Phological,syntactical and semantic analy-
Sis of the text.Thé system of compilation
Synthesis of speech includes moduli of de-
riVation of segments,estimationof main
tone frequency and also a modulus for
adaptive connection of segments and means
0f developing,storing and reflection of
Obtained information about the speech sig—
nal.
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labial closures were set to values of 60 and 120

msecs, these being typical of /b/ and /p/

closures for the speaker. The closure intervals

were either acoustically blank or filled with buzz

derived from the original /b/ closure. The pre-

closure intervals, from the cessation of the noise

interval marking the /s/ preceding the target word

to the beginning of closure, were set at the fol-

lowing values:—for derivatiVes'of“rabid:f270 mSec,

stimulus type has, with one exception, no great

effect on labeling behavior. Only when glottal

buzz replaces the silence of the /p/ closure is

ORCHESTRATING ACOUSTIC cues T0 LINGUISTIC EFFECT
there a decided shift to "rabid" judgments.

It does not follow, of course, that the three

features are of negligible importance for the

perception of the two words. Thus a combination

LEIGH LISKER of devoicing and lengthening of the /b/ closure

University of Pennsylvania

and

Haskins Laboratories

ABSTRACT

A most convincing way to demonstrate that an

acoustic property is a cue for the listener

would be to find speech events that constitute

minimal pairs with respect to that property,

but in nature such pairs are most unlikely. The

English words rapid and rabid are a minimal

pair at the level of the segmental phoneme, and

are near minimal at the level of the phonetic

feature, but as many as sixteen acoustic

properties are candidate cues to the lexical

distinction. Three properties lend themselves

to simple waveform editing: the duration of the

stressed vowel, the duration of the closure,

and the glottal buzz vs silence of the closure

signal. Listener responses to stimuli having

natural values of these properties show that,

with a single exception, there was no decisive

effect on word identification produced by a

shift in the value of any one property. At

least two properties had to be changed to

achieve any significant effect.

Phonetic research nowadays considers the pro—

cesses involved in speech communication from a

wide variety of perspectives, but a central
concern remains that of identifying and charact-
erizing those features of the speech processes
that serve a message-differentiating function.
The phonetic analysis of a speech signal into a
temporal sequence of "sounds,“ as well as the
decomposition of those sounds into features,

provide a framework within which to specify the
distinctive properties that determine a particu-
lar interpretation of the signal. A coherent
account of a given.speech event, considered as

representative of a set of linguistically equi—
valent events, states the interrelations among
physiological, anatomical and acoustic patterns,
and the nature of their connection to the
listener responses they elicit. By far the most
attention has been given to finding the acoustic
cues to the linguistic message conveyed by a
vocal tract emission. The search has involved
the acoustic analysis of signals, the selection
of promising cue candidates, and the empirical
assessment of their cue value by the methods of
speech synthesis. Such evaluation of a feature‘s
cue value typically has involved the use of sets
of acoustic patterns designed to maximize the

likelihood that the feature of interest will

affect listeners' response behavior. The

number of acoustic pattern features that have been

found to have measurable cue value is uncertain,

and presumably with continued research along

established lines that number will only increase.

Clearly it is easier to show that a feature has

cue value than to justify a claim to the contrary

(the famous unprovability of the null hypothesis)

Most of the acoustic cues so far uncovered are

referred to as segmental cues, or even as cues to

particular phonetic features of segments. The

experimental data supporting their identification

are derived via some variant of the linguist's

"minimal pair" test. A most convincing way to

show that an acoustic property is a cue for the

listener would be to find speech events that

constitute minimal pairs with respect to that

property, but in nature such pairs are very

unlikely. The English words rapid rabid make a

minimal pair at the level of the segmental phoneme,

and an almost minimal one at the level of the

phonetic feature, but as many as sixteen acoustic

properties are candidate cues to the lexical

distinction. It is not certain, however, that any

one of them is an independent cue, i.e. one that

is capable of signaling a lexical distinction by

itself. Even if a given acoustic property can be

shone to have such power to affect perception, it

need not be true that this property functionsl

independently in nature.

Here I want to report some listener responses to

sets of stimuli derived by waveform editing of
some naturally produced tokens of rapid and rabid-

Three properties served as experimental variables:

the duration of the closure interval, the glottal

buzz/silence difference during closure, and the

duration of the pre-closure vowel. Unlike many
tests of this kind, in which the values assigned
a variable range over a span in steps of a size

designed to establish category boundaries, in the
tests reported on here each variable was given
just two values, each chosen on the basis of

naturalness. ‘

A token of each of the sentences I think it's
rapid and I think it's rabid was recorded by a
speaker of a central eastcoast variety of
American English and stored on computer. A wave-

form editing program was applied to produce a
total of sixteen different acoustic patterns. The

durations of the intervals corresponding to the
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the original value, and 230 msecs; for rapid

derivatives: 190 msecs, the original value, and

230 msec. The common value of 230 msecs was

selected because it fell within the range of

natural values for both words in the sentence

context used. (Shortening the pre-closure span to

a duration of 190 msecs effected a notiCeable

shift in vowel quality.) A test order in which

each of the sixteen stimuli was presented five

times, i.e. a random order of eighty items, was

presented to twelve native American English

speakers, all linguistically and phonetically

naive. Each test item was composed of an

acoustically invariant carrier I think it's

followed by the target word to be identified.

Listeners' responses were the following:

Source: rabid Operation % ”rabid"

1) none 100

2) -voicing 95

3) +long closure 100

4) —long vowel 100

5) +long closure
97

-long vowel

6) -v01cing 93
-long vowel

7) -voicing
15

+long closure

8) -voicing
+long closure 8

-long vowel

Source: rapid OperatiOn % "rapid"

1) none 100

2) +long vowel 100

3) ~long closure 98

4) +voicing 12

5) +long vowel 62
-long closure

6) +long vowel 10

+voicing

7) -long closure 13

+voicing

8) +long vowel
-long closure 8
+voicing

For each of the variables a change to.a value
not normally associated with the original

elicited an overwhelmingly "rapid" response, a

result in conformity with earlier findings. A

shortening of the /p/ closure together with a

lengthening of the preceding vocalic interval

yielded mostly "rabid" responses. Original "rapid"

was heard largely as "rabid,” while "rabid" went

to "rapid" when all three variable features were

assigned values appropriate to the competing_form.

The results summarized above indicate that an

acoustic feature to which cue value has been

attributed does not always effect a significant

effedt on linguistic labeling behavior; its

effect is quite context-dependent. Indeed it may

well be, in the case of certain properties, that

the context in which it can be decisive can only

(?) be contrived in the laboratory. The status of

an acoustic feature of speech is therefore very

different from that of a phonetic feature, which

we generally suppose to possess the power, for at

least some natural phonetic system, to mark

differentially some words from others, and to do

this independently of other phonetic features.
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WORD-INITIAL CONSONANT LENGTH IN PATTANI MALAY

ARTHUR S. ABRAMSON

The University of Connecticut and Haskins Laboratories
Stons, CT, USA

ABSTRACT

Pattani Malay has distinctive length in all word-
initial consonants. Earlier work showed that variations
in closure-duration yield perceptual shifts between
“short” and “long” phonemes for all sentence-medial
intervocalic consonants but only for sentence-initial
consonants with acoustic excitation before the release.
For words, however, with initial voiceless closures but
no pre-release excitation, which are identified well in
isolation, where are the cues to the “length”
distinction? In the belief that the underlying
mechanism is the temporal control of closure, two
hypotheses are tested here acoustically: (1) For all
consonants, the closure-durations differentiate the
short and long categories. (2) The ratio of the
amplitude of the first syllable to the second syllable is
greater in disyllabic words with long plosives than in
those with short plosives.

BACKGROUND

The use of time and timing [1, 2] for phonological
distinctions is still an important topic for research.
This study tries to shed further light on the acoustic
bases of length contrasts in which the relative
durations of vocalic and consonantal gestures seem to
have a distinctive function. Insofar as it might be a
phonetic matter rather than an abstract phonological
one, the question of whether to treat long segments as
“geminates” will not be handled here.

. Treatments of phonemic consonant length usually
discuss intervocalic consonants, as in Estonian and
Italian, where it is easy to show the physical reliability
and perceptual relevance of durational differences in
closures and constrictions. A language with this
distinction in word-initial, and thus potentially,
utterance-initial position, is rare.

The Language
Pattani Malay, spoken by some 600,000 ethnic

Malays in southeastern Thailand, has a length-

New Haven, CT, USA

distinction for all consonants in word-initial position
[3]. (The language was first called to my attention by
Christopher Court and Jimmy G. Harris.) Here are
some word-pairs with the contrast: '

/make/ ‘to eat’ /m:ake/ ‘to be eaten’
/1ama?/ ‘late’ /l:ama?/ ‘to make late’
/siku/ ‘elbow’ /s:il<u/ ‘hand-tool’
/dz.ale/ ‘way’ /dz.:ale/ ‘to walk’
/buto/ ‘blind’ /b:uto/ ‘a kind of tree’

All of the foregoing examples have acoustic excitation
during their closures or constrictions, but there is
none in the voiceless unaspirated plosives, as in these
examples:

/tcuy1/ ‘to rob’ /tc:uyi/ ‘robber’
/tawa/ ‘bland’ /t:awa/ ‘to show wares’

Recent work [4] has shown the power of closure-
duration as an acoustic cue to the short-long
distinction. Incremental shortening of acoustically
excited closures yields perceptual shifts from long to
short consonants. Voiceless plosives with their silent
closures can be tested only in utterance-medial
intervocalic slots; there, shortening or lengthening a
srlent gap induces shifts.

Goals
The justification for the perceptual experiments

[4] was impressionistic observations of length and a
small body of instrumental measurements. The first
goal here was to determine the statistical reliability of
closure-duration as a differentiator of the categories-
The second goal was to explore the possible role of
overall amplitude in the distinction. That is, for
utterance-initial voiceless plosives, something other
than audible differences in closure durations must
convey the distinction. Although other acoustic fea-
tures, such as fundamental-frequency shifts and
formant-transition rates, are not ruled out, the
hypothesis considered here was that the aerodynamic
consequences of the apparent articulatory mechanism
would cause a higher amplitude upon the release of a
long plosive.
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Recordings were made of several native speakers,

but only those of one man, PMC, were analyzed for
this report. Minimal pairs of disyllabic words, two
tokens of each, were elicited in isolation and in a
carrier sentence. These utterances were digitized for
measurement in a waveform editing program and for
spectral analysis.

DURATION

The durations of all closures and constrictions
were measured for all utterance-initial consonants--
except, of course, for the voiceless ones-—and all

utterance-medial consonants. This was done by
examining the waveforms for acoustic signs of
forming and releasing obstructions in the supraglottal
vocal tract; these were mainly release bursts and
sudden changes in amplitude. Occasional difficult
cases were checked against spectrograms. The data
are summarized in Figure I.

An analysis of variance showed duration to be
highly significant for initial consonants [F (l, 26) =
49.40, p < 0.0001] and medial consonants [F (1, 42)
=185.19, p < 0.0001]. To measure durations of
initial voiceless closures would require either a direct
look at articulation or, perhaps, measurements of
buccal air pressure. The robustness of the difference
for medial voiceless plosives, in conformity with the

graphs for the medials in Figure 1, and the data in both
positions for all other consonants, suggest the high
probability of a closure-duration difference for initial
voiceless plosives too.

AMPLITUDE

Since the major concern was with initial voiceless
plosives, measurements of amplitude were limited to
isolated words. Pilot work with rise time, peak value,
and average amplitude of the first syllable relative to
the second gave useful results only with the third
method.

A program with variable window-settings,
designed by Richard S. McGowan, was used to derive
the average root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of
each syllable in the disyllabic words recorded.
(Apparently, monosyllabic words are rare.) The
results are given in Table 1.

As expected, the most promising set of data in
Table 1 is for the voiceless plosives (stops and
affricates). In the analysis of variance of the
underlying data, the interaction between consonant
length and syllable approached significance: F (l, 14)
= 4.36, p = 0.056. Indeed, post-hoe simple-effects
tests showed that the difference between the short and
long consonants with respect to amplitude-ratio is
strongly significant: F (1, 14) = 11.037,p = 0.005.
Although the continuants (nasals, laterals, and
fricatives) showed a slight tendency in the same
direction, the effect was not statistically significant.
Compared with the continuants, the voiced plosives
present a stronger case in the simple-effects test: F (1,
24) = 4.24, p = 0.05. With its greater number of
degrees of freedom, however, this category
underwent a more powerful test than the voiceless
plosives and yielded a weaker-although significant
effect.
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TABLE 1

Means and Standard Deviations for RMS Amplitudes in dB

W

Type Syl. No. 11 M

Plosives

Voiceless 1 16 47.5

2 16 45.0

Voiced 1 14 46.8

2 14 43.3

Continuants 1 14 45.1

2 14 46.1

CONCLUSION

That the phonemic distinction between “short” and

“long” Pattani Malay consonants is based on the

quantitative feature of articulatory, timing is

abundantly clear from the data of Figure 1. Indeed,

the perceptual efficacy of closure-durations has been

demonstrated for medial position and for initial

consonants with audible excitation [4]. (Of course, the

value of this cue has been demonstrated for at least

medial position in some other languages [e.g.,5].)

Even if, as seems likely, the underlying

mechanism for this length distinction is articulatory

timing, there may nevertheless be more than one

acoustic cue involved. That is, temporal control of

closures and constriction, intersecting with states of

the glottis, may engender not only. varying spans of

silence or appropriate sound but also, perhaps,

variations in air flow and pressure with certain

acoustic consequences. The data in Table 1 show that

for long voiceless initial plosives the average RMS

amplitude is significantly higher in the first syllable
than the second. There is also a significant but

somewhat smaller effect for voiced plosives. We may
speculate that although both categories involve

complete momentary obstruction of the oral air flow,

the presumed greater impedance at the larynx for the

voiced plosives lessens the effect. For the continuants,
however, which always have a by-pass for the air,

there is no effect.
The amplitudes of PMC’s embedded words remain

to be measured. In the meantime, a cursory look at the
productions of three other native speakers of the
language seems to support the findings. Their
utterances, too, will have to be measured. Finally, to

round out the first experiments on perception [4], the
plan is to produce stimuli with controlled variations in
amplitude on disyllables.

Long glonsonants

SD n M SD

3.0 16 51.0 2.2

2.8 16 45.0 2.3

3.9 14 49.5 3.5

3.4 14 44.4 2.9

3.9 14 48.1 2.8

3.4 14 46.9 3.4
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A CROSS-LANGUAGE STUDY ON THE PERCEPTION OF SYNTHETIC SPEECH SOUNDS OFfr - l]
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ABSTRACT

The present study is concerned with the

perception of synthetic speech sounds of

[r - l] continuum by speakers of differ-

ent languages. Specifically, the study

examines how the differences of the ling—

uistic function of liquids in English,

Spanish, Japanese, Hindi, Korean, and

Chinese affect the perception of the syn-

thetic continuum and reports the results

of identification and discrimination

tests. The results indicate that differ—

ent modes of perception appeared depend-

ing on the phonemic functions of liquids

in each language. The boundary between

/r/ and /l/ differed systematically in

each language and the speakers having a

phonemic function of /r/ and /1/ showed a

categorical mode of perception and dif—

ferences of linguistic experience cause

those of perceptual modes.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally known that speakers of

different languages show some different

characteristics in the perception of

speech sounds. Among the cross—language

studies on speech perception, the study

on [r] and [1] has been of considerable

interest among phnneticians since the /r/

- /l/ contrast has often been a choice to

study the effect of linguistic experience

and they have unique articulatory and

acoustic features which can be defined as

an intermediate between stop consonants

and vowels. There have been several re—

ports on the experiments of the percep—

tion of [r] and [1] using synthetic

speech sounds. Miyawaki et al.[1] studied

the effect of linguistic experience of

English and Japanese in the perception of

Synthetic [r — l] continuum and mentioned

that the difference of linguistic experi—

ence is specific to perception of speech

mode. Furthermore, Mochizuki[2] and Shi—

mizu and Dantsuji[3] carried out the

experiments of speech perception to Eng—

lish and Japanese speakers by using natu—

ral and synthetic speech sounds and re-

MASATAKE DANTSUJI

Dept. of LinguistiCs

Kyoto University
Sakyoku, Kyoto 606 Japan

ported.that English speakers perceive

the [r ~ 1] continuum categorically,

while Japanese speakers do it continuous-

ly, and the difference of the perception

mode can be attributed to the one of the

linguistic function of the liquids in

these languages. It is well known that

the /r/ - /1/ Contrast is functional in
English but not in Japanese and different

function of the liquids in these lan—

guages cause some learning problem for

Japanese speakers.

Although the difference between English

and Japanese speakers in the perception

of [l — l] continuum has been accepted,

the experimental data on other language

speakers are very scarce, and it will be

necessary to examine other language

speakers in order to clarify the

relationship between linguistic experi—

ence and the mode of speech perception.

Viewing from these points, the present

study aims at examining how the

difference in the linguistic function of

liquids in other languages affects the

perception of [r — l] continuum and how

linguistic experience affects the mode of

perception.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Subjects

The subjects composed of speakers from

six language groups: English, Spanish,

Japanese, Hindi, Korean, and Chinese.

English: 7 native speakers of American

English took part in the experiment.

They had lived in Japan for a certain

period, ranging from three months to

three years.
Spanish: 4 native speakers of Spanish

took part in the experiment. They were

undergraduate students at UCLA.

Japanese: 23 native speakers of Japanese

were tested in a classroom. They were

undergraduate students in an introductory

phonetics class at Sugiyama Joshi Univ.

Hindi: 2 native speakers of Hindi took

part in the experiment. They were

graduate students in physics and

journalism at UCLA.
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Korean: 3 native speakers of Korean took
part in the experiment. They were
graduate students at Kyoto University.
Chinese: 3 Chinese(1 from Hong Kong{ 2
frOm Mainland China) took part in the ex~
periment.

Stimulus Materials

The stimulus were prepared on the OVB IIIsynthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. The10 step [ra
- la] stimuli differed in thefrequency values of F2 and F3 within theinitial state portions and the transitionportions. F2 values varied in almostequal step from 951 to 1404 Hz and F3values from 1488 to 3246 Hz. F1 valueswere kept constant for 10 stimuli. Thestimulus with 1404 Hz of F2 and 3246 Hzof F3 was a good /la/, while the one with951 Hz of F2 and 1488 Hz of F3 was a good/ra/. The total duration was 377 msec.Two types of test were prepared: an

peated 10 times, making the total presen-tation 100, and the stimuli were randomlyarranged. The interstimulus interval was1 sec. and the block interval was 10 sec.

7—10), totalling 126 traids in all. Sti-
members were three steps apart along the10 step stimuli. For each pair, traids

ti ' —ber of the pair, and six perd;€?:n:egfeach companion were included; i.e for1-4 pair, 1-4-4, 1—1-4, 4—1—1, 1-413 4-1-4, and 4—4—1. All test materials wererecorded on audio t
‘

to subjectS. ape for presentation

Results
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Figures 1a shows the results of the
pooled identification for English and
Spanish speakers. Both subject groups
show a similar pattern of identification
curve. Subjects in both groups identified
stimuli 1 to 5 as Ira/ and stimuli 8 to
10 as /la/, and showed an abrupt shift of
the curve in the stimulus range from 6 to
8. The boundaries lie between stimuli 6
and 7, though there are slight discre—
pancies in both groups of subjects.
Figure 1b shows the results of a pooled
discrimination for both groups, and both
subject groups show similar patterns in
accuracy. The accuracy was below at 1-4
pair, but sharply rose to about 90 %
accuracy at the pairs which are consider-
ed to be in the phonetic boundary between
/r/ and /l/. That is, both groups of sub—
jects discriminated very well between
stimuli drawn from different phonetic
categories but very poorly between
stimuli from the same phonetic category.
Both identification and discrimination
curves show that both subject groups
identify the [r - llcontinuum catego-
rically.

Figure 2a shows the identification curves
for Japanese Hindi speakers.r Unlike the
results in figure 1a, both Japanese and
Hindi speakers showed a gradual shift of
identification curve as the stimulus
shifts from 3 to 8. Japanese subjects
identified stimuli 1,2 and 3 as /ra/ and
stimuli 8, 9 and 10 as [1a/ with 60 — 70%
of identification rate, while Hindi
speakers identified these stimuli with
much higher rate than Japanese :jeakers.
Figure 2b shows the discrimination curves
for both‘language groups. Both subject
groups discriminated the stimuli with an
accuracy rate ranging from 50 to 70‘%

.across the continuum of stimulus set from
the 2—5 pair. Although there was a
moderate increase in discrimination of
stimulus pairs 3—6, 4-7 and 5-8, there is
no noticeable change in the accuracypercentage in both groups within and bet-ween categories. It can be said thatthese results indicate that Japanese and
Hindi speakers perceive the‘Ir — 1] con-tinuum continuously.

Figure 3a shows the identification curvesfor Chinese and Korean speakers. Thecurves are similar to the ones of Englishand Spanish speakers, but with lessabrupt shift. The boundary between /r/and /1/ lies between stimuli 6 and 7 forboth groups of subjects. Figure 3b showsa pooled discrimination for the twogroups. Both groups show sharp rise atthe pairs of 5-8 and 6-9. Examiningthese results, it can be said thatChinese and Korean speakers perceive the[r - l] continuum with near categoricalmanner.
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DISCUSSION

We have examined how speakers of six
languages perceive the [r —.l] continuum
and how the differences of linguistic ex—
perience affect the mode of speech
perception. Examining the results of
identification and discrimination tests,
it has become clear that the speakers of
six different languages show different
patterns of performance. It can be said
that familiarity with the [r — 1] dis—
tinction has an impact on the perception
of the continuum. ,
English and Spanish speakers show a peak
of accuracy at the point where stimuli
from different phonetic classes are being
contrasted. Japanese and Hindi speakers
are unable to discriminate [r] and [1]
over the continuum. The results on
Japanese subjects conform with the
previous studies(Miyawaki et al.[1]) and
are in harmony with what is known about
linguistic function of the liquid in Jap-
anese. The finding that Hindi speakers
can not discriminate [r] and [1] over the
synthetic continuum indicates that
stimuli are not similar to the phoneti-
cally realized forms of the Hindi cont-
rast of lateral and tap.
As shown in figures 3a,b, Korean and
Chinese speakers discriminate the con-
tinuum in a near categorical manner. It
is known that Korean has no phonemiccontrast of /r/ and /l/ and has only onephonemic /l/, but /1/ has allophonicvariations of [l] or tap in some phoneticenvironments. The finding that bothgroups of subjects can discriminate [r]and [1] indicates that the'stimuli aresimilar to the allophonic variations of
liquids in both languages.
These results of experiments indicatethat different perceptual modes appeared
depending on the phonemic functions ofliquids in each language. The boundarybetwaen /r/ and /l/ differed systemati-cally in languages, and the speakershaving a phonemic contrast of /r/ and /1/showed a clear categorical modeperception. It'can be said, therefore,that the differences of linguistic eXperi—ence cause those in the perceptual modes.
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ABSTRACT

The present study attempts to investi-
gate the significance of the release burst
and the formant transitions in the ;ercep—
tion of Russian voiceless plosives by na—
tive listeners. The method involved delet—
ing of releases in some consonants, it
resulted in worsening recognition of these
sounds — 34% for initial plosives, 60%
and 70% for intervocalic and final plosi—
ves respectively. Thus, it is stated that
release segments carry important informati
ion bearing on the place of articulation
of Russian stops. The results of the stu-
dy are in agreement with those obtained
on the material of English and Hungarian
stops and defy the prevailing significance
of cvetransitions in voiceless plosives
recognition.

INTRODUCTION

Although the history of experimental
studies stimulated by the development of
the (Visible Speech’ Sound Spectrograph
dates back to the 40 ies, it is hardly
possible to say that the distinctive fea-
tures of phonemes are fully investigated.
It is not surprising since the acoustic
features of sounds in fluent speech can
Vary dramatically due to the context, the
Speaker’s peculiarities, the mode of arti—
culation, etc. Besides, the speech signal
is highly redundant and possesses a great
variety of distinctive features.

Quite a number of works have been de—
dicated to the distinctive features of
plosives. It is a stated fact that infor—

mation about the place of articulation of

a stop can be found in the formant tran—
sition of adjacent vowels as well as in
the stop burst. The relative significance
of release and transition in the stop

identification, however, is to be further
investigated.

This problem is relevant for the sys—

tems of automatic speech recognition and

high—quality speech synthesis. Another

important problem concerns the search for

invariant (i.e. independent of a context)

features of the place of articulation/l/
/2/.

USSR

There exist at least four estimates of
the relative significance of the release
and transition cues.

0n the one hand, under the influence
of the studies carried out in Haskins La-
boratories in the 50s on the material of
Synthesized syllables the View of the do-
minant role of the cV—transitions for the
place of articulation identification has
been adopted(The bulk of the results that
became classical can be found in /3/). On
the other hand, there are many indications
that a formant transition might be of a

smaller importance since the crucial infor

mation about the place is in the release.

Such evidence has been obtained in some
early studies of human speech/h—YI. One

can argue that the transition and release

cues are functionally equivalent, the for—

mer may be dominant in one case and the

latter in another/SI. Finally, one can al—

so argue that it is not correct to oppose

transition and release since they may be-

come inseparable in the case of a prevo—

calic position of a plosive/9/. It seems

that all the approaches are sufficiently

grounded(comparative analysis of various

approaches is to be done elsewhere).

Keeping in mind that the results ob-

tained in one language are not necessari-

ly relevant for others and since much of

the available information concerns Eng—

lish consonants we attempted to investi—

gate the problem on the material of the

Russian initial, intervocalic and final

voiceless plosives. The relative signifi—

cance of the transition and release cues

in the perception of the place of articu—

lation is discussed here. The problem is

of particular interest since palatalised

stops are very characteristic of the Rus—

sian language(we could mention only few

articles dealing with the subject/IO—I2/)

METHOD

The model of a voiceless plosive is
used according to which the four segments
can bear information about the place of

articulation of an intervocalic plosive:

I)the segment OT vc- or final transition;
2)the closure;3)the release after an ab—
ruptlclosure breaks;4)the segment of a CV;

or initial transition. The VOT was taken
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for a release end. In a more detailed mo-

del a release is further divided into: a)
a starting 1mpulse;b)frication;c)aspira-
tion(cf./IS/). A certain amount of residu-
al noise may add to the voiced beginnig

of a following vowel/IOI. Since these Pe-
culiarities of the Russian language are
not phonemically relevant they are not
considered here.

To investigate the relative signifi-
cance of the transition and release cues
for prevocalic, intervocalic and postvo—
calic plosives some meaningless successi-
ons or ‘non-words‘ (-nonsense words) of
the C YO 76 —type vere chosen, the conso—
nant beigg the same in the one case (e.g.
‘papap’,‘totot', etc) and different in
the other (e.g. ‘patak‘,'kopot‘, etc).
The vowel has been taken out of the set
(a,o,u,i,e), the second syllable of each
non—word was stressed.

30 non-words were tape recorded by two
male speakers. The instruction to the
figpeakers was to utter the stimuli distin-
ctly‘Ilthout changing the quality of vo—
wels. The interval between the stimuli
was 5 seconds. -

The tape rings were made of the copies
of the original recordings that underwent
segmentation-by means of the low-noise
electronic separator described elsewhere

A release for one of the plosives (init—
ial, central or final) has been deleted
in every non-word by means of the separab
or. The fragments of non-words with a re—
lease deleted were used as test stimuli.
Thus the relative significance of the CV-
transition, VCV—transitions and VC-tran-
iigéons in place identification was stu—

Ihe deletion procedure has been 0 -
rolled aurally and by means of thecogf
cilloscope. The test stimuli have been
recorded on the second tape—recorder.
Bach fragment was recorded three times on
a tape ring. The triads of the identical
stimuli were separated by the pure mono-
tone markers. The presentation rate of
thsgtfst :gimuéi which depended on the

en: an3.8 seconds. the tape speed was about

Non—words with release delete
mixed with undamaged non—wordsdangrzhus
presented to ten listeners (students la—
boratory assistants etc.) without hearing
loss. host of the listeners were experi—
enced in listening to articulatory tests
and synthesized speech patterns. The sig-
nal was fed into the head-phones in a
quiet room. Each listener could adJust
the-golune in his head-phones.

. e nstruction iven to the l
was as follows: 'Yog will hear noisiggggs
of the CVCVC—type, where c is any of the
plosives — /F/,/P’/,/t/,/t’/,/k/,/k'/

Each non—word is repeated 3 times. After
listening to a triad you are to write it
down in ordinary letters (‘papap’ for ex-
ample). If you detect a distorted (dama-
ged) consonant please underline it as

shown below: {patatn or ‘kutuh’, or
‘kaxag’h’

Notice: the soft /k’/ may occur in a
final position that are not typical for

the Russian speech, e.g. petek’ '

The instruction was presented by the
experimenter orally and then its printed

text was distributed among the listeners

The nature of the damage was not reveal-

ed to the listeners~as well as the con-

sonants of a non—word being the same c -

02-63 or different cI¢c2¢c3. Having le-

arned the instruction the listeners began

to listen to the test for a few minutes
and then to listen and fix their Judgem-
ents on special forms. Each listener lit
tened to every test 3 times with a few
days intervals. '

A test consisted of 120 randomized
non-words out of which 30 were not damas-
ed, while 90 contained a stop with a de—
leted release. Thus a test contained in
all 270 undamaged and 90 damaged stops.
There were two non-word lists with dif—
ferent stimuli order, the first list was
ziad gy speaker L, and the second by 5P9'

er .

RESULTS

The results of these tests are con-
fusion matrices. A sample of such a mat-

rix is given in the table below. The
right and wrong Judgements for the /P/9
lt/9/k/ St1EUIi (With release deleted)
preceeding /a/ vowel in the first hear-

ing session (speaker L) are presented in
the table.

Table

perceived

u p t k - p t k - t K ’
21:14 u2172 120
Stuusesu 315 2
3k1342I12242559I

388953518a5282093

The Judgements are summerized for ten
listeners in every matrix. The -_'—5ign
stands for refusal. The left matrix cor'
responds to the initial position of 3
stop, the second and the third - to the
central and the final positions, respec‘
tively.

It can be seen that in two presentat‘
ions of a damaged initial /p/ (non—'0rds

napap’ and ‘patak‘), u out of 20 Jud“
'37“‘“""ten It is necessary to mention that 119’
ers detected damaged stops very DOOP‘

1y, marking the ri .
_ . ght consonan S and ms—51ng the damaged ones. t
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gements were correct and h were substit-

utions of /k/ for the initial /p/. There
were also 2 refusals.It follows from the
same matrix that the initial /t/ (inflta—
tat’ and ftakap’) was given only 4 cor—
rect Judgements, II,responses were mis—

Judgements for /p/, 1 — for /k/ and the-
re were also two refusals. The numerals

in the bottom row of the first matrix

show the number of Judgements of the /p/,
/t/,/k/ or '-' 4type in all 60 presentat-

ions of the initial voiceless plosives

preceding /a/ (speaker L). There were 38
/p/—Judgements, 8 — /t/, 9 — /k/, 5 — '—';

there were also 20 correct Judgements

(the sum along the main diagonal).The se—
cond and the third matrices are construc—

ted in a similar way. There are 30 tables

of the kind (2 speakers x 5 vowels x 3

presentations).For the sake of brevity

all tables are not presented here.

For getting more reliable results the

data for every Speaker (3 presentations)
were combined. One can further combine

the data for both speakers, data concer-
ning different vowels, etc. to answer the

question — in what way a release deletion

may influence the plosive recognition in

general, when it is independent of the

vowel context and the place of articulat—

ion. Figure I(a,b) shows the maJor result
of the experiment. The graphs show that

the place of articulation of damaged

stops for central plosives is recognized

better than for initial ones and for fi—

nal plosives better than for central ones.

At first, we assumed that greater intelli—

gibility of central and final plosives on

the second syllable being stressed. The

analysis of‘non—words with the first stre—

ssed sylkable revealed a similar tendency

(graph L , fig. I,a). (For-the sake of bre

vity more detailed data of the relative.

significance of transition and release in

stop recognition is omitted here).

F?3.Z,d 8
a2‘10 /L*

220 _
3 .p w

2zoo 1

180 --60

160
-50

140

120 --40

fl» ————————
-30

av . : :

‘ (“’34%),

“0

#5

100-

3b ' : 5

I C F

Graphs a and b show the percentage of

correct Judgements as a function of the

position of the damaged plosive. a — data
for the speaker L; b — data for the spea—

ker S. ‘1’ stands for the initial position
of the plosive, ‘C‘ — for its central, and
‘F‘ — for its final position. The absolute
numbers of correct Judgements is plotted

along the ordinate on the left, while the

percentage of these Judgements is to be

found on the right. Curves I, 2, 3 corres-

pond to the first, second and third.list-
ening to the non-words with the stress on

the second syllable. Curve L shows the

analogous results for the non-words with

the first syllable stressed. Horisontai

dash—line corresponds to guessing level.

Thus, the results of the tests show

that in human speech a stop release carri-

es very important information and its de—

letion may result in worsening recogniz-

ability of the place of articulation of

voiceless plosives, especially of the in—

itial ones. In the last case the recogni—

tion doe§)not exceed the guessing level

while the information conveyed

by VC-transition may provide higher recog—

nizability for intervocalic plosives (60%)

and for final plosives (0’705).

DISCUSSION‘

The results of the present study agree

with the results of the other authors.

Thus in /15/ the relative significance of

transition and release in the identificat—

i)It is not quite correct to mention

the guessing level since the listeners
Judgements in this case were not mere

guessig: most of them were Judgements of

/p/—type. The explanation might be that
the release for /p/ is very short and
faint so listeners may misJudge any voi—

celess plosive as /p/ when the release
is absent.
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ion of the place of English voiceless

stops preceding /i/,/a/,/u/ vowels has

been studied. It has been found that the

voiced segment of the initial transition

is neither a sufficient nor necessary cue

for the place identification in the init-

ial position, and it is the release that

accounts for a correct consonant identi—

fication.
Similar conclusions were made for the

Hungarian voiceless stops in VCV—syllab—

lee/16/. The release was Judged to be the

most informative among the segments of

closure, release and transitions due to

/7/, where the distribution of stop cues

has been studied.

A few studies of Russian voiceless

stops have been described in /IO—I2/. It

was found that in the final position of

a stop the release is more important cue

than the transition(the method consisted

in transplanting bursts from one context

into another)/l2/. The significance of

bursts and final transitions in final po-

sitions of stops has been studied in de—

tail in /10/ on the Ova—syllables. It was

shown that in most cases an isolated burst

of final stops was sufficient for the

identification of place. Final transitions

can also carry information about the place

of articulation.

In the article /II/, however, VC-tran—

sitions were not found significant in the

perception of plosives.(A more detaled

comparative analysis is required to exp—

lain the disparity between /II/ and the

present study).
The question remains — which of the

two transitions, CV or V6, is more infor—

mative in the place identification of the
plosives? The results of_the present stu-

dy suggest that VC—transitions is more in-
formative than CV—transitions.similar con—

clusions can be found in /I?/, where the

role of CV- and Vc-transitions in the

place of articulation of English stops

and fricatives in syllables with neutral

/a/ in natural speech was determined.VC—

transitions proved to be more informative

than CV—transitions especially for voice-

less stops: VC—transitions accounted for

92% of their intelligibility whereas CV;
transitions accounted for only 32%. The
corresponding values for voiced plosives
were 92% and 71%. According to the authors
the reason for VG-transitions being more
informative is their better physical mani—
festation- The conclusion has been sub-
stantiated by inverse listening data in
particular.

SUMKARY

The results of the present stud rov
further evidence of the relativi gignigic—
ance of transition and release as percep-
tual cues for Russian voiceless plosives.
The regularities which have been found
may prove useful in developing more effi—.

cient automatic recognition systems and

high—quality Speech synthesis.
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PERCEPTUAL RELEVANCE OF ACOUSTICAL WORD BOUNDARY MARKERS

Hugo Quene'

Institute of Phonetics, Utrecht University

the Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Measurements of segment durations in contrastive

word boundary positions support the claim that acous-

tical boundary marking is realized differently among

speakers. A tentative explanation of subjects' high

accuracies in boundary detection experiments, viz.

their ability to rapidly evaluate speaker-dependent

boundary markers ("tuning in") was investigated.
Ambiguous Word pairs realized by 2 males and 2

females were presented either in lists of items

realized by one speaker, or in a list of items of all 4

speakers randomized. From the results, it is concluded

that subjects‘ simultaneous attention for multiple cues,

rather than their "tuning in" to single cues, is

responsible for the high boundary detection accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech segmentation, the division of the continuous

fluent speech signal into discrete words, is one of the

most outstanding characteristics of human speech per-

ception. Despite the numerous lexical ambiguities in

the acoustic signal, listeners usually perform this task

(as a preliminary for, or in interaction with word

recognition) without much difficulty, although occa-

sional errors do occur (2;7). Apparently, listeners are
helped effectively by such top-down information as

sYntactic, semantic and contextual constraints, phono-

tactic restrictions of word structure, and sandhi pheno-

mena. Besides, there are also bottom-up or acoustical

phenomena related to word boundaries. Thus acousti-

cally marked word boundaries in the fluent speech sig-

nal may help listeners in their segmentation. Among

these phenomena, the following have been identified

for English or Swedish by various researchers over the

past decades as being functional in this respect:

lengthening of pre-junctural consonant, aspiration of

word-initial voiceless plosives, glottal stop or laryn-

gealization of post-junctural vowels, and allophonic

differences for /l,r/ in pre- or post-junctural positions

(13;8;14).
In previous word boundary detection experiments

(15), subjects were able to reach an overall accuracy

0f about 80% under conditions where no top—down

information could have played a role (listening to

ambiguous two-word sequences, not providing con-

textual or phonotactic cues). Contrary to e.g. (l2;4),

these results, as well as those by e.g. (10) show that

listeners are able to make effective use of these

acoustical word boundary markers as cues for speech

segmentation, even without additional constraints based

on top-down cues. Results of these previous ex-

periments also suggest, that the following boundary

marking phenomena had played a major perceptual

role: (1) variation of word-initial vs. -final consonant

allophone, (2) duration of ambiguous boundary conso-

nant, (3) rise time of post-boundary vowel. Besides, (4)

VOT of ambiguous plosives was observed to differ as a

function of the intended boundary position.

Before establishing the perceptual relevance of

these boundary markers more thoroughly, however, .a

rather unexpected finding from these experiments had

to be further investigated, viz. the significant differ—

ences between speakers with regard to the produced

acoustical (durational) boundary markers. Since such

speaker effects (as well as language-specificity of

these cues, as observed by (1)) have strong implica-

tions for the perceptual validity of the boundary

markers mentioned above, we decided to investigate

this matter first; the experiment reported here inves-

tigates subjects‘ ability to perceive speaker—dependent

word boundary markers.

2. PRODUCTION

2.1. material

Twenty-two word sequences were selected (2 word

sequences with each of the 10 consonants

/p,t,k,d,f,s,x,m,n,l,r/ which may occur word-initially as

well as word-finally in Dutch, with this intervocalic

ambiguous 'boundary consonant' in both word-final and
word-initial position. (From (15) it was observed that

word-final devoicing of /d/ did' not affect boundary
detection accuracy). The resulting 44 word sequences

(li(consonants)x2 (sequences)x2(versions)) were embed~

ded in sentences which disambiguated the word

sequence.

2.2 Erocedure

The 44 sentences were read aloud by 2 males and

2 females at a‘subjectively fast speech rate (to avoid

pausing within sentences). Subsequently, the

4(speakers)x(44 word sequences)=i76 ambiguous word
sequences were spliced out of the original sentences

by means of a computer programme (with visual and

auditory feedback; sampling frequency 10 kHz; 12 bits

resolution) ‘ and stored digitally.
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Durations of the relevant speech portions (boundary

consonant, VOT, and rise time of post-boundary V2)

were measured and analyzed.

meals
The data obtained show, that the four speakers

produce the same durational difference between /C#/

and RC] boundary positions, for each of the three

acoustical parameters under observation. However, the

significance level of these differences is clearly

speaker-dependent, as can be seen from Table 1 below.

Only one speaker, M2, produces significant differ—

ences for all three parameters in contrastive word

boundary positions; the others produce some highly

significant and some insignificant differences between

/VC#V/ and IV#CV/ boundary positions.

Table l:
Resulting t-values (matched observations, pairwise

deletion) of the durational differences between [C#/

and ##C/ boundary positions, for (1) duration of the

ambiguous consonant, (2) VOT of ambiguous plosives,

and (3) rise time of post-boundary vowel, for 4 speak-

ers separately.

variable M1 MZ F1 F2

1? a. *H

(1) - .132 -2.103* ~2.694 -5.616

(2) 2.436,,“ 2.865,, .108*** , 1.899,,

(3) 4.806“ 2.229 5.483 2.103

*=p<.05; **=p<.01; ***=p<.001

In short, the durational observations suggest that

acoustic marking of word boundaries is speaker-de-

pendent. However, in (15) using a subset of these word

sequences as stimuli, subjects obtained detection accu-

racies of over 75% with all four speakers. That is,

although the acoustic marking 'of word boundaries'is

different among speakers, subjects were able to use

these speaker-dependent markers to a considerable

extent (as they were the only systematic‘cue). This

high accuracy in boundary detection can therefore best

be explained as a consequence of subjects‘ ability to

evaluate these speaker-dependent acoustical cues

rapidly, i.e. to "tune in" to them (analogously to fea-
ture adaptation in phoneme perception (5)).

In the’following word boundary detection experi-

ment, speaker-dependency in word boundary marking

was further investigated. Presumably, it would be eas-
ier for listeners to "tune in" to speakers if they hear
more stimuli realized by one speaker in a row, as
compared to a listening situation in which they hear
stimuli by several speakers in random order, and thus
have to "tune in" to a different speaker for each new
stimulus. This view constitutes the major hypothesis of
the following detection experiment. '

3. PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT

3.1. Design

in order to establish the effects of subjects' rapid

evaluation of speaker-dependent word boundary mark-

ing, each subject had to perform boundary detection

under two presentation conditions: (1) presentation of

sub—lists of stimuli realized by the same speaker

('Sequences'), and (2) presentation of a randomized list

of stimuli realized by all four speakers (‘Randomized ).

Thus, each subject had to perform boundary detection

in all 176 word sequences (4(speakers)x22(word se-

quences)x2(boundary positions).

The relative order of these two presentation condi-

tions was co-varied between subjects with the intended

boundary position in an ambiguous word sequence

(/VC#V/ vs. /V#CV/), yielding 2 different test tapes.

Four sub-tests were designed, with different inter-

nal ordering of the 4 same—speaker sequences, in order

to neutralize interactions between the different same-

speaker sequences. Thus, the experiment yielded 8. dif-

ferent test tapes, all containing the same 176 stimuli

(word sequences) but different with respect to presen-

tation condition and internal sub-ordering.

W
The 176 digitized stimuli were DA-converted

(lOkHz; 12 bits) and re-recorded onto 8 separate audio

tapes. Test items were preceded by 4 trial items and

10 filler items, and followed by another 10 filler

items; trials and fillers were identical for all tapes.

The inter-stimulus interval was 3 sec; total time of

each test tape was about 14 minutes.

3.3 Subjects and Procedure

Six (native Dutch speaking) subjects listened to

each tape, yielding a total of (8x6=) 48 subjects. MPSI

‘of them were undergraduate students in various Lln‘

guistics and Language studies. Their participation was

voluntary, but they were paid a small amount (Hf)-

5,=) for their services. Subjects were assigned at ran-

dom to one of the test tapes.
-Subjects received written instructions, as well as a

response booklet. For each stimulus item, this booklet

gave two possible responses from which a forced

binary choice had to be made. It was emphasized that

they should not allow themselves to be influenced by

the sometimes contrastive orthographies of the two
possible responses (e.g. "zeis om" vs. "21] 50m").

Subjects listened to the test tape with closed head’

phones binaurally. Nine of them listened in a none-t0-

quiet room, the other 39 in a sound—treated booth-

After the 4 trial items, the experimenter checked

whether the instructions had been understood and the

playback volume was comfortable, and gave additional

oral instructions “if necessary.
Responses agreeing with the boundary position 8'5

intended by the speaker were scored as 'correct’

alternative responses as ‘wrong'.
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3.4 Results

Mean accuracy percentages for the various condi-
tions are given in Table II below.

Table II:
Observed mean word boundary detection accuracies

in percentages. Means for each bottom cell are calcu-
lated over ll(stimuli)x48(subjects)= 528 observations.

presentation speaker /VGW/ /WCV/ mean

M1 91 .8 66.4
Sequences M2 88.1 73.0

F1 87.0 73.0

F2 M. ZJ-_8
mean 87.6 71.0 79.3

MI 93.8 71.0
Randanized MZ 85.2 78.0

F1 90.5 74.5

F2 M 15:51
mean 88.5 74.5 81.6

“Ball 88.1 72.8 80.5

The dependent variable in the present experiment,
viz. correct or wrong response, establishes a discrete
(11.1. binary) random variable, following the binomial
distribution with p=.5 and N=24 (subjects). However,
since N.p>10, this distribution approximates the normal
distribution so that the latter may be used as well

Separate three-way analyses of variance were car-
ried out with Speaker, Presentation and (intended)
Boundary Position as main factors, integrating over
subjects and words, respectively. From the resulting F-
ratios, the mini" was calculated (3).

The SPEAKER variable yields an insignificant
effect with minF'(3,82)<l. The same applies to the
main variable which was of prime interest in this ex-
periment, viz. PRESENTATION with minF'(i,3)=i.367
(insignificant). Thus, no significant difference in the
proportion of correct responses (detection accuracy)

could be observed between the two presentation condi-
tions. Besides, the observed difference tends to be
Opposite to the prediction: subjects' word boundary
detection is slightly more accurate in the Randomized
condition as compared to the Sequences condition.

The only main factor yielding significance was
BOUNDARY POSITION: minF'(i,13)=8.899; p<.025. As
can be seen from Table [1 above, boundary detection
accuracies were considerably higher in the /VC#V/
context as compared to those in the /V#CV/ context.

Significant interaction occurred between the factors

Speaker and Boundary Position: minF'(3,90)=2.919;
P<-05. Thus. detection accuracy between the two
boundary positions (or contexts) was significantly dif-
ferent for the 4 speakers; the lowest difference was
found. for female speaker F2 (10.6%) and the highest
difference for male MI (24.1%). Other interactions did
n0: reach significance.

4. DISCUSSION

Results of the present experiment show no signifi-
cant effects of either Speaker nor Presentation.
Although each of the four speakers under investigation
employed to some extent different acoustical
(durational) means to mark word boundaries in his (her)
speech, these differences are not reflected in subjects’

accuracy in word boundary detection. Listeners do not
yield higher accuracy when listening to stimuli realized
by one speaker to whom they could "tune in", as com-
pared to the "Randomized" condition in which stimuli
realized by four different speakers were presented.

These results allow for two possible explanations:
(3) Although word boundaries may be marked differ-

ently by different speakers, listeners pay simultane—
% attention to all phenomena that may provide:
cues to word boundary location. That is, they do
not focus on one acoustic cue which marks word
boundaries for one speaker, switching attention to a

different cue when stimuli realized by a different
speaker are presented. Instead, listeners simultane-
ously focus on several phenomena which may or
may not function to mark word boundaries, de-
pending on who is speaking. Thus, they are

"sensitive" to any of the cues the current speaker
might possibly use. When switching ‘to another
speaker, they simply discard information provided

by phenomena which do not help them, and rely

more heavily on the phenomena which for this

speaker assume the function of boundary markers.
Since all possibly relevant acouStical information

for word boundary detection is monitored and
evaluated continuously, the switching to different

speakers has no effect on subjects' detection accu-

racy.
(b) The acoustical phenomena under investigation bear-

no perceptual relevance at all for word boundary

detection. Although the four speakers realize sig-

nificant differences for these acoustical markers

(between /C#/ and /#C/ positions) to a different

degree, these differences are perceptually irrele-

vant.
This interpretation of the results implies, that

there are other acoustical cues, consistent between

speakers, that systematically mark word boundary

locations in fluent (Dutch) speech. These cues, yet

unknown (but non-durational in nature), then have

to be further investigated.

Since it is a quite common phenomenon that dif-

ferent acoustical cues simultaneously contribute to

speech perception (as e.g. vowel length, VOT and F

all contribute to the voiced—voiceless 'distinction (9),
we feel that explanation (a) is the most likely. in a
broader view, people generally use multiple cues to

perceive significant aspects of their environment; our

evaluation of other people, for example, is based on

simultaneous impressions about their face, physical

posture, what they say and how, and on their further

behaviour. Probably, as in word boundary detection,

numerous other (yet unknown), cues bear relevance as

well. However, in order to accept explanation (a), we

must disprove (b), Le. it must be shown that the du-il
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rational differences observed (viz. duration of the am-

biguous intervocalic boundary consonant, and rise time

of the post-boundary vowel) are perceptually relevant.

If manipulation of these two parameters can be

demonstrated to influence subjects' boundary detection,

then explanation (b) must be discarded and (a) gains

plausibility. Preliminary results suggest that this indeed

seems to be the case; a more extensive study will be

reported in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

Investigation of historical phonology

of a language group may include several

cycles each consisting of five stages.
Main problems concern the correctness of

phonological solutions for source langua—

ges and the typological reliability of re-
constructed phoneme systems and phonologi-
cal changes.‘ Perspectives oi predictive

historical phonology are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Historical phonology stems from the so-
called historical phonetics. Despite its
name, historical phonetics, actually, had
to manage without any objective phoneti-
cal data about most languages whose his-
tory was dealt with. On the other hand,
several historical phoneticians of the

prephonological period possessed a re-

markably good understanding of the pos-

sible directions of sound changes, of the

conditioning role of the sound system in
particular sound changes, and of the
Variant/invariant relationship. Hence it
makes no sense to try to draw a strict
borderline between historical phonetics
and historical phonology on the basis of

different authors' terminology. What is
far more significant, is the existence of
cycles and natural stages of investigat-

lng the historical phonology of related
languages.

1. STAGES OF HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION

Ideally, any exhaustive study of the his-
torical phonology of a set of related

languages (e.g. of a language family)
should begin from investigating groups of

closely related languages (the first

cYcle) and then unite these groups and
more remotely related languages step-by-

Step into bigger groups in order to re-
Peat the procedure until all the related

languages are included. Each such cycle
Consists at the utmost of five stages.

(1) Establishing for each positional

(paradigmatic) class of phonemes (con-
sonants or vowels) or phoneme sequen-
ces its set of correspondences on the

basis of the cognate set of the lan-
guage group.

(2) Reconstruction (a) of positional pho-
neme classes of the protolanguage tL

of the language group on the basis of

the correspondence sets and (b) of the
consonant and vowel systems of *L on

the basis of the reconstructed posi-

tional classes.
(3) Reconstruction of lexical items.of

the protolanguage *L in terms of the

reconstructed phonemes on the basis
of the cognate set.

(4) Reconstruction of the sets or ordered

phonological changes necessary to de-

rive all positional phoneme classes
and all phoneme sequences of each lan-
guage L of the language group from
those of the protolanguage *L.

(5) Building a family tree or a family-
tree-based net for the language group

on the basis of ordered phonological

changes.

The interrelations of a cognate set and

of the five stages are presented on the

following scheme:

~®
coo/cg; »

COGNATE SET

Note, however, that any further stage of

a cycle may cause corrections at some

earlier stage.

2.?ROBLEMS OF PHONOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION

The quality of an'investigation depends

on several factors:
(a) on the choice of the most realistic

phonological solution for each relat-
ed language (on a stage preliminary
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to a historical study);
(b) on the exhaustiveness of the phoneme

correspondence sets and on the quality

of available distributional data for

each correspondence (stage 1);
(c) on the amount of regular corresponden-

ces actually included in the recon-

struction of positional phoneme clas-.

see of the protolanguage *L (stage 2);

(d) on the typological reliability of the
reconstructed consonant and vowel sys-

tems (stages 2 and 4);
(e) on the typological reliability of re-

constructed phoneme sequences (stage

3);
(f) on the typological reliability of all

reconstructed changes (stage 4);

(g) on the choice of the most reliable

historical solutions out of the set of

competing solutions.
Note that the reliability of reconstruc—

tions does not guarantee their correctness

(i.e. historical reality).
Nevertheless, only a reliable reconstruc-

tion can be correct although there are no

correctness criteria for reliable recon-

structions. Still, among several competing

reliable reconstructions one may prove to

be more reliable than the others.
2.1. There exist languages whose phonology

presents no or few real problems at least

within the scope of historical comparative

studies. On the other hand, there are lan-

guages that create serious problems for
any phonological school pretending to
psychological reality of its solutions.

E.g., there have been long—lasting discus—

sions about the phonemic system of Esto—

nian. One of its several nontrivial phono—

logical problems is the solution of its

monophthong + stop pattern series, of. the
series of minimal pairs ( resented in the
Finno-Ugric transcription in Table 1.

Table 1

Q1 naGi makki makki maktki

makki
02 -
' maGi

méei ' makki mékcki'
Q3 méGtki maGi mafcké

In Table 1 vowel and consonant length is
indicated by means of upper diacritics,
cf. (in the increasing order): (a) short
vowels: a a a; (b) long vowels: a a a a;
(c) strong single consonants: k k k;
(d) homomorphemic geminate consonants:
Ek kk kk; (e) heteromorphemic stop clus-
ters: G(k kgk k,k. Note that the second
component in a heteromorphemic stop clus-
ter begins in implosion. In addition to
words with heteromorphemic stop clusters
also the words maGi and makke belong to
dimorphemic patterns with a root morpheme
ending in a (super)long monophthong. All
the words have stress in the initial syl—
lable. The situation is complicated by the

fact that Estonian has also a complicated

system of diphthongs (26 types in my pro-

nunciation),most of which pattern analogi-

cally to long vowels,and consonant clus-

ters with there own problems; still most

consonant clusters behave analogically to

geminates when preceded by a short mono-

phthong. All the monophthong + stop pat-

terns participate in morphophonological

alternations with each other. Native gram-

mars of Estonian group all the patterns

into three distinctive quantities, of. Q1,

Q2, and Q3 in Table 1; each quantity has,

alongside the durational characteristics,

also a characteristic pitch that has been,

however, denied by some authors.

In any case, a complicated language like

Estonian has many phonological solutions.

Most of them are wrong and thus may serve

as a source of a wrong history.
2.2. When reconstructing a phoneme system,

any correspondence must be treated as a

phone whose functional properties are un-

known. Hence, an exhaustive set of phoneme

correspondences should not include corre—

spondences established on the basis of

suspicious or ambiguous cognates. Inclu-

sion of suspicious or ambiguous cognates

and aberrant correspondences in the data

body covered by reconstructions would

probably falsify the history. There are,

however, cases where most of the original

environments of obserVable correspondences

have been lost in the course of later
changes. In such cases the reliability of
reconstructions depends first of all on

the number of correspondences covered by
reconstructions on condition that no rela-

tively big cognate set is ignored. Cf.,

e.g., the set of Permic.(Finno-Ugric),
i.e. Proto-Komi (the 1st row) and Proto-

Udmurt (the 1st line) correspondences of
the vowels of the first syllables in Table

2. i e and u g are, correspondingly.
illabial and labial central vowels, 9 g 2

are rised mid vowels. For each correspon-

dence, the number of reliable cognates 13

indicated. The number is underlined if the
correspondence occurs in the stem-final

position.

Table 2

*u *0 *a *g *g *9 *e *i
4——-1

*u 1;; 2 1 24 18 1 2

*9 22 3 12 8 29 3

*o 5_2_ 3 -9 6 3 3 2
*a _1_6 4 21 '2 5
*g 2 28 9 5 21

*g 1 2 1 15 16 2

*i 14 3 1 132 2 8
*e 4 24 3 2 2 16 2

*e .Li 7 3

*1 4 a 12 1 2 53.4
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2.E. The problem of typologically reli-
e reconstructed phoneme systems usual-‘

1y results from the presence of a great
number of attested correspondences whose

former complementarity has been eliminat-
ed by some later innovations. In such

cases usually either the actual number of
protophonemes will be multiplied or the
original structure of the phoneme system

fantastically distorted in the course of
reconstruction. E.g., for Proto-Permic

vowel systems containing 12-15 short vow-
els have been proposed. Such reconstruc-
tions are clearly unreliable.
There has been a lasting discussion about
a typologically reliable Proto—Indo—Euro-
pean stop system. The discussion has con-
cerned the problems of markedness, voiced-

ness, aspiration, glottalization, and mur-
mur of stops both in Indo-European and in
other, relatively badly investigated lan-
guage families. Interesting enough, the

discussion has not led to new phonetical
investigations of different‘stop triads
even in modern Indo-European dialects,
e.g., the Armenian ones. In other words,

even the typology of the historically
most interesting dialects of the world's
best investigated language family rests
gogtly on impressions and not on firm

a a.

The situation is still worse in the field
of the typology of changes. Although
there has been steady progress in the
field of the theory of change, the typo-
logy of individual changes is still al-

most nonexistent. We know, e.g., that

long non-high vowels tend to rise, rand

not vice versa. On the other hand we know
that all long monophthongs can be di-
phthongized.
According to Z. Zinkeviéius the Lithua—
nian correspondence series uO'VO'Voue'fi
represents the Proto-East-Baltic *o_and
not *ou from Proto-Indo-European *6u [13.
Probably he has in view three independent

changes *6> uo, *5? 911.. *fi’fl; ,
The South Estonian_long mid vowel rising

*6 *6 *é? r ”N'_ (the South Estonian vow-

els are lowereg’hi h vowels, contrasted to

high vowels E B I? .in quantity 3. cf.

2-1. and the North Estonian diphthong—
iZation of long mid vowels into no no is
both in quantity 2 and quantity 3 are
usually considered to represent the same

Change chain with a specifically South

Estonian monophthongization of uo to is

into a § 7 [2]. This contradicts the
fGCtS (1 that South Estonian has re-
tained long mid vowels in quantity 2
Whereas no Estonian dialect has diphthong—

ized its long mid vowels only in quantity

3 and (2) that in quantity 3 the second
components of the North'Estonian uo E6 is
seem to be somewhat longer than the first

ones and tend to 10Wer. Besides, in Koda-

Vere (East Estonian) described by L. Ket-
tunen [3], long mid vowels had risen and

merged in a d i in quantity 3 and di-

phtongized to us as ii in quantity 2; at
he same time long 10! vowels *a *5 had

diphthongized to ua-ii both in quanti-

ty 2 and quantity 3. Hence, both Kodavere
and South Estonian indicate that rising
and diphthongization of long mid vowels
have different prerequisities: quantities
2 and 3 differ both in duration and in
pitch. Likewise, it is possible that these

»prerequisities are to some extent univer-
sal, and probably there exist also condi—
tions when long mid vowels reveal no ten-
dency to change. Probably there are also
several other changes or tendencies that

can be actualized only under certain
“hidden" conditions.
In view of that it is meaningful to look
for such conditions comparing both dia-

lects that have retained an old feature
and those that have changed it. Apparent-
ly, often conditions are preserved after

the change has taken place. E.g., in Livo-

nian (a Baltic Finnic language spoken in
the northern tip of Kurland, Latvia) all
short vowels were lengthened (also in di-
phthongal nuclei) before a short vocalic
.cr sonorant code after the Livonian coda

polarization had taken place in long syl-

lables with plain tone and no long mono-

phthong. Later u (except after i) and 1

(after e) were dropped after such length—
ened vowels. Now a new round of vowel

lengthening is in progress. Short initial

components in diphthongs that have no con-

trastive pair beginning in_a long compo:

nent tend to lengthen [4]. This tendency
concerns alongside syllables with plain
,tone also those with stdd in diphthongs
,whose second component u or i does

not morphophonologically alternate with v

or 3. Cf. Table 3 with Livonian poly-

phthongs. The lengthening tendency con-

cerns diphthongs of classes 2 (tend to

shift to class 3) and 4 (tend to shift to

class 5). As this lengthening still re-

mains in the framework of subphonemic free

variation, Livonian must have retained the

conditions necessary for such a lengthen-

ing for a considerable stretch ofmtime.

u 1

Plain | Stdd Plain | Stdd

1 2 V 3 4 5 '1 2 3 4
ui 1‘11 u’i

oh oh (6) o'u bi m
CI v

m
H

H

)4
.

(m
to

W
.

P
H

H

e'u ei

an ~a a’u

e1 (é) e'i

M
m

m
<

m
1

0
m

o
s

fioi 501 doi fio’i u'oiS O

ie
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Estonian, on the other hand, reveals no

tendency to lengthen the initial compo—

nents of diphthongs even when they have a

relatively short final component (in
quantity 2). North Estonian dialects

rather represent different stages of low-V

ering of the final components u and i

under the influence of the quality of the,
following consonants.

3. PREDICTIVENESS IN HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY

Apparently, establishing the necessary

conditions of changes like those discussed

in 2.3 is a task of historical phonology.

Such a task means that historical phono-

logy must become predictive at least in

the weak sense of predictiveness: it must

be capable of estimating the possibility

or impossibility of one or another change.
Doubtless, predictive historical phonolo-,

gy has higher requirements for the quality
of synchronical phonological studies than

does the current synchronical phonology.

Synchronical phonology can often well ma-
nipulate any data of a local dialect or a
standard language having only an impres-
sionistic knowledge of manner and place
of articulation. Predictive historical
phonology needs considerably more concrete

knowledge. One must be able to satisfacto-
rily characterize the differences of "the
same phoneme" (a) in different positional
classes of the same language or dialect
and (b) in similar positional classes of
different languages or dialects. Neverthe-
less, collecting the releVant data on dif-
ferent phonological changes and their pre-
requisities is a task of typology rather
than historical phonology. Hence, phonolo-
gical typology must change from a branch
that eagerly deals with collection and
classification of both correct and incor-
rect impressionistic data into one that
carefully checks up the correctness of the
data it manipulates.
The perspective of predictive historical
phonology demands that the role of abduc-
tion in phonological changes must be re-
viewed. Abductive changes, singled out by
H. Andersen, are claimed to be unpredict-
able [5]. Actually there are maybe only
two classes of unpredictable honological
changes: (a) sporadic and (b those con-

ditioned by speech disorders of a presti-

gious member of a little language communi-

ty. The most striking examples of abduc-

tive change are rather chains of entirely

natural single changes. The output of oth-

er examples of abductive change still con-

tains features known from the input stage

of the change. Such changes result from

the effect of a set of universal tenden-

cies whose actual number, scope and struc-

ture is still unknown. E.g.:
(1) The number of phonological rules in a

grammar tends to be minimal.
(2) The domain of a phonological rule

tends to be minimal.
(3) The phonological complexity of a pho-

neme sequence (syllable, stress group,

word) tends to vary periodically.
(4) The number of phonemes in a phoneme

system tends to be minimal.

(5) The length of allomorphs of a language

tends to be minimal.
(6) Phoneme mergers tend to follow the

principle of minimal articulatory ef—

forts. _

The first three tendencies are, probably,

consequences of the tendency to minimize

the volume of brain work. Thus it is more

economical to memorize frequent inflec-
tional forms and phrases than to com ose

them again and again. Tendencies (4§ and
(5) have partially opposite effects: ten-
dency (5) may cause an increase both in
the number of phonemes and in homonymy.

As these tendencies act persistently they

must be considered both in historical and
synchronical phonology.
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1. Realitétswert der Rekonstruktionen

In einem von der Forschung wenig beachteten Buch

habe ich Typen und Methoden der Rekonstruktion aus—

ffihrlich behandelt. Der Ausdruck Rekonstruktion

"Wiederherstellung") wird meist ffir das Erfassen der

schriftlich unbelegten sprachlichen Vorgeschichte,

also von Lauten, Phonemen, Morphemen, wartern, Fle—

xion, Syntax, Wortschatz aus spaterem belegtem Mate—

rial verwendet. Haupttypen wie innere (interne)

Rekonscruktion, vergleichende Rekonstruktion, umge—

kehrte Rekonstruktion, Prérekonstruktion sind in der

Cegenwart after beschrieben worden (Penzl 1972,

S. 116ff.). Die frfiher allgemeine Praxis, Rekon—

struktionen, ob es nun Einzelphoneme, Phonemverbin—

dungen, Wortformen usw. sind, Von den tatséchlich

belegten durch ein Sternchen zu unterscheiden, hat

man im allgemeinen beibehalten. Es bleibt oft un-

klar, ob Weglassen der Sternchen Hypostasierung aus

gro3em Vertrauen auf die Methode ode: nur Ungenauig—

keit der Bezeichnung bedeute. Bei jeder Rekonstruk-

tion ist die Frage des Realitétswerts, der ge—

schichtlichen Wirklichkeit, wichtig. Die Einstel-

lung der Forschung zu besternten Formen hat zwi—

schen "blo3en Formeln", "Abstraktion ohne Realitat",

"formelhafter Zusammenfassung sprachlicher Entspre—

chungen", "Annéherung an die geschichtliche Wirk-

lichkeit", ”Art phonemischen Diagramms der Grund-

formen" geschwankt (Penzl 1972, S. 113). Hermann

(1907, S. 62) schlug vor, ein Kreuz ffir "wirkliche

Rekonstruktion" wie idg. +esmi 'bin', ein Sternchen

ffir blo3e Formeln zu setzen. Aus der Summe all

dieser Einzelrekonstruktionen ergibt sich die gene—

tische Rekonstruktion einer historischen oder pra-

historischen Sprachstufe, Ursprache ode: Zwischen-

UrSprache wie Indogermanisch, Urgermanisch, West-

germanisch, Voralthochdeutsch aufgrund von belegten

Formen in Tochtersprachen, Dialekten. Was den Be—

griff Ursprache (engl. proto—language) anbelangt,

so dringt in letzter Zeit die Einsicht dutch, da3

sie nur dann als natfirliche Sprache anzusehen ist,

wenn zumindest e i n Text, also das pragmatische

Resultat einer Sprachhandlung eines Sprachtrégers

vorliegt. Das trifft wegen der einen Satz langen

Inschrift auf dem Horn von Gallehus von 400 n. Chr.

ffir das Nordisch—Westgermanische zu (Penzl 1975,

S. 69ff.). Wir anen mit unseren Rekonstruktions—

methoden wohl Grammatik und Sprachregeln, aber keine

Préhisgorischen Texte (trotz A. Schleicher und

H. Hirt) rekonstruieren, weil auch Sprachtrager und

Sprachakte weder vergleichend noch intern rekonstru—

ierbar sind.
Wenn hier auch nur von phonetisch—phonologischer

Rekonstruktion die Rede sein 5011, so is: die

morphologische Rekonstruktion eigentlich miteinbe-

griffen, weil phonologische vergleichende Rekon-

struktion stets im morphologischen, sogar lexika—

lisch—semantischen Rahmen erfolgen mu3. Innere

Rekonstruktion kann synchronisch und diachronisch

sein und ist auch oft ffir die historische Zeit, d.h.

die Zeit mit Textbelegen notwendig, wenn System,

Variation, Wandel, Verbreitung nur lfickenhaft

schriftliche Bezeichnung gefunden haben.

2. Phonologische und phonetiéche Rekonstruktion

Die Unterscheidung zwischen phonologischer

(phonemischer) und phonetischer Rekonstruktion ist

wichtig. Phonologische Rekonstruktion bedeutet das

Erfassen von Phonemen und Phonemsystem mit den

wichtigsten distinktiven Merkmalen (Eigenschaften).

Phonetische Rekonstruktion hat als Ziel die Be—

schreibung von Lautwert und Laucinventar, die akus-

tisch, auditorisch, organogenetisch erfolgen kann.

Wenn wir nach dem letztgenannten Typ verfahren,

kann jeder Laut einer Sprache beschrieben werden,

wenn wir (1) Artikulationsorgan, (2) Artikulations—

ort, (3) Artikulationsweise, (4) Arcikulations—

energie, (5) Artikulationsdauer und (6) eventuelle

Koartikulationen angeben kfinnen. Von mhd. /d/ in

ESE, das mit dem lat. Zeichen g geschrieben wird,

nehmen wir an, da3 es (1) apikal oder dorsal,

(2) dental oder postdental Oder alveolar, (3) Ver—

sch1u31aut, (4) lenis, (5) stimmhaft oder stimmlos

(Artikulation der Stimmbénder) war. Schreibung,

Vorgeschichte, nhd. Weiterentwicklung, Alternanz

mit E im Auslaut (mhd. lant, Gen. landes) lassen

keine weitergehende Bestimmung zu. Im Falle der

ahd., mhd. Sibilanten, die (5) und (2) geschrieben

werden, z.B. ahd. thaz, mhd. £35 {das', ahd. thes,

mhd. Egg 'des' (Gen.) ist nur die phonemische Oppo—

sition bis zum frfihnhd. Zusammenfall deutlich. Die

Zeichenwahl mit héufigem (gz) (mhd. wazzer 'Wasserg

germ. *t) deutet auf stimmlose Fortis gegenfiber

einer LEnis (s) (mhd. wesen 'sein'). Der Zusammen-

fall erfolgt nach der mhd. Entwicklung eines Schi—

bilanten aus ahd. lskl: mhd. waschen. Aus altslo—

wenischer Orthographie und gegenseitiger Wiedergabe

slawischer und ahd. Sibilanten in Namen geht nur

hervor, da3 ls/ einem Schibilanten néher als /z/

war. Sonst versagen die weiteren Quellen ffir Laut-

bestimmung wie,Reime und Assonanz, Wetterentwick-

lung, Herkunft; orthoépische Beschreibungen fehlen

fiberhaupt (vgl. Penzl 1971, S. 71f., Penzl 1986,

S. 38f.). 1m Altfranzésischen scheint es ein glei—

ches Sibilantenpaar gegeben zu haben. M. Joos sah

in /s/ apikale und in /z/ dorsale Artikulation, die

aber in der Gegenwart auditorisch schwer zu unter—
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scheiden ist. 1m Baskischen werden nach seiner An—
gabe zwei Sibilanten so unterschieden. Meine Ver—
mutung von retroflexer Artikulation von /5/ geht
eigentlich auf meine Kenntnis distinktiver retro-
flexer Schibilanten im Paschto Afghanistans zurfick
(Penzl 1955, S. 31f.). Im Grunde bin ich fiberzeugt,
da3 das Beweismaterial in diesem und vielen anderen
Fallen zu einer genauen phonetischen Identifizierung
der historischen phonemischen Opposition nicht aus—
reicht. Diese Einstellung hat ein amerikanischer
Linguist als linguistischen "Nihilismus" gerfigt.

3. Prahistorische Lautanalyse: Allophonie

Ffir prfihistorische Rekonstruktion von Lautwerten
sind wir auf den Sch1u3 aus Schriftzeichen und
Schreibungen in Wortentsprechungen angewiesen. Aus
lat. decem, griech. d253, got. tgihufl, ahd. EEEEE’
ai. daéa usw. rekonstruieren wir eine idg. Grundform
*dekTET—in der jeder Laut sich in einer Ffille von
ETfiZeTentsprechungen belegen 153t und z.B. im Anlaut
in umgekehrter Rekonstruktion als Probe sich die
Laute der idg. Tochtersprachen dutch natfirliche und
wahrscheinliche Lautwandlungen divergierend aus der
idg. Media ergeben: *d zu 1at., griech., ai. d, got.
t durch "Grimms Gesetz”, nach dem aus der idg. Media
regelma3ig die urgerm. Tenuis *t wurde. Um ahd.
zehan mit Affrikate neben asachs. tehan, ae. Sign zu
erklaren, nehmen wit Allophone mit Starker Aspira-
tion an, die wir 2.8. ffir *5 nach *3 (ahd. stein,
asachs., afries. 3352’ ae. £552) weder urgerm. noch
idg. ansetzen. ' »
In daéa 'zehn' mit Sibilant wie auch in der aslaw.
und-de; lit. (g) Entsprechung haben wir gegenfiber
lat., griech. [k], germ. EXJ (nach Grimms Gesetz)
die berfihmte centum/satem "Isoglosse". Wir schrei—
ben palatales (k') nach dem Vordervokal *3, um die
Sibilanten zu erklaren, sehen aber nicht mehr darin
eines von drei Gaumenphonemen wie in der traditio—
nellen Rekonstruktion, sondern ein'Allophon von'
*/k/. Die Verteilung 153: den einfacheren Ansatz
von Allophonie statt Gliedern einer Phonemreihe au;
das entspricht mehr den Prinzipien der Entfaltungs-
theorie Otto Hfiflers, ohne aber der alten Stammbaum—theorie zu widersprechen. Manéhe Forscher werden
diese Allophone nur ffir ein firfihes Entwidklungs-
stadium (**/k/) als richtig ansehen. In unseren
germanischen und indogermanischen Entsprechungen inihrer Beziehung zu den Grundformen der Ursprache
zeigt sich deutlich der Rekonstruktionszirkel: ausden Lautwerten der Tochtersprachen rekonstruierenwir diejenigen Lautwerte der Grundsprache als Pho-neme oder Allophone, die ihrerseits eine Motivierungffir die Divergenz abgeben kannen. Der Konvergenzder vergleichenden Rekonstruktion entspricht dieDivergenz der umgekehrten Rekonstruktion.

4. Prahistorische Phonemsysteme:
Die indogermanischen Vokale

A15 idg. Vokalphoneme hat man folgende rekonstru—iert:
'Kurzvokale: *i *e *u *o *a *0, auch *32 (schwa

secundum)Langvokale: *I *3 *fi *3 *5
Diphthonge: *e + *i, *u *o + *i, *u

*3 + *i, *u *6 + *i, *u
*a + *i, *u *5 + *i, *uViele Forscher setzen *1 und *3 als Allophone der

unsilbischen Halbvokale *i (englisch: *z) *5 an.
Ein Diagramm mit Anordnung der Vokale nach ihrer
Artikulation im Mundraum, wie ich es anffihre (Penzl
1975, S. 43), ist im allgemeinen nicht fiblich. Man
vermeidet gerne genauere phonetische Bestimmung.
Ich kenne auch keine Tabelle mit drei idg. Quantita—
ten, die man nach dem rekonstruierten Dreimorenge—
setz fur "Nebensilben" aufgestellt hat, und m.E.
recht zweifelhaften Realitatswert besitzt (Penzl
1975, S. 44, 62). V
Fur Wechsel (Alternanz) zwischen Langvokal und ent—
sprechendem Kurzvokal oder Kurzvokal und Schwund
oder Schwa ergibt sich eine Erklérung aus den Ak—
zentverhaltnissen. Der qualitative Ablaut, d.h.
der Wechsel *e/*o, auch bei Langvokal und Diphthong,
l§3t sich phonotaktisch im rekonstruierten Idg.
nicht erkléren. Intonation als Faktor 153: sich mit
verffigbaren Methoden nicht erfassen. Sievers'
Schallanalyse hat sich ja als utopisch, im struktu-
ralistischen Sinne als "Hokuspokus" erwiesen
(vgl. Penzl 1975, S. 48f.).

5. Die indogermanischen Konsonanten

Fur das idg. Konsonantensystem hat man au3er den
Sonorlauten *w *‘ *l *r *2 *2 (mit velaren und
palatalen Allophonen)—aucH lange silbische Liquide
und Nasale rekonstruiert: z.B. oben *m in *dek'm,
denen vielleicht etwas Formelhaftes anhafteFT‘ _
Das traditionell rekonstruierte Obstruentensystem
weist folgende Gerauschlaute auf, ffir die man gerne
die lateinischen Fachausdrficke statt der phoneti-
schen verwendet (vgl. Penzl 1975, S. 47):

Tenuis *p *t *k (mit Allophonie oder Phonem—
divergenz)

[Tenuis aspirata]
Media *b (selten) *d *g
Media aspirata *bh *dh *gh
Sibilant *s

Die aspirierte Tenuis des Sanskrit und Griechischen
in der Ursprache mag universalistisch, wie z.B.
R. Jakobson hervorhob, das System symmetristher und
realistischer gestalten, aber es macht es von Stand
punkt der anderen Tochtersprachen noch "unindoger-
manischer" mit seinem Mangel an Reibelauten und def
Aspiration als distinktivem Merkmal. Ffir eine
"buchstabliche" Media aspirata nach der traditio-
nellen Phonetik, also [bh], [dh] usw. gibt es nicht
einmal in den indischen Sprachen der Gegenwart
Unterstfitzung, da neuere Forschung besonders von
P. Ladefoged die "Aspiration" eher als Art Glotta-
lisierung erwiesen hat. Vom Standpunkt des Germa—
nischen z.B. (vgl. Polomé 1982) ist die distinktiVephonologische Dreiheit der Obstruentenreihen in derrekonstruierten Ursprache das Wichtige, kaum
irgendeine angenommene phonetische Realisierung d9rMedia aspirata, deren Bezeichnung als formelhaftangesehen werden kann. Abgesehen von diesen SPEZi‘fischen Lautwerten bestatigen die Kombinationsre-geln wie etwa Media + Media, nie Media + TenuiSu. dgl. sowie Dissimilations— und Assimilationsre-geln, wie sie Gra3manns Gesetz und BartholomaesGesetz beschreiben, die gegenseitige Opposition derdrei Reihen, auch z.B. die Stimmhaftigkeit (inMedia gegenfiber Tenuis) als distinktives Merkmal-

6. Die Larxngale und ids. Prarekonstruktion

Kein traditionelles Diagramm der idg. Konsonanten
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enthalt den einen Laryngal, der aufgrund der tradi—
tionellen Entsprechungsmethode des Rekonstruierens
eigentlich anzusetzen ware: im Hettitischen ahs—
'schfitzen', lat.p§sco 'lasse weiden', pastor 'Hirtel(Lindeman 1970, S. 28). Die Entsprechungen sind
nicht zahlreich und ffir den Anlaut z.B. Von Heinz
Kronasser angefochten worden. Ein einsames *5 wire
im Konsonantensystem unintegriert und die Anhanger
der Laryngaltheorie rechnen mit mindestens drei
Laryngalen: *EI *52 *53. Die Theorie geht auf die
Bemfihung von Ferdinand de Saussure zurfick, den idg.Ablaut, besonders den mit Langvokal als Grundstufe
in "schweren Wurzeln", phonotaktisch zu erklaren.
Das ffihrte zunachst zur Prarekonstruktion von
voridg. Vorstufen der Langvokale *e *5 *§ aus
Kurzvokal plus Laryngalen, dann auzh :3: Prarekon—
struktion der Kurzvokalvariation *e /*o und seltenem*2 /*3 im Ablaut durch Einwirken eines—idg.
geschwundenen vorhergehenden Laryngals.
Diese Prarekonstruktion (Penzl 1972, S. 135ff.), dieals innere Rekonstruktion (**£) auf einer Rekon—
struktion (*3 *2 usw.) aufgebaut ist, nimmt also
eine Dekonstruktion nicht nur aller idg. Langvokale,
auch eine Konvergenz aller mittleren und niedrigen
Kurzvokale (*5 *2 *3) mit Divergenz einer allge—
mein idg. geschwundenen Laryngalreihe (*El *52 *53)an. So ergibt sich ffir ein Urururidg. ein einsamerKurzvokal ***e, fur den man durchaus trotz typo-logisch—universalistischer Bedenken Realitatswert
beansprucht hat, wobei man kaukasische Sprachen alsParallelen anffihrte. W. F. Lehmann (1952, S. 112)ging ffir sein Urururidg. (”pre—stress stage of
pre—IE") noch weiter, indem er neben vier allerdingsmeist als Obstruenten phonetisch bezeichnete
"laryngeals" ein fiberhaupt vokalloses System miteinem ”non—segmental phoneme, syllabicity” prarekon—struierte. Diese Wendung ins Abstrakte sollte
eigentlich nicht fiberraschen. Auch ffir die Laryn_gale war zuerst die Bestimmung nur phonemisch mitsehr sporadischer phonetischer Beschreibung. Die
Gegner der Laryngaltheorie haben besonders in ihrerSpateren erweiterten Form sie als reine Hokuspokus-linguistik ohne historischen Realitatswert charak-terisiert (Penzl 1972, S. 136f.).
ES ist aber bemerkenswert, wie viele Anhanger unternamhaften Indogermanisten die Laryngaltheorie gefun—den hat. Auch die Einvokalthese hat viele fiberzeug—te Anhanger. Gilt etwa Vokalarmut als besonders
primitiv und archaisch? Soll ein allmEhlicher Zu-
Wachs an distinktiver Sonoritat die sprachliche Ur—entwicklung widerspiegeln? Nimmt man an, da3 diemenschliche Sprache zuerst Konsonanten zur Kommuni—kation verwendete? Kann etwa prahistorische Dekon—Struktion der verschiedenen Vokalsysteme und Anset—
ZEH neuer Konsonantentypen auch andere Sprachfami—lien auf einen gemeinsamen Nenner mit dem kg.zufi1k—
ffihrbar machen? Die Geschichte der Laryngaltheo-Fie zeigt, da3 tatsachlich mit dem Ansetzen vonLaryngalen auch Beziehung zum Semitischen und Ur—
altaischen verknfipft wurde. Oder sah man in den
Phonetisch zuerst recht vage beschriebenen Laryn—galen (wie auch einmal bei den Schnalzlauten) beson~
ders "primitive", also zur Prarekonstruktion beson—ders geeignete Laute? Die Ansicht, da3_ein Ein—Vokalsystem vom Standpunkt der idg. Sprachen als"exotisch", daher als besonders glaubwfirdig primitiv
erscheint, unterstreicht einen ikonischen Faktor inder Rekonstruktion, der m.E. kaum vertretbar ist.

7. "Exotische" Rekonstruktion?

Es war wohl vor allem die angesetzte Reihe der aspi—rierten Medien (siehe 5. oben) die Ursache, da3 insteigendem Ma3e seit den letzten Jahren phonetischeUmdeutungen des idg. Konsonantensystems veroffent—
licht werden. Phonologisch sind damit auch neue
distinktive Merkmale verbunden. Der prinzipielleEinwand gegen die phonetische Realitat der traditio-nellen Rekonstruktion des Konsonantensystems wird
allerdings in keiner Umdeutung behoben, ja die Dis—tanz zwischen System der Ursprache und System der
Tochtersprachen scheint nur noch vergr63ert zu wer—den, so da3 wir kaum noch einen Rekonstruktionszir-
kel ansetzen kannen. Polomé (1982, S. 54f.) erwahnteinschlagige Vorschlage von Joseph Emonds, Paul J.
Hopper (1973), Jens E. Rasmussen, Allan R. Bomhard
und als besonders wichtig T. V. Gamkrélidzes und /V. V. Ivanovs Artikel (1973). Vennemann, der schonfrfiher (1979) die Aspiraten des Sanskrit nach
P. Ladefogeds Forschungen als glottalisiert analy—
sierte, begrfi3te enthusiastisch die neuen Rekon—
struktionen (Vennemann 1986), in denen z.B. die
Media durch glottalisierte Verschlu3laute ersetzt
wurde. Phonetische und universalistische Forschung
der letzten Jahre hat die Typen und weite Verbrei—
tung der Glottallaute zeigen k6nnen (Greenberg
1970). Vennemann zitierte mit Genugtuung die
"Inventare der glottalischen Rekonstruktion" in
Ian Maddiesons Lautstatistiken (Maddieson 1984).
Wir setzen in unseren Rekonstruktionen voraus, da3
im Laufe von Tausenden von Jahren die physiologisch—
akustischen Voraussetzungen der Lautproduktion die
gleichen sind. Es gibt fur die Zeit der mensch-
lichen Sprache kein anatomisches oder sonstiges
Beweismaterial, das dagegen spricht. Es gibt auch
keinen Beweis daffir, da3 das Ansetzen Von "exoti—
scher", d.h. kaum mehr oder nur "peripheral" idg.
belegter Artikulationsweise eine Auswirkung der
Ansicht ist, da3 wir mit physiologisch-anatomischen
Anderungen rechnen sollten. Vielleicht fiberschat—
zen aber manche Forscher die Wichtigkeit au3eridg.,
ja "exotischer" Parallelen ffir eine Rekonstruktion.
Das mag fur die erdahnten baskischen Sibilanten,
die Schibilanten des Paschto, kaukasische Einvokal—
systeme und die Glottallaute in Sfidasien und Afrika
sogar im Sindhi gelten.
Dies ist nicht die geeignete Gelegenheit dazu, also
mochte ich hier nicht meine eigene Rekonstruktion
der idg. Obstruenten vom Standpunkt des Germani—
schen an Stelle der oben besprochenen vorschlagen,
schon deswegen nicht, weil ich genaue phonetische
Bestimmung préhistorischer (und oft historischer)
Laute fur unmoglich und irrelevant halte. Zur Er-
klarung der germ. Lautverschiebung ("Grimms
Gesetz") wfirde ich aber folgende Allophone ansetzen
fur die Tenues, wie bereits erwahnt, stark aspi—
rierte; aber noch nicht affrizierte Allophone, ffir
Medien auch stimmlose Allophone, ffir die Media
aspirata auch frikative Allophone. Das stimmt mitden Methoden der Entfaltungstheorie fiberein undschlie3t auch glottalisierte Allophone wegen desIndischen keineswegs aus. Aber das Indogermanischesoll ja nicht nur fur das lndische, sondern auehffir das Germanische die Grundsprache sein.
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SYNTAGMATIC VERSUS PARADIGMATIC APPROACH IN PHONOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
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Abstract

In der Erklgrung historischer Iautentuicklungen

181: mn letzthin zu sehr van den Beziehungen inner-

helb dos phonologischen Systems ausgegangen. d.i.

der parsdignatischen auf Kosten der syntagnatischen

Stellung der Laute. Es ist Zeit, die letztere vie-

der in ihre Rechte einzusetzen, und zwar in der

Form der Silbenstruktur. innerhalb derer die Laute

sllein ihre Uirklichkeit haben. Dies wird am Ge-

meinslavischen illustriert, is die Senorits't den

gemeinsamen Grundsatz sowohl f3:- die Einteilung

der Rede in Silben vie auch flit- die Entwicklung
des Silbenkems. den keine Coda fnlgte, numb.

Phonetic explanations of nomad changes have sme-

what some out of fashion ofhte. Perlnos this is a

natural reaction to the fact that with the advent of
Structuralism, it was discovered that-the speech sounds

of a. language hang together in a sort of systa regul—

ated by a set of internal relations. What more mtuml

*hfin to believe that these relations also plaid: over

the evolution of file systems. thus endoving them uith

1: Sort of emotive force .of their on. «exiting in the

direction of a closer integration. _‘ It was al.300671—

ous that in language. the segmental phonemes muldbe
the likensst objects of gush an 8pm. since they
are farthest removed fun the Wtatim of our .

untidy thoughts on the one hand, and on the other are

subject to the constraints of the vocal organs with
their limited number of positions. With the further

refinement of technical data. acoustic classes emerged

beside the traditional physiological ones. seemingly

capable of a nuch higher degree of abstraction from

theaohnl phonic material(éven though nobody has ever

heard compactness or diffuseness). The substance se

med to fade beside the network of relations. the uni
linear sequence of sounds receded as anainst the pan

digmatic arrangements of the elements.

I may be permitted to point out that innatural

science, taxonomy has never. to my knowledge. been

credited with a driving force of its can. What it re

presents is verv largelv the record of- the interactio

of its elements - plants struggling against plants.
animals struggling against animals, the whole subject

to the varying conditions of the envitment. Few

neople still belietie that the uhole of the natural

kingdomroseinto beingbymammme to fill

'in the environment. Rather on the contrary. are belie-

ve tbnt the environment created the sneciessr at least

changed them into what they are now, There never was

a stage in which they were not profoundly affected by

their environment, which inclfides every other species

of plants and animals as well. Underlying it an is

the great will to live (Schopenhauer, though he was
unaware of evolution).
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Underlying all language is the will to communica-

te. But as is well known, the other great force in

nature, including human, is inertia. which evolution,

under the dire threat of necessity, has to overcome.

We are well aware that inertia is a powerful force al-

so in the evolution of language, where it constantly

has to be overcome by the need to express oneself,

and the expression nust take place by means of discre-

te and distinctive elements. Inertia would merge them

in one inarticulate primeval cry.

Here we are back to the distinctions which, as

we know, can be arranged in a "meaningful" pattern,

the parts of which hang together in certain (cor)

relations. But all relations in the phonological _

system bear on Sets of phonemes and their realizat-

ions; it is not as individual entities, though correl-

ated, that they developed. Exactly as plants and an—

Vimals, all the way up to man (who became man through

the social use of language), developed in a particul—

ar habitat. did sounds develop in their natural en-

vironment, and this natural environment is the word.

or more precisely the syllable within the word, if

it has more. All phonemes are abstracted from the

positions in which they occur, and it was those which

have shaped them, unless we want to go all the way

back to Brugmann and assume with him that "der An-

lasz zur derung des Lautes in seiner Eigenart zu

sucheniist.' We might as well assume that the incen-

tive for the evolution of natural species lay in their

specific nature. When we compare stage B of a langua-

ge with stage A, represented by their phonofgical sys—

tems, we are almost unavoidably subject to an optical

illuSion, and that is, that the system as such has

changed somehow on its own account. Especially if

we find so—called fuzzy points at one place, gaps in

another, a more systemic relationship in a third, we

are bound to credit the system itself with a driving

force, forgetful of the fact that all the phonemes

are abstracted from the concrete (phonetic) words

where they occupy a specific position in the syllable.

Such an approach.would, therefore, overemyhasize the

paradigmatic aspect, against which it can be contend-

ed that the syntagmatic aspect, allowing for the con—

catenation of sounds in their natural sequence, should

be asserted as an equal partner in evolution. Much

of this has been worked into the history of linguist-

ics and does not, therefore, amount to a basically

novel discovery, but a gayest may seem in place all

the same.

Thus, it has been suggested that e.g. the /r/

is articulated with greater care and precision in the

Czech language as an apical trill, because there it

is held in place, as it were, by two one-dimensional

oppositions: ; _ 1 , opposing it to the fricative /;/

and to the lateral /1/ within the System; on the oth-

er hand, the German (or English, for that matter) /r/

is said to have a weaker position in the network of

relations, being largely characterized negatively -

as a non-lateral liquid, hence a non-nasal resonant,

and therefore not an occlusive (1). Yet there are

Slavic languages in which the /r/ is in no better a

systemic relationship than in German, while in Dutch

e.g. the /r/ is regularly pronounced in final posit—

ion as well as preceding a consonant either in the.

same or at the onset of the next syllable. Admitted—

lY there are two kinds of /r/ in German taken as a

whole, the tongue-tip trill and the uvular variety.

but neither of them is slurred in intial position in

the word or syllable. 0n the other hand, in Common

Slavic as reflectediin Old Church Slavic, the final

/r/ did drop out e.g. in the word for the "mother",

2231: and this although it occurred in all other cas-

es, Gen.Sg. matere etc. Not only that, but in the

place (not only, of course) of the Czech /;), Slavic

Vhad a palatal /t/ which should have helped to keep the

/r/ in position everywhere, as a member in a paradig'

matic network.l Indo-European certainly had the fin-

al :5 (2). The same final :3 was lost in other Slavic

kinship terms like *bhrEtSr or *dhgghgtég, obviously
because of its final position in the syllable. (If it
still is there in the remodeled form of Czech Exagg.

one cannot help thinking that, ironically, what kePt

is there alone among all Slavic languages including

Slovak was precisely the symbiosis in which the Czech

and German languages lived in Bohemia.)
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It would, of course, be perfectly true to'say

that even if the Germanic /r/ is still always there

in syllable-initial position, its incidence as a

clearly articulated trill has nevertheless been seri-

ously impaired. Yet we surely cannot on the one hand

blame the statistical recession of the /r/ in the in-

ventory of some Germanic languages on its allegedly

isolated place in the system and on the other proclaim

the emergence of /Z/ in the phonemic system of English

as well as marginally in German loanwords from Roman-

ce as being due to an empty slot for it in the system

despite its low frequency in the text. Be it not de—

nied that the English /5/ might not have come into ex-

istence without the draghchain (3) of its pro-exist-

ing voiceless counterpart /§/, but it exists. after

all. only in a few words such as vision, leisure, az—

Jggaetc. The incidence of a phoneme should. accord-

ingly, not amount to a major criterion in the estab-

lishment of a phonological system, any more than that

of a grammatical category in the morphological system.

A certain tense may be actually quite rare (e.g. in

Bulgarian), but nevertheless occupy an important Place

in the system and endure for many centuries.

We have seen that the weakening or even loss of

the /r/ in the two I.-E. language groups discussed

seems to be due ultimately to the same cause, i.e.

the position in the syllable. and cannot be generaliz-

ed at all as proceeding from the paradigmatic place

in the system. If isolation within the system were a

valid criterion, the English /h/ would have been sub-

ject to a much wider loss than merely in some Cockney

Bhd other dialects. But an /h/ even occasionally co-

mes into existence at the expense of another phoneme

much better integrated with the others. in particular

/S/; this is what happened in ancient Greek in initial

and intervocalic position, it has arisen in some Sla-

Vic languages in the place of a well—connected /g/ and

we can see it spreading before our eyes in a widely

prevalent variety of Latin American Spanish, here again

Only in certain svllabic positions; in Spanish itself.

/h/ arose out of /f/ preserved in Judeo-Spanish (Ladi-

no), Alas, the system does not seem to be working

consistently in the direction of its closer integTat'

ion; these features are not entirely absent, but we

must never forget that, as de Saussure has pointed

out (A). the phonemes are really abstracted from their

concrete position in the syllable. and cover an ex-

plosive and an implosive species. Only these actual-

ly occur in the chain of speech.

If in the Slavic kinship terms referred to above

the final Ir/ disappeared. then it shared this fate

with all other implosive consonants. and the result

was a rising wave of sonority, not followed by any

coda. The syllables thus created may not correspond

to Stetson's chest pulses (5) effectively criticized

:by Ladefoged (6), but they certainly constituted the

best syllabic division, and division is the raison d'

_§t§g_of the syllable much more than any intrinsic na-

ture of its own, hence the difficulty phoneticians

have experienced in defining it. With some phenomena.

their delimitative function is more important than

their substance (if any), of which perhaps the most

telling example is the present tense, which, looked

at more closely, fades into nothingness except preci-

selv as a dividing line between past and future.

Hence also its flexibility (not as a "non-past":)

We can, therefore, unfortunately, not agree with

Martinet that the opening of the Slavic syllable in-

dicates some mysterious "affaiblissement général des

articulations implosiyes" (7), because the reason for

such a negative deve10pment seems entirely unclear.

Rather, it was the poSitive effect of an effort to

mark off the syllables maximally from each other, as

is the case in a sequence V/G. If, on the other hand,

the same author says. "la syllabe est le segment du

discours ofi l'unité d'intensité trouve le plus natur-

ellement as place: then it would seem to follow that

they were fairly even in intensity and rather dominat-

ed by a musical intonation. In Sievers' distinction,

they would be Sghgllr rather than_2;pgk§ilpg§, and

with this it is not only the loss of ALL svllable—clos-

ing elements (including the second part of diphthongs)

‘which is in agreement, but likewise the treatment of

the svllabic nucleus — the vowels themselves. Their

treatment was strictly intaccordance with their inher-

ent sonority: the closest, /i/ and /h/, became further

~
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reduced to [5/ and /‘b/. being able to keep their

timbre onlv under length, which favored zreater so-

noritv; /e/ and /o/ kept their place. though not

without some vicissitudes, being of the middle den:-

ree of sonority as well as of length, while their

long dezrees 5/ and /5/ increased their aperture

to /é'/ and /a/ respectively, the latter in agreement

with the original 5/. Short /5/ and /5'/ fell toge-

ther, i.e. sonoritv and length went hand in hand.

It is as part of the same principle of unimpeded

sonority that all I.-E. diphthongs were homogenized,

thereby entailing further changes in the phonological

system including the consonants, which therefore can

be seen to be ultimately due to syntagmatic and not

paradigmatic features. The syllable is the natural

syntsma of the phoneme. Within it, all major sound

changes of Cannon Slavic that give it such a differ-

ent appearance from closely related Baltic were con-

tained, while the one or two exceeding the limits of

the syllable, like the Third (Baudouin de Courteneyxs)?

Palatalization effected the breach precisely at the

point of least resistance involving the least senor—

ous /i/ and /u/. It was also at these weak points

that the syllabic structure of Common Slavic eventu—

ally broke down. I
The maximal assimilation which Mild in

Common Slavic in the sequence cv (tautosyllabicseis

the reverse of the principle of the open syllable;

hence the reaming mlatalimtions of the veins

with their typically shifting locus (hub); the com-

himtions ofccmscmnt e yod‘establislfing new we—

mes,’the velarization of the I'll etc. From the very

opposititm of the seqmces CV and Y0 there evolved

in Slavic their most consistent consequences in a

may dialectic ms. The {human Slavic syllable
was mummy hamgeneous within, maximally delimit-

ed without‘,‘a:nd only against this tadxground do the

individual changwmke any-sense.“ '

1)

2)

3)

4)7

5)

6)

7)

a}
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RELATION BETWEEN SEGMENTAL PHONEMES AND TONES IN DIACHRONY

VYACHESLAV VS. IVANOV

Institute of Slavonic and Balkan Studies
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 125040

ABSTRACT
The interconnection between the events
usually described as an ersegmental

such as phonemic tones and segmental
units is studied mainly on the example
of phonological systems with laryngea—
lization and pharyngealization used as
supersegmental features in a syllable
or a word. Synchronic and diachronic
typology of prosodic systems with laryn-
gealized and pharyngealized tonemes are
discussed in connection with those pho-
netical data that give experimental sup—
port for the reconstructed historical
evolution.

The problem of the relation between
Segmental phonemes and tones in diachrcny
is of utmost importance for the correct
theoretic distinction between those as—
pects of speech sounds that are graSped
by means of phonetic equipment and the pu-
rely functional use of the same sounds.

One should stress the importance of
the Problem for the general phonology sin—
Oe many other facts too point to the in—
terconnection between the events usuallydescribed as supersegmental (particularly
phonemic tones) and those phonetic mani—
festations that are considered mostly as
SeSmental ones, of. /I/, /2/.

In the recent studies on the tone pho-
n°108Y two results have been deduced that
may be connected with each other. First
in a lot of languages the segment inven-
tory of the syllable phonemes can influ—
ence in unforseen degree the supersegmen—
tal characteristics of the tone. From the
Point of view cf natural phonology stress-
ing (as the academician Shcherba's concep—
tion has done)the importance of the phone—
tvc substance one might speak about the phoé
3°10 ization in se arete lan es of thdse59%ufar relations ghat on thguggonetic le-e may be discovered between

the feature voicedness—unvoicedness of
stops and the feature high-low in the ad-
joining vowel /3/. From many diachronic
consequences of this universal one might
give only one example: Verner's law may
be interpreted as the continuation of the
old differences between the high and the
low tones (and between the unvoiced and
voiced cosonants in Proto-Germanic)in the
given forms /4/ cf. the typologicalry si-
milar o sosition between /p61fi 'back'
and Ibél / 'his back' in elle (the group
Mande, Liberia), where according to Welmer
in the second form the low tone is recon-
structed that could cause voicing. In the
synchrony the causal link between super—
segmental units and the complex character
of proscdemes are found: in them the fea-
tures are phonologized that can be des—
cribed-as phonologically segmental.

Secondly it is found that phonological
oppositions cf supersegmental units - to-
nemes (or prosodemes) in a number of lan-
guages are formed by differences not only
in pitch and melody but also by some other
features: quantity (for example in some
Chinese dialects such as Shang—Khai and
Amui, in Burmese, modern Yenissey langua-
ges), intensity, laryngeslization and pha-
ryngealization etc. These features are in-
tertwined with those of pitch and melody.
That makes the notion of tone in such a
classical tone language as_Chinese much
more complicated than it had been supposed
earlier. ‘

From the point of view of general pho—
netics most understandible is the functio-
nal similarity between pitch and melody
differences and the glottal stop since the
glottalization is localized in the same
part of the vocal mechanism where the dif—
ferent types of phcnation are produced.
For the concrete understanding of these
phenomena important are the results of the
investigation of the relation between the
low tone and the voicedness of the conso—
nant which is connected with the non-ten-
seness of the vocal chords. The suggestion
according to which the itch is becoming
higher due to the growth of the tenseness
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of the vocal chords (and of the sub810t331
pressure) can be verified experimentalIY-
In th.is connection one should study the
possible link between the glottal stop and
the rising tone that had been studied
first.in "Indo-Pacific' language Kate. In
the glottal stop takes part in tone oppo—
sitidns. The causal link between rising
melody and the glottal stop was proved
long ago by studies in experimental pho-
netics. The same results are achieved in
the synchronio phonological description
of languages where this relation is given
phonological status to. In Kachari (the
Bodo subgroup of the Tibetc-Burmese, As-
sam) the glottal stop and the rising tone
are in complementary distribution. In Mix-
tec dialect of Santo Thomas Oxtepec the
tone is higher in the verbs with the se-
cond syllable beginning in a glottal stop;
in the Ayutle dialect of the same langua—
ge a similar rising of the tone takes
place in a syllable after which the glot—
tal stop follows. Particularly interest-
ing are the data of the Northern Thai dia—
lect of Tang-pa. In it the tones of the
high series (the first one and the fifth
one) and the glottal stOp are united and
are tonemically close to the initial pre-
glottalized consonants ('b, 'd, '1). One
can think that the glottal sto and the
voiced preglottalized consonan s are al—
ways similar as to their influence on the
tone: usually they do not lower it, butthey can rise it. In Ngizim (Chad subgroup
of Afroasiatic, Nigeria) the implosive
(injective) b [67that is ronounoed with
ingressive in—taking of t e air with the
closed vocal chords, does not.cause the
lowering of the tone in distinction to
other voiced cosonants. This can be relat-
ed to the data of experimental phoneticsaccording to which implosive (preglctta—lized) consonants might rise the tone mo—
re definitely than all other types of con-sonants. In this respect they are diffe-rent from the other consonants which mayusually lower the tones. From that pointof view the facts of such a Modern Indo-Aryan language as Gujarati are importantin which the implosive character of thearticulation of the voiced consonants maybe linked to the relation rising of thepitch during the closure and the growthof the number of vibrations. It can besupposed that just such articulation may
lead to the rising of tone found in somemodern Indo-Aryan languages (particularlyin the Eastern Bengalian dialect of Dacca):? gagggctign Yithsghe implosive characternan s n 'ment of tones. ndhi) or the develop-

The universal that leads from —tence of the glottal stop to the rigifigigfthe tone may have some diachronic implica-tions. Among them most interesting is thedeve10pment of the high rising tone in La—hu (the Lolo division of the Lolo-Burmesesubgroup of Tibeto—Burmese). The Proto—Lo-

lo *—p,*-t,#-k of froto-Lclo-Burmege had
merged in agglottel stop due to the law fimt
the end stops are worn out and lose the
articulation in the mouth that can be gi-
ven parallels to from many languages, T1-
beto-Chinese aming them. Since in Lclo
(as also in Proto-Lolo—Burmese) a number
of words have initial glottal stop /?/ in
Lahu the dissimilation of the old initial
glottal stop and of the new final one do-
geloped hy merging of neutralized final
-p, -t, —k took place. This dissimilati—

on might be to a principle according to
which two glottalized stops do not occur
in the same morphs as it can be seen in
Kartwelian and some Amerindian'languagee
/5/. The final —t had developed into the
glottal stop in some Tibeto-Chinese lan-
guages in which later laryngealized (glot-
talized tones such as Chinese Zhu—Shens
and Lclo stopped tones appeared. later in
Lahu in morphemes of this type the dissi-
miDative disappearance of the glottal stop
might be seen as means uniting segmental
consonants structures and supersegmental
to e systems. The Vietnamese 5—th tone
(sac, rising) corresponds to the final /?/
in other Austro—Asiatio languages of the
group PalaunghWa. One may think that here
the phonetic events that were caused by
the glottal stop have become phonologizem
after the disappearance of the glottal
step the rising melody has become phonolo-
gically independent. According to the Viet-
namese diachronical model similar process
might be reconstructed-also for the Old
Chinese. It is supposed that in it the,r19‘
ing tone might be traced up to the glot-
tal stop. According to the theory about
the Indo-European laryngeals developing
into Balto—Slavic syllabic intonations
the rising intonation has arisen from a
lost laryngeal (a glottal stop consonant
after some interpretations). In a similar
way the disappearance of a glottal stopmight lead to a rising tone in Triqué'ao-
cording to its comparison to other Mixteo
dialects.

The inverted relation between the 81°t‘tal stop and the riSing‘melody developing
into 8 glottal stop may be supposed in 13‘
ter periods of-the history of the SameBaltic languagesz Latvian, where the in‘terrupted intonation (lauzta) has develOP‘
ed from the ancient rising (acute) one in
mobile acute paradigms with the movement
of the accent toward the old syllable be—
fore the accentuated one. A similar prosoess of developement of the interruptedintonation from an acute rising one isfound in North—Western-Ldthuanian (Zh8"maite).-In Danish the st¢d (phonetically
.3 81°ttal st0p) is traced back to an old
r%sins tone. But from the oint of view3 the Indo-European phonology it can haveeveloped from an old glottalized eoso-
nants not only in Danish hut in English

c i 'gtglects too. /fo?t/ <~a /phct'/ 'fcct'
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With'this type of synchronic'and dia-

chronic events telling about the functio-

nal line between the glottal stop and the
rising intonation one may also connect
the possibility of the use of the glottae
lization (as a part of a more complex ar—
ticulation) as means of syntactical into—
nation in those sentences particularly in-

terrogative that are usually marked by a
rising melody in many languages6 Thus in
Australian language Nyangumata glottali-
zation is used for the most art in the
end of the interrogative sen ences with
the rising intonation. .

The connection between the glottaliza—
tion and the rising melody as well as with
the quantity (in Thai, Burmese, Chinese
dialects, Yenissey an languages) might be
counted among the universals that might
find the general phonetic explanation in
mechanism of the production of the source
of the speech message. At the same time
this universal is manifested in a number
of languages either in synchronic events
or in diachronic developement at diffe—
rent levels starting from the segmental
phonemic up to the supersegmental (tone-
mic and intonational) one.

The use of laryngealization (or pharyn-
gealization) as a supersegmental feature
in a syllable or a word is functinalIy
different from its application as syntac-
tic intonational device which (eXpecially
in the final position in a sentence) is
found in several languages as in Mikasuki;
but in both cases the parallelism with the
use of pitch and melody contours is strik-
ing. One might distinguish the symmetri—
cal rosodic systems with the equal or
multgple relation of the laryngealized to—
nemes and the non-laryngealized ones and,
the asymmetric systems. In the latter one
can find empirically that laryngealiza—
tion is connected with the differential
feature of the brevity of the vowel (Shan—
Khai dialect of Chinese Burmese, the
Yenisseyan Ket dialects). Diachrcnically

the asymmetrical systems might develop
from those in which due to the neutra i-
zation the number of the tonemes in the
SMllable ending in a voiceless stop (deve-
loping later into the feature of laryngea—
lization) isyless than that of the tone-
mes in the other syllables (as in Middle
Chinese and in some Tibeto—Burmese lan-
Suages such as Atsi). For Twi, Livonian,
Sone Yenisseyan languages and for the
earliest periodes of the history of Tibe-
tc-Burmese and Chinese it appears possible
to trace the line between the development

of pharyngealized or laryngealized tone-
mes and the decrease in the differential
otentialities of the phonemic inventory:

inst as in the hiStcry of nasalization

Opposed to laryngealization in some Ian- '
Suages such as Haimu in Melanesia) the
lessening of the differential possibili—
ties of phonemic components of words is

0°mpenSated for by the expansion of su—

erse ental features. In different perio-
ges 0 history of Tibetan, Burmese and so—

me cognate languages laryngealized tonemes
cyclically reappeared. Due to that the la-
ryngealization as such persisted, but la-

ter it manifested itself in different
morphs if compared with the older epochs.
One might add that in many languages the

glottal stop should be considered as pho—
netic realization of supersegmental (pro—
sodic)feature of glottalization or laryn—
ealization stretching on the whole syl-

lable, the whole morph or the whole word.
In the languages in which tonal diffEren-

ces exist glottalizaticn and laryngealiza-

tion (as well as also pharyngealization)
are usually connected with the pitch—melo-

dy differences that build one system with

them. Many examples of such prosodic sys—
tems have been analyzed /6, 7, 8, 9A
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1 . PROSODISCHE ME RKMALE

In ihrer grundlegenden Monographie

zur Intonation fiihrt Ceplitis /2/ eine Liste

von acht “Intonationselementen” des Letti-

schen an. Sie sind ausgewahlt einerseits

nach ihrer "Semantizit'at" (d.h. als .von—

einander unabhangige, bedeutungstragende

Elemente), andererseits nach den vier kenn—

zeichnenden ("dominirujuséije") akustischen

Eigenschaften:

1. Intensit‘at kennzeichnet die Elemente

Pause, Lautstarkeregelung (z.B. slur /2,

p.85/) und logische Betonung (d.h. Hervor—
hebung eines Wortes im Syntagma /2, p.89/).

2. Frequenz kennzeichnet Melodie und

Stimmlage.

3. Zeit kennzeichnet Sprechtempo und

emphatische Lange.

4. Spektrum kennzeichnet Stimm—

qualitat.

Vom allgemeinen (damaligen und heuti—
gen) Diskussionsstand aus gesehem, geht
Ceplitis einen weiten Schritt voran, insofern

al's sie nicht einfach akustische Eigenschaften
miBt, sondern zuerst nach den linguistischen
("linguo—akustischen") Elementen fragt,
die sie messen will. Mit Recht weist sie die
verbreitete Vorstellung zur‘dck, zunachst sei
uns eine Reihe von segmentalen (durch ihre
spektralen Merkmale definierten) "Lauten"
gegeben, denen dann suprasegmentale "akusti-
sche Modifikationen" von Grundfrequenz,
Intensitat und Dauer beigegeben wiirden:
" . takogo rjada v real'noj ‘relfi net."
/2, p.65/. Ihren Schritt voran geht Ceplitis
einerseits gegenuber den messenden Experi—
mentalphonetikern und den testenden Psycho—
akustikern. Bei diesen beiden'Gruppen
herrscht die Zuversicht, wenn man nur
recht raffiniert messe bzw. recht breite
Populationen teste, werde man am Ende alles
Wissenswerte herausfinden.

Genauso laBt Ceplitis andererseits die
konventionelle linguistische Typologie hinter

sich, die Ton, Akzent und Intonation als die

drei suprasegmentalen Ka‘tegorien postuliert

und letztere auf die drei "prosodis'chen Merk—

male" Tonhohe, Lautstarke und Dauer reduzieren

m‘ochte /4, p.22; 5, pp.77—90; 6, p.55/. Ins—
befiondere analysiert sie f‘Lir das Lettische ffinf

"melodische Motive" /2, pp.113—115/ und stellt
sie den fi'mf (inzwischen sieben) "Intonations—

konstruktionen" des Russischen (nach Bryzgu-

nova /1, p.86/ gegeniiber. Damit tut sie

den entscheidenden Schritt von der Intonation

als Menge fallender u‘nd steigender Kurvenstiicke

zur Intonation als phonologischem (d.h. einzel-

sprachlichem) System.

2. PROSODISCHE GESTALTEN

Wir gehen in der gleichen Richtung
noch einen Schritt weiter. Erstens losen wir
die gesamte linguistische Kategorie Prosodie
aus ihrer traditionellen Bindung an bestimmte
akustische Merkmale und begreifen Prosodien
als Ganzheiten ("Gestalten"). Ihnen k'onnen
wohl akustische Merkmale zugeordnet werden,
sie lassen sich aber nicht auf bestimmte akusti—

sche Merkmale reduzieren. Auszugehen brauchen

.wir deshalb nicht mehr von jener schier
unubersehbaren Menge akustischer (und sonstiger)
Eigenschaften, wie sie immer wieder in der
Literatur aufgefiihrt werden, als da sind
Grundfrequenz, Intensitat, Tempo, Rhythmus.
Pausensetzung, Stimmlage, Stimmqualitat, Ge—
samtintensit'ait, Steigungswinkel usw. /2, P-62/'
Im Gegenteil — Prosodie als einzelsprachliches
System definiert sich nicht akustisch, sondern
durch die Unterscheidbarkeit der zum System
gehorigen Einheiten ("Prosodien"): "Dans
la langue il n'y a que des differences"
/18, p.166/.

Zweitens prazisieren wir die allgemeine
'Kategorie Semantizitat einerseits als zeichen-
unterscheidende Denotation (Distinktivitat).
andererseits als Textzusammenhang stiftende
Diskursivitat (kommunikative Funktion /14/)-
Es ist eben nicht dasselbe, ob ich durch
bestimmte Prosodien zwei schwgdische W'orte!‘
wie anden1 'Geist' und anden 'Ente' unter—
scheide. Das ist ein Wortakzent mit distinktiver
F_unktion. Oder ob ich durch andere Prosodien
eine Antithese andeute (z.B. bei der AussPrache
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beider W‘orter als minimales Paar). Das sind
Intonationen mit diskursiver Funktion. Letztere
beriihrt die Identit‘at der beiden Zeichen
nicht; denn eben mit ihrer diskursiven

Funktion grenzt sich die Intonation kate—
goriell 'ab vom distinktiven Ton /15/.

Kleine prosodische Einheiten, die wir

als Ganzheiten begreifen, nennen wir Fi uren,

und zwar im Anschlufl an Mulder /6, p.437
und Hjelmslev /3, p.43,‘. Im Gegensatz zum
Zeichen mangelt es der Figur an denotatio,
nicht aber an Diskursivit‘at. Im Gegensatz
zum Phonem (bzw. distinktiven Merkmal)
braucht die Figur keine distinktive Funktion
auszuiiben (sie tut dies nur als Ton bzw.
als distinktiver Akzent). Es genfigt die
diskursive Funktion. Im Gegensatz zum
Intonem hat die Figur somit keine feste
Bedeutung (”intonacionnyje jedenicy, kaidaja
iz kotorych obladajet opredeljonnym zna—
Senijem" /2, p.160/).

Genau wie andere phonologische Einheiten
bilden auch die Figuren Hierarchien. In
einzelsprachlich sehr unterschiedlicher Weise
verbinden sie sich zu gro‘Beren Einheiten
wie Konturen /lO/ bzw. Konstruktionen /1/.
Umgekehrt lassen sie sich in kleinere Teil—
stiicke segmentieren, z.B. die aus der
griechischen Grammatik bekannten Teilstficke
Proklise, Tonsegment, Enklise. Die Proso-
dien lassen sich ordnen zu phonologischen
Korrelationen, aus denen sich ihrerseits

distinktive Merkmale abstrahieren lassen,
z.B. die drei gebrochenen gegeniiber den
drei kontinuierlichen Figuren des Kymri-
schen /13/. AuBerdem lassen sie sich (wie—
derum in einzelsprachlich sehr unterschied—
licher Weise) den segmentalen Einheiten
wie Silbe, phonologisches Wort, Diskursein—
heit ("sentence" im Sinne Mulders /6, p.56/)
zuordnen. Die dem Wort zugeordnete Prosodie
nennt man allgemein Akzent, die der Diskurs—
einheit zugeordnete Intonation. Das ist h‘aufig
die gleiche Prosodie (z.B. das Tonsegment
des Russischen, vgl. unten Abschnitt 4) je
nachdem, welche Zuordnung wir im Einzelfall
betrachten. Die Diskurseinheit braucht kein

Syntagma zu sein, sondern es ist ein Text—
Segment wie These Antithese in der
bekannten rhetorischen Figur. Nur bei der
Leseintonation fallen Diskurseinheit und

Syntagma zusammen (daran erkennen wir
alle den vorgelesenen Text).

Unsere prosodische Analyse bestimmter

SPrachen (besonders des Englischen, Deutschen,
KYmrischen und Bretonischen) haben wir
an anderer Stelle vorgelegt /7//10//13//17/,
ebenso unsere Typ010gie prosodischer Systeme

/15/. Wir mo'chten hier von zwei anderen Er-
fahrungen berichten, einmal didaktisch

V0n der Erlernbarkeit prosodischer Systeme,
sodann von der Zuordnung russischer Prosodien
zur Kategorie Akzent.

3. ERLERNBARKEIT

Aus der Auffassung der Prosodien als
Ganzheiten folgt, daB sie nur als ganzes
erlernbar sind. Das erweist sich sowohl
an Kindern, die sie auf natfirlichem Wege
mit ihrer Muttersprache(n) Iernen, als auch
im Sprachunterricht. Niemand lernt z.B. ge—
trennt erst Tonhohenbewegung, dann Laut—
starkeregelung, dann Rhythmus, Sprechtempo
u.dgl. Kinder Iernen das alles im ganzen.
Sie spielen mit prosodischen Gestalten, ordnen
ihnen zunachst segmentales Kauderwelsch
,zu, erst allmahlich worter und Diskursein-

heiten. Die worter und Syntagmen, die sie
im Laufe der Zeit erlernen, ordnen sie den

bereits erlernten Prosodien zu. Deshalb
klingen sie stets "muttersprachlich".

Der Schulunterricht geht dagegen umge—
kehrt vor, beginnt mit wortern, satzen und

(segmentalen) Phonemen' und 15m die Proso-
dien bis zum SéhluB. Im allgemeinen werden
sie dann nicht mehr gelernt, weil die Proso—

dien der Muttersprache vom Schiller bereits

fest in die Fremdsprache Ubernommen sind.

Meinen (deutschsprachigen) Studenten, die

Englisch lernen wollen, rede ich deshalb zu,

zunachst den amerikanischen Touristen zu

parodieren, wie er Deutsch "mit englischem

Akzent" spricht. Das Iernen sie leichter

als richtiges Englisch, weil es SpaB macht.

Als nachstes parodieren sie den amerikanischen

Touristen mit dem gleichen "Akzent", aber

mit englischen (statt deutschen) W‘ortern.
Damit losen sich ihre Ausspracheprobleme

sowohl im segmentalen als auch im supra—

segmentalen Bereich, und wir konnen auf

phonetischen Kleinkram verzichten /9/.

Wer eine Tonsprache lernen will (z.B.

Chinesisch), bekommt im allgemeinen gute

Ratschl'age, wie er auf das Steigen bzw.

Fallen der Melodie achten miisse. Erfahrungs—

gemaB nfitzen solche Ratschlage nichts. Warum

nicht? Weil es um ganze Figuren geht, nicht

um steigende oder fallende Melodiestficke.

Tats‘aichlich bewegen sich die Figuren nie

stetig aufwéirts o'der abwarts (bzw. eben),
sondern immer sehr unregelmafiig. Sonst

klange die Figur n'amlich nicht wie gesprochen

sondern wie ein glissando. Wenn wir von

den "steigenden" oder "fallenden" T‘onen

einer Sprache sprechen, so meinen wir damit

die tats‘achlich horbare (und meBbare) Bewe-

gung nur im hoch stilisierten Sinne des

distinktiven Merkmals, und dieses horen

wir nicht von Natur aus, sondern mUssen es

erst "horen" Iernen.

Das ist der Ubergang vom angeborenen,

audiometrischen Horen zum erlernten, phone—

matischen H'oren /8/. Deshalb mfissen wir

auch die steigenden und fallenden Figuren

fiir jede Sprache eigens neu lernen.‘ Wenn

ich z.B. den fallenden Ton des Mandarin kann,

kann ich deshalb noch nicht den fallenden
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Ton des Thai, geschweige denn das fallende

Tonsegment der ersten Konstruktion des

Russischen. Das distinktive Merkmal "fallend"

stilisiert fiir jede der drei Sprachen eine

prosodische Gestalt sui generis - typologisch

vergleichbar, aber nicht akustisch gleich.

4. RUSSISCHER WORTAKZENT

Horen wir fliissiger russischer Rede

zu in der Absicht festzustellen, welche Silben

betont sind! Wenn wir uns dabei von der

Lehre vom "Intensitatsakzent" des Russi-

schen leiten lassen, so erkennen wir die

Akzente nicht (es sei denn, wir wissen schon

im voraus, wo sie liegen). Dagegen hore

ich den russischen Akzent leicht, wenn ich

auf die Vokalqualitat achte, auf den vollen,

betonten Vokal. Auf manchen (aber nicht

auf allen) betonten Vokalen hore ich ‘dariiber

hinaus das Tonsegment einer Intonations—

konstruktion (d.h. den "udarnaja C’ast"

der Konstruktion /1, pp.17, 23 passim/).

Nur wenn einzelne (phonologische) Morter

'vorgesprochen werden, so tragt der betonte

Vokal stets ein Tohsegment, der "nebentonige"

.Vokal der unmittelbar vorangehenden Wortsil—

be dagegen nur bei besonders "deutlicher"

. Aussprache (es geht hier um das erlernte,

phonematische H'orenl). Auf Grund der unter-

schiedlichen Wortgrenzen kann ich deshalb

(ffir die etwas minder deutliche Aussprache)

minimale Paare erfinden wie (bei der ersten
Intonationskonstruktion): g_a_1, buldet #
dobuldet. In gleicher Weise horbar sind
die "Nebenakzente" in Komposita kirchen-
slavischen Typs wie bogomater', mnogou-
vazéjemxj. Auch fiir sie kann ich minimale
Paare erfinden wie bolga malter 74
bogomalter'. Ich brauche dazu nur meinem
"Hauptakzent" ein Tonsegment zuzuordnen,
meinem "Nebenakzent" nicht — auch wenn
die genannten worter keineswegs immer so
gesprochen werden.

Der russische Akzent ist also weder
ein "Druckakzent" noch ein "melodischer
Akzent" (im Sinne der klassischen Lehre),
sondern "betont" ist per definitionem jeder
volle.Voka1, (und kein anderer Vokal). Der
betonte Vokal (aber kein anderer Vokal)
kann auBerdem das Tonsegment einer Intona-
tionskonstruktion tragen. Wir halten das
Russische f‘ur die Akzentsprache Ear excellence,
weil jedes russische Wort genau e'me Tonstelle
hat (wir sprechen lieber von Tonstelle als
von Tonsilbe, weil die unmittelbar voran—
gehende, "nebentonige" Silbe mit zur Ton—
stelle gehort). Anders als im Englischen
und Deutschen gibt es (mit Ausnahme des
genannten Kompositionstyps) keine Nebenakzente
im (isolierten) Wort. Anders als im Schwedi—
schen und Norwegischen kommt es nicht
auf eine bestimmte ’(distinktive) Figur an.
Anders als im Franz'osischen und Kymrischen
(und teilweise im Englischen) liegt die Akzent—

stelle lexikalisch fest, d.h. die jeweilige

(phonologische) Wortform (flektierte Form,

pr‘apositionale Gruppe) hat jedes Mal, wenn

sie in -der Rede auftritt, den Akzent an der

gleichen Stelle. Das kommt uns vielleicht

selbstverstandlich vor, ist es aber in anderen

Sprachen nicht (wenn wir nur fliissiger Rede

zuhoren statt isolierten wortern /12//16/).

GewiB ordnen wir auch dem russischen

Akzent MeBwerte ffir Intensitat, Dauer, Grund-

frequenz u.dg1. zu — genau wie allen segmen-

talen Einheiten auch /2, p'.65/. Die volle

Vokalqualitat bringt sogar im allgemeinen

hohere MeBwerte mit sich als die reduzierte.

Nur macht das solche MeBwerte nicht zum

definiens des Akzents. Im Gegenteil: "Odnako,

naskol'ko nam izvestno, metodiki, pozvolja—

juscej po odnim ng' fiziceskim parametram
opredeljat', javljajetsja 1i dannyj segment

udarnym ili bezudarnym, poka jesdo net"

/2, p.90/. Eine solche Methode wird es auch

nie geben. Der Grund dafiir ist einfach:

Prosodien definieren sich als phonologische

Ganzheiten, nicht als reduzierbar auf bestimmte

akustische Eigenschaften.
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ABSTRACT

As a subset of the KTH data bank, we have
recorded several subjects reading the same pas-
sages from a selection of various texts. We have
studied variations in the realization of segmental
and prosodic characteristics and to a less extent
reading style. Data is reported on the degree of
closure of voiced consonants, ambiguities in seg—
mentation and vowel durations. Vowel—consonant
contrasts may be highly reduced even in non-weak
stress forms. The multi—cued realization of syn-
tactic boundaries are discussed in relation to
subjective assessments and to rhythmical struc—
tures. In addition to physical pauses, final
lenghtening, formant—pattern changes and intona-
tion contours, there are also local voice source
features other than F0 to consider, e.g., creaky
voice junctures.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced work on text—to—speech synthesis and
speech recognition demands a continuous updating,
extension and renewal of knowledge from speech
analysis. We have to adopt a rule-oriented search
to efficiently encode phonetic features, speaker
typology and behavior. The data—bark storage and
processing system of Carlson ’and Granstrom /1/
have provided a format and practical tool. A more
complete account of the work is given in a report
by Pant et a1. /2/ which contains observations of
speaker behavior under various conditions, not
included here.

Within this limited frame, we have gained a
fresh insight in several fundamental acoustic—
phonetic problems and a view of what kind of
problems we will encounter as the analysis pro—
ceeds. We have studied segmentation problems and
underlying variabilities in articulatory gestures
and, furthermorekthe realization of syntactic
boundaries, and how subjective juncture assess-
ments correlate with acoustic factors. Our over—
all impressions is that of a richness of variabi-
lity on all levels as well as potentials of struc—
turing variabilities. me prevailing impression
is that segmentals and prosodics share a common
basis of acoustic correlates. Therefore; they
should be treated together as seen from 'an under—
lying model of speech production. Our study has
also provided some limited data on vowel durations
and prosodic realizations which can be extended to
support the lip-dating of our synthesis rules.

When instructing subjects, we laid an emphasis
on attaining a neutral but semantically distinct
reading. In addition, we have also recordings of
more engaged readings, occasional mannerisms and
deliberately dramatized versions. However, even
in the more normal readings, we observed a rather
large span of intonation and overall prosodic
patterns. Deviations from average and preferred
patterns attain a subjective personality marking
which attracts our attention without affecting the
overall quality of the reading. It would be of
interest to certify which prosodic factors remain
intact and which are allowed to vary.

In the present pilot study we have concentrated
on 14 subjects’ readings of two sentences. Spec-
trograms and associated oscillograms, intensity
and F0 plots were produced by means of our labora-
tory computer processing routines.

SEISMENTAL STUDIES

We have studied various coarticulation and
reduction phenomena that affect the segmental
composition of phonemes and complicate the task of
boundary assignments.

Boundaries are more clearly realized by changesin "manner" cues than in."p1ace" cues. Thus. it
is easy to find the boundary between a fricative
and a vowel but we have no clear rules for finding
boundaries between Vowels or between voiced COIISO'nants like /v/, /j/ and /r/ and their combinations
with vowels. A voiced intervocalic stop is “0*:
always associated with a stop gap, and phonemical-
1y unvoiced stops in unstressed positions may
attain voicing. lack of oral closure may affect
nasals as well as stop sounds or any consonant!
and an incomplete abduction of the glottis in an
/h/ causes a continuation of voicing.

In order to understand these ambiguities, We
should consider a basic parameter of speech pro—duction related to the extent to which vocal-traCt
constriction targets are reached in connected
speech. This parameter which has a strong de-scriptive power could be labeled "articulatorycontrast" or more generally, "dynamic contrast"'It affects not only the supraglottal articulators
but also the glottal articulation. Thus, a suffi-
cient adduction/abduction contrast is needed forpreserving a voiced/voiceless boundary. Also. theboundary between a voiced /h/ and a following
vowel becomes obscured by insufficient glotta1contrast.
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Articulatory contrast implies acoustic contrastin terms of envelope intensity modulation as wellas an extended range of formant pattern dynamics.
Decreased contrast, thereby, also affects the rate
of change of formant patterns at segment bounda—-
ries.

Although these phenomena are by no means new in
phonetic theory, we had not anticipated the full
extent of their realizations. 'Ihus, most speakers
did not produce a full closure of the voiced stop/g/ in "legat". For one speaker, LN, the intensi-
ty modulation was marginal only and the formantpattern that of a connecting glide, see Fig. l.

Fig. 1. Three degrees of articulatory contrast.
The same word "legat" from three sub—
jects‘ readings.

This is typical of voiced stops in fluent rapid
speech and probably dependent on both the place of
articulation and the vocalic context.

AA )5, .W '"W Wm

in
him - 2‘ g?

Infill???” ’i" 5m;
5. . i 5 W,

f‘ffifl“ 'zfi, 5,9,

Fig. 2- Two subjects contrasting in oral closure
of consonant [n].

Another example of incomplete closure is in thenasal consonant /n/ in the word "fonster" which
0ftEnis realized by nasalization of the vowel
only, see Fig. 2. The appearance of an orallyClosed segment for the /n/ of "i en" was even less
frequent which is to be expected since "en" is a
function word. ()1 other occasions we have noticed
this effect to be particularly strong in phoneme
Strings consisting of vowel—.nasal—fricative. For

American English, Malécot described this phenome—
non in word pairs with nasal—homorganic unvoicedstop , like "camp" versus "cap", differing innasalization only /3/.

The two-word string "han bade" in the initial
part of the sentence "Han hade legat och skrivit
det i en stor sal vars fonster vette mct Klaral—
ven" is produced out of focus and with highertempo and reduced articulatory contrast. 'lhe /n/
is realized by nasalization only, and the second
/h/ is hard to detect being glottally coarticu—
lated with the following vowel /a/. The second
/h/, when present, can thus be said to be realized
by aspiration of the following vowel. A further
complication is that nasalization and aspiration
share cues, e.g., the reduced Fl intensity. Oily
few speakers produced a sequence of clearly iden—
tifiable segments.

The Swedish /r/—sound appears in a variety of
acoustic realizations ranging from a pronounced
trill to a slight /r/ coloring of a neighboring
vowel. /r/ also occurs frequently in consonant
clusters with subsequent forms of coarticuladon
and reduction as a result /4/.

In "fonster vette" and "skrivit", the /r/—-
sounds are often reduced and segmentation becomes
a problem. The acoustic cues become diffuse, a
brief constriction phase is often found, but not
always, and the same is true of the F1, F3 and F4
lowering cues. When present, the constriction
phase of /r/, in "skrivit" may mark the right
boundary of an inserted vowel after /k/. It may
also reside in the unvoiced k—release. Segmenta—
tion rules for /r/—sounds are still undefined.
Shall we‘concentrate on the stop gap if it is
present or should we choose a largeFdomain of
perceptual importance including a possible in—
serted vowel or.a short segment of the same na—
ture?

With the latter choice, the segmentation prin—
ciple will deviate from that of handling stop
sounds where. by convention, the voiced part of a
following transition goes with the next segment.
When the acoustic cues become weak, the auditive
impression of the /r/ prevails though weakened.

More examples of variabilities of segmental
realizations and segmentation ambiguities will be
discussed in connection with the study of syntacL
tic boundary regions in the following section.

SYNTACI'IC BCUNDARIES AND PROSODICS
(Mr standard sentence with each word assigned a

lexical stress pattern acCordi‘ng to SAOB* attains
the following structure:

4 32 32 4 32 4 44 4 4HANHADEIMATMSKRIVITDEI‘IENSIORSAL
4 4 0 32 4 320

VARSIONSTERWPI'EWIKLARALVEN

'Ihis transcription of each word read in isola—
tion is irrelevant to connected speech. Following
established notations we transform it into a more
realistic form omitting the stress of function
words except the pronoun "det" which generally
attains the prominence of its substitute.

*Swedish normative word dictionary.
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"'i en stor sal" is a preposition phrase. Cros-

ses denote grave accent. A vertical short bar

denotes acute accent, if above the line, and the

secaldary syllable of grave accent, if below the

line.
me object of the study was to study the reali-

zation of the syntactic boundaries before and

after the preposition phrase. We found a consu-
derable variation in both acoustic cues and sub—

jective impressions. In a listening test, ten

subjects assessed the degree of perceived bounda—

ries on a scale from 0 to 5. The first boundary

got an average rating of 2.2 with a standard

deviation of 0.8 whilst the second boundary was

rated 3.7 with a standard deviation of 0.75 within

the jury. 'Ihe standard deviation between speakers

was 1.1 and 2.2, respectively.

'Ihe most prominent acoustic cue appeared to be

segmental durations. Since the three words "det 1

en" in several cases merged to a single voiced

gross segment [e1] with no clear boundaries,

especially not in the formant juncture between /e/

and /I/, we selected an interval from the onset of

voicing in the /e/ of "det", to the onset of the
/s/ of "stor", thus potentially including final
and initial lengthening effects. It should be

noted that three of the 14 speakers omitted the

/t/ of "skrivit" and produced a voiced stop gap of
40-70 ms duration for the /d/ of _"det". The

remaining 11 speakers’ spectrograms showed an
unvoiced stop gap of 70-140 ms duration appro—
priate for the /t/ plus /d/ with an uncertainty of
whether the /d/ was realized at all and, if so,

with no obvious boundary towards /t/. According
to the sandhi rules of Garding, /t+d/ are trans—
formed to mvoiced /d/ /5/.

5 l I l I I l 1 l l
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DURATION ldlalian
Fig. 3. subjective rating versus duraticnal meas—

ure of the first phrase boundary.

Fig. 3 shcms a fair correlation between bounda-
ry region duration and the subjective boundary as-
sessment. ‘A tendency may'be observed of a dou-
bling of the subjective rating per 200 ms in-—'
crease of the juncture duration. Deviations from

this trend are within the standard deviation of

listener judgements. A most apparent trend as-

sociated with more marked bomxiaries is the ap-

ce of creaky voice, i.e., glottalization at

the end of the /e/ which causes a local drop of F0

and/or an alternation between strong and weak

glottal excitations which is especially apparent

in the second and higher formants. These boundary

cues have earlier been noted by carding /5/, 1e-

histe /6/ and Kreiman /7/. ’I‘nese alternations may

cause an ambiguity in the definition of the local

F0. 'me two speakers of the highest boundary rat—

ing produced a proper pause at the phrase bounda-

ry. A general phonological rule is to omit the

/t/ of "det". ally one of the speakers, E'J, had a

proper combination of /t/ unvoiced stop gap +

release at the following vowel. Eleven speakers

did not have a /t/ stop gap, and the two with

proper pause after "det" omitted the /t/.

In absence of glottalization, most speakers

produced a level or slightly rising F0 contour at

the juncture. An exception was subject BB who had

a falling F0 into the beginning of the second

phrase. His reading 'style was in general more

personal and affected than others.

As a durational measure, for the second phrase

boundary "-----sal vars-----" we selected the

/l/+occasional pause+/v/. There were seven sub-

jective ratings between 3.0 and 3.6 with a dura-

tion of about 120 ms and six with a rating between

4.2 and 4.4 with associated durations from 200—540

ms. Of the later, four of these included a proper

pause and two displayed a brief /l/-re1ease. 'Ihe

FO—contour was mostly a fall+rise at the boundarY
with some correlation between magnitude of the

movement and subjective rating. Here again. 5111)"
ject BB deviated from the rest by an F0 risel-fan-

None of the subjects displayed a glottalizatiom

'l‘wo subjects, however, had shown such tendencies

in earlier informal recordings.
From a second sentence containing a sequence of

enumerations, we found similar correlations be—

tween subjective boundary impressions and dura-
tional measures. Rather constant subjective rat-
ings independent of durational measures were found
when a boundary was terminated by strongly
stressed syllables on either side. _

. Our data on vowel durations are summarized 1“
Table I. 'Ihey are compared with data from Carlson
and Granstrom (ref. /1/) and from the text-to‘
speech (Rulsys) generated version of our sentence

(in May 1986).. - A correction for overall tempo has
been made, the Rulsys sentence being 20% 100991"
This comparison confirms our awareness of the
insufficient contrast between present RulSYS‘
generated unstressed and stressed short and 1°'_‘g
vowels, see ref. /2/ for further details. Thls
restricted study can only provide a tendency and
more representative data will eventually be 93th
ered.

Table I. Vowel durations in milliseconds

Short Short Long
unstressed stressed stressed

Present study 42 105 155

Rulsys .78 93 134
C s. G (ref. /1/) 60 90 125
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rI‘he average reading speed was five syllables or
14 phonemes per second. The standard deviation
was rather low, 7% only.

We have looked into the rhythmical structure of

the sentence. A rhythmical unit, “stress inter-
val", has been defined as a subpart of the utter-
ance located between the onsets of two successive

vowels carrying main stress. Since function words
are down graded, the main stresses are confined to
content words. We find an overall tendency of two
main stresses per second. Similar findings have
been made by Goude and Malmstrom /8/ and Dauer
/9/. Distances between vowel onsets in stressed

syllables are, thus, of the order of 500 ms but

vary with the number of phonemes typically from
350 ms for three phonemes to 600 ms for nine

sec

1 l I I l l r 1 l l l

_J _ 11. subjects average _

§
0: _. ..
UJ
'—

E _ +2 _
phrase / . .

a _ boundaries 0 fmal Interval _

E included \ +
W 0.5 - 1 -

a
‘ inihal

g _ interval
.:
<
C: ,__ _
3
C1

0 1 1 l 1 l L 1 1 l 1
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PHONEMES PER STRESS INTERVAL

Fig, 4. Duration of stress intervals versus number

of phonemes contained. Stress intervals

that cut across a phrase boundary are
lengthened.

phonemes. The weak tendency of isochrony in read—-

mg. see also the study of Strangert, is probably
more a matter of constraints in number of phonemes

P81“ stress interval than an intention of the read—

er /10/- As an average for the nine sentences of
the central passage, we find two words or eight

phonemes per stress interval. It remains to quan—

tlfy the actual performance of the reading of this
and more extensive tests. Even though Fig. 4
refers to a single sentence, it exemplifies typi-
cal trends such as the relative weight of stressed
vowels and that stress intervals which cut across
phrase boundaries are longer whereas the sentence
Initial group, leading up the first stress, is
Shorter than within phrase stress intervals /11/.
Further studies along these lines might give some

mslght in reading behavior.
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THE TYPOLOGY 0F SENTENCE INTONATION SYSTEMS

TATJANA NIKOLAYEVA

Institute of Slavistics and Balkanistics;
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
Moscow, USSR,125040

The stud of the intonation system is
efficient f the distinctions are made
between universal,typologica1 and speci-
fic phenomena.The report sets out some
data on the prosodic units from this
point of view and the ways of_reconst-
ruction intonation system of different
1anguages.Some phonetic laws are recon-
sidered.The "law of language evolution"
is put to discussionzincrease of infor—
mation per speech unit leads to the de-
velopment of the suprasegmental senten-
se features(presuppositions and intona-
tion contours including since the hu-
man perception capacity is limited.

1.1. We consider the intonation system as
a complex of three functional prosodic pa-
rameters: F0 frequency, duration and in-
tensity. u
1.2. At the contemporary stage of into-

nological investigation it is reasonable
to distinguish two complementary plans:
1/ synchronic intonational typology.;
2/ diachronic intonational.typology.
2.1. In both cases it is necessary to di-

fferentiate such three strata: universal,
typological and language specific one /1/,
This distinction is not an easy one, and
we have to elaborate a method for it. Let
us turn our attention to one of prosodic
phenomena: intensity curves in a word and
in a sentence. We know that in a word an
intensity curve is usually declined, so
in Slavic languages the stressed syllable
occupying the last place ('or the penulti-
mate syllable) can be a little lower than
the unstressed initial one. For example,
the Polish word zakladzie has such inten—
sity curve ( in : 15- 3/12/8; the Uk-
rainian word tikati has 9L_ ; the Russia
word ubelal has 9—8/7-3/2—fi and so on.The
data of other languages confirm this re-
gularity /2/. And there seem to exist so—

me premises to consider the intensity de—
clination as a prosodic universal. And it
is easy to find an explanation for it in
communication and articulatory programmes
Yet in Turkish lan ages the situation is
quite different /3 . The intensity has re
ther a rising than a falling contour in
the word. Moreover, it turns out, that in
Turkish environment the Slavic speech is
influenced by this Turkish tendency ( we
have data of the bulgarian language and
some Russian Volga dialects). The intensL
ty curve in them may.be risen either to
the stressed syllable r to the end of the
word end ( Bulg. a a l - 30/45 0; Rus-
sian Volga dialectaE: to ota - 6 8 ; g9
neral Russian:t6 ota - ;/EY).Thus
the word intenSiEy direction is not uni-
versal but a typological phenomenon.And
now let s analyse the sentence intensity
curve. All languages known ( Turkish in-
cluding) demonstrate a clear tendency to
declinate intensity / 5/. In any case we
don t know any other data. So, these two
intensity curves - in a word and in a sen
tence- are factors of different character.
The former is typological, the latter is
universal.
2.2. The rise/fall Opposition ( in ques-tions vs in declarative sentences) hasbeen interpretated many times /6/. But in

reality the solution is not quite so tri-Vial. hamely: 1/ the falling melody in de-claratives is universal; 2/ the questionmelody movement is of special interest._F1rst of all, generally speaking, thereis no guestion as such: we have some ty-pes of questions each with its own function and specific melody. And thus we havea certain correlation between two sets:the intonation construction set and thenumber of questions types. In the formerset we should in the first place separatethe w -question which has a quasi-univer-sal. ntonation type with a falling end/7/-It is universal too.
2.5. The second issue is an ontologicalone. What 18 namely the rising melody?ggr example, there are two dominant typesquestions melody in Slavic languages:they split the Slavic group into two sub-groups the Western _

Eastern one. group and the South

The first type is characterized by the
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rising tone in the final unstressed syl-
lables ( boundary tones) including the
last unstressed syllable; the final stres
sed syllable ( under sentence stress) can
take a lower position.

The second type is characterised by a
high steep rise on the stressed syllable,
post—stressed syllableShave a falling ten-
dency, thus the whole contour has a low
end. West Slavic languages use the first
type in general ( yes-n9) questions and
the second type — in alternative and repe-
ated questions. South Slavic languages
and, specially, East Slavic languages, on
the contrary, use the second type in ge-
neral questions and the first type in re-
peated questions /8/. Now if we are to

accept O/hala and Bolinger's viewpoint li-
terally, then we may have two answers:
1/ the first answer is: no, the second fi-
gure is not rising one, if rise means to
be rising to the very end;2/ the second
answer is: yes, it is, if we treat questi-
on— declarative melody opposition as the
high-low opposition because the frequency
interval in East—Slavic ( Russian) ygggng
question is very large and the stresse
syllable is intoned very high.

And now we propose to replace the oppo-
sitionzrising—falling ( as universal ques—
tionpdeclarative opposition) to the oppo—
s1tionzhigh-low ( With rising-falling as
part of it).

Thus the intonation types are heterofua
ctional and may be represented in the fo-
llowing way:
Melody curve in declaratives is Univer—
sa ;
Melody curve in Whrquestions is Univer-
sa ;
Intensity curve in declaratives is Uni-
versal;

Intensity curve in words is Typological;
Melody curve in not-Whrquestions is Typo-
logical. . . ,
( This list may be continued in fact).

The above described analysis proves tha
the description of language reality is nd.
simple,it may be contradictory and not at
all economic.

2.3. In our description the term "typo-
logical" means "non—universal". It shows
Fhat the intonation system of a language
ls to be correlated with a certain set of
features which it can share with another
lanSuage.This set is not always conditio-
ned by genetic or areal reasons. For exam
Ple,it is known that in African languages
With lexical functions of tones the diffe-
rentiation of questions and declaratives
ls realized by pitch registers, and not
by contours /9/. R.F.Paufoschima has fo-
und traces of lexical tones in North Rus—
Sian dialects /10/. Later in the same di-
alects she has discovered the register
type Opposition between questions and de-
alaratives /11/.Here we ought to see only
typological‘correlations.

I.Lehiste and P.Ivi& recently have intro
duced a new hypothesis about the existen-
ce of a "new Balcanism" - yes-no,questi—
on intonation type /12/. Here we have a
case of areal convergency.
2.4.Some years ago I discovered a stri-

king coincidence between the second Sla-
vic es—no question contour ( with fallizg
poststressed syllables) and the es-no
question melody in Finno—Ugrian iafigfiages
At the VI International Finnougrian con—
gress in Syktyvkar in 1985 ( Komi Repub—
ic) I recorded on magnetic tapes the me-

lodies of Finnish,Estonian,Hungarian,Sa-
ami,Udmurt,Komi,Mordva and Mari questi-
ons. We investigated the melody of the
following question types: general,Eh7qu-
estions,alternative,the so—called preci-
sing'questions and repeated questions. It
turns out that the main types of question
melody in Russian and Einnougrian coinci-
de. ( I would not like to discuss the re—
asons of this coincidence now). And yet
in order to have the right to speak about
this coincidence being systematic, we
ought to discover the really rising ques—

,tion in Finnougrian languages /13/,other-
wise we wonflt be able to formulate the
distribution type similarity. We have fo-
und this rising—to-the-end-melody in re-
peated questions, echo-questions, questi-
ons with the word "and" ( And mama?) at
the initial position. "“’”“””’

3. We have so far-discussed the form-
function correlation. Yet we have found

one very important criterium comparatio—
nis: the force ( or weakness) of influence
of sentence prosody on the word prosody.
In other words, it is significant to know
how the word prosody is modified in diffe-
rent sentence positions.We have experimen-
tal data that there is a regularity of the
changes in the word prosody due to the po-
sition of the word in the sentence ( the
beginning— the middle- the end;the sen-

tence type and so on).There may be strong
sentence positions and weak sentence po—
sitions / 14/.But this prosodic change is
maximal in some languages and minimal in
others._In the second case we may speak
about a word-per-word (bybword) prosodic
realizations, in the first case - about
strong grammaticalization of the intona-
tion type, thus the word is no longer a
basic prosodic unit,but only a part of a

larger unit,i.e. syntagm,or a sentence
1‘/a

Z. The criterium discussed above deals
with an idea of diachronical intonation
typology.This is a new problem and has not
been considered so far. In other words we

deal with sentence intonation reconstruc-
tion.Linguists do not yet possess an di-
rect evidences for it. But intonolog sts
are capable to draw conclusions from in-
direct proofs of archaic intonation sta-

tes.We have to the point of adopting some
hypotheses now.In my opinion it is high
time to part with an idea of sentence as
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a certain wire upon which words stressed
and unstressed are moving. It is not the
case. Sentence intonation has the right
to have its autonomous structure and its
own autonomous history as segmental pho-
netics has.And we have to reveal it and
to describe it.

What indirect evidences do we have to
discuss?
1/ The folk music and folk songs. The into—
nologist can draw from it information on
word prosody, stress and ause means.
2/ Church music and churc reading. For
example,in Russian church readin there
is a manner called "po-glasica" 16/ - a
structural unit for readin which corres—
ponds to a sense group.In ladyshevskaya
examples we can see a narrow pitch range
( F v r in ortant role of T—struc—
tugg.%figreée§istpspecial recordings with

such data.
3/ Archaic texts such as fairy tales, 1e-
gends, etc.These texts have specific pro-
sodic form even to-day.
#/ Signs on manuscriptSVIn this case the

intonologist can help the graphic inter-
pretation.
5/ Re-interpwretation of well known "pho-

netic laws" from the prosodic point of vi-
ew.For instance, to my mind, the famous
Wackernagefs law about the clitics and un-
stressed words in the second position can
be-re—formulated- I assume that it was not
the words themselves but the position it-
self was so weakened,unstressed /17/that
it was hardly audible.
6/ Certain concepts of comparative syntae
tic accentology.For instance,the data th&
the verb in the main clause was unstressé
and in the subordinate clause- it was not
It can be explained in the following way:
in Indo-European the subordinate clause
usually preceded the main clause.So when
the verb was in the end in both cases it
had a rising melody in the end of the

first clause and the falling one in the
end of the main clause.
7/Inversion data ( the movement by which

I mean the location of the semantically
loaded words to the initial position).
A.Meillet underlined that in Old Greek the
important yordqcan’occupy theninitial pp-sition: flux 4% AE/JTSz‘au w amiapa/ yo 4/
0 .54 " .The same‘is true 0 ‘

Vedic /18/.It means that the beginning of
the sentence was distinct, prosodically
loaded.
8/The experimental investigation of poetry
data.Experimental observations of Russian
verses /19/demonstrate acoustic prosodic
model quite similar to the Ukrainian lan-
guage intonation,which 15,80 to speak,mo-
re "central" between the Slavic languages
for its similarity feature index.It is ne-
cessary to note that Ukrainian has non-
81avic contacts to the last degree.
9/Diachronical proofs of word segmentalphonetics such as compensatory lengthe_
nlns in some 18nguages.prosodic oriented
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manipulation in word paradigms in fireek,
Lyatlin, Sansprit, etc. ( tartar-[a Z‘ofos/
00/ ,0 — dwjpas .They proved the pro-
so ic autonomy of words during those peri-
ods. .
1Q] Phonetic evolution of different parts

of speech conditioned by their different
syntactic position.For example, initial
Indoeuropean particles changed very little
( a-,ku-) and usually had a fortis conso-
nafit'in word initial position.Thus the sen
tence beginning was tense and sharp.
11/ The spoken language phenomena.We know
that spoken syntax 0 many languages has

similar strudnres.The syntactic relations
of spoken speech demonstrate the proximi-
ty to the "pragmatic code" speech model,
as it was described by T.Givon /20}; the
syntactic features can help to reconstrud
the intonation.

The above mentioned considerations lead
us to the hypothesis about different sta-
ges in the prosodic evolution.It is nece-
ssary to understand that we should distin-
guish between the unidirection of prosodic
evolution on the one hand and the absolute
chronology of its manifestation, on the
other.For example the North Russian dia—
lects ( see above have a word—by—word
pronunciation,relicts of lexical tones and
register oppositions in intonation. This
dialect co—exists with literary Russian
which has a syntagm speech unit contrary
to word-by—word pronunciation,has no pro-
ved tones and has large sets of grammati—
calized intonation configurations.
, 5. I want to discus? the following veryimportant hypothesis. n my opinion, the
main diachronic universal of intonation t?
pology is a movement in three stages:
1/before-word stage; 2/ word stage;3/post—
word stage.At the first stage the unit is
utterance ,which is perhaps syllable di-
vised and has a certain metric model.It
is probable that there were sentences 0f
gnomic or gimnic character, rithmically
convenient for memorizing /21/. The word
period ( for many languages even to day)

is connected with understanding the word-
form as an autonomous and well-formedunit(i.e. with morphological developmentL
The post—word period embraces languageswith ancient traditions the sentence pro-sody of which is characterised by well-elaborated melodic contours semanticallyloaded, and by large prosodic units andmeaningful juxtaposition of these largeprosodic units-

.We dont want to impose the obligatory
uniformity for all languages and their
prosodic evolution.Languages can stop thatdevelopment at a certain stage, or theycan develop some compensatory means.Thisnaturally calls for future investigatiOnaIn fact all recent interesting works on tonogenesis cannot explain why some langua-
ges have conserved tones, and others
have not. ‘ '

6.D.Bolinger recently has named intona-
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tion the linguistic "Cinderella"/22/.I in-vite to review this name and propose for
discussion the law of language evolution
based mostly at the prosodic data.In other
words.Language changes transmitting more
and more information in one expression
unit.Because of the double articulation
language has two possibilities of informa-
tion augmenting: to increase the semantic
load and to increase the speech rate,i.e.
sense compressing and phonation compres-sing ways. All the fusion phenomena (such
as flexions from pronouns, prepositions
from nouns, compounds arising, etc.) are

sense compressing.Yet perception capacity
of human beings lag behind sense compres-
sing: that is we cannot speak faster than
50-60 msec per sound.Consequently langu-
age should develop all suprasegmental phe—
nomena in a broad sense: presupposition
of all kinds, semantics of prominence,
grammaticalized melodic contours, etc.
All these factors help to create supple-
mentary sense lines,i.e. supersegmentals
of content plan.
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with various linguis-
tic factors of sentence stress assign -
ment and detection in spoken and written
Russian texts.

The aim.of the study is to test such
different factors as "parts of speech",

"syntactic relations", "word order","se—’

mantic structure of the word", "rhythmic
patterns", "newness/givenness of informa-
tion" and "actual sentence division" for
their reliability in real text' conditi-
ons and thus to establish a hierarchy of

these factors both in production and per—
ception of spoken and written material.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with sentence stress
which is understood as a system of ac —
cents varying in relative strength (pro-
minence) and quality (melodic shape). The
system of sentence accents is treated as
part of the intonation system of langu-
age.
The experimental basis for this study
consists of 4 types of speech material:
a spontaneously spoken texts (monologues
and dialogues), b) written texts on dif—
ferent subjects which were read aloud, c)
summarized tonetic transcriptions of text
fragments, d) listeners' reactions to
different types of accentual patterns.
The special aim of the study is to summa-
rise various factors influencing the dis-
tribution of sentence accents within
texts in order to test their contribution
to two practical tasks: teaching of sen—
tence stress assingment and detection to
foreign language students and working out
rules for automatic sentence stress as-
signment and detection in the systems of
speech analysis.and synthesis.

USSR 199034

BACKGROUND

A great deal of experimental research has

been done, and is still being done, on

intonation. However, within the intonati-

on system it is specifically sentence

stress which lacks experimental data both

in speech production and perception. Most

of the work on this subject is done not

by phoneticians, but by syntacticians,es-
pecially those who study word order and
Functional Sentence Perspective. Yet one
may recognize that the importance of ac-
centuation has often been underestimated
in these studies. >
It is impossible to cite all of the most
valuable works pertaining to our subject-

matter. From Western authors I will men-
tion just a few whose ideas and data are
especially relevant to my understanding:
of sentence stress and who summarize pre-
vious studies. These are: D.L.Bolinger

/1,2/, D.R.Ladd /5/, A.Fuchs /4,5/, C.E.
Keijsper /6/, C.Gussenhoven /7/,I.Fouged
ron /8/, A.L6tscher /9/.
In the Soviet Union research on sentence
stress is not a new phenomenon.L.V.Shche-
rba based his linguistic analysis of poe-
tic works on the.detai1ed transcription
of various degrees of prominence /10/-
The notion of the accent in a sentence
plays an important role in the works of
I.I.Kovtunova /11/, V.E.Shev'akova /12/’
G.A.Zolotova /15/, D.N.Shme1ev /14/ and
E.V.Paducheva /15/ on communicative as-
pects of Russian syntax.
One of the most inspiring books on the
semantics of sentence stress is that of
T.M.Nikolaeva [16/.
Recently some experimental works on sen—
tence stress in Russian have appeared,
and especially those by O.F.Krivnova /”74
T.P.Skorikova /18/, T.M.Nadeina /19/,A.V.
Pavlova /20/ pertain to this paper.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SENTENCE STRESS

In the search for factors which determine
different kinds of sentence accentuation

within a text, the investigator may come
to the conclusion that these factors are
various and occasionally contradictory'
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The well-known controversy initiated in
"Language" in 1971-1972 as to whether ac-
cent placement is determined by syntax or
by semantics has not been satisfactorily
resolved yet: compare the recent polemics

between D.bolinger and C.Gussenhoven in
"Journal of Linguistics“ /2.7/.
In trying to isolate one factor which go-
verns rules of sentence accentuation we
risk oversimplification. In admitting a
set of equally important factors we can -
not explain cases in which different fac-
tors are in opposition or even in con-
flict. Therefore we have established a
hierarchy of factors to account for the

experimental data. I will now turn to the

linguistic factors which will figure in
the paper and present each of them sepa -
rately beginning with those which are mo-
re easily formalized.

1.Parts of speech

In Russian, as in other languages, nouns,
verbs, adverbs and other so called "full"
words usually carry stress whereas most

of the "function" words are unstressed,
unless they bear contrastive or emphatic
stress. This rule held for the texts stu—
died in ca. 90% of cases, but it does not
account for words carrying different de-
grees of stress. Both "full" and "func -
tion" words in Russian carry various de-

grees of accentual prominence which can-
not be explained by such a simple rule.
Thus it is not only the part of speech
that determines the degrees of prominenca
but also its function in a given word -
group.

2. The syntactic factor

In Russian, as in many other languages,

there exist rules which assign accent

patterns to different kinds of sentence

constituents. Thus in Subject-Predicate

groups, nouns are usually more weakly

stressed than verbs, whereas,conversely,

in Predicate-Object groups nouns are
stressed more than verbs: ,

Ivan chitayet - chitayet knigu

/John is reading -(he)is reading a book/.
In our texts the number of such "normal"
cases was only ca. 75% of all word-groups

and the percentage seems to be very sensi-
tive to the kind of the text - spoken or

written, literary or scientific. The fre—
guent deviations from the standing rules
indicate either that the rules are incor-

rect (or too rough), or that other fac-
tors influence sentence stress, or both.

3. Word order

In Russian there exists a strong tendency

for words and word—groups to receive _

stronger stress in certain sentence p051—

tions. Thus sentence—final and initial

Positions are most often connected with

Stronger stress,whereas sentence—medial

Position carries weaker stress.

It is obvious, however, that word order
in Russian - flexible as it is - is gove-
rned by various influential factors and
only in some cases it is the position it-
self that determines sentence accentuation
(for example in enumerations).
It is not the task of this study to acco-

unt for the complicated system of word or-
der in Russian. There is a great body of
work not only on word order itself but a1-
so on the complex relations between word

order and sentence stress (which is in my

opinion the onl explanatory way to dis-
cuss word order . Here it is important to
underline the fundamental difference be-
tween word order rules for written and

spoken texts in Russian. When writing, it
is obligotary to follow word order rules

if one wants his intended emphasis to be
understood correctly, for the place of
the word in a sentence is one of the pri-

mary means to detect the degree of its
prominence. In oral speech, however, the-

re is a possibility of expressing one's

intentions directly by prosodic means.

In our texts, neutral (non-emphatic) sen-

tence stress occured in sentence or clau-

se final position in ca.90% for scienti-
fic texts and in ca.70% for dialogues.

4. The rhythmic factor

Strongly connected with all the factors
already discussed is what one may call

the rhythmic factor, i.e. a tendency to

alternate accents of different degrees.
In Russian, this tendency is most obvious

in spontaneous speech /21/. In-the texts

analyzed we found that non—final strong

and extra—strong accents were preceded by

relatively weaker accents or followed by

them in ca.95% of cases. Our data indica-

te that the structure of accent pattern

is asymmetrical in Russian, that is, that

accents following the main stress are

usually weaker than those preceding it.

Compares ,
On chitayet knigu /He is reading a book/

On chitayet knigu/He is reading the book/
It is clear that the rhythmic factor can

explain the weakening of the accent on

one word in the presence of a stronger

accent on another, because due to the

rhythm all words within a Russian senten-

ce cannot be equally accented. This fac-

tor also explains how deaccenting of one

word in the sentence results in the ac-

centual prominence of some other word,be-

cause'again for rhythmic reasons, all

words cannot be equally unstressed. But

which word will be stressed depends ob-
viously on other factors to which I will

now turn.

5. The semantic factor

The fact that some words in Russian are
more likely to be accented because of

their inherent meanings has not until re-

cently been properly considered by re -
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searchers. Recent investigations /16,18,

20/ have shown that in many cases it is

the peculiarity of the meaning of a given

word which forces the Speaker to stress

it more than other wordsix1the sentence.

The.role of the semantic structure of the

word is especially evident for those

words which do not bear the main accent

due to the factors discussed above. Such

words are in Russian, for example, adaec-

tives before nouns and verbs with an ob-

jective complement. The former have been

studied in connection with sentence ac-

cent by T.P.Skorikova /18/, the latter -

by A.V.Pavlova /20/. . .

Adjectives and verbs in RuSSian which no-

rmally do not bear the main accent in

such word-groups may get this accent if

they contain the meaning of evaluation:

novaya kniga /a new book/ '

prekrasnaya kniga /a wonderful book/.

Factive verbs, verbs with the meaning of

reaction, retrospection, contrast, nega-

tion (both grammatical and inherent) usu-

ally bear a strong accent /20/:

Ivan vapomnil o knige
/John remembered the book/

Ivan zabyl o knige
/John forgot about the book/

The semantic complexity of such verbs is

often combined in Russian with definite-

ness or even "emptiness"of the nouns:

Etc raznye veshchi
/These are different objects/
Etc raznye veshchi
/It's quite different/

In an experiment made by A.V.Pavlova,sub-

jects read sentences of this type with

different accent patterns.
In the texts analyzed, cases pf verb ac-
centuation due to semantic factor were
quite numerous. The lack of accents on
such verbs must be accounted for by the

operation of other factors, which in my
opinion,'can also be formalized. (For mo-
re detail see /20/. '

6. Givenlnew information
In uselan, as in other languages, words

expressing new information are usually
accented and words expressing given in-
formation are either accented and prono-
unced with rising tone or left unaccented.
There are not enough experimental data on

how sentence stress reacts to different

kinds of new and given information (for
English see /22/). '
I will not discuss this apparently uni-

versal tendency any further. My concern

is to test the possibility of formaliza-
tion of the given/new distinction in Rus-

sian texts. That is why I put aside such
hardly formalizable concepts as presuppo-
sition and the so called "fund of common
assumptions".
In the experimental material only oa.75%
of "new" words had the main stress and
in ca,15% of cases the main accent was
on "given" words despite the formal in-

dication of their givenness in the con -

text. Thus the degree of accent is not

fully determined by the context.

Many of the deviations from the noted ten—

dency can be explained by the factors dis-

cussed‘above. For example, if a new con-

cept is expressed not by one word but by

a word—group, then only one word of the

group will get a stronger accent accor 7

ding to syntactic and semantic rules.This

indicates that the word-group is under-

stood as a whole. Otherwise the unity of

the concept is destroyed. . .

Other deviations can only be explained if

we consider new factors. Both-deaccenting

the "new" and accenting the "given" can

be explained by the concept of "focus",

which is closely connected with the theo-

ry of Functional Sentence Perspective (in

Russian linguistics commonly "Actual Sen—

tence Division").

7. Actual sentence division

This universal and high level factor in-

fluences both the placement of accents

and their type (thematic vs. rhematic ac-

cents) in Russian. Sentence stress pat:
terms are essentially different in "undi-

vided" (actually non-segmented) and "d1-

vided" utterances. In both kinds of stru-

ctures a further subdivision into diffe-

rent "degrees of importance"/25/ or "In-
formation centres" [24/ is often poss1b-

1e. In oral speech the main means of ex—

pressing the ASD in Russian is the system

of sentence accents which is far more .

common than either the syntactic or lex1-

cal means of distinguishing the theme

from the rheme.
In the texts studied, the coincidence of
different accent patterns and the corres-

ponding ASD types was very high. As for

the formalization of this factor we 111155t
admit the free choice of the author 1?
selecting the type of ASD (divided/undl‘
vided) and the type of focus (broad or.
narrow). But this freedom is not unlimi-
ted. Certain communicative conditions .

show a high degree of affinity to certaln
ASD types. For example, when the speaker
wants to express the meaning not only 0
contrast but also of result, reaction,
estimation or negation, he tends to use
a narrow focus, thus singling out a part
of the whole by means of a "special" ‘
stress. Lack of emphasis, on the OPPOSI-
te, leads to the use of neutral stress,
that is, to accenting the word—grouP as
a whole.

CONCLUSION

This pilot study of the distribution of
sentence accents in Russian has shown
that the place and the type of senten9e
stress in Russian texts is to a certaln

extent predictable and therefore formal'
izable, but only with due regard for the
highly complicated interplay of variOus
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factors which expose different hierarchi-
es under different communicative conditi-
ons. In reading - both by man and machi -
ne — we proceed from word order, consti —
tuent structure, lexical meaning and other
formalizable factors to the underlying
actual sentence division type and from
that to accent pattern. In listening we
move from the perceived accent pattern to
the intended actual sentence division and
from that to communicative meaning. In
speaking - from communicative meaning
through actual sentence division to the
realization of an accent pattern.
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SUMMARY‘

This contribution deals with the acoustic realisation of

’primary' versus 'secondary' stress in monomorphemic

and compOund words in Dutch, and with the effect of

sentence accent on the acoustic realisation of syllables

carrying lexical stress in simplex words Measurements

show a linear phonetic factor interacting with

phonological variables to determine the acoustic

realisation of lexical stress. Also, the important

\c0ustic correlates of stress turn out to react

tifferently to phonological prominence on higher

r-rosodic levels. The unit under investigation is the

syllable with ‘main’ stress; we believe the syllable to be

the domain in which stress is manifested.

INTRODUCTION

Most phonetic work on stress has involved the search

for the acoustic manifestations of lexical stress, and

the question of the perceptual 'cue value' of each of a

number of acoustic parameters which have come to be

associated with stress. Stressed syllables‘differ from

unstressed ones in that they show longer duration,

specific pitch movements and more intensity. The

difference between stressed and unstressed syllables

within one word has been studied extensively (see

Niemi (1984) for an overview). However, we know of

no systematic investigation as to the influence of

prosodic levels higher than the word on the realisation

of lexical stress.
In phonological theory, the prominence relations on

these higher levels have been specified, albeit in non—

acoustic terms. Pertinent to the present study are

such relations on the word—formation level, the level of

the phonological phrase, and sentence level.

Whenever two words are joined to form a compound,

one turns out to be stronger, and the other less

prominent The recently developed 'metrical' framework

in phonology captures this generalization by always

grouping constituents into binary pairs, within which the

strong—weak relation is formally defined. Thus, it is
impossible to end up with two 'primary' stresses.

Under the shorthand name of ’status', we studied the

acoustic difference between identical syllables in the
weak parts of compounds or as the stressed syllable
of simplex words.

This material was embedded in the higher—level
prosodic structure known as the phonological phrase.

Within this type of word group, there also exists a
strong—weak relation between constituents. In accord

with Liberman & Prince (1977)'s Lexical Category
Prominence Rule, the second part of Dutch phrases is

more prominent than the first. The rule operates

without regard to the internal structure of the

constituents, so that the weak element in the

compound retains its status of being weaker than the

first element. In the experiment reported on here, the

phonological phrase is the context in which compounds

and simplex words appear and within which phonetic

conditions were rigidly controlled. _

The highest level where prosodic prominence relations

occur is that of the sentence. Sentence accent

distinguishes strong and weak (more prominent or less

so) intonational phrases, on pragmatic and contextual

bases. The effect of sentence accent on syllables of

either status is the second issue that was studied.

Traditionally, sentence accent is primarily assomated

with specific prominence lending pitch movements.

while acoustic features like intensity and syllable

duration are affected to a lesser degree. In the

context of the present experiment, there were two

questions to be answered:

1) What is the difference, in acoustic terms, between a

syllable assigned phonological main stress and the same

syllable bearing 'secondary' stress in the weaker

phonological environment formed by the second part Of

a compound?

2) How does the presence or absence of sentence

accent affect these characteristics?

To answer these questions, acoustic measurements

were performed on some 500 syllables, pronounced m

controlled phonological and phonetic contexts. Along

with providing insights into the acoustic effects of both

status and sentence accent, this setting disclosed the

influence of a linear phonetic parameter, namely the

position of the syllable within the word.

THE EXPERIMENT

Material

Speech material was devised to study the influence Of

status and accent, and to introduce a third independer‘t
variable, the position of the lexical stress within the

word. The material was based on fifteen tri_syllab|C

target words with lexical stress on the first, middle 0'

last syllable, five times each. The phonetic variable of

position of the target syllable in the word shall be

called 'type n', the numeral indicating first, second 0"

third position. To minimize acoustic differences cause

by syllable make—up, we strove for uniformity in the

consonant—vowel structures. Accordingly, (almost) all

syllables consisted of one consonant and one long

vowel. Five vowels occurred, balanced across WOT,“l

Position types. The words are listed at the end of this

papen
To form two kinds of word groups in which the targe‘
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word would be either strong or weak, we embedded

that word in an adjective—noun phrase, where the

target would be strong, and in a nominal compound,

where it was the second element and, thus, weak. So,

the syllable could end up in a monomorphemic word

('main stress') or in the weaker part of a compound

('sec0ndary stress’). For example, (the target syllable is
the middle syllable of 'kimono’):
(main stress): ’die rode kimono'(that red kimono)

(secondary stress): 'die mode-kimono'(that fashion-
kimono)
As the examples show, the phonetic context within the

phrases was kept as similar as possible. The number of

syllables preceding the stressed one was kept constant,

through the introduction of the adjective. The CV—

structure of all syllables within the phrase was the

same, with identical vocalic segments.
In order to study the effect of the presence or

absence of sentence accent, we used two different

sentences of which the phonological phrase could be a

part. One sentence prompted a reading with sentence

accent on the phrase in question. In the other

sentence the phrase was relatively unimportant: it was

easy to pronounce it without sentence accent. The

sentences were:

(accent): 'Vergeet niet die .m. in je toespraak te noemen.~

(Don‘t forget to mention that a.“ in your speech.)
(no accent). 'lk geef NIKS om die ... die ze daar
aanprijzen.’

(I don't care AT ALL for that M they're selling there.)

Both sentences were to be pronounced as one

intonational block.

Speakers, instructions and the recording

session

Speakers were 8 males, who pronounced the set of

sentences presented to them in random order. Each

speaker produced 60 utterances: the product of 15

words x 2 status possibilities x 2 sentence accent

conditions. After some training, they were all able to

produce the accent patterns desired. This does not

mean they delivered exact replicas of an example:

performance was checked on the basis of perceptual

equivalence. Recordings were made in a soundproofed

studio with semi—professional equipment, the sessions

led by the experimenter.

Measurements and computed values

Acoustic measurements were performed on the

syllables with lexical stress with and without accent.

both in compounds and phrases. 1) For each syllable, a

number of values to capture pitch, duration and

intensity features were obtained. From these, three

new variables were computed, taking into account

Speakers' speech rate, and melodic and dynamic speech

characteristics.
-The new duration variable expressed syllable duration

as a proportion of the sum of the four unreduced

sYllabes in the compound or comparable phrase.

-Syllable intensity was expressed in dB above the

intensity baseline. This was defined as the lowest mean

value observed on unstressed syllables, for each

Speaker and condition separately.

—To arrive at a new pitch variable, the aim was to

exDress pitch changes rather than absolute values.

These changes were then to be related to speakers’

melodic ranges. Pitch range was defined as _the

difference between highest pitch observed on stressed

accented syllables and lowest pitch as found on

unstressed syllables in a condition without accent, both

mean values for each speaker and condition separately.

The pitch change was chosen as the largest pitch

movement occurring on a given syllable, and expressed

as a percentage of the pitch range. 2) While using the

variable names of 'pitch‘, 'duration' and 'intensity',

reference is made to the variables defined as above.

Mean values were computed for these new variables,

to gain an overview of the acoustic differences in

each linguistic condition. Analyses of variance served

to determine which of the independent linguistic

variables (status, accent and the linear phonetic factor

described above) most influenced the dependent

acoustic variables.

RESULTS

The results for the three variables are presented

separately. An Overview of the results of the analyses

of variance is in the Summary Table of Effects, given

in the final section.

Intensity

As Figure 1 shows, there is an effect of word type on

the values of the intensity variable. They range from

means of 7.7 to 7.5 to 4.7 dB above the baseline for

types 1 to 3: F(2,384)=3.08,p<.001. It is clear that the

final position in the word leads to low intensities This

tallies with suggestions made in Pierrehumbert (1979),

where the phenomenon of amplitude downdrift in

sentences is described.
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O osyllable in compound
Iowith sentence accent.
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Figure 1: Mean intensity, expressed as distance frn-n

speaker's intensity baseline, of stressed syllables in

various positions, in compounds and phrases, with nd

without sentence accent
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The status of the stressed syllable also produces a

clear difference in intensities means of 7.1 dB for

syllables with primary stress, against 6.2 dB for

syllables with 'secondary' stress in compoundsnThis

difference, too, was statistically Significant;

F(1,384)-17.77,p<.001. > .

The presence of sentence accent resulted in higher

intensities. The mean values are 7.5 dB for accented

and 5.8 dB for unaccented items Again, this

difference was significant F(1,384)-72.50,p<.001.

There were no interactions at the significance level

employed in this study.

Proportional syl lable duration

The results for the duration parameter are presented in

Figure 2. _

The most striking effect on the durational parameter

can be seen on the horizontal axis. As the stressed

syllable is situated further back in the target word, its

proportional duration increases from 25% Via 29% to

30%. This fully agrees with the observations _in

Nooteboom (1972), where vowel duration is a function

of the number of syllables to follow in the word. The

results show that the same holds for proportional

duration of non-identical syllables: F(2,384)=63.73,pi.001.

'The factor status also causes a significant effect:

F(1,384)=24.91,p<.001. If the stressed syllable forms

part of a simplex strong element in the phrase, its

duration is longer than if it is in the weak part of a

compound: 29% and 27%, respectively.

Remarkably, the presence or absence of sentence

accent had no influence on the proportional duration.

In the analysis of variance the effect of/accent was

not significant.
There were no significant interactions between the

independent variables. This means that the actual

increase of the proportional duration across word

types is independent of the status of the word. The

two factors of type and status operate separately.
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Figure 2: Mean proportional. syllable duration of
stressed syllables in various positions, in compounds
and phrases, with and without sehtence accents;

Pitch movements

The mean values for the proportional pitch movements

are presented below. Figure 3 shows that word type

l
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Figure 3: Mean pitch movement, expressed as a

proportion of the speaker's pitch range, for stressed

syllables in various positions, in compounds and

phrases, with and without sentence accent.

has an effect on the size of the pitch movementsr

Disregarding the direction of the movements, (and the

important effects of status and accent) they take up
23%, 15% and 8% of the speaker's pitch range for

types 1, 2, 3, respectively. This effect was found to

be significant F(2.384)-12.78, p<.001. 4) _
A strong effect was caused by the factor status: if the
word was itself the head of the phrase, the mean p'tCh

movement on the stressed syllable was 16% of the

pitch range, while it was only 8% on the syllables In

the second elements of compounds. Also, in the latter

case, the direction of the change was falling rather
than rising, as in the former. The analysis of variance

yielded a significant effect F(1,384)=90.05, p<.001. .

Accentuation within the sentence causes clear PM“
movements, both rising and falling, with an overa‘II
mean of 11% of the pitch range. Syllables In

unaccented words showed falling pitch through

(mean) of the pitch range. The effect of accent was,
of course, significant F(1,384)-28.04, p<.001.
First order interactions play a part in the variance Of

this variable. The values for status depend on the

word type, as figure 3 shows: from type 1 to 3. the
difference between 'secondary' and ‘primary‘ stresseCl
elements diminishes. This is a significant effect.
F(2,384)-10.19, p200).

Also, status and accent cooperate to prod”C8
significant differences: F(3.384)-84.52, p<.0001- The
effect of accent on pitch changes is much "We
marked on syllables in simplex words, than on the
'secondary' stresses. . '
The second order interaction of type and status and.
accent yielded significant results as well-
F(8,384)-11.61, $32001.)
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DISCUSSION

Table 1 below gives the results of the analyses of
variance, with a significance level of p2001. 4)
Position Of the target syllable within the word had a
significant effect on all three variables studied. As the
figures showed, this effect was not the same for the
three variables; duration increased towards the end of
the word, pitch movements got smaller, while intensity
was negatively affected by the final position in the
word. The status of the syllable had an effect as well.
If a syllable was embedded in a compound, as the
least prominent element, its intensity was lower, its
duration is (generally) shorter and its pitch movements
were smaller than in a simplex word. As to sentence
accent, notice how this increased syllable pitch and
intensity, but not duration. Higher order interactions
occured with the pitch variable only.
Of the three variables studied, duration is the most

effect p d i
type a * *
status * * *
accent * ns *
type x status * ns ns
statusxaccent * ns ns
typexaccent ns ns ns

typexstatusxaccent * ns ns

Table 1: Summary of the analyses of variance
performed on the P(itch), D(uration) and lintensity) data.

'straightforward‘. Only type and status play a role in
the values obtained. Intensity is also affected by
sentence accent The pitch movements constitute the

most complex variable; not only are status, accent and

the linear phonetic factor important as such,
interactions of these variables further determine the
behavior of the pitch variable.

The results of the present study show unequivocally

that what is loosely referred to as (relative)
prominence in prosodic literature, can be specified in a

Precise and insightful fashion when dealing with

production aspects of prosodic structures. The cover-

all term prominence can be split up into a number of

separate acoustic correlates of stress and accent, each

Of which reacts differently to another phonetic
parameter, namely that of position in the word.

The strategy to tackle this wealth of subtleties

produced in Speech would be to find out which of the

observed regularities are also perceptually relevant,
and to what/extent. Currently, we are investigating

the interaction of syllable position and size of
Preferred pitch movements, in a pitch adjustment

EXperiment with naive listeners. It is only on the basis

Of results in the perceptual realm that we can

realistically assess what is essential in higher level
prosodics.

NOTES

‘This research was supported by the Foundation for
Linguistic Research, which is funded by the Netherlands
Organisation for the Advancement of Pure Research,
ZWO. Thanks are due to Jip Wester, for criticism and
patience, and to Bert Cranen, for help with the
measuring procedure.
1) Measurements were performed by means of a
speech editing system and the ILS speech analysis
system.
2) No claim is made as to the perceptual relevance of
this variable's definition. It could be argued that
conferring Hz to semitone values would be a way to
arrive at a direct coupling of measured acoustic
differences and perceived stress differences. in this
paper, we leave the matter undecided.

3) We have compared the behavior of the pitch
movement variable to that of the absolute pitch
reached in he syllable. Effects of type, status and
accent were present, with this difference: from types
1 to 3, the pitch peak was somewhat lowered, while
the pitch movement diminished considerably.
Examination of the measurements revealed no
inconsistency: in final positions, the pitch peak was
reached via earlier steps on preceding syllables, so that
the final step was indeed the smallest.
4)ln spite of our efforts to rule out speaker—related
variation in the variables computed, the factor of
'speaker‘ still caused significant effects on duration and
intensity. Also, two—factor interactions of ’speaker' and
other independent variables occurred in the values of
both pitch variables
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ABSTRACT

Lx waveforms and, consequently, funda-
mental frequency histograms manifest char-
acteristic properties similarfor allnormal
healthy speakers. It has been found out,
however, that there exist differences in
preferred Fx modes dependingon a language.
Also,1earnersof foreign languages may de-
viate from their Fx patterning when speak-
ing the language learned.

The paper aims at discovering some of
those differences and deviations by means
of analyzing the data resulting from anex-
periment conducted with 15 Polish and Eng-
lish speakers, in which an electrical im—
pedance method of observing vocal fold vi-
bration was used.

0. The healthy larynx of any speaker pro-
nouncing e.g. a clear long a sound pro-
duces a vibration which, when recorded as
a waveform, has a characteristicshapewith
recognizable and repeatable features (the
so-called Lx waveform). Consequently, fun-
damental frequency(Fx)histograms obtained
from Lx waveforms also manifest character-
istic properties similar for all normal
healthy speakers. This, however, might not
be the case when speakers<3fdifferent lan—
guages are involved. Differences have been
found out in preferred fundamental frequency
modes in particular languages (cf.10: 126).This, among others,couldbe the reason forlearners of foreign languages to deviate
from their characteristic pattern whilespeaking the language learned.

The paper aims at either discovering ordisconfirming the existence ofsome ofthosedifferences and deviationswith referenceto Polish and English. No matter the na-ture of the results, the study might proveuseful in building up a theory of secondlanguage acquisition and, consequently, itmay be insightful for theoretical, con-trastive and foreignlanguageteaching pur—poses.
In what follows, first, an electricalimpedance methodofobserving vocalfoldvi-bration will be described;second,the sub-jects, conditions, apparatus and procedure

applied in the experiment will be present-
ed; third, both a statistical and visual
analysis of the results will be conducted;
finally, auiscussioncfizthe results against
the background of some other experiments
administered by the author'will.end the pa-
per.

1. An electricalimpedancenethod of ob-
serving vocal folds activity’possessessev-
eral advantages: it is non-invasive and thus
relatively easily applicable (although
still some speakers are hard to persuade
to place the electrodes correctly); a re-
sulting Lx waveform is unaffected by any
acoustic noise; and, Lx can be recorded on
unsophisticated equipment.

A device used to monitor the varyingim‘
pedance of vibrating vocal folds is an
electrolaryngograph consistingzaf two elec-
trodes applied superficially’to theneck on
both sides of the thyroid cartilage. The
resulting output waveform is recorded on
one track of a tape while the other track
is occupied by a speech waveform (Sp) froma microphone.

The Lx waveformnmnifestscharacteristic
features indicating the voice quality used
by the speaker (e.gu normal, breathy, creaky
or falsetto) as well as certain pathologl‘
cal deviations from normalSpeechand indi—
vidual idiosyncrasies. Lx also provides a
basis for the analysis of fundamental fre-
quency patterning (Fx) for' particular
speakers: periods ofvibration of the vocal
folds are easily convertibleinto Fx values
so that an Fx histogram is obtained. This
frequency distribution of vocal folds Vl'
brations also manifests a characteristic
shape with speaker—specific rangesand pre-ferred modes. Fx histograms are obtainedfrom single,double or tripleperiod analy-
sis, increasingly emphasizing the modalvalues againstfrequency irregularities in-
dicated by lowprobabilityfigures. Fx dis-
tribution can also bepresentedin the fonnof a scattergram showing a correlation be‘tween subsequent larynx frequencies (for a
better visual presentation a scattergrammight be converted into a 3D plot)-
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2. Fifteen Polish and English speakers
(7 Polish, 7 English and 1 bilingual) were
asked to read an IPA demonstration passage
("The north wind and the sun...") to the
microphone while having laryngograph elec-
trodes on. Polish subjects were asked to
read both an English and Polish version of
the passage, each of them twice; English
subjects read their native text twice. A
double reading was elicited in order to:
a) obtain a sufficiently long speech sample,
b) allow for a degree¢aftext customization
through the second reading which was thus
performed in a more relaxed manner.

English subjects were all speakers of a
broadly defined RP i.e. with, at the most,
slight residues of a different accent.
Among the Polish subjects, three were for-
mal setting learners (they learned English
in Poland), and four -— natural setting
learners acquiring English in England.

All recordings were done on a pro-
fessional Marantz cassette recorder with
the use of a dynamic microphone and a lar-
yngograph .set designed in the Department of
Phonetics at University CollegeLondon.Re-
corded waveforms were analyzed by means of
a waveforms and Lx distribution programme
on a BBC Master Series microcomputer with
the input coming from an Uher CR 240 filter-
ed through telequipment S61 due to which a
visual representation of sand could be
seen. The analysis was conductedatthe UCL
phonetics laboratory.

The output of the analysis foreach sub-
ject consisted of:
- an exemplary speech wavefornl (Sp) of a

selected clear vowel sound
- an Lx waveform
- 1st, 2nd and 3rd order Fx histograms
- a statistical table including calculated

mode, mean, variance, standarddeviation,
median and sample size for each order of
distribution

- an Ex scattergram
- an Ex 3D plot

3. The shape of Lx for a healthy larynx
is relatively stable. Therefore, its fun—
damental frequency distribution also pos-
sesses characteristic fixedfeatures: modal
Peaks and sharp edges. The mode values and
frequency range are speaker-specific. Ir—
regularities inthe overall shape, however,
result from some abnormal voice condition
like laryngitis or speech pathologies. Can
they as well occur as a consequence ofdif-
ficulties a learner encounters when speak-
ing a foreign language? Still further, is
there a possibility'of"mode-switching" for
the same speaker dependenton a language he
is using? What kind of a relationshipholus
between physiological limitations on the
laryngeal apparatus and linguistic struc-
tures?iimaabove might be guiding questions
to the type of experimentdiscussedin this
PaPEI with reference to Polish and English
tODSUe, and Polish learners of English.

a) In order to verify a null hypothesis
about Polish and English demonstrating
similar tendencies for preferred fundamen-
tal frequency values, the t-test for small
independent samples was used. It tests the
significance of differences between two
means.

_ x1 ‘ "2
4 z 2—-—'2' "“1(Xx1—(Zx1)//N1+2x2-(Zx2) /N; )(j +_l )

N1+ Nz— 2 N1 N2

where _
x1 and £2 are sample means
x1 and x2 are variables

1 and N2 are sizes ofsample 1and 2

t was calculated three times using dif4
ferent variables: means, modes and medians
from Fx histograms for Polish and for Eng-
lish of the Poles and of the English re-
spectively. In all cases itproved non-sig-
nificant. Thus, the above null hypothesis
cannot be rejected: linguistic structures
of Polish and English are not distinct
enough to introduce significant difference
between Lx's (and, consequently, Fx's) of
the respective native‘speakers of these
languages.

b) t-test was also used to compare Eng-
lish of the English subjects with English
of the Poles. The nullhypothesisthis time
was that Poles in general do not alter the
output of their vocal folds activity when
s ~aking EngliSh. Again, there was no sig-
n;;icant basis for accepting any alterna-
tive hypothesis.

c) A study ofcorrelation between Polish
and English of the Polish subjects, how-
ever, did show a certain tendency for dif-
ferent Fx patterning for some speakers de-
pending on a language spoken. The assess—
ment of correlation, wasconducted forthree
cases: correlation between Polish and Eng-
lish for all Polish subjects together;cor-
relation for Polish formal.setting learners,
and correlation fornatural setting learners.
The Pearson product—moment correlation co-
efficient was calculated with Fx 3rd order
mean as a variable.

51n - 2X2)!
I:

Vfima ~—(zx) 2} {Niyz — (me)

where
x and y are variables
N is a number of pairs of observations

The results are the following:
1) r = 0.84 for the whole group of Poles,

i.e. a correlation is significant at
0.05 level
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2) r = 0.999 for formal setting learners,
i.e. shows astrongpositive correlation

3) r = 0.879 for natural setting learners
- significance at 0.20 level only, i.e.
the probability for correlation is al-
most 20% lower than in 2).

Visually,EnglishFxhistogramsfor Poles
show some minor divergencies from their
English counterparts, namely: irregular-
ities in lower frequencies, orhigher prob-
abilities for lower frequencies, or a
smaller frequency range.

Compare an example:
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An Fx histogram of a natural setting
learner based on the Polish text.
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An Fx histogram of the same learner based.on the English text.

A bilingualSpeakerdemonstrates —1ar tendency. Compare below: a simi
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An Fx histogram of a bilingual speaker
(born in England) based on the English -text.
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An Fx histogram of the same Speaker based
on the Polish text.

4. On the whole,Englishand Polish turnout to be similar enough to Inanifest nosignificant difference between Fx distri-butions for the native-speakers of the twolanguages. Particular Speakers, however,
vary with respect to the amount of irregu'larity present in their foreign languageproduction. The irregularity itself mightbe due to natural difficulties facedby thelearner in the process of SL acquisition:being limited by his phonatory mechanismhe attempts to produce an auditorily 30'ceptable foreign output. There is, there-fore, a degree of a conscious control in-volved in his performance as a recompensefor being a non-native speaker. This, to-gether with foreign linguistic structureswhich themselves require minor (for aPolish-English pair, at leaSt) modificationof the native Fx, leads to some deformationof the latter in foreign speech.
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It appears thatnaturalsettinglearners
tend to deviate a great deal more from a
characteristic to them Fx:distributionthan
formal setting learners do. This suggests
that a natural setting learner forces his
phonatory mechanism to function appropri—
ately in a foreign tongue without former
preparation, which in effect gives a pho-
netically unsatisfactory output (in terms
of segments, segment sequencies and supra-
segments) whose only aim is communicative-
ness. Formal setting learners usually ex-
ercise their vocal folds, togetherwith the
whole articulatory structure, to let them
gradually accommodate to the new, foreign
language requirements. Consequently, their
Lx patterning remains relatively stable.

The above distinctionbetweenformal vs.
natural setting learners is confirmed by
other experiments conducted by the author
which all point out to: firstly, different
mechanisms employed by those learners in
the process of the acquisition of SL pho-
nology; secondly, formal setting learners
being, in general, nearer tesuccess inpro-
ducing a phonetically acceptable foreign
speech.

Naturally, an observation aboutthe lack
of statistically significantdifferencebe-
tWeen Polish and English fundamental fre-
quency distributions which would be attribu-
table to language does not presuppose the
same state of affairsfor anygiven pair of
languages. For instance, one could expect
differences in Lx patterning between lan-
guages which are typologically distinct,
like tone vs. stress languages, especially
when the speakers are also anthropological-
ly differentiated. This, however, remains
to be investigated.

t
I would like to express my gratitude to

all speakers who kindly agreed to serve as
SUbjects in the experiment and tothestaff
Of the Department of PhonetiCS at UCL for
supplying me with a necessary equipment.
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ABSTRACT

Identification tests were performed with
Japanese listeners using Spanish sounds consisting
of V, CV, CVC, CCV syllables and CVCV words. All
five vowels were correctly identified. Nine of the
seventeen consonantal phonemes /m,n,n,b,g,s,f,3,lI/
reached over 80% accuracy. One /x/ scored 75%
(taken for /f/ 23%). Liquids /l/ and /r/ were
mutually confused with /l/, being twice more
recognized as /r/ than vice versa. Unvoiced stops
(average correct 40%) were changed for their voiced
counterparts, and voiced /d/ (correct 50%) was
displaced toward /r/ and /6/. In 20% of the
responses syllables CCV were transcribed as CVCV.
When unvoiced stop-vowel syllables were in the
second position in CVCV words, all reéponses rated
nearly 100%.' For another group of.1isteners /d/
resulted in 100% accuracy and unvoiced stops rated
between 80 and 90%. Both Japanese and Spanish
listeners seem equally good in identifying sounds
of the other language, while misidentified phonemes
are different for the two languages.

INTRODUCTION

Working with Spanish speaking listeners, we haVe
previously presented some evidence on theperceptual similarity between Japanese and Spanish
sounds (Guirao. M., 1978; Guirao, M. and Luis, C.R., 1982). In the experiments described here theSpanish speech material was presented to Japaneselisteners.

PROCEDURE

Two speakers, both native of Argentina, recordedisolated syllables and words. Speech soundsconsisted of the following syllabic types : a) fivevowels /i,e,a,o,u/, b) eighty five CV combiningseventeen consonants with each one of the fivevowels, c) seven CVC, starting with /p,k,m,s,f/ andending with /m,n,s,l,r/, d) twelve CCV pairing thesix stops and /f/ with /l,r/ as in /p1a/,/pra/,/f1a/ and /fra/. Eleven words, formed bystop V — stop V combinations, as in /dote/, /dike//codo/, were also included. 'The material was presented individually to tenstudents of Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan,who were instructed to listen and to write down thesounds in kana characters and in romanizedletters.

RESULT

Vowels /i,e,a,o/ were 100% identified. Vowel
/u/ resulted less familiar, being 60% correctly
reproduced and written on by the rest of the cases.
For the CV syllabic types, nasals /m,n,q/, voiced
stops /b,g/ and_ fricatives /s,f,3}tf/ were
identified over 80% of the cases. Sound /x/ rated
75%, was perceived as /f/ 23%. Unvoiced stops
/p,t,k/ scored 40% being shifted toward their
voiced counterparts /b,d,g/. In turn, voiced /d/
was misidentified for /r/ 17%, /b/ 9% and /l/ 6%-

Liquid /1/ and /r/ rated 42% and 62%
respectively. Sound /1/ was taken for /r/ 42% and
/r/ for /l/ 29% of the cases. We tested these two
sounds in CVC and CCV syllables. At the end of CVC
the identification of /1/ improved to about 80% but
/r/ remained close to 50%. When in the second
position of syllables CCV, /l/ was confused with
/r/ twice as much as /r/ for /1/.

Unvoiced stops were also tested at the onset of
CV and CCV syllables and were misidentified for
voiced stops. Moreover some of the subjects‘transcribed CCV type as CVCV, e.g gara instead of
gra.

Unvoiced stops and /d/ were presented again in
.CVCV words. In this case /t/ and /d/ reached 1002-
Recognition of /p/ and /k/ improved to 83 and. 90%
respectively in the initial word position and t0 93
and 100% when located in the second syllable.

An extra experiment was run presenting unvoiced
stops and /d/ in CV and CVCV combinations to
listeners trained in phonetics. This time /d/
scored 100% and the other stops gave about 80% for
/p/, 86% for /t/ and 90% for /k/.

FINAL REMARKS

It is observed that in general Japaneselisteners gave equally good performance as theSpanish listeners in recognizing each others speech
sounds. It is also noted that when sounds areconfused, tendencies are different for the two
language groups.

As it was anticipated (Guirao, M. and Luis,C.R., 1982) vowel /u/ does not seem to have 85
close correspondence in both,vocalic systems as theother four.

JAmong the periodic non vocalic sounds, theSpanish speaking group converted most 0f theJapanese sound /r/ into /1/ ang Japanese listenersshowed the opposite tendency making more bias inSpanish /1/ toward /r/.
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With respect to fricative sounds (bands of
noise) consonant /f/ was somewhat changed for /x/
by Spanish listeners and /x/ for /f/ by Japanese
listeners. While the Spanish participants found it
more difficult to label some fricative sounds such
as /3/ /f/ /z/ /ts/ and /f/. the last three non-
existent in Spanish, Japanese speakers could not
easily recognize the unvoiced sounds (bursts)
/p,t,k/. In both listeners confusions were between
sounds of the same acoustic group.
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ABSTRACT

As part of a research project on the pro-
nunciation of Dutch by foreigners (repre-
senting more than 20 languages), we have
paid special attention to the contrast
between Japanese and Dutch. This contrast
forms a factor to explain the pronunciation
of Dutch by Japanese speakers. For a
period of more than 200 years, Dutch was
the only European language known in Japan
and during that time this language had an
important influence on the Japanese
culture. Many loanwords of Dutch origin
were introduced, for which the
pronunciation and writing in Japanese
graphemes were adapted to the Japanese
sound system. In our study the phonetic
properties of these loanwords are related
to the results of the present contrastiva
phonetic investigation.

1.1NTRODUCTION

During the last decades, large groups of
foreigners have settled in the Nether—lands. Many of them use Dutch with_a verystrong accent. which makes communicationdifficult and can be felt as a strongsocial handicap. Dutch languageinstruction to foreigners is often providedfor heterogeneous groups, where most of theattention is paid to grammatical andlexical aspects of the Dutch language. Inmany cases. the pronunciation errors (whichmay vary considerably within the group) arenot taken into account sufficiently.

In order to analyse these problems forvarious groups of non—native speakers, wefollowed the example of GArding and Bannert(1980) in setting up foreign accentarchives : recordings of Dutch spoken byrepresentatives of 23 language groups.These recordings consist of a text readaloud, isolated words and spontaneousspeech (for more than 80 subjects). Forseparate languages. whose phonology differsfrom Dutch in an interesting way. a furtheranalysis is made and typical errors arecollected and classified. In thisclassification we distinguish vowels.consonants prosodic properties andfurther aspects.

2.DUTCH SPOKEN BY JAPANESE SUBJECTS

One of the groups of foreigners we paid
special attention to in our project
consisted of Japanese speakers of Dutch.
This choice was motivated by the large
differences between both languages. the
historical importance of the Dutch language
in Japan and the existing collaboration we
have with Japanese institutes. In Figural
we present the phoneme systems of Japanese
and Dutch, illustrating the differences
between both languages.

Figure 1

Japanese vowels and consonants:

1' u pb td M

e o s 2 1-3

a m n '

r

w iv h

Dutch vowels and consonants:

i y u pb td 1”

I s 2h 0 f v s z x I
'3

a Q a m n U

r a r l

w i h

The most important differences are:

for vowels:

(2.1) the Japanese vowel system. with fiV:
vowels only. is much less complicated th“
the Dutch system

(2.2) in Japanese. the phoneme /u/ is rec;
lised as the unrounded high back vowel [N

(2.3) there are no rounded front vowels in
Japanese
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for consonants:

(2.4) The fricatives /f/./v/,/x/ and /X/ do
not exist in Japanese

(2.5) /h/ is realized as an unvoiced
palatal fricative before /i/ and as a
bilabial fricative before /u/

(2.6) /r/ is realized as an alveolar flap;
there is no separate phoneme /1/

(2.7) /t/ becomes [tf] before /i/ and [ts]
before /u/

(2.8) /n/ undergoes regressive assimilation
of place, e.g. to [ml before /p/./b/ and
/m/. It is the only consonant that can
be followed directly by other consonants
and is considered as a separate syllable

(2.9) there are no clusters of consonants
within a syllable: these have the struc-
ture V (only vowel) or CV (consonant-
vowel-combination)

3.COMPILATION OF PRONUNCIATION ERRORS

We analysed the sound recordings of Japa-
nese Speakers who read the Dutch text. the
isolated words and produced spontaneous
conversation. First, a phonetic
transcription was made of the material and
With the aid of this we gave an inventory
Of the main pronunciation errors for each
Speaker. Afterwards. their common errors
were summarized in a compilation that can
be considered as a typical pattern
representative of the speakers of Japanese.
For the vowels. we illustrate this in a
vowel diagram with the Dutch vowels. where
the typical deviations of the vowel pronun-
ciation are indicated by arrows.

Figure 2. The pronunciation of Dutch vowels
by Japanese speakers

(uk)é—-u

L“)
‘V
O:

The following differences can be observed:

for the vowels:

(3.1) the pronunciation is in general
higher and more fronted

(3.2) short vowels are too long in general

(3.3) the vowel /I/ is pronounced like [i]

(3.4) lip rounding is not realized in the
pronunciation of /u/

(3.5) the Dutch diphthongs are produced as
monophthongs, e.g. ltzy/ becomes [g2] or
[Ed

for the consonants:

(3.6) aspiration of initial voiceless
plosives takes place

(3.7) /h/ is realized as a palatal or velar
fricative

(3.8) /f/ or /v/ are produced as a bilabial
or as a glottal fricative

(3.9) /r/ and /l/ are realized in the same
way: namely as an alveolar flap; they can
be ommitted in final position

(3.10) /x/ or /XY can be pronounced as a
velar plosive [kl

(3.11) the velar nasal becomes tag]

for clusters of consonants:

(3.12) vowel insertion. like in [setura:t]
for 'straat' (Engl.'street') takes place

(3.13) deletion of consonants,like [sat£:k]
for ’sterk' (Engl.'strong') takes place

(3.14) at the end of words a vowel is added.
like in [tekisuto] for 'tekst'

The above changes can be explained by the
properties (2.1)....(2.9) of the Japanese
phoneme system as compared to the Dutch
system (Section 2)
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4. DUTCH LOANWORDS IN JAPANESE

For a long period in the history of Japan,
the Dutch were the only Europeans who could
visit the country. Due to the policy of
seclusion from the outside world by the
Tokugawa government. this isolation started
in 1639 and it lasted until the second half
of the 19th century (Vos.1963 and 1978).
The Dutch representatives imported the
European culture from their settlement on
Deshima and the Dutch language was used by
Japanese interpreters. A special field of
Dutch studies (Rangaku) deVeloped and
Japanese publications like 'Rangaku kaitei'
('Guide to Dutch Learning') by Otsuki
Gentaku (1783) appeared. providing a Dutch
vocabulary and a concise Dutch grammar.

Figure 3. Fragment from the 'Rangaku kaitei'

,y vuu/V 1‘ 97* *7‘1

men leeren. JK wenfch U. go;
/\ 9: fl Z ’13“ 'n

4, t “'v V; Hr A {M

’géid' ndagmgxheer.
z. i; 3 fix

" 1 7 er {v gum; «

t- 4.65;! a a iIgbrengt gag “ii I???

,' , III/[yr 112134.! .‘sdfi—.r,w

fche na ten met , u 1 an:
gs. w. a; 2; 1.7. 2

vyz/ p'luv *1"; :i‘fifi

leefen door. :41; Ht; p;
'* 3i {3’1 #151“ E-

' 1316. x ; , w . V
4g: (’5 Ou en 23.. men
phi r A

1% ~77“ rpv,4./ ’.'././.. yr, ,fl,

Jk heb a1 myn eerenjongenzal
5% £: —% 5i _§ 5

In Figure 3, we reproduce a section from
this book. where the Dutch sentences are
translated into the kanji (the logographic
writing with Chinese characters) and into
the katakana (one of the >syllabic writing
systems where the sounds of the syllables
are reproduced). The katakana represent
the possible pronunciation of the Dutch
words by the Japanese speakers. like Dutch
[1k] (Engl.’l') as [iki]. In part of this
text. we have compared the katakana writing
to the original Dutch words and we also
collected a number of loanwords from Dutch
in the ,Japanese language.These occur" in
particular in the terminology of science
(medicine) and ship building. but also
quite general new > words have been
introduced into Japanese through their
Dutch equivalent. According to Vos (1978).
more than 160 words of Dutch origin are
still in daily use in Japanese.

5. COMPARISON OF PHONETIC DIFFERENCES

In order to demonstrate the phonetic
changes, we quote the following examples of
Dutch loanwords with their Dutch original
and English translation in brackets.

1.biiru.'bier'(beer).The English word
‘beer' is found in biiya—hooru(beer—
hall). .

.bisuketto.'beschuit'(rusk).

.garasu.'glas'(plate glass).

.gasu.'gas‘

.inki.'inkt'(ink).

.karan,‘kraan'(tap).

.karuku.'kalk'(lime).

.koohi,'koffie'(coffee).
o
m

q
o
u
a
w

n

.kokku.‘kok‘(cook).

10.madorosu.'matroos'(sailor).

11.masuto.'mast'(mast).

12.mesu, mesu(knife).

13.orugooru.'orge1'(organ).

14.pisutoru,'pistool'(pistol).

15.ponpu.'pomp'(pump).

16.porudaa,'polder'(polder).

17.ranpu,'lamp'(lamp)f

18.ransetto,'lancet'(lancet).

19.renzu,'lens'(lens).

20.3ukoppu.'echop'(shovel).

In these words. we can observe th°
following changes when comparing the DutCh
originals and relating their deviations t0
the rules (3.1)...(3.14) following from our
contrastive study:

(5.1) final consonants are followed by B Vowd'
cf. examples 3.5.11; see rule (3.14)

a
(5.2) vowels are inserted in consonant cluster

cf. examples 10.13.14; see rule (3-12)
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(5.3) final —er and —91 become —V (vowel).

cf. example 16: see rule (3.9)

(5.4) the alveolar consonant 1 becomes r,

of. examples 17.18.19; see rule (3.9)

(5.5) diphthongs are replaced by

monophthongs. cf. example 2:
see rule (3.5)

(5.6) fricatives are realized differently,

It] as [h]. [x] as [k], cf. examples 2.20;

see rules (3.8) and (3.10)

6. CONCLUSIONS

The structure of loanwords in Japanese
deviates considerably from the Dutch
originals; this also holds good for the
much more numerous and more recent English
loanwords (cf. Pierce. 1971, Vos 1963). We
could compare the deviations with the
Present day pronunciation of Dutch by
Japanese subjects ‘ and find similar
Properties in our contrastive study. Both
can be explained by taking into account the
differences between the phoneme systems of
Japanese and Dutch.
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HBHEHHH CAHEXH H PHTMMQECKAH OPPAHHBAHHfl CHHTAFMH

B PYCCKOM H BOHFAPCKOM HBHKAX

TOTWA CTOEBA

HepBaH xa¢enpa pyccxoro fismxa Co¢nncxoro yHHBepCHTeTa

Co¢ufi,

Ha OCHOBe aynnropcnoro n excnepnmenwanB

no-QoneTnnecxoro anannaa pyccnoro n Conra—

pcxoro ny6HBHMCaeCKoro TBKCTE, B nnKTop-

CKOM ero npheHnn,paccmanBamTCH aeHnH

cannxn Ha yposne @onernnecxoro cn0Ba n ca—

an memny ornenBHnmn @onewnnecnnmn CHOBa-

MM B COCTaBe aTarMH, ponB BTnx HBneHnn B

pnTMqcxofi oprannsannn aTarMH ooonx HBH

KOB.

Pyccxnfi n Conrapcxnfi ornoccn K Tnno—
nornqecxn pasnnM CpKTypHHM TnnaM Brpyn—
ne CflaBfiHCKnX HSHKOB, noromy nccnenOBanne
ocodeHHooTefi CTHKa CBOB n nx ponn B pnT -
mnqecxoi opranmaannn aTarMH odonx HSH-
KOB npencmaBnHeT doubmofi nHTepec.

YnnTnBaa TOT @axr, qTo ncxonnofi n oc-
HOBHofi enanaMn aByqamefi peqn aaon
-1>0He'rnqecxoe CJIOBO n cnmarma, ME pacema-
TpnBaeM BBnennn caan n pMTMZKy peqn Ha
ypOBBe aTnx ennnnn, a nmenno: cannxn mem-
ny KflKTKKOfi n snameHaTenBHnM cn0B0M13paM-
Kax ennnofi axnenTHo-pnrmnqecnofi CpKTypH
- moneTnnecxoro CHOBa - n caunxn memnyOT—
HEHBHHMM‘CHOBaMH B cocraBe cnnTarMH.

Hadnmnennn n aHanns HBneHnfi ocymeCTBnH-
nncs Ha manepnane nyOnnuncwnqecxoro Teno-
Ta n are nepeBona Ha Oonrapcxnn asnx B
nnnropCKOM npoqrennn. TeKCTn dnnn HannTa—
an Ba maaTHym neHTy TpeMH donrapcxnmn
nnKTopamn, aHmmnMMCB Bocennmn Hopma—
TMBHOPO nnTepaTypBoro nponsnonennx COBpe-
menaoro Oonrapcxoro Hanna, n Tpemapyccxn-
MB - HOCMTBHHMM MOCKOBCKofi nponsnocenB-

Bonrapna

Hofi HOpMH, B nonnom CTnne njrnBHomennn.Ay-

nnropcxnfi ananna Kamnoro Texcwa Bnnonnnnca

TpeMn aynnTopaMB no Haneqawannomy TSKCTy c

ueneBon yCTaBOBKofi Ha yxasaane rpaanniona

Tunecnnx CHOB, aTarM n @pas. flannne B
nponeHTax yopennenn OT Tpex nnKTopOB.BIm-

Bax BHOopoqnoro aKcnepnmeHTanBHo-ioneae-

cxoro anannaa peqn, MaaTOQOHHaB 3aHMCB

BocnponsBonnnaCB n pePMCTpflpOBaHaCB Ha 6y-

Mare c nonombm yCTaHOBKn, BKqammefivOCHMk

norpammy, Bunennwenb BaCTOTn OCHOBHOTO T0-

Ha,.BHnennTenB nnTenanocwn.
I. Hepen TeM Bax paCCMOTpeTB HBHBHMH

cannxn Ha crane KnnTnnn n anamenaweaoro

onoBa, He06xonnmo 0TmeTnTB, qTo B donrap-
cxom TeKCTe 42.4% @oneaecxnx on0B - 9T0

CTPYKTypH, ooBenammne OT nByx no neTupex
_cn0Bo®opM; B pyCCKOM - STOT nponenw nhn
B nBa pasa MBHLme — 22.5%. M3 nnx B 60n-
Bapcxon 24% npnxonnrcn Ha CpKTypH, 065*
nnnnmmne npennor c GymeCTBMTeflLHHM nun
npnnararenBHnM, qncnnTenBBnM, MeCTOMMeHM‘
em; B pyccxom aTa nn®pa - IO%. BoaaHp83
anna - 14% B qacworaocwn CpKTyp, odBenfi‘
mmnx npennor n nmennne'Qopmn, eCTeCTBeH-
no.'KopeHnTca,B'anannwnnecxon BnpaeMfl
cnnraxcnqecxnx ornomennfi nmenn B Oonrapc'
ROM nanxe, rne pacmnpamrcn ®yHKHHM cnyxeé
a CHOB. B peBynBTaTe anannmmama donrap'
cxoro nanKa oonapymnBaewcg saxonomepnoc
n B yn0Tp86neHnn qaCTHH-aKTyaHMBaTOPOB -
npoxnnTnK n BHKnnTnK - npn rnaronBHHx QC?
max, KaK m ynorpeoneane rnarona-CBBBKMCEM
3TH naHHue BaCTaBnHwT Hac onenaTB Baxanfi
BHBOH o TOM, qTo donee naCToe npncyTCTBMe
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xnnwnx B CTyxType donrapcxoro @onernqecxo-

ro cn0Ba, B cpaBHeHnn c pyccxnw, fiBflfieTCfi
OymeCTBeHHHM @aRTOpOM EH5 BHfiBfieHEH CH6HE-'

inxn cannxn Ha crane KnnTnKn n anamenare-

nBHoro on0Ba n ponn HBnennfi caan B npo—

connqecxon oprannaannn HOTOKa peqn odonx

KSHKQB.

Han donrapcxoro HBHKa xapaKTepHo aKTnB—

Hoe yqacmne KBnTnK, oxanBammnxcn Ha rna—

cnufi: npennor HA /caMHfi qacrownnfi B Raqec—

TBe KnnTnKn n cocraBnHmmnfi 80% Bcex Knn -

TnK/, qaCTnnH HA,CE, PHarOfl-CBHBKa CA,E n

np. aoxne rnacnne [al, [e1 B awofi noan -

nun cnocodcymT yBennqnm monewnqecxofi
camocronrensnocrn KnnTnK B cocraBe ennBon

aKneBTno—pnrmnqKofi cwpynrypn; yBennaa—

ercx qacronnocrb snnnnfi Ha crnnax, Kan na-

npnmep, B CpKTya Tnna: HaVQCHOBHK,

naUpenBa, co,aBa, ca~y6ennTenHo, nona-

saTenaq,e n np. OqB nacwo OTCyTCTBEeCBfi-
anBammero cornacnoro B nepBOM CHOBe cnoco—

ocyeT ownenennm ero'ow nocnenymmero He-

donbnon naysofi; B ocnnnnorpammax peBMCTpB-

pyercn nenoropufi cnan HHTeHCMBHOCTH nepBo-

r0 rnacnoro n npexpamenne @onannn Ba 20—

40 MC nepen nananom peannsannn BTopororna-

caoro. 3T0 HBflSHne cnocodorByeT ocnadne -

Hum xoapwnxynnnnn CHOPOB Ha CTHKaX n pea‘

nnsannn oonee cnaoofi creneBn penynnnn rna-

cnnx B CTpYETya.

Tennennnn ®onernqecxofi Banenennocwn RHE-

TnK B cocwaBe donrapcxoro @oHeaecxoro

cn0Ba n ocnadnenne RoaaKynannn Bacwuxax

HadnmnaeTca n npn npocwux npennorax—Knnwn-

Kax, Bnpamennux onnnM cornacnnm BByKOM B,

C. B STMX cnyqaax oqB qaCTO BCTpenaeTcn

YnBanBanne n Boxannsannn npennora,ne Bcerh

na pernameHTnpoBanHoe HopmaMM OPQOBHMMv
KaK nanpnmep, BBIQL’BHOXa; B$IQIBKPaKv
cscpeneTo, c3q,l®]cnqxn n np. Ho Bcefi
BepOHTHOCTfl, ynBanBaHne n BonannsauHHSTnX

upeEflOPOB B nopme nponaaonennfi nepen cno—

Bamm, Haqnnammnmncn c Toro me camoro cor—

naonoro snyxa nnm ero napBoro Bapnanra no

Pnyxocrn/sBonxocmu, MOTHBMpOBaHO n Bnme-

nanoxenanmn Tennennnnmn HBneHnn cannxn,na<

npnMep, CBQvBBDBa, CBcarydaTa, B$I®l’Ba-

pmaBa, BBI®1,®nnnana n np. OTmeTnM npn

STOM, nTo sBouxnfi cornacnnn [BI B xonne

KnnTnKn ornymaercn no odmemy npaBnny orny-

mennx sBonxnx myMHHx cornaCHHx B adoonmr -

HOM ncxone on0Ba n nepen naysofl. Honodnaz

peannaannn KflHTHR anercn nononnnwensnnm

eBnneTenBcom ®osemnqecxon canocronrens —

nocrn Knnrnx B nowoxe peqn B nnaBCaec—

KOM cosnaBnB Bocenn Conrapcxoro nsnxa.

B oTnnnne OT oonrapcxoro. OCOOeHHOCTBD

pyccxoro Hanna aHeTon TOT maKT, qrocrpy-

xrypn c Knnrnnamn B HOTOKe penn xapaxrepn—

aymrcn cnnTHocm sneMBBToB. B Hexoropnx

cnynaax npoxnnwnxn n BHKnnTnKn nmemT xapa-

KTep noaxHHx npeQBKCOB n cyQQMKCOB; can

Bax on paoTBomTcn B crpyKType n cnnrnan

enana cwaHOBnTcn Tomnecennofi cnoBy,Ba-

npnmep, Bvsnoxy, BvodmeM,cq,BpemeHeM,Igno—
BHM, nonvpdmnM, pocn,IH1x n np;

Heodxonnmo TaKme OTMBTHTB, qro B donrap-

cnom asuxe n3 odmero nponenra KnnTnK Ha

npoaTnKn npnxonBTcn 35.8% n Ha BHKnnTnxn

— 6.6%. STa TeHneHnnH paaTnn npoxnnrnq-

HOCTM B crpyKType oonrapcxoro @oneaecxo-

ro cn0Ba BnnBeT Ha yBennqne npenynapnnx

enor0B crpyxrypn. B peaynBTaTe aToro ocnao-

nneron Hanano CflOBa, mennewcn nnrenanaa

KpKBafi B Ben. M ecnn cpaBHnTB naBHHe no

pacnpenenennm mecra ynapennn B @oneaec -

xom on0Be, To npnxonnwcn KoiaTnpOBaTB,

qTo flpOHeHT ynapnocwn Ba HepBOM cnore B
crpynrypax donrapcxoro sauna Bo Bcex cny -
qanx neHBme, q B pyccxom, a nmeHHo:nByx-
cnomnne cmpyxrypn c ynapeanem Ha nepBOM
cnoreB donrapcxom TeKCTe — 9% menu II. 6%
B pYCCKQM, rpexcnonfine ~ B GonrapCKOM6.3%
HpOTMB 7% B pyccxom, qernpexononnne -O§7%
npOTnB I.5%.

Odoomax Bnnensnonennoe,'cnenyew cnenaTB
BHBon, Bro B noroxe peqn naCToe yqacwne
xnnrnx n peannaannn paannqnnx aennficBHn-

xn B crpyxwype monernqecnoro cnoBa donrap-
cxoro Hanna cnocodcymT paaBnTnm donee
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cnadofi KoapTKKYHHHEM COCTaBHHX snemeHTOBn
donee caadofi CTeueHn penyxunn /nonypenyK-
unn/ PflaCHHx; HaodopOT — cnnsuafi KoaeCT-
BeHHaH n KaqeceHHaa penyxnng PflaCHHX n
cnmrnocws upomsnomenma B pyccxom paBBHTH
3a cq meHBmefi qacrownocwn armx aBnennfiB
COCTaBe @onernqecxoro cn0B3¢.BsaBncnmocrm
or sroro onpenenamwca u cneunQuBecxne oco—
OGHHOCTM pnwmnqecxofi opraansannm 9Tofi enn-
HmuH aByqamefi peqm B odonx Hauxax, T.8.
cneunfimqecxaa nag Kaxnoro aauxa peaxnaaunfi
HapaMeTpOB, BHpaBammnx odsennaeaneynapaum
cnorom Heynapnux.

II. Pasnnqma B caan mexny OTHeflBHHMM
@OBeqecnM CHOBaMM B COCTaBe cznwarMH
pyccxoro n donrapcxoro BBHKOB oGOCHOBaHH
CpKTypHHMM saxoaomepaocramn m @yHKuzoan-
p0BaBMeM nmeHBHx @xexcnfi odonx fiSHKOB.

B donrapcxom HSHKe, B anaxnsmpyeMHx Ha—
MM TeRCTaX, 85% Bcex @oaewnqecxnx CHOBSTO
CpKTypu c OTKpHTHMM CHOFaMM accoaHoro
ncxona CHOBa; B pyccxom HBHKS'STa unipa -
62.5%, Ha 28.5% menbme. Hpn BTOM 34% Bcex
OTKpHTHX cn0r0B aGCOHDTHOPO ncxona cn0Ba
B doxrapcxom HBHKG npmxonawca Ha @nexcnm
qneHBofi @opMH myxcxoro pona '--a, —a, Beac-
xoro ~Ta, cpeqaero -TO, MHoxeceHHoro qu-
CJIa -Te, -Ta. Iinermaa @opma, odpasya co one-
BOM QOHeTqcxoe enawBo, cnnBHo Banger
Ha axuenrnym CpKTypy donrapcxoro @onern-
qecxoro CHOBa, Kax n Ha xapaKTep CTHKa
CHOB B cocraBe CMHTarMH.

Bo—nepBHx, Bonannqecxnfi ncxon CHOBa na-
eT BOBMOKHOCTL Kamuomy n3 CJOB B cnnrarme
cTaTB @oneaecxn conee CEMOCTOHTBHBHHM B
nowoxe peqn.

Bo—Bropux, mnpoxne rnaCHue @xexcufiqnea—
Hofi @opMH [a], [o], [e] HBHHBTCH donee
nflMTeHBHHMM u GOHee’HHTeHCHBHHMM, q pyc—
cxne B ananornqaofi nosnumn; B ocunnnorpam—
max Gonrapcxoro maTepMana HadnmnaeTCH
meHBmee ux COKpameHne, q B pyccxom n
oqB qacwo perucrpnpyerca 0Tnenenne CHOBa
B qneHHofi @opme OT uoonenymmero Hedoaofi
nayaofi.

Cncwema pyccxnx nMeHHHx /naneBHHx/;me&
cnfi BHOCMT donbmoe paBHoodpasme B nx 3By-
KocoqaeMOCTB, a rnacnue B aux, KaK npa—
Bnno, Haxonamca B Baynapnofi - @OHBTqCKn
ocodeHHo yH3BMMOfi qacrn CHOBa B pyccxom
asuxe.

B pyccxom TeKCTe 37.5% Bcex QOHermqec-
Knx CHOB 3T0 CTpYKTypH c BaKpHTHM cnorom
B aOCOflmTHOM mcxone CAOBa; B donrapcxom
Henna 3T8 un®pa ~ {5%, Be 22.5% meBLme.
Kpome Toro, B paMKax CMHTaPMH KOHCOHaHT-
Hag @opma CBHBHBaHMH CflOB B caan B nowo-
Re peqn pyccxoro asuxa qacro peanuayewca
Tax, dynTo KoaeqHaH cornacnas Baxonnmca
BHyTpn onHoro doaoro CIOBa, Bax Haupu-
Mep, pocxgiulxjmomn, B-06meM:pHHKe u up.
B donrapcxom asuxe npu peaxnsaunn CTHKym-
mnxcx cornacnux qacro Ba6nmnaercg nonHoe
Bx paanenenne, Hanpumep, CBHT§683VBOfififly
KanuTanBT;CBQ,£®IcaM cevcwpemm n Hp.

Manaraa Hume Hadnmnenna, Kacammmecg He—
Koropux HBHeHMfi cannxn Ha CTHKe KJKTHKE M
snameHaTenBHoro CflOBa, Bax n caaz mexny
0TH6HLHHMM CHOBaMM B cocraBe CHHTaPMH, MH
HOHHTaflMCL BHHGHZTB m3 odmefi KapTMHH Ta—
Kne saxonomepHocmu Ha cruxe CHOB, KOTOPHe
oxaxymca HHBapHaHTHHMM no 0TaomeHnm K pnT-
MOMeJIom/mecxofi opraHIasam cnmamu H @pa-
SE B nexom pyccxoro n doxrapcxoro HBHKOB.
a nmeHHo:

— donbmaa MapKHpOBaHHOCTL OTKpHTHMK
CflOPaMM KnuTMK n Konua @oneqecxnx 010B
B donrapcxom ESHKS - Bamnufi napameTp HRH
HOHBfleHHH BHYTpMCflOBHHX n BHysaTarmeH—
HEX Hay3 fl Hapymenng cnnrnocrn npouanome—
HKH COCTaBHHX afleMeHTOB @onewnqecxxx cnoB
H CHHTaTM; CHeHCTBMeM aToro B HOTOBe peqMflBHfleTCH peannsaunfl meHBmen CTeueHu peflYK'
nmn n donbmax @onewnqecxafi BHneHeHHOCTB
ennamu, no cpaBHeHnm c pyccn, qTo npnna—
erndonrapcxofi peqn CBoeompaBBym qKOCTL
M OTPHBHCTOCTB"; B ocunnnorpaQqoKofi 3a-
E:::T23;::::::Cgooémafi BHpOBHeHHOCTb M y

A DMH KOHTypa MHTeBCMBHon
KPHBOfi n OTHOCMTEHLHOS cyBeHne nnanaaona

qacworu OCHOBHoro TOHa;
- B peayxBTame neficTBna upornBononox -

HHX Tennenunfi - doaefi "CBepHYTOCTE" eno-
Ba n cnnraocrn npomsnomennfi CHHTaPMH - B
pyccxofi peqn Haxonar OnaronaTHym nqynmx
peannaaunn donee pasaoodpaaaue Menonnqec-
Rue Konwypu, qro npunaeT pyccxofi peqn xa-
paKTepBym efi myauxaxbnocrs n BMBOCTB.
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VOICE QUALITY JUDGEMENTS AND PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN
ESOPHAGEAL SPEAKERS WITH AND WITHOUT A GRONINGEN BUTTON.

G.L.J. Nieboer

ENT-Clinic, Voice Res. Lab & Centre

for Voice, Sp. and Lang. Dis.,

Univ. Hosp., and Inst. of Phon. Sc.,

ABSTRACT.

Physiological measurements have been performed on

26 esophageal speakers, both with and without a

Groningen Button. The measured variables are: intra-

tracheal, sub- and supra- pseudoglottic pressure, trans-

pseudoglottic flow and sound pressure level. 0f the same

set of speakers, tape recordings were made in view of a

perceptual evaluation by a group of 85 judges. The

evaluations were done on 13 bipolar semantic scales. The
results of both parallel experiments are presented in this

contribution, as well as the first results of correlation

computations.

1 ) INTRODUCTION.

The measurement of physiological characteristics
of esophageal voice has had a lot of attention
during the last years. Part of this interest is due to
the development of tracheo‘ esophageal valve
prostheses [1]. Besides the advantages of these
prostheses, a few disadvantages emerged too: the
need to use one hand to close off the tracheostoma.
the need for cleaning and exchanging the device, and
the fact that relatively much effort is needed to
phonate.

Qne more circomstance that leads to an interest
from our side in this type of speech is the fact that
in the Groningen ENT Clinic both injection— and
button- esophageal voice an: teached as a rule to
the laryngectomees: this offers the opportunity to
compare both types of speech on a physiological as
well as on an evaluative level.

In the experiment, reported on here this effort is
assessed by measuring simultaneously the intra-
tracheal. sub- and supra-—b pseudoglottic pressure, the
trans-pseudoglottic flow. and the resulting sound
pressure level. Furthermore. attention is payed to the

H.K. Schutte, MD, PhD.

Univ. Hospital, State University,

State Univ, Groningen, The Netherlands. Groningen The Netherlands.

T. de Graaf, Ph.D.

ENT-Clinic, Voice Res. Lab & Centre

for Voice, Sp. and Lang. Dis.,
Institute of Phonetic Sciences,

State University, Groningen,

The Netherlands.

pressure loss caused by the button. with the

simultaneously measured air flow rate. The efficiency

of voice production was measured, but it will not be

reported on here. In fact, due to the relatively high

intra- tracheal and sub- pseudoglottic pressures we

encountered. these pressures will say as much about

the effort of phonation as the efficiency.

The same speakers were asked to read a number

of standard sentences. This speech material was

judged by a group of 85 listeners, both naive judges

and speech therapy students. The last group

happened to (consist of 96% female judges.
Correlational computations have been made to relate

these judgements to the physiological data of the

same patients.

2 ) msromcicm. mums.

In total, 1357 measurements were done in the

phonations of 31 esophageal speakers. Not all

variables were measured in every measuring point:

during injection- esophageal phonations, we did not

register the intra- tracheal pressure. The flow was

measured in only 496 of the 1357 cases; this was

done because the sound pressure level is influenced

by the flow mask. The suprae pseudoglottic pressure

data have not been processed so far.

The intra- tracheal pressure was measured With
an open catheter, held by the patient himself in the
trachea, under the thumb closing off the
tracheostoma. The sub— and supra— pseudoglottic

pressures were measured by means of micro pressure
transducers. mounted on a catheter which has a
diameter of 1.65 mm in the 6 cm of it between the
two sensors. It was introduced through the nose into

the esophagus, about '40 centimeters, and then gently
pulled back again during phonation. By monitoring
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the signal on a scope, evidence could be attained as

to the position of the proximal sensor. When this

sensor stops showing up pressure offset during

phonation, it means that it is situated in the supra-

pseudoglottic pharynx. Minor adjustments are

sometimes needed in order to be sure that the distal

sensor is situated in the air-filled sub- pseudoglottic

room. The simultaneous registration of both sub-

and supra- pseudoglottic pressure with high

frequency sensors will enable us to investigate the

acoustic phenomena occurring just below and above

the pseudoglottis.

The spread in the data is 'quite high (see Table

I), especially in the sub- pseudoglottic pressure and

the flow. The sound pressure level. on the other

hand, has a rather small standard deviation, due to

the generally small dynamic potential of these

speakers.

When we consider the mean sub- pseudoglottic

pressure, flow and SPL of our speakers it becomes

clear which variables are able to differentiate

between the two groups of injection— and button-

esophageal speakers. The sub- pseudoglottic pressure

seems to do that quite well. The means differ by 1.4

kPa. Four of the five patients where measurements

were done during both types of phonation. showed a

higher sub- pseudoglottic pressure (see Table 2). On

the right hand side. you see the P-values from a

comparison of the means with a t-test.

Table 1.- Mean values and standard deviations of the

Physiological parameters; comparison of the button

group and the injection group.

MEAN VALUES OF SUB-PSEUDOGLOTTIC

PRESSURE, TRANS-PSEUDOGLOTTIC FLOW

AND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL.

Physiological all button Injection

variable speakers group group

Psub (kPa) 3.3 4.1 2.6

(5.0.) (1.6) (2 3) (2.2)

Flow (ml/s) ‘ 108 <34 82

(5.0.) (93) ’(112) . (62) '

SPL (dB(A)) ' 66.6 66.2 67.0

(5.0.) ‘ (9.5) (9.4) (9.7)

Table 2: Mean sub- pseudoglottic pressure values of 5

speakers, with the p-level of a t-test on difference of

the means (between brackets).

MEAN SUB-PSEUDOGLOTTIC PRESSURE

VALUES + T—TEST; 5 SPEAKERS.

speaker button injection p (

opr 4 2.8 < 3.5 .041

spr 9 3.9 > 3.1 .061

spr 11 5.3 > 2.2 .001

spr 24 5.4 ) 3.1 .001

spr 34 2.6 ) 2.4 .215

These differences ask for a physiological

explanation. The question is: what will cause one and

the same speaker to sustain two different pressures

in order to vibrate one and the same sound source.

In the first place the pressure build-up possibilities

of the respiratory mechanism are responsible,

allthough the pressure in the lungs and that in the ,

sub— pseudoglottic room are not directly 1 to 1

related because the prosthesis is situated in between.

and because the sub-‘ pseudoglottic space is lying

outside the thorax. hardly affected by 'the intra-

thoracal pressure.

The flow values too differentiate between both

types of speech. The mean registered value was 108

ml/s. Again. a significant difference was found

between the two groups. Allthough we know from

Schutte‘s data [2] that, for laryngeal voices, mean

flow values are not very useful predictors of voice

performance, the found differences might possibly be

related to another voice variable: voice quality.

SPL did not discriminate between both voice

types: both reached about 67 dB at 30 cm.

We measured a rather high in vivo trans-button

pressure. These measurements were done without a

selection based on'the age ,of the devices. The mean

age was about 11 weeks. so more than two and/a“

half months; also, at the time we made our

registrations (end 1985). no patients had antisfungus

medication [3]. The high trans-button pressures. with

respect to the in vitro va‘iues we measured. must be

attributed to the deterioration of the devices by

fungal growth: it makes the material stiff, resulting

in a higher flow resistance [3]. Consequently.
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research is going on at this moment to reduce the

flow opposition of the prostheses.

3) PERCEI’I‘IML EVALUATION

Speech material of the same speakers was

subjected to a perceptual evaluation by 85 listeners..

It was done by scoring one minute speech of each

speaker on 13 semantic 7-points scales. The one

Table 2- The set of 7-points semantic scales as used in

the perceptual evaluation experiment (with English

translation). The scales are adapted from Fagel et al..

1982.

SEMANTIC SCALES FOR VOICE EVALUATION

1 ) zwak - krachtig (weak — powerful)

2 ) onvast - vast (slack - firm)

3) niet hees - hees (not husky - husky)

4) eentonig - melodieus (monotonous -

melodious)

5) schel - diep (shrill - deep)

6) traag - vlot (dragging - brisk)

7) hortend - vloeiend (jerking - smooth-

flowing)
8) dof - helder (dull - clear)

9 ) uitdruk- - expressief (expressionless —

kingsloos expressive)

10) slecht - goed ver- (not intelligible -
verstaanbaar staanbaar intelligible)

11 ) Iangzaam - snel (slow - quick)
12) Ielijk - mooi (ugly - beautiful)

(low - high)13 ) laag - hoog

minute speech was assembled out of the recorded

material of read sentences. All pauses. coughs etc.
were carefully cut out. We thought this useful to
get right and reliable judgements, without the judges
being distracted by all kinds of additional noises. In
fact, it was not the noises that we wanted to

evaluate. but the voices. The scales Were 7-point
scales. Of course we included in this experiment
those 5 patients who were able to produce both

types of esophageal voice.

We performed factor analysis on the scores. and
three main factors turned out to be important. As
could be expected. the scales 6. 7 and 11 formed one

Tables 31, In Multiple correlations computed with

the speaker mean values on the 13 scales and the

speaker mean values of three (or five in the case of

button- esophageal speakers) parameters from the

physiological measurements. Flow is the mean flow,

SPL the mean sound pressure level. Psub the mean

sub- pseudoglottic pressure. Ptra the mean intra-

tracheal pressure. and du the mean pressure

difference over the buttons. The figures in italics

point at statistically significant correlations (p < .10)

as found during the multiple correlation steps. As

soon as one or more of the three physiological

parameters are in the equation. the other figures in

the row point to correlations of the rest-variance. In

rows without italic figuresI Pearson product moment

correlations are printed. The figures in italics of the

last column (between brackets) are the squared

multiple correlation values (with p < .05). Multiplied

by 100 they give the percentage of the variation on

that scale that can be predicted from the

physiological measurement values.

Table 3 I: All lpenkerx.

MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS (Italics: p r .10)

COMPUTED WITH MEAN VALUES;

ALL SPEAKERS.

Multiple r

(and r2)

(Italics:

scales Flow SPL Psub p r .05)

TEMPO factor:

scale 6 .46 .32 -.01 .55 (.30)

scale 7 .54 .08 .11 .55 (.30)

scale 11 .46 .33 -.03 .54 (.30)

VOICE QUALITY factor.-

scale 1 .50 .14 -.O3 .52 (.27)

scale 2 .56 .28 -.08 .63 (.40)

scale 3 -.11 -.02 .15 .19 (.03)

scale 4 ' .66 .35 -.13 .7) (.5I)

scale 8 .56 .47 -.30 .77 (.50

scale 9 .66 .36 -.16 .73 (.53)

scale 10 .59 .29 -.24 .67 (.45)

scale 12 .62 .32 -.29 .70 (.49)

PITCH factor:

scales -.22 .56 -.09 .6I (.36)
scale 13 .4: .50 -.11 £31.39)
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Table 3 b: Button—esophageal speakm.

MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS (Italics: p ( .10)

COMPUTED WITH MEAN VALUES;

BUTTON-ESOPHAGEAL SPEAKERS.

lMultiplo r

(and r2)

(Italics:
scales Flow SPL Psub Ptra du (p r .05)

TEMPO factor.-

scale 6 .19 .43 .59 -.46 .47 .83(.69)

scale 7 .10 .38 .33 -.53 .62 .90 (.81)

scale 11 .12 .47 .45 -.49 .44 .79 (.62)

VOICE. QUALITY factor:

scale 1 .55 .49 -.22 .05 .30 .61 (.37)

.33 .46 .38 .45 .6) .90(.80)

-.17 -.37 -.35 -.O3 -.13 .53(.28)

scale 2

3

sca|e4 .64 .40 -.20 .00 .23 .82(.67)

8

9

scale

scale .44 .50 .54 .17 .35 .85(.73)

scale .55 .37,-.25 -.00 .26 .82L68)
scale 10 .57 .41 -.47 .30 .37 .ssuu
scale 12 .57 .52 -.49 .25 .46 antes)

PITCH factor:

scale 5 -.17 —.19 .09 .04 -.O3 .32 (.11)

scale 13 .39 .25 -.32 —.06 .19 .56 (.31)

factor which one could call tempo. Another large

factor can be considered to represent the voice

appreciation,- it comprises the scales 1. 2. 3, 4. 8, 9.

10 and 12. A third factor emerged as a pitch factor.-

scales 5 and 13.

This last factor showed a remarkable thing. As

you can see, the scales have been arranged in such a

way that the more negative side is on the left and

the more positive side on the right. Now in the case

Of scale 5 it appeared that left and right should be

Changed. Normally, especially with male voices, the

term "deep" would be more positive than "shrill”. In

the case of our set of esophageal speakers the

reverse was the case. When the scale is turned

around it correlates well with scale 13: "low - high".

indicating that in fact 'shrill' was considered a more

positive attribute of the usually low pitched

esophageal voices than 'deep'T.

4 ) CORRELATION

Now the most interesting thing of such type of

research is of course to correlate the physiological

data on the one and the evaluative data on the other

hand.

Considering all speakers (Table 3 a), SPL and the

"pitch” factor ale relatively well correlated. The

physiological relationship between these two variables

in esophageal speech was established long ago. The

mean flow values seem to be correlated with all

factors. and especially with scales scoring on voice

quality (e.g. scale 4 ”melodious”, scale 9

'expressive"). The same picture emerges from the

correlations of the injection group. In the figures of

Table 3 b the tendencies are somewhat different. The

intra- tracheal and trans- button pressures correlate

well with the "tempo” factor, and the "pitch” factor

shows no important correlations at all.

One of the most striking things is that in all

tables the mean flow shows relatively high

correlations with the "quality” and "tempo“ scales,

and that the sub- pseudoglottic pressure hardly

shows any correlation with the scales. We have no

explanation as yet for this phenomenon, as one

might expect this sub- pseudoglottic pressure to be

an important determinant of voice quality; in any

case. it is "closer to the voice“ than e.g. the intra-

tracheal pressure (see Table 3 b). but the latter has

more to do with quality in the Tables 3 a and b.
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PERCEPTUAI. CONSEQUENCES OF EQUALIZING LOUDNESS DIFFERENCES
OF VOWELS VARYING IN VOICE QUALITY
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ABSTRACT

Listening tests were organized in which vowels
varying in sound pressure level (SPL) and voice
quality were rated. The vowels were produced at 60.
70 and 80 dB; the SPL differences were equalized for
the listening tests. The following voice qualities were
simulated: normal. nasal. strained. breathy. rough.
The results show that original SPL differences are
reflected in the perceptual ratings in a voice quality
dependent manner.

INTRODUCTION

The preliminary observations reported here are
part of a research project on the perceptual. acoustic
and clinical properties of normal and dysphonic voice
(1). One of our methodsis to study the effect of
controlled variations in the acoustic properties of
voice on perceptual dimensions. Data from such
studies may be useful in the construction of. tools for
examining normal and dysphonic voices.

The human voice shows much variation. Voices
differ in fundamental frequency (related to pitch).
sound pressure level (to loudness) and long-term
spectral characteristics (to voice quality [2]. resulting
from long-term laryngeal and supralaryngealsettings) as Well as other properties (e.g. temporal).
The object of the present study is to evaluate voices
varying in sound pressure level (SPL) and spectral
characteristics on several perceptual dimensions.

More specifically. this paper investigates theperceptual impressions listeners extract from speechproduced by simulating several voice qualities at
three SPLs. Impressions of voices are certainly
affected by voice quality. They are also influenced by

SPL: for instance. voices with high SPL are generally
judged as more "carrying" or powerful than those
with low SPL. However. does this also hold when SPL
differences originally present in the voices are
technically eliminated by equalizing the SPLs to a
common level? If impressions of voices manipulated
this way are affected by the SPL. this must be due to
reasons other than absolute SPL, probably the
relative spectral properties of the voices. This is
possible. as both momentary spectra of individual
sounds and long-term spectra of speech are highly
affected by sound pressure level [3. cf. also 4). In
general. the fundamental frequency dominates the
spectra of sounds or speech with low SPL. whereas in
sounds or speech with high SPL higher harmonics
(especially in the first formant region) are much
more prominent,

PROCEDURE

The vowel [a] was produced by the present author
in five simulated voice qualities: normal. 118531:
strained (or tense. pressed). breathy (with a strong
high-frequency noise component) and rough. cf. [5].
These qualities were clear and extreme. The five
qualities were produced at three sound pressure
levels: 60. 70 and 80 dB. by means or visual feedback
from a decibel-meter when producing the 15 vowel
tokens. Care was taken to produce the vowel in the
same manner at all SPLs. The vowels were then
digitally extracted from the master tape (6) and
adjusted in SPL to the same level. i.e. the amlDliwde
of vowels produced at 60 and 70 dB was raised to the
level of those produced at 80 dB. Thus. the originalloudness‘ differences were leveled out. These V0wels
were then recorded in pseudorandom order on 211651
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tape.

The vowels. presented at about 80 dB in the
relatively small room where the listening tests were.
conducted. were rated by two groups of students of
speech communication and logopedics (N-28) with
some experience in assessing voices. The vowels were
rated on the dimensions good/poor. "carrying"
(powerful. stentorian. tragend)/weak. powerless and
pleasant/unpleasant by all listeners. In addition. the
vowels were rated by half of the group (N-H) on the
dimensions nasal/normal. strained/normal. breathy/ ‘
normal and rough/normal. Scales of seven points
were used in the assessment in the first three
dimensions. e.g. extremely pleasant (3). moderately
pleasant (2). slightly pleasant (l). neither pleasant
nor unpleasant (0). slightly unpleasant (-l).
moderately unpleasant (-2). extremely unpleasant
(-3) and of four points in the latter four dimensions.
e.g. not at all nasal (0). slightly nasal (-1). moderately
nasal (-2). extremely nasal (-3). The results of the
listening tests were analysed statistically by means
of Chi-square tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table l shows the results of the listening test for
the five voice qualities on the seven perceptual
dimensions (as median values. pooled for all subjects
and the three SPLS). The median values are on the
whole as expected: for instance. vowels produced

PERCEPTUAL
Table 1: Median values of DINEN3'0N53
the estimations of the
stimulus vowels pro-
duced with five voice GOOD (3/-3)

CARRYING (3/-3)
PLEASANT (3/-3)

qualities (normal. nasal.
strained, breathy. rough)
on seven perceptual
dimensions (good. carry-
ing. pleasant. nasal.
strained. breathy. rough)
by 28 Ss; column and row
medians are also given.

NASAL (0/-3)
STRAINED (0/-3)
BREATHY (OI-3)

ROUGH (0/-3)

ALL

with nasal voice quality are on the average
moderately nasal and those produced with rough
voice quality moderately rough. Vowels produced
with normal voice quality are rated as moderately
good and pleasant. neither breathy, rough nor
strained. slightly nasal.

Table 2 shows the median values of the ratings
separately in the three SPLs in cases where there
was a statistically significant difference in the
perceptual ratings. The perceptual ratings are
affected by the original SPL level in a different
manner in the five voice qualities here investigated.
Normal vowels appear to be most susceptible to the
effect of SPL. High SPL~ (in the original signal) of
normal vowels is associated with less good. less
pleasant. more rough and more strained impressions.
Normal vowels with low SPL show no difference to
those with medium SPL. Nasal vowels with low SPL
are associated with less carrying (weak) impressions.
whereas high SPL goes with more carrying
(powerful) impressions. Strained vowels originally
produced with low SPL were rated as more pleasant
than those with higher SPL. Rough and breathy
vowels generally give a negative impression on all
dimensions; low SPL in rough vowels is associated
with less strain.

The results imply that SPL information is important
in perceptual studies of voice quality. SPL should
either be standardized (for instance by means of
visual feedback) when producing the sample to be

STIMULUS VOWELS:

NORMAL NASAL STRAINED BREATH? ROUGH ALL

2 o -1 -3 -3 -l
l 1 1.5 -2 -2 o
2 l -l -3 -3 -1

-' -2 '1 0 v 0 ”I

o o -1 -2 -2 -l
o o o -l -3 -l
o o ‘ o -2 -2 -1

2 I l -3 -3
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STIMULUS PERCEPTUAL

Table 2: Median values VOWELS; DIMENSIONS: p< SPL 60 SPL 70 SPL 80

of the estimations on the

perceptual dimensions NORMAL GOOD!POOR (IN-3) 0.01 2 2 1

with a statistically NORMAL PLEASANT/UNPLEASANT (3/-3) 0.01 2 2 1

significant difference NORMAL ROUGH (Of-3) 0.01 0 0 -0.5

between stimulus vowels NORMAL STRAINED (Of-3) 0.001 0 0 -1

originally produced at 60. NASAL CARRYING/WEAK (IN-3) 0.01 -1 1 2

70 and 80 dB. STRAINED PLEASANT/UNPLEASANT (3/-3) 0.01 1 -1 -1

ROUGH STRAINED (0/-3) 0.05 - 1.5 -2.5 -2.5

evaluated or measured as an independent variable

when recording speech for perceptual ratings. This is

especially important when assessing dysphonic

voices as they show much variation in SPL.

0n the whole. the results indicate that extremes in

the voice (here represented by SPLs ar 60 and 80 dB)

tend to be associated with less favourable ratings.

However. the results presented here apply only to

one speaker. Generalizations are perhaps to some

extent valid for the Finnish speech culture as well.

The cross-cultural comparison of voice quality (and

presumably also the use of SP1.) in different speech

situations is a challenging but difficult task in view of

the immense variation between languages and

between cultures [7].
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ABSTRACT

The consonants of 26 patients, who
had unergone partial resection of the la-
rynx , were tested by the method of spec-
tral analysis. The results of the test
showed that the acoustic characteristics
deviate from the norm: lack of high sing-
ing formant, the main vocal tone is lowe-

red, the spectrum includes some additional

noise components. The course of recupera-
tive phonotherapy, including the exercises
-for modulation improvement and vocal range
expansion allow for the rounding spectrum
to coincide with the norm. However, the

change of timbre does not significantly
influences its endurance. The patients
Gin gontinue their work with full vocal

oa .

At the present time the efficiency
evaluation of recuperative treatment has

to be substantiated by objective values.
The most adequate of modern methods of ana
lysis of the physical features of the vo-
ice is the method of spectral analysis.
The consonant spectrum of a normal voice
has been investigated by-many authors /1,

2: 3. 4, 5,6,7,8,9,10,11/. Spectrographi-
cal analysis with vocal pathology was per-
formed with cases of phonastenia /12,13/,
of rhiniphonia /14,15,16,17/, of pseudovo-
ice /18,19/, of functional larynx desease
/20/.Any reference to investigations on
acoustic vocal structure after larynx re—
section in the available literature has
not been found.

The purpose of the present investi-

gation was to determine objective criteria

for evaluate of a restored voice after

larYnx resection of different modificati-
ons in case of tumors by the method of
sPectral analysis.

The investigation has been carried
out according to standard procedure toge-
ther with V.I.Konarev, the engineer. Spec-
Efal analysor F-4325 and tapefrecorder
InaYak-205" were used. The subject of ana-
1¥sis were frequency characteristics of

the fundamental vocal tone (F0), the
first (FI) and the second (FII) formants,
the most semantically important and cons-
tituting the base of a speech phoneme.
There were 26 patients in the a e groupe
of 21 to 67 (21 men and 5 women . Most of
the people were in their working age. 17
of them.underwent front-side larynx re-
section and 9 - chordaectomy. All patients
at the time could communicate in a whis-
per.

The course of phonopaedy consisted

of the formation of vocal sound (due to
activization of the remainders of vocal

organs), introduction of this voice into

spontaneous speech and a course of vocal

exercises aimed at development of modula-
tions and range expansion. The results of
recuperative therapy before investigati-

ons were defined as "satisfactory" and

"good" by the audio method. "Satisfacto-

ry" was understood as sonorous, but low

modulated voice, easily growing weak and

unable to provide satisfactory communica-

tion. "Good" was understood as a sonorous

steady voice, that allowed the patients

to continue their work without any rest-

rictions of their voice.
Spectral analysis revealed the fol-

lowing.
The main vocal tone varied within

the range of 100 to 140 Hz. In the majo-

rity of cases (73%) the main tone of male
voices varied from 160-250 Hz, of female

voices - from 250-400 Hz. The frequency

of the main vocal tone coincided with the

first formant of either the patients with

low modulated, rated "satisfactory" voice,

or the patients whose voice had been res—

tored almost to the normal. In the first

case the patients had to have an extensi-

ve larynx surgery, and the formants of

almost all of their consonants coincided

infrequency and were below normal. In se-

cond case, the formant characteristics of

consonants coincided with the established

standards which showed the compensating

abilities of anatomic and physiological

larynx structures.
The first formant of almost all pa-
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tients was easily analysed. The great ma—
jority of its values (64.2%) corresponded
to the norm. 19.5% of patients with low
harsh voices were characterised by frequ—
ency decrease. In 16.3% of cases frequen-
cy of the first formant was increased,
which was peculiar to all men and women,
who before the operation had a high—tim—
bre voice.

The second formant was determined
in patients with "good" modulated sonoro-
us voices. Its parameters were determined
within the normal range for some exep-
tions (6.3).

The results of investigations also
showed that consonant spectra of patients
with harsh voices varied within a wide
range of 100 to 1000 Hz. In the regions
of high and low frequency there appeared
additional noise spectra: single ones be-
low 100 Hz and more often on the frequen-
cy close to 10 000 Hz.

After recuperative therapy, when
the patients returned to normal life,
their spectrum remained wide, and though
it preserved its former noise components,
there appeared the components within the
vocal range, the main tone and formants
were distinguishable. The rounding spect-
rum within the vocal range was approaching
normal.

The vocal Spectrum of patients with
poor speech before vocal exercises could
not even roughly match up with the normal
vocal spectrum. Only some noise compo—
nents at different spectrum sections were
revealed. After the treatment course with
the significant voice improvement the'
spectrum was narrowed, additional noise
frequencies disappeared.

Thus, the acoustic characteristics
of consonants in the colloqual speech of
patients who experienced larynx resection
of different modifications and underwent
a course of recuperative treatment, can
concide with acoustic characteristics of
the norm, and the rounding spectrum can
totally coincide with it.

Change of timbre of a voice restored
after surgery can be accounted for the ab—
sence of a high singing formant in the
spectrum, which makes the voice light and
clear, as well as for the change of vibra-
tion frequency of the vocal source. Pati-ents who had undergone larynx resection
the range of 100-140 Hz which almost mat-
ched the frequency range of a normal voiceof 200-500 Hz /6/. Lowering it in some ca-ses to 100, 200 or 160 Hz was also peculi-ar to patients who had extensive larynx
resections, with harsh, low voices.

Absence of correlations of resectionmodifications and quality of a restoredvoice confirm that the results of the re-cuperative treatment depend on the compen—satoring abilities of a patient.
The coincidence of the rounding spec-trum of the first and second formants

which are semantically important and pho-

netically determining, with a variation
of the norm allow to recommend the pati-
ents who underwent larynx resection and
recuperative treatment to continue their
work.

Thus, the spectral analysis of con-
sonants in patients with larynx resection
made it possible to provide an objective
evaluation of the efficiency of recupera-
tive therapy. Acoustic characteristics of
the voice after larynx resection deviate
from the norm: lack of high singing for-
mant, the main vocal tone is lowered,

the spectrum includes some additional no-
ise components. The course of recuperati-
ve phonotherapy, including the exercises
for modulation improvement and vocal ran-
ge expansion allow for the rounding spec-
trum to coincide with the norm. However,
the change of timbre does not significan-
tly influences its endurance. The pati-
ents can continue their work with full
vocal load.
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DYSPHASIA (SPEECH DISTURBANCES), CAUSED BY HYPOACUSIS

(Phoniatric aspects)

Iraida Krushevskaya, Nina Nadeina

Dept. of Oto-Rhino-Laryngology

Research Institute of Capacity to Work

Minsk, Byelorussia, USSR, 220081

The clinic-social and pedagogic ob-

servations testify to the fact, that

the absence of the auditory control in

the formation of the communicative

means is leading to the disturbance of

the speech— and voiceformation. Due to

the tedious work a hard hearing child

may rehabilitate the speech communicat-

ion and become social adequate member

of our society.

People with the defect of hard hearing

are regarded as people with damaged

hearing in their speech communication,

needing special measures for preventing

these defects.

The communication abilities limitations,

the decline of the working capacity and

intellectual development of the people

with defect of hard hearing are promoting

the infringement of their psychosocial

development. The aggraVation of the de-

fects of general and linguistic develop—

ment is determined by the type, degree

and time of the beginning of the hearing

damage, the individual conditions of life

and the social—cultural environment, as

well as by the inadequate level of educat-

ion process at special schools and it de—

mands a particular form of influence,

corresponding to the modern stage of so—

ciety development. The speech—vocal dis—

turbances of people with the defect of

hard hearing are serving as risk factors

for preserving the full working capacity:

their social adequacy and integration in-

to the federation of hearers.

With advance of the scientific—technolo—

gical progress the need of the national

ecanomy in the labour reserves has increfit

ed, thus the social and vocational rehabi-

litation of people with the defect of hard

hearing is of special significance.

The study of speech-formation process and

its interdependence of the type and degree

of hypoacusis is an urgent clinic—social

and pedagogic problem.

The clinic—social and pedagogic observat-

ions testify to the fact, that the absence

of the auditory control in the formation
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of the communicative means is leading to

the disturbance of the speech- and voice—

formation.

There are no objective data in iterature

allowing to judge about the functional

condition of the vocal apparatus of people

with defect of hard hearing and its inter-

dependence with the degree and time of

the hearing damage in the age groups of

the pupils of special schools. The usage

of the modern acoustic—physiological me—

thods of investigation and the original

methodical approach helped to study the

interdependence of the functional condit—

ion of the vocal apparatus and the acous-

tic voice and speech characteristics of

the condition of the auditory function in

age groups of the pupils of schools for

the deaf and weak hearers.

One can notice that the data, obtained

as a result of the carried investigations

are promoting clarification of the pho-

niatric and phonetic aspects necessary for

the correction of the existing surdopeda—

gOgic methods, concrete for the definite

age group.

The study of the peculiarities of the

SPeech of the earlier-and later-deaf

Pupils of special schools ( who have ear—

lier had normal speech function) has been

Carried out at the age of (7-I7). The de-

termination of speech distinction has

been carried out by the method of syllabic

articulation with subsequent phonetic

analysis of mistakes and it has helped to

determine, that in the result of hypoacu-

sis is occuring in the deterioration

speech distinction percentage, directly

depending on the degree and remoteness of

the hearing disturbance. Predisposition

to the replacement of the soft consonants

by hard ones, the devoicing of the voiced

consonants is typical. With the increas-

ing degree of hypoacusis the deteriorat—

ion of vowel distinction process (parti-

cularly e,e,m ) is observed.

It has been noted, that if within the

range of 500 - 5000 Hz the hearing loss

constitutes more than 30 dB, speech delay

is taking place and its melodies and tone

formation are broken. If the hearing loss

is more than 60 dB the acoustic ways of

normal communication are broken.

When studying the changes of the volume

of the resonant cavities in case of pho-

nation of the above said groups of the

pupils in comparison with the control

group it has been noted, that if hypoacu—

Sis has been acquired in the dearly child—

hood, the volume of the resonant cavities

is not changing, and as a result the ar-

ticulation is indistinct. The difference

in the volume of the reSOnant cavities

during the phonation of high and low

sounds is very insignificant, thus the

Speech is monotonous, deprived of melodi—

ousness ans accants. The later deaf

pupils, especially in the control group
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of children, during the pronunciation of

the low sounds, the resonant cavities of

the larynx are widening or are deeping,

but in case the high sounds they are

narrowing. The degree of volume changes

of the resonant cavities is directly de—

pending on the hearing acuity and the

functional condition of the vocal appara-

tus.

The duration of the separate sounds

and especially the vowels is shortened or

lengthened, due to it the disturbance of

phythmics is observed already at the age

of 5-7. The melodics of speech is sharp-

ly changing since the ability to discern

the pitch of the acoustic stimulus is

being violated.

In case of the full absence of the hear-

ing sensibility ( the third and the

fourth degree of hypoacusis)ithe right-

ness of stresses in the speech is violat—

ed. The disturbance of the hearing acuity

with respect to the high and low tones

are negatively influencing the function

0f the vocal folds right up to its comp-

lete cessation. The disturbances of the

functional condition of the vocal appara-
tus, revealed during electronic laryngo-

stroboscopy, expressed in the motor

violations of the neuromuscular apparatus
of the larynx of the functional characten
the degree of which was not indirect de-
pendence of the laryngoscopy data, but on
the contrary it depends on the degree of

hypoacusis and the time of its acquisition.

So, in case of the first and the second

degree of hypoacusis the vibrations of the

vocal folds, uneven and asynchronous in

amplitude have been revealed, when examin-

ing the phonation phases hypokinesia of

the vocal folds in case of the phonation

has determined their incomplete closure,

the presance of displacement of the muco-

sal membrane on their internal edge. In

case of hypoacusis of the third and the

fourth degree closure of the vocal folds

is strong, that determines the hard attack

of the voice.

The pressure of the expiratory air is di-

minishing with the increase of degree and

time of hypoacusis, closure force of the

vocal folds is changing, the detonation

of voice is observed, falset sounding is

becoming evident. The above—stated patho-

logy of the voice formation process is

leading to the nodulation on the vocal

felds in the vibration centre.

The investigations data of the speech

quality at different degrees of hypoacu-
sis testify to the dependence of the

Speech distinction on the degree of hypoa'

cusis. Predisposition of the replacement

of the soft consonants by the hard ones

and the devoicing of the voiced consonants!

apparent already at the Second degree 0f

hypoacusis is typical.

The time of maximum phonation is represent

ing a motley picture and it is in close
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interdependence on an attack of the sound

and correlation of inhalation time to

exhalation. With the aggravation of hy-

poacusis and shortening expiration the

time of maximum phonation has been de—

creasing.

Phonation coefficient of people with the

defect of hard hearing is increasing with

the hearing impairment.

The speech of people with defect of hard

hearing is characterized by disturbances,

concerning all the three types of stress-

es: rhythmical, dynamic and melodious.

The investigations data of the external

respiration function are testifying to

the fact, that voice disturbances of

People with the defect of hard hearing

is connected to a considerable extent

with disturbance of the phonation breath-

ing. Often during the phonation an inha-

lation is being used, instead of exhala-

tion, that it is distorting the articu-

lation and is making it impossible,

inspiratory phase is being shortened in

this position.Coordination between expi—

ratory phase and phonation is violated.

During roentgenoscopy observations the

Paradoxical function and asymmetry bet—

Ween the right and left half of the dia-

Phragm is being revealed from 12 to I4.

The results of the carried investigations

are indicating to the fact, that the

phoniatric treatment of hypoacusis should

be expressed in the elaboration of the

number of the conditioned reflexes:

breathing, phonation and articulation.

The results of speech rehabilitation are

better, if logophonofisdic treatment

begins earlier, since in the peripheric

department of speech-vocal apparatus,

functioning quite satisfactorily at the

beginning ( up to 4-5), in due course

( at I4—IB years and older) the mechanisms

of speech formation are acquiring steady

disturbances of phonation breathing,

function coordination of the vocal folds,

resonant cavities and articulation.

Due to the tedious and purposeful work of

the specialists a hard hearing child may

rehabilitate the speech communication

and become a social adequate member of

our society, that will help.to expand the

volume for the choice of professions

during the vocation guidance.
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BHEKTPOAKYCTHVECKAX HHAFHOCTHKA HATO®H3HOflOPHQECKOH ¢YHKHMH

FOHOCOBHX CBRBOK

Hocn¢ nemax, Anmbera nonreannoaa

YHHBepCHTeT HM. Hananxoro

Onomoyn, QCCP

ConpemeHHaa npaxTuxa oecnenonafina pe-

qn He pacnonaraer HE onHHM n3 meronOB o6-

:nenonaann, xoropufi 6m ncnonbsoBan Baron-

Kym Boamoxaocrb snepoaxycrnqeco 3anncn

a 06pa6OTKK axycrnqecxoro curHana nun nua-

rHocruxu neQeKTOB pequ. Hmeerca B Bnny TO,

qro axycrnqecxufi cnrHan mommanonpoénoana~

nusupOEaTb c Toqxu SpeHHH éuanonornqecxon

axycwnxu. TaKHM oépasoM MOMHO HCHOHhaoBaTb

namopMaunm 06 HBMeHeHHHXKHCHKpaTOpHOFOUO'

TOKa Bosnyxa a pasronope H peqn.

Kamnafi anemenr peqoro HPOHBneHHH,

Koropmfi HBHHETCH nponyxunefi ¢yHKunn pecun-

paTopHoro, ¢oaernqecxoro n aprnxynxunonao-

ro opraHOB (pnc. 1), momao naoépamarb cxe-

maTqCKH H oépaTHo npeofipasoBHBaTb E 3TH

@yuxunn, HHHMM CHOBaMH, cymeCTByeT oqb

cnoxaaz Koopnnanponannaa E0 Bpemenu nea-

Teaocrb opranoa, yqaCTBywmnx npu ¢opMn-

\
A MW“ R.

4?
Pnc. 1.

pOBaHHH peqoro nponsneHHH. KaaHy ¢yHK‘

uHOHHpOBaHHn Bcex CBHBaHHHX BO BpeMeHH co-

éraBHux snemeHTOB npencwaannew aBeneHHaH

Ha puc. 2 cxema samemeflna npOHSHeceHHH pe-

qu. fierxne - pecnnpauua - sameaemfl¢ynxun9R

ucroqanxa, oéoanaqeanoro orpuuarenbnmmafla-

KOM, Tax Kax peqb peannayercs:ancnnparopHHM

noroxom Banaxaemoro Boanyxa. Ponoconfle

csasxn - Qoaauua - npeHCTaBnamr reHepaTopr

caxsaHHan c oqb Bamaon Qynxuneu amxnmqa‘

—/~—{:]—

U—D—PHc. 2.
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Tenn, aMeHmerocx BMOMeHT nanuunpoaannx

peqesoro axra. Coamecruoe oéhennHeHne no—

nocrefi pTa H Hoca npncnyxonuMn aaaMn 06-

paayeT cxeMy aprnxynzuun. ueHTpOM cnyxono-

ro opraaa annxercn nepexpurax npaaon M03-

roson nonyc¢epon éonbmax HeBepéaaaa 06-

nacrb orpnuarenhnon ofipaTHon CBHBH H nepe-

xpuraa neBoH moaroaofi nonyc¢epofi manaa,

nepéanbflaa oénacrh orpuuarenhxon oéparflon

csaau.

Busyanuaaunm @yaxuuu ronoconux canaox

B MOMEHT unnunnposaana ¢0Haunn MOKHO Boc-

npouanecru c nomomsw ocuunnocxona, nonon-

HeHHOPO Bucoxocxopocruofi xaccerofi nonoéno

annapary nna Bucoxocxopocraon KHHOCBeMKH.

TaKHM oépaaoM, MOXHO BEHOHHHTb Bnayannsa-

unm Oqb 6ucrpux npoueccon, B TOM queue -

uaoGpamea npomnuquenocpencrneaao upen-

mecraywmnx npoueccon.

KTax, MOXHO oécymnaTb mepy naro¢n3no-

noruqecxofi peakuuu ronocoaofi menu npn HHH-

unaunn @OHaunH y 5afl5YTKKOB. Mu auncnnnn,

qTo B cnexrpe urepaunouaux HHTepBanos cy—

meCTByeT Kpome oénacru, Koropaa y sanxam-

mnxca neren onpenenxer nponauomeune sauxa—

Hun, n HTepauuoHHaz nH®pa06nacrb. Hon nTe-

pauHOHHuM HHTepBaHOM MH HOHHMaEM BpemeHHoH

“HTepBan memny nonropammuMMCH npoueccaMn.

Hpu unnuunposannn QoaaunuszaauxammKXCH ne-

Tek saqacrym HOHEHHMTCH nepen Haqanom ¢0'

Hanan oqb manue xoneGaHHH 0 oqb Manofi

Upononmnrenbaocwbm. 9TH urepaunouflme KH—

TeDaanH Ha nopznox meHLme, q nHTepBanu

npouanocumoro sanxaana. OnncaHHoe HBHEHHG,

KOTOpoe cxemarnqecxn noxaaaHo Ha pnc. 3,

Puc. 3.

MH onpenennnn xax "Bn6parno Opeanc". Hac-

Tora cxemaruuecxn yxasaHHoro zanea npn-

énxsnrenbuo coornercrayer qacrore nnnmeuux

ryfi. HHuuaoaaHHe ¢0Haunn y unnununos 6e3

peqenax aarpynaeuufl savaCTyxacaaaaHo carn-

MH ovens TOQHHMK qacroramn.

AHanoraym annaparypy momHo HCflOflb‘

soaarb u nnfi sanncu ssyxa Kauna. TaKHM 06-

paaoM, moxno eme Sonee Hanemno perncrpnpo-

BaTb naparnnnm ronocoaon menu, q npn 06-

uqnofl ¢oaaunu. npaKaecxn peqbuneroé 06-

Hapymeann anneHug canmeHHn:nn0THocru3axpu-

THH coMxHyTofi nocepennne menu Henocpencr-

BeHHO npu ee npoOnBaHnn. ¢usuonoruqecxu

COMKHYTafi ronocoaaa menb, y Koropon momHo

npennonomnrb Hanuqne paBHomepHo-pacnpene-

neHHoro yneaoro nasneHHa npn naccnnaom

npoéasaauu 6ucrpuM SKCHHpaTOpHHM noroxom

Boanyxa, orxpunaerca MFHOBeHHO, xax BHnHo

n3 saau $0H0rpawm, npunenenaofi Ha pnc. 4 .

Pnc. 4.

YPOH OTKHOHEHHH OT nepneunnxynzpa E Haqane

Ha6era nowoxa Hapacrammefl amnnnryflu snyga

Kamnx man. y POHOCOBOH menu aanxammerocz,
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cecwoxane KOTOpOfi cnasano co canmeHHuM

yneauM nanneaneM u xoropaa nocepennue

xpenxo comxayra, nmeer mecro ee nocreneH-

Hoe Boponxoocpasnoe orxpmaaane, xax annao

x3 pHC. 5. Yron orxnoaennx or nepneannxy-

napa B Havana Hafiera Gonbme. Hapnc. 6 060-

snaqeau nonycrnmue npenemayrnonorxnoaenua

y sanxammeroca (1) n xonrponbaoro ofipaaua

60 neren onHoro Bospacra (2).

40°-

20°-

fig
Pnc. 7.

W§&\m§\\\\\§

Ha ocaone ycwanonneaaux ornnqnfi B no-

nomeHnH ronoconofl menu y sauxammnxcx nerea

H y neren 6e3 peqHx ne¢exwon crane Bos-

Momno Bucxaaarb rmnoresy, B COOTBeTCTBHH c

Koropofi pasrosopnue cnocoGHocrn axBHna

onpenenfimrca naparnnnuecxnmn HSMEHEHKHMH

ronoconax cnaaox.

Ha pnc. 7 npnaenemanauauenocnencrnnfl
HBMEHeHHOr‘O naparnnuqecxoro npodmna ronoco-

non menu. Hacrb ropTaHH c ronoconHMn cana-

xamn naofipaxena B Bepxaefi qacwn pncyHKa 3

npononbnom ceqennn, nepneannxynaOM reno-

conon menu. OéonMM crpenxawuiocoauaqHOC‘

Honnue ¢nuH0Haaue nonoxeann ronocqnflx
cnasox. BneBo - npn nerqon BeHTHnHuHH,

Bnpano - B moment nepen caMHM npoénBaHneM

ronoconofi menu ancnnparopnon crpyen BosnY‘

xa npn HHHuHHpOBaHHH peqenoro axran BueHT'

pe pncyuxa npnneueda Gonbman uacrh yse-

nnqHoro pafiuyca saxpyrnennx ronocosux

cnaaox B Mecre nx conpnxocnoaeunn. peaynb-

Tara conpuxocnoneHyn ronocoabuccnxaox c na-

Parunnqaum npo¢uneM npn nununnposannn ¢O'

Hanan ofioaaaqm Ha pnc. 7 3 npaBoH qacTH:

Kax Mu yxe~0TmeqanH. Cnenyer oéparnrn Bun-

Mauue Ha neayw qacwb puc. 7, xoropax OUH‘

canaer npouecc nuxaaun aanxammerocx.

HaMn npOBeneHu Hamepeunx n geranbfihm
aHaHH3 napamerpoa QYHKHHOHaHhHOPO PaCCMOT’
PeHKH ycrpoficrsa oprauoa nuxaana y Pa3nflq‘
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aux rpynn aanxawmnxca. Crarncrnqecxne pe-

ayaaTu 3HaqHn OébeMOB nerxnx, nx 33a-

nMHux coorHomeHnn n BeHrnnxunoaHue suaqe-

a MOXHO CpaBHHTb c pesyaaTaMH oécneno-

Baaux coaoxynuocru anoponux nerefl n Heco-

nepmeHHonerHHx. Hccnenoaann MH Taxme 06b8-

MH nerxux y aauxammnxcx, Beurunfiunm nerxnx

H npoxonumocrb nuxawenbuux nyrefl. Mu ycra—

Honnnn, qTo KaK BHTanhHaH emxocwb, Tax H

Hacnuparopflax GMKOCTb cymecrneHHo noauxa-

mrcx c noapacrou npn CpaBHeHHH conocraa-

neuuux rpynn neren. K Han60nee nocronepHHM

cnenosaHHaM cnenyet'oraecruuanneflaue Ha-

MH HameHeHns conpownaneaux noroxa H oco-

OeHHO nocnenywmee 3a swam HaneHeHne npoao-

nHMOCTH. CymecraeHHuM annxerca Taxxe nonu-

eHe oraomeuua HHCaaTOpHOReMKOCTHl<SKC-

naparopflomy pesepBHomy ofibemy. no HameMy
MHeHnm, oqnnHo, qro Hamn npennonoxennn

nonraepnunncn n uTo Hanneao nocrarouno no—
xasarenbcrs TONY} qro oaaHHHe Hameuenux
curHannapmr 06 aaomanbnax ¢yHKuHHx nuxa-

a y aanxammnxcx n y Hopmanbauxnmnenzqro

sauxammnnca He cwafionurczsanxawmnMconb-

xo npn pasroaope, a qro y Heronapymeuane-

rouaaa Bearunauua. Mu npennonaraeM, qro

npnaenenuue pesyaaTH annxwrca napannenb-

Hum npoxnneHHeM onHon n won me nepn¢epnn-

Hon npuqnflu, Koropaa cnococcrayer Hapyme—

Hum peqenoro npoxaneaua B peaynbrare KHOPO

mexauuama, a ee npoaaneflna MN cmornn aape-

rncwpxpoaarh c nOMombm snexrpoaxycrnqecxofi
nnarHocrnxnnaro¢n3nonornqKofi@nuuK ro-

noconux cnxaox.
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BHHHHHE HATO®H3HOHOPMQECKOPO COCTOHHHH POHOCOBHX CBHBOK

HA PEqEBYw CHOCOBHOCTb HHnHBHflA

Anxéera HORTeHMMMHOBa, Mocn¢ Hemax

YHHBepCHTeT HM. Hanauxoro

- OHOMoyu, QCCP

Hame cooémeHne xacaerca nccnenonaaux

BBaHMOCBaaeH ¢Mauon0rnqecxoro ¢YHKHHOHHp0-

sauna @oaeruqecxoro annapaTa - ropTaHu —

H peqoH cnoco6aocrn anBHna. Mm nonara-

eM, qTo ¢nunoaaaaH cnocoGHocrb ronoco—

aux cnaaox moxer GHTb oueHeHa paanuqaon

Mepon B 3aancnmocru or HX naparnnuqecxoro

COCTOHHHH .

Pasronopnym cnocoéaocrb npeunonaraem

Heofixonnmon, Koopnuauponanflofi BO BpEMeHH

conoxynaocrbm Bcex opraaon, Koropme yqacw—

Bymr npu sayxonofi peanuaauun pequ. 3T0

oaaaqaer Koopununpoaanaoe nefiCTBne pecnn-

paTOpHOPO, Qoaernqecxoro H apruxynxunonHo—

ro opranos.

C Toqxn speunfi peqeaofi cnoco6Hocrn

rnaBHaH ponb npxaannemnr co6crneHHon peax-

nun ronocoBoz menu B MOMeHT nanuunponauna

peqoro aKTa. Fonocoaag menb oépaaoBa—

Ha FOHOCOBHMH cyxomnnxamn, yxpenneaammn Ha

ronoc03mx xpxmax, Kax cxeuaTqCKH noxaaa-

H0 Ha pgc. 1.

Pnc. 1.

Heaanonro no peqH FOJ’IOCOBbIe cyxoxmnnz 33.-

HKMBJOT (DOHBTHHECKOE nonoxcenne, 'r.e. Ha-

THI‘HB aIOTCH H I‘OHOCOB as: mean, aapua ae'rcx

Pnc. 2.

(pHc. 2). CTpYfi Bfinmxaemoro Bosnyxa, KO‘

Topaz 0603Haqa Ha pnc. 3 crpenKoH'P,nPO‘

Pnc. 3.

pmnaer ronocoayw uenb B MOMEHT nauunHPOBa'

aux Peqoro npoanneana. Hocnenywmfln ne-
pnonnqecknfi HOTOK cwonGa Boanyxa Han PONO‘
COBHMH canaxamn nopomnaer TOR, 'KOTopufi
ycnnnnaewca B apTHKynfluHOhHHX nonocTfiXI

aHHMaeT oxpacxy x npnoépeTaeT XapaK'rep

qenoneqecxofl peqn.
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upennonoxnm, qro Bamuon npennocanxofl

xopomnx peqesux cnocoénocrefi Hanxercz no-

craroqao Tecaoe COnpKKOCHOBeHHe oéonx cy-

xomnnnfl. Taxoe conpuxocuoneaue noao GHTb

npouHHM n a STOM aoapemeHHo oGecneqH-

BaTb FOTOBHOCTB crapTa npu ¢0Haunu Heno-

cpencrneHHo nocne paCKpHBaHHH ronocoaonxne—

nu amnmxaeMuM noroxom Boanyxa.

Upennonomnm, qro ormeqHaa npenno-

cunxa npexne Bcero sauncnr or npo¢nna ro-

noconmx caxsox B mecre nx conpnxocnonenux.

Bepoxrflo, qro q meHbme 6Yner conpnxacam-

mancx oénacrb yTOqHHoro‘ npo¢nnfi, TeM

npome nocrnraerca:yBeaeHKeynenhHoro nan-

neuna memny 3aKpHTHMH ronoconumn csxsxa-

MK npu nocraTOq TOHKOM nocrpoeann excre-

MH oéoux ronocoaux cnxsox (CM. puc. 4).

W

Puc. 4.

Ben“ panuyc saxpyrneHuH ronocoaux cnaaox B

Mecwe HX conpnxocaoneHnn syneT nocraTOHHo

Gonbmnm, TO HX COnpOTHBHHeMOCTb B oénacrn

COflpnkocaoneHHH yaenuaCH n B pesynbrare

STOPO ynenbuoe naaneane Gyner Henocraroq-

HUM H, OqHnHO, aocruraer Hanéonee HepaB-

HomepHoro pacnpenenenua (CM. pnc. 5).

Pnc. 5.

Kamnufl qenonex Oqennnno poxnaerca c

orMeqHmM npo¢HneM ronoconux caaaox, ame-

mmMM Gonbmofi pannyc saxpyrneHHH. CaMO pac-

nonomeHne rOpTaHH y HoaopomneHHororuninmm-

THpOBaHHOM npneme, numn Ii naxannu 3Haqn-

TEHLHO nonumeao. no mepe Toro, Kax B npo-

uecce nanbnefimero passnrnananusnnaropranb

onycxaercx no HanpaBneHnm K Tpaxee, noctu-

rae'rcn, oqKnHo, n ymeHbmeI-me pannyca sa-

xpyrneflux npo¢nna ronocoaux cnaaox, ymeaa‘

menue nx TonmnHH n TeM caMHM fioqee nnoruoe

ax CMHKaHHe, qwo annaercx npennocunxon nna

xopomen 6ynymefi paaroaopnon cnoc06HOCTu

HHnnBHna. BpomneHHoe u aarpynHHTeaoe ne-

pexnmqeaue ycnonuux axyCTo—apwnxynzunon-

aux pe¢nexcoa B Teqenue nepnona nanhaenmen

nncnannn n urepauun obycnosneao @nanonorn-

qecxn Henocraroqaum npncnocoéneHHeM peqe-

BHX opraHOB, BeneACTBneonncaHHuxnaMH npn-

qua.

B TeqHe nanbaefimero pasanrnn pannyc

saxpyrneana npo¢nnaronocoauxcaasox ymenb-

maeTca Tax, qro ymeabmeaaax no Tonmnne ro-

noconax menb non annannem nocwaroquo Gonn-

moro yneaoro naBneHun B KOHTaKTe c TOH-

qanmuMH xoaaexuxoanumn conpuxacawmumnca

nnOCKOCTHMH CTaHOBKTCH nocraroqao npoqnon.

Xon ymeHbmeauz pannyca saxpyrneunn npoénna

ronoconux caxaox B Mecre HX conpnxocnoae-

HHH non Bnnxunem coupOTHBneHHx noroxy Boa-

nyxa noxaaaH Ha puc. 6.

no Tex nop, noxa neTcxaH peqb pasnn-

Baercx CHOHTaHHO, Tpefioaanne onpeneneHHoro

orpaHuqnx HOHHTHH pasronopaux cnoco§-

HOCTeH He Hangerca axryaaHM. fleno 06—

CTOKT Kaaqe B npownaononoxaom cnyqae, Kor-

na B Teqeaue pasnnrnfi nannsnna panuyc npo-

Qunx ronocoaux cnxaox He nocrnraer necra-

Tqoro ymeabmeuna amecre nx B3aHMHOPO co-

npfixocaoneanz. Ana Taxoro naparnnnqecxoro

saxpyrneHHoro npo®nna ronoconux cansox

nmeeT mecro xaqTBeHHoe HameHeHne ycnonnfi

a npoxoxneann sxcnuparopuoro noroxalaoa-

nyxa. B npennonoxennn HaMeHeHnn nanneana u

H3MeHeHHH cxopocwn BunmxaeMoro noroxa Bos-

nyxa B oénaCTu ronoconon menu umeer mecro
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PHC .

yaenuuenue oOmerO'noroxonoro conpownnneaux

nuxarenbnux nyren.

Kaqecrneaaue nameneanx nepaouaqanbao-
ro apemeHHorocrannoaapaorococroanuz Hmewr
mecro npx nocrynnenua crpyn K aHanoqHofi
cpene c HOCTOHHHHM noroxonum conpornnne-
HHEM, Korna npenenbflufi cnon ornenxmmerocx
axcnnparopHoro noroxa nocroaHeH; npn STOM
Bosflnxaer Buranxnnaaue macca noroxaxuniae-
craunoaapHOM pexnme npn onHoapemeHHon no-
repe aaeprun paccezflns a, xax cnencrnue,
aoaauxaew canmeHHe oraocurenbnon BHaXHOCTH
B o6naCTx Han ronocosumn cnaaxaMH H Te nu-
cuxamr. OqHnHo npu atom Bosfluxaer Hapy-
meHne Onopeonornqecxoro pemnma npn Buxone
3xcnuparopnoro noroxa Boanyxa.

rbnocoaue csxaxu.cnaparnunqecxum upo-
¢nneM, c GonbmnM pannycom saxpyrneana BMe'
ere ux BaaKMHOPO conpuxocnoaeanx He moryr
GHTB saxpuru nOCTaTOq Tecao npn ax 33a-
HMHOM CXBTHH. HOHHM‘EeHHOE ynemmoe naaneuue
B Hal/150.1186 KPHTH‘IHOM MeCTe H3‘3a 3TOI‘O He
5YLET ynepmnnarb HOCTaTO‘IHO IIJ'IOTHOG saxpu-
rue, KOTOPOG 5b! npenxx‘crnoaano Haa'Ihi-IOMY
Bumxaemomy HOTOKY Boanyxa nepen npofinaa-
HHGM I'OJ'IOCOBOIX menu 8 MOMEHT TeChOI‘O CMH‘
KaHHH nepen ~KHHLIHHPOBaHI/16M DE‘IEBOI‘O ax‘ra.
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Taxax Hefinaronpnxraafi cnryauna Moxer 6HTL

qacruqflo pemeHa Henponsaonbaon Koppexunefi
naBneHHH BunuxaeMoro nerxHMH noroxa Bosny-

~xa i! nonohHHTeaon nonurxofi noaumeunx

ynpyrocru coornercraymmuxnwcxynbuuxrpynn.

yqacraymmnx a aaxpunannu ronocoaofi meflflc
Taxnm oépasom, OTMG‘IEHHHB HOHHTKH qap'ro

-c333anu c paanuqHuMH npoanneHHHMH nTePa‘

unoanmx upnsuaxon sanxannx.
Hoxasarenbcrna YT”

nepxneaua MH nponenn c nomombw pflna Hecna-
aaunux mexny coGofl_meTonon,
KJIaMBaEM B .uoxnane "Snex'rpoaxyc-mqecxax

npem‘xonaraemoro

o KOTOpHX n0-

nnaraocrnxa'naro¢nanonornqecxon ¢yHKuHKP0'

noconux cnaaox". Ha ocaone ernx noxaaa'
TeaTB o6pamaeM Banmanue Ha cymecrnoaaflne

naparxnnqecxnx nameuennn peqHx opraHOBI
Koropue ofiycnaannaamr peqenym cnocoéaocTh

Hunnnuna n npoannxmrca a csoen sxcrpeMaflb‘
Hon ¢opme 3anxannu.

CBOKM cooémeanem xoucwarnpyeM B nep-
Bym ouepenb cymecraonaune aOpHTeTa naTO‘

¢H3Honornu peqenoro annapara Ha ormeqeaame

newexru pequ, osycnonneHHue HeapornqKHM"

cumnromamn. B Hacroamee BpeMH aVHHH 3a-
uxannx qacro npornaononoxnu 11 He namr “c-
qepnuaammero OGbHCHéHHK aruonorun onMCaH‘

HOPO MVYHTeaoro ne¢exwa peqn - aaHKaHHK‘
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ON A STRANGE FASHION OF RUMANIAN ACCENTUATION ABROAD.
A CONTRASTIVE SKETCH WITH GERMAN AND ENGLISH

ANA TXTARU

Heidelberg, FRG

ABSTRACT
Each language has its own,particular
ways of accentuation,which must be ob-
served in emphatic speech too. Thus,ac-
cording to their prosodic specificity,
an additional first-syllable accent is
frequently allowed in German and En-
glish but not in Rumanian emphasized

polysyllabic words.

Our paper presents a recent extreme

development of an erroneous first-syl—

lable accent in Rumanian words, affect—
ing all prosodic features. It usually
occurs in some western broadcasting

Programs, as a strange,deliberate

speech fashion.

1.1ntroduction

1.1. A language is constantly undergoing

Chan8e.But this change can hardly affect
the specific phySiognomy of the language,

in general,thanks to its inner conserva-
tive tendencies and to the feeling for con

rect idiom of the native speakers.An excel

lent example offers us the Rumanian lan-

guage,which could preserve its Romanic
Character for almost two thousand years,in

Spite of having been cut off from the main

part of the Romanic world,developing among

foreign languages of other groups,e.g.,

Slavic,Germanic,Ugric etc. There seems no

doubt that also in our times of immense

Change in the life of mankind, languages

Will keep on maintaining their particular

Characters,even if this becomes more and

more complicated.

1.2. We must admit that our bright tech-

Vnical period,making possible most accu-

rate research in many fields of human ac-

tivity casts its shadows,by:the constant

decrease of respect for and appreciation

of everlasting human cultural achievements

deterioration of moral standards and of

the sense of harmony and beauty (to con-

sider just what is accepted for music and

dance nowadays).

1.3. The pOSitive and negative sides of

our era have unavoidably touched the field

of language as well: while sophisticated

technical devices facilitate minute lan—

guage research and language teaching/

learning,quite shocking negative tenden—

cies —far from being grounded on deeper

scientific research,rather disregarding

language specificity - are developing in

many countries;e.g.,strange speech fash-

ions,adoption of unnecessary foreign terms

frequent use of wrong grammatical forms

etc. As a rule,they are also far from be—

ing the result of natural interference of

languages in contact.Most likely,the na-

tive speakers sustaining them are similar

to the superficial "enfants terribles" of

our days,who seek publicity for their ex—

travagant originality at any price.

1.4. Undoubtedly,improper alterations of

everyday speech have occurred in the past

too,without influencing standard speech at

all,as fashions come and go.But about that

time mass-media possibilities of spreading

such speech fashions were not at hand.Now

they are and language misuse can influence
the speech of millions of listeners and
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can become a danger to the specificity of

any language.

1.5. Let us concede that we,phoneticians,

also deserve unfavourable criticism,as we

have not at all done our best for the ex-

tension of useful pronunciation knowledge

to the masses of language speakers.In gen-

eral,even school and university handbooks

still lack quite important information on

the specificity of language,mainly in the

field of pronunciation.Phonetics continue:

to be underestimated in the study and

practice of language.

1.6. Under the circumstances, it seems to

be high time for-linguists and especially

for phoneticians,joined in international

associations,to unite their efforts, at

least,to protect standard speech from de-

liberate alterations, chiefly in programs

to be broadcast for radio or television

all over the world. Our paper is meant to

draw attention to this apparently over-

looked problem cf our days.

2.Main Features of GermanlEnglish and

Rumanian Accent in Contrast

2.1.For space restriction,we shall pick

out just a few main word/vs. sentence ac-

centual characteristics of these language;

2.2.Similarities

2.2.1.The accentual pattern of these lan-

guages is £523,1n the sense that the ac-

cent is not constantly placed on the same

syllable in all words. But it is also

fixed, as their accent has a fixed posi-

tion in the lexical pronunciation of each

word ,e.g.,G.1 VAter, getan, E. Abbot,ab6ve,

R. pasaj, pgsare.

2.2.2. They have a dynamic or intensity

stress,but it is usually associated with

pitch variation. More often,the stressed

syllable is higher in pitch than the un—

stressed syllables.Thus,the term "accent"

can be used to define the correlation of

stress and pit?£( the same in this papefi;
e.g.,G. Gettin, E. woman, R. certe

2.2.3. Thgi;_accent_c:n_have affiistinctive

function,a trait which increases the im-

portance of learning each word of these

languages with its Proper accent; e.g.,

G. zuvmgchen,§gmachen,E.f§recast,forecast,

R. copii, copi}.

2.3:-Differences

2.3.1.a) Most G.and E.words have their ac-

cent on their initial part -as the German

10 tendency is to place the accent to the

beginning,not to the end of words;b)where-

as most R.words have their accent on the

final part (the penult) -because the Roman

ic tendency is just the reverse.

2.3.2.a)G.and E.polysyllabic words often

have a primary and a secondary accent; b)

but this is a mere exception in Rumanian,

where words normally contain a single ac—

cent.Compare the: G. Schéinwgrfer and E.

phétogrgph with the R. fotogréf.

2.3.3.8) Certain G. and E. compounds can

have two primary accents (a double accent)

but b) this is a rare case in R.compounds;

e.g. G. hgarschgrf, E. ill—advised ,

R. reéua-vointa but rea-vointa .

2.3.4.a) Although in all three languages

form words are generally unaccented inthe

sentence,the G.and E.prepositions are fre—

quently stressed and get a considerable

high pitch. b)Since almost all R. prePOSi'

tions are unaccented, even in emphatic

speech,they are never given the high Pitch

of main words.Compare: G.Bleibe béivmir,

E. Cbme withvme, R. Vino gpvmine.

2-3-5.a Variation of SE??H'T§Z§§th and V0”

el quality are frequent in G.and E. un—

stressed syllables.Thus,their unstressed

syllables are often shorter or even elided

and sometimes undergo a vowel quality

change;e.g.,E. he, hevis, dictionary, 9'

méine, meinen. b) But nothing similar hap-

Pens in Rumanian: it does not have long and

short vowels —like G. and E.- and the T81‘

atiVe medium length of its vowels is n01;

perceptibly shortened by the absence of

stress. Moreover,unaccented vowels are

not elided or replaced by other vowels
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in Standard pronunciation.

3.About Common and Different Means of

Emphasis in 6., E., R. Standard Speech

3.1.When addressing large audiences,espe-

cially over the radio, not only correct

but also distinct speech is required to

support intelligibility.For that aim,sev—

eral means of emphasis can be used, pro-

vided that they correspond with the pro-

sodic specificity of the given language.

3.2.It is quite incorrect to simply trans-

fer any means of emphasis from one lan -

guaee to another,because some of them oc-

cur in many languages -e.g.,to pronounce

the most important words of the sentence

slower,clearlyfiistinct1y and with a strong-

or stress ~whlle others are usual in one

language but unusual in another language.

It is thus common in R.,but uncommon in G.

and E.,to pronounce the emphasized words

not only slower and more distinctly, but

also by loosening the junction of the pre—

tonic syllables without raising their low

Pitch level; e.g., in—gri-jo-réazg

b) In accordance with their specificity,

it is possible in G.and E. to add an em-

phatic first-syllable secondary accent on

certain polysyllabic words; e.g., G. die

individuélle Oppositién can be: die indi—

viduglle Qppositign,likewise E. the infer

riérity complex ,can be:..inferigrity

cbmplex.c)But the same units can be in B.

only: opozyia individuéld’, compléxul de

inferioritéte. If emphasized,the beginning

Of words can be uttered somewhat louder,

but without a higher pitch.0therwise We

adapt the main error of the new speech

fashion and would say: 6pozitia individua-

13,06mplexul de inferioritate, what is

Quite opposed to the particular tune of

the R. speech flow. As an exception, a

secondary accent is possible in R. stan—

dard speech:1) when emphasizing the con—

trast between two terms,e.g., Am zis: REE“

Pozitie nu pégtpozitie; or 2) on very few

Prefixes of negation and repetition; 8-8..

ngincepgt but necéz, a ré-cité_(to cite

again),but a recitg ( to declaim).

4. On the Development of the Word-initial

Erroneous Accent of Rumanian Abroad

4.1. The foregoing contrastive analyses

allow us to conclude that it is as bad to

impose one's native stress and pitch

shapes on the words of a foreign language,

as to adopt foreign shapes for the native

speech pattern.But it seems to be even

worse to deliberately develop the adopted

foreign prosodic shapes beyond any boundary,

led by an extravagant originality.

4.2. To avoid misinterpretation, it must

be underlined that no animosity against

persons or broadcasting programs,just res—

pect for my native language determined me

to research and present this topic. More-

over,I located the registered examples in

time only and the negative examples on the

recording tape are confrunted with some

positive examples of an older western ra—

dio speaker not yet "infected" with that

dangerous "virus".

4.3. The new speech-fashion,adopted at

present by most R. broadcasting speakers

from abroad, has developed approximately

during the last six years. Unfortunately

it is not only more and more imitated,but

— having reached its extreme degrees - it

also alters all other R.prosodic features.

Let us briefly examine its development:

gh§§g_l. A couple of western R. radio

speakers occasionally began to add a first

syllable secondary accent on some long R.

words, e.g.,continuitatii for continuitatii

§h§§g_g.Meanwhile, the relatively rare em-

phasis accent becomes more frequent,being

adopted by some more of their colleagues.

It is now used on shorter words as well;

e.g., cétitgra, for cotitgra.

Phase Q. The added secondary accent is in-

tensified and becomes also primary.The

words are thus double-stressed, with two

dimilar high pitch levels. A very strange

tune in R. indeed! e.g.,liberali,cgmbiné:
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tie,st§pilitéte, soliditgte (£1.87).
Phase 4.The unfortunate development reach-
es its first extreme point,namely,the word
initial accent is added even on such«words
which have their original accent on the
second syllable. A sequence of two accent-
ed syllables is the result.Quite an absurd
situation in R.,where even at sentence le-
vel the succession of two accents is avoid
ed,e.g., pgggrile. But this change deter-
mines some at er important changeztwo suc-
cessive accents cannot be uttered within
Joined syllables,they must be disjoined,
even separated.Thus the meaning of words
is altered,e.g. relAc;11e(r.e7)f.reac;iile
Phase §.The strong intensity of the added
accent causes the decrease of the original
primary accent,which becomes secondary and
its pitch is lowered,e.g.,combativitéte,
s éria i,f. combativitate,speria i (II,87)
hisse:i.The original :ZEEHt is dfhpped out
while the added’word-initial accent is math
tained.This second extreme point of the de
velopment is the cause of the low pitch le-
vel of the previously accented syllable;
e.g.,gggferinta,pggyleme,dénez(11.87) for
conferinta, probléme, da§g§.As a conse —
quence, the intonation contours together
with the rhythm are considerably changed.
Even vowel change and reduction of syl-
lables are resulting;e.g., sotie(so-ti-e)
becomes Sé:t$e (6.86), reéctiile (re-ac-ti
i-le) becomes ré'éc-tifle (11.87).
Phase 7. The accentuation fashion has now
reached its third extreme point: because
of the tendency to stress any word-initial
syllable, even form words,which are almost
never stressed,become accented,being given
a high pitch level. By this drastic change
two wrong ways are open: either to intro-
duce a pause between the accented form
word and the following content word -if
the accented syllables follow each other -
or to maintain the strong accent on the
form word and to make the content word un—
accented, with a low pitch level,e.g.,

verlcéntinua ( 6.86)f. vorgcontinua
r—‘ -———-—1.
b!realist§ for o realista,l% revedere f.

lagrevedére (II.875.

itaj—Buzrdivision into seven phases of de-
velopment is certainly subjective as their

characteristics are co-existing and inter-

changing. But it helps us to briefly fol-

low the negative influence of this prosod-
ic error on all other prosodic features.

Namely)it leads towards a new tune,opposed

to the R. specificity. Thus, the relative-

ly smooth speech flow, with harmoniously

rising and falling pitch of voice and be-

ing more Joined than disjoined, turns in-

to a rather abrupt speech with many high

pitch levels,sounding sometimes irritated

or commanding.

4.3. No use to add that the radio speakers

committing'these prosodic errors pretend

to be or even are Rumanians,who are thus

very likely to be imitated by their fan-
listeners.As a rule, a native is more

often imitated by other natives than a

foreigner and his unusual speech is not

perceived as mistaken, eVen if it is so.

Remarks

1.‘ The terms:German,English,Rumanian 06-
cur very often in the text, so we use them

abbreviated: G.,E.,R.

2.* The accent is marked right above the
stressed vowel letter.

3.‘ Signs:'=primary accent, ‘= secondary
accent, I = pause, L! = junctioru {'1 =high
pitch, L_J = low pitch.
Reference

1. Tataru,A.(1981),"A prosodic contrastiVe
analysis of prepositions in Rumanian: Ger-
man and English connected speech" in the
Study of Sounds ,XIX, Tokyo; likewise:
T5taru,A.(1983),Roména:Pronuntarea (RUQEE?
an Pronunciation),Heidelberg,pp.128-157o
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE VOWEL PERCEPTION AND PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM OF VOWELS

G.N. LEBEDEVA

Dept. of Russian Language
Institute of Chemistry and Technology
Ivanovo, USSR

ABSTRACT

The aim of this work was to study the
mechanisms of a foreign language vowel
perception by the native speakers of Rus—
sian and Spanish, to describe some uni-
versal and specific features of percep-
tual vowel system and new qualities of
"phonological ear".

Introduction
ere ex s three opposite viewpoints on

the perceptual abilities of a person
According to one of them, traditional for
linguists, a perceptual space is identi-
fied with a phonological one. L.V.Scherba
thought a person distinguished as many
different vowels as there existed phone-
mes in his language, all other differen-
ces were not "in the light point" of his
language conscience /1/. The second view-
point has been formed as the result of
psychophysiological investigations of
person's perceptual abilities. According
to this standpoint the ability to discri-
minate various classes of sounds (vowels
In particular) is universal, a perceptual
space, thus, being independent of a par-
ticular phonological system /2/.
0n the basis of data obtained in phonetic
experiments one can formulate a third ap-
proach to person's perceptual abilities.
According to this viewpoint a person is
able to distinguish more sounds than the
number of phonemes in his native language

system. This ability, however, is also
conditioned phonologically /3/.
A description of a perceptual system re-
Quires, in our opinion, the solution of
the following problems: a) exposure of
those features by which the units of a
s stem are discriminated and classified;
b establishment of correspondence bet-
Ween the relevant features of a phonolo-

gical system and the meaningful features
Of a perceptual system; c) stratification
OI perceptual system units (the relation
between the units of different levels is
obviously most close here); d) descrip-
tion of both the universal features of a
PSrceptual system and the specific ones
dependent on a concrete language system.

153460

This paper presents a description of a
part of a perceptual system functioning
in modern Russian literary language, i.e.
the description of foreign language vowel
perception mechanisms (by the native spe-
akers of Russian). .
Such an investigation would allow us to
specify such general concepts as the sup-
posed foreign language vowel identifica-
tion with the native language phonemes,
the unification of "more or less resembl-
ing", and non-differentiation of what is
indiscriminative in a native language.
"A phonological ear" of the Russian lang-
uage speakers is formed under the influ-
ence of an extremely interesting vowel
system: with a comparatively small vowel
phoneme inventory there is a tremendous
variety of their phonetic realization.
This is due to the following7 two basic
reasons: the influence of the neighbour-
ing soft consonants and a considerable
reduction in unstressed syllables. The
problem of main principles. of different
sound realizations’perceptual unification
into something resembling is of paramount
importance for the Russian vowel system.
As far as general characteristics of the
Russian vowel perceptual system are con-
cerned the following is known: vowels are

actually organized in some “space"; the
number of discriminated sound units being

more than the number of phonemes, and the
nature of each concrete sound phonemic
interpretation depends on such factors as
the length of a phonetic context, the
type of a task being solved by identifi-
cation, the participation of higher lang-
uage levels. The specific character of
"the Russian phonological ear" undoubted-
ly reveals itself by the analysis of na-

tural vowel identification. The substan-
tiality of investigation ,of a foreign
language vowel perception depends greatly
on the fact what language is to be chosen

as "foreign" and what in this case is a
native one. We examine a perception of
English (the British variant) and Spanish
(the Cuban variant) vowels by the native
speakers of Russian. In our opinion, this
is one of the "advantageous" experimental
situations, the following circumstances
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determining its preference: 1) consider-

able differences in the number of opposed

phonemes in Russian and English, and mi-

nimum differences in Russian and Spanish;

2) fairly systematic knowledge of the na-

ture of a native language vowel percep-

tion by the Russians; 3) great signifi-

cance of data about the perception of

English and Spanish vowels by the Rus-

sians for teaching English and Spanish
phonetics.
In the present paper we'll also use the,

data obtained in groups of Cuban listen-
ers /4/ since "from a linguistic point of
view, what distinguishes the speakers of

different languages when they perceive
the same natural vowels and what can be
interpreted as the influence of language
phonology on speech activity is of prime
importance" /3/.
Let's examine Russian, English and Spa-

nish vowels from the point of view of
their acoustic characteristics. Figure 1

presents formant distributions of Rus-
sian, English and Spanish vowels used in

experiments.

xii FH

2500

X6 .L 2000
.2 0L

9‘5 8° °” 1500
Xa Go .5: ‘

3A.: x W '“5 1000
m 0 00 <3“

r1 0=' "u 500
1000 800 600 H00 200

Fig.1 Position of Russian (o),Eng-
lish (0) and Spanish 0‘) vowels on
a formant plane /5,6/.

Experimental Material and Listeners
Tape recordings of’Russiannnglish and
Spanish stressed vowels were used as a
starting material. The vowels were out
out of the words in which they were pro-
nounced by three male speakers of Russian,
English (BE) and Spanish (Cuban variant).
The listeners were 36 native speakers of
Russian who didn't know either English or
Spanish and 20 Cubans who were the begin-
ners of Russian.

Sta es of Ex eriment and Main Results
The first sEage of the experiment was
pair comparison of English and Russian
vowels. The pairs included vowels which
could prove to be potentially indiscrimi-
native. Besides pairs including basic

vowel allophones, also the pairs contain-
ing one of the "soft" Russian vowel a1-
lophones were compiled. Thus, each of the
English vowels was presented in a pair
both with different allophones of one

Russian phoneme and with allophones of
different Russian phonemes. The listeners
had to judge each pair of vowels for per-
ceptual similarity or dissimilarity and
to write "plus"if they considered the vo-
wels identical and "minus"if they thought
them different.
Let's see how English vowels are placed

in a perceptual space of Russian listen-
ers capable of discriminating 18 allo-
phones of the 6 Russian vowel phonemes
/7/.The pair comparison revealed the fol-
lowing (see the Table): only English //;/
is placed in the area of Russian /L/;
English /A!/ and /I/ are placed in the
area of ARI; English Ae/ - in the area of
/e/; English /x/ /a:/, /o/, /A/ are placed
in the area of /a/; English /o/ and /o:/-
in the area of /o/; English /v1, /u;/ and

/0:/ are placed in the area of Russian
/u/. Within these areas most similarity
is found between an English vowel and two

Russian vowel allophones -V and V' - what
appears to be one more proof of their

close proximity (with the exception of

Russian Ail, allophones of which are not
discriminated from English lax/).
It's obvious that most differences being
noticed between vowels presented in pairs
are connected with i— like soundings of
Russian 'V and 'V' allophones, therefore,
comparison with such allophones is the
best situation for perceptual discrimina—
tion of Russian and English monophthongs.
Comparison of these data with the results
of the analogous test carried out in B
group of Cuban listeners shows the fol-

lowing: as a whole the Cubans discrimi-
nate the same vowels better than the Rus-

sians(see the Table). In contrast to Rus-

sian listeners they differentiate Russian

[a] and English /z/, Russian [0.] and En;-
1ish /A /, Russian [e] and English /8 ,
Russian [0.], [a’] and English /.9 /. Rus-
sian [0] and English /o/. Common features
revealed in a pair comparison test are:
perceptual confusion of Russian [la] and
English //:/. Russian [a] and English
/I-'/. Russian [0.] and English /2 / and
/a.:/, Russian [0], [0’] and English /.9:/.
Russian [0] and English /u:,(,Russian (“lo
[u]. [w]. [w] and E lish /u:/.’Ru3'
sian [L4] and English /v and /o:/. Both
the Russians and the Cubans discriminate
Russian /L/ from English 11/, allophones
of Russian /0/ from English /3:/.
The results of this experiment testify t°
the fact that even in case of pairly pre-
sented vowels the formant characteristics
of the latter are far from playing a
leading part in vowel discrimination 85
it could have been expected. Speakers 0
different languages distinguish the.8ame
sounds differently /8/.
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In another test the listeners were pre—
sented for identification only non-native
vowels and were proposed to letter them
either by means of their native alphabet
or by means of transcription. Several
different types of answers turned out to
be possible in this test: 1) unanimous
identification of an English vowel as one
of the native language phoneme, as for
instance, //-'/n a: 9 //\/o I‘d/o IVI;

TABLE

Position of non-native vowels in a
perceptual space of Russian and Cu-
ban listeners (results of 3 Tests:
0- pair comparison;A - identifica»
tion; a - ARK-method)

wthe Russia/1.9

b’LECIOl/Luscmn ’

is L

b)the Cubans

E]

2) phonetic interpretation of a vowel
corresponding to its articulatory and
acoustic qualities and reflecting listen-
era' ability for a more subtle analysis
Eben phgneme cla7sifica;ion,f7r insta?czi

es ion of e as a! , a; as °

01‘ [A , /0:/ as [0“]. la: as [at-as]. /I /
as -J, /A / and /g/ as [o— a]: 3) er-
roneous interpretation etc vowel testify—

ing to the fact that a listener is not
able to correlate a perceived sound with

one of the Russian phoneme or with any

single sound; it corresponds to l3:/. in-
terpreting this vowel the listeners use
20 different signs, and to [1/ where they
use 6 signs; 4) refusal to identify a vo-

w61. the main motive being "there's no
such vowel in Russian".

Identification of English vowels as Rus-
sian phonemes presents additional data
for the characteristics of Russian vowel
perceptual boundaries. It's evident that
the area of Russian fiz/ is characterized
by the most extensive boundaries, includ-
ing English /a:/. /A/. /3/. /éE/, partial-
ly /3: o The areas of /£/ and /u_/ are
characterized by the most narrow bounda-

ries: only English //:/ is identified as
Russian /£/. and only in isolated instan-
ces the realizations of some vowels are
classified as /on/. The areas of Russian
/8/, /0/ and flL/ occupy an intermediate
position.
Let's examine, for comparison, the iden-
tification of the same English vowels by
Cuban listeners. Their answers may also

be divided in 4 groups: 1) unanimous iden-
tification of English vowels as one of
the native language phonemezfor instance,

//-'/, /I/. /e/. /$/, lad. /A/, /D/. /3:,/
/u;/; 2) phonetic interpretation of vo-
wels, for example identification of Eng-
lish /.9:/ as [uo , I’lf/ as [L0], /.9/ as
Aha]; 3) erroneous interpretation of vo -
wels, for instance, /3:/; 4) refusal to
identify a vowel.
In order to extend our knowledge of Rus-

sian vowel perceptual boundaries one more

test was carried out. Spanish vowels (the

Cuban variant) separated from the context
were presented for identification to the

native speakers of Russian.

100‘
80:
60- 3
n. :

|
I

20-

Leaou
Fig.2 Identification of Spanish
vowels by native speakers of Rus-
sian (dotted line in a figure)
and Spanish (continuous line).

As shown in Figure 2, Spanish /Z/, /a/ ,
[a/ are identified by Russian listeners
better than Spanish [9/ and /0/. In most
cases Spanish /L/, /a/, lu/ are placed in
the perceptual space of Russian /L/, /a/,
/u/. It should be noticed that the Cubans
identify their native fiu/ vowel worst of
all other vowels. Identification of /e/
and [0/ by Russian listeners is acciden-
tal. This fact is manifested in that, on
the one hand, they are identified at the

same time with several Russian phone-
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mes, on the other hand, their phonetic
interpretation is extremely various.
For further elucidation of the features
of a perceptual vowel system ABX-method
tests were carried out. In such experi-
ments the stimuli are presented in triads
The listeners are asked to determine
which of the first two vowels (A or B)
the third vowel (X ) is most like. As A
and B stimuli we used only those English
vowels which in previous tests were iden-
tified with one of the Russian X vowel.
The results of this test are of prime hr
terest in two respects: 1) to what extent
the correlation of native and non-native
vowel depends on the type of a task;
2) what new characteristics of Russian
vowels are revealed in this case. Quite a
number of facts shows that a perceptual
estimation does not depend on the type of
a.task. Thus, it's revealed that Russian
/L/ and /M are close to English //.-/ and
not to /I/ (it's also obvious from other
tests). The listeners consider Russian
fiz/ vowel similar to English /a2/, /3/,
[Al and /a;/,i.e. extensive boundaries of
a vowel area identified with Russian /a/
are also present here. When estimating
/8/. /0/. /u/ sounds. the listeners' res-
ponses give some new knowledge (see the
Table). The ARI—comparison does not re-
veal similarity between Russian [a] and
English IVY also between Russian [47 and
English la; though in previous tests
these vowels are identified. Comparing
[W1] and ["01] allophones with English
/3:/ the listeners consider them equally
alike what is not observed in other_testa
The same vowel triads were presented for
ABX-comparison to the Cubans (see the
Table). In contrast to the Russians the
Cubans estimate as most resembling vowels
lot/ and [1/ (in a pair comparison test
these vowels are also confused; English
[II is classified as Spanish /e/ in anidentification test).
Discussion

e s u y of foreign language vowel per-
ception is only one of possible methods
to obtain data for the description of a
perceptual system. The results receivedare still insufficient for the presentat-ion of this system in terms of quantitat-ive correlations between perceptual andphonological units. However, one can drawquite definite conclusions as far as qua-litative characteristics of the systemare concerned: a) a perceptual system ismore rich than a phonological one. Theinfluence of a native language phonologi-cal system on non-native vowel perceptionis not absolute. The listeners always usethe greater number of units than the num-ber of native language vowels. Therefore,the phonology of speech hearing is notonly the ability to identify a non-nativesound with a native one, but also theability to understand that it's not a na-

tive language sound; b) comparison of vo-
wel perception results with vowel formant
characteristics shows that vowel identi-
fication is far from being always explai-
ned only by their position on a formant
plane. This testifies in favour of the
fact that distances between the percep-
tual system units are determined by the
properties of a mother tongue; c) compa-
rison of both group results makes it pos-
sible to reveal certain universal and
specific features of a perceptual system.
The universal features are evident in
that, first of all, the vowels located in
the apexes of the cardinal vowel triangle
(i—a—u) appear to be perceptually most
"adapted" to this system; secondly, Rus-
sian vowel allophones with i-like transi-
tions reveal perceptual independency:
both the Russians and the Cubans are not
inclined to identify English vowels with
Russian 'V or 'V' allophones even in case
when close acoustic proximity may be ex-
pected. However, this universal percepti—
bility to i-like transitions of Russian
vowels reveals itself rather specifical-
ly when speakers of different languages
identify Russian "soft" allophones /8/;
d) foreign language vowel perception stu-
dy gives an opportunity to expose those
sound features which are alien to the
perceptual system of speakers of a iven
language. Thus, English /1’/. /3: and
partially Iv? do not'go in"the perceptual
system of Russian listeners.
The data obtained testify to the complex-
ity of a process providing non-native
phonological system vowel perception and
to the importance of its further study
and comprehension.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON PHONETICAL HISTORY OF MELANESIAN PIDGINS
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ABSTRACT

The analysis of phonetic correspon—

dences in two Melanesian pidgins (Tok Pi-

sin and Bislama) against the background

of English data is undertaken. The phone-

tic corresPondences are shown to be regu-'

lar for the modern state of the vocabula-

ry, i.e. with all loans considered, and

disPlay almost no regularity for the

early pidgin stage.

Linguistically Western Melanesia seems to

be the most heterogenous part of the world.

The total number of languages spoken here

reaches nearly a thousand. Bi- and multi—

lingualism was widely spread here, but

there had been no linguae francae known

on large territories up to the end of the

nineteenth century. From that time on the

official functions in the area have been

hold by the metropolitan Eur0pean langua-

ges; German succeeded by English in New

Guinea, English in Papua and British So-

lomon Islands, English and French in New

Hebridies. Yet the natives acquired almost

no knowledge of the European languages,

the function of interethnic communication

media being gained by the Englishsbased

PidginS. All those pidgins descend from

Bichlamar, a trade jargon spread during

the middle of the last century on the Me-

lanesian seashore, in Micronesia and Wes—

tern Polynesia. In the second half of the

nineteenth century Bichlamar arose as the

only means of communication between

the Melanesian labourers on the European

plantations in Queensland, Samoa, Fiji,

New Caledonia. Different variants of the

jargon stabilized in different parts of

the Pacific, thus leading to theresulting

divergence.

These stabilized pidgins came into common

use as linguae francae due to Melanesians

returning home after the completion of

their contracts. Beginning from the first

decades_of our century interethnic marri-

ages resulted in the creolization of the

pidgin in New Guinea, and later - in the

New Hebridies and in the Solomon Islands.

Meanwhile missionaries began applying

pidgins in church and at school. Thus the

process of lexical enrichment and sophis-

tication of grammatical structure of non-

creolized pidgin variants started.

The number of native speakers of the new-

ly formed languages is not great, and up

to now they exist chiefly in the forms of

expanded pidjins (in the terms of Mfihl-

hausler /6/), nevertheless in the last

decades, being used in press, radio, TV,

and fiction, they began to acquire new

communicative functions; in the 1970's

they got the official status.

Now a linguistic family consisting of

three closely related Neomelanesian lan-

guages has formed, including Tok Pisin

(Papua New Guinea), Bislama (Republic of

Vanuatu and Neosolomonic or Pijin (Solo-

mon Islands).
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rue report deals with some aspects of Neo-

melanesian comparative phonetics and is

based on the data of Tok Pisin and Bislas

ma, the languages that have represents?

tive dictionaries and a number of avai-

lable texts.I

In the formation of Neomelanesian langua-

ges, English segmental forms were applied

to the semantic system of Melanesian and

underwent the influence of the aboriginal

pronouncing habits. Mother tongues of the

early pidgin speakers belong to the Ocea—

nic branch of the Austronesian. Phonolo-

gical structure of the majority of the

Oceanic languages is rather simple. Usup

ally a five vowel system is present: i,

e, a, o, u. The opposition of voiced -

voiceless stops is generally accompanied

by the prenasalization of the former;

labia-velar pw and kw are common; the

phonological r/l opposition may be absent.

Labials may have stop and fricative allo-
phones p~b~jb~v opposed to the sono-

rant bilabial w. Affricates are rare, frie
catives are usually represented by s; h
is often non-phonemic. Typical syllable
structure is CV(C). Consonant clusters
are rare, being usually impossible word-
finally.

Comparative linguistics deals with regus
lar phonetic corresPondences of the inhe-
rent lexicon and interprets the irregula-
rities, yet it is not easy to destinguish
the inherent and the borrowed in pidgins
and creoles. In spite of the obvious 1e-
xical similarity of Neomelanesian langua-
ges and of Englishz, the latter cannot be
regarded as their direct ancestor: "Proto-
neomelanesian" was an early trade jargon
with unstable grammar and a scarce vocabu-
lary of some three to four hundreds of
items not necessarily of English descent.
For many words of English origin it is
difficult to define the exact period of
their arising in the trade jargon / stabi—
lized pidgin / expanded pidgin / creole,

and to determine, therefore, whether

these words can be treated as inherent in

any sense. It seems doubtful if words of

the German origin adopted at the begining

of the stabilized pidgin stage, should be

regarded as loans.r

Let us first consider English-to-creole

sound correspondencies taking into accmnm

all the creole lexics of the English ori-

gin indiscriminately.

The time-limit and the restrictions of

exclusively written sources do not permit

to dwell on the question of consonant

cluster simplification and vowel epenthe-

sis. Any standards seem hard to be found

here, for, on the one hand, Neomelanesian

languages exist in the form of different

thnolects, and on the other, the degree

of proximity to the English models varies

greatly depending on the sociolect.3

Regular corresponcences are rather trivi-

al and coincide in Tok Pisin and Bislama

for the majority of the English phonemes.

Vowels. I, i:>i: e, ei>e: as, A, ou>_a;

10, ou>o; u, u:>u; ea>ea: ie>ia; ua>

ua; difference between the reflexes of the

English diphthongs ai, oi, au exists only

When written: ai, oi, an in Tok Pisin and

aaoe,ao in Bislama. English a: is irregu-

larly reflected as o, a, e: in particular

items of the basic vocabulary, traceable
back to the trade jargon, the reflexes in

Tok Pisin and Bislama are identical: doti
- toti 'dirty', tanim - tanem 'to turn',
gel - kel 'girl', sket — sket 'skirt'.
The final s> a: non—final a has diffe-
rent reflexes in orthography. Such varia-
bility (as in Bislama supos~asiposlvsopos
.,spos 'if') leads to the supposition
that this is just means of coding in
written form. In the vowel system the ref-
lexes of the final -a: should be pointed

OUt (non final 9: in both languages be-
comes o). In Bislama final -o: > o~0a
(free variants?): sto«.stoa 'store', lo~
loa 'law'. In Tok Pisin after labial con"
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sonants -o: >oa (for some words monoph-

thong Variants also exist): moansmo 'more;

boa 'drill' (< bore), woa 'war': after

non-labial consonants —a:>»ua: plua

'floor', sua 'I. sore, 2. shore', stua

'store'. In late borrowings no diphthon-

gization exists: 10 'law'.

Consonants. In Tok Pisin stops generally

retain the distinction of non-final

voiced and voiceless, final stops being

always voiceless. The loss of voicing is

registered also in other positions: kalap

'to gallop', dispelazvtispela 'this'. In

Bislama voiced stops are generally de—

voiced if not after the nasal. On the cont-

rary, the sequence nasal - voiceless stop

may result with the voicing of the latter:

rapis 'rubbish’, kampani~kambani 'compa—

ny'. At the same time in the initial posi-

tion not only can b retain its voiced

characteristic, but p also can be voiced:

bambu 'bamboo', baenap 'pineapple's. In-

terdental 5 and Q in both languages are

reflected in the same way as dental stops.

English 5, z,J‘, 3 are substituted by the

Neomelanesian sibilant s. In Tok Pisin tr

and non-initial d5 have the same sibi-

lant reflex, initial d3 retaining its

quality. Affricates are preserved in Bis-

lama, Varying by voicing, however in the

orthography j is chiefly used: fiuja 'fu—

ture', haejin 'hygiene', safrej 'suffraget

Jusum 'choose'. Labial consonants w and v

are generally retained, but in Tok Pisin

‘Can merge with the resulting bilabial w.

The Phoneme f is optional in both langua-

gas, and can be substituted by the labial

stop p. In Bislama substitutions r > v

and f > b also occur: tevren 'different',

binka 'finger'; there are some cases of

hWei-correction as well: fikemap 'to pick

“13'. foes 'voice'. Nasals, r, 1, and y are

retained in both Neomelanesian languages.

The phoneme h in some ethno- and socio-

lects is optional and can be dropped.Some

W°rds in both languages are chiefly used

in a hypercorrect form: hai — hai 'eye'.

Some of Tok Pisin speakers pronounce ini-

tial hu— as wus: huk n’wuk 'hook'.,

Regular correspondences shown are found

both in the vocabulary inherited from the

"protopidgin" and in the new borrowings.

However, in the basic vocabulary of the

Neomelanesian languages many instances of

other corre3pondences are_found. Some of

them are ideosyncratic, cf. a > ia in gia-

man - kiaman 'to lie, be false' (<:gammon)

or ou>a in banara - banara 'bow' (< bow

and arrow). But the essential part of the

"irregular" corresPondences is systematic

enough.

These are the most important.

I. I>-e, e.g. lewa—uleva - leva 'liver',

melek - melek 'milk'. 2. n> a, e.g. stap

- stap 'leave' ( < stop), antap - andap

'above' (< on top). 3. ou>u, e.g. nus -

nus 'nose', bun - bun 'bone'. 4. e>-a

banis - banis 'fencefi, salim - salem 'to

sell'. 5. t, d>~r intervocally, e.g. Sa-

rere 'Saturday', kirap - krap 'to get up'.

Significantly, in the earliest indigenous

vocabulary the frequency of those "regu-

lar irregularities" is quite comparable

to that of regular correspondences dis-

cussed above. Thus, in the Swadesh 100

word list the correspondences 10>o and

10>a are found twice each: Bislama tok

'dog', long 'long', hat 'warm' (< hot), '

wanem 'what' (< what name).

In such cases the principles of compara-

tive linguistics presuppose the recon—

struction of two distinct phonemes in the

parent language, though it is obvious

that different reflexes are traced back

to the same English phoneme.

The percentage of "irregular" corresponp

cences in Tok Pisin is higher than that

in Bislama, which could be a result of

the complete absence of the English nor—

malizing effect on Tok Pisin during star

bilization and initial oreolization peri-

od. Meanwhile, Bislama underwent the stage
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of regularizing Sound corresponcences.

Therefore, the following conclusions can

be arrived at. In Neomelanesian, the

English-based lexicon taken as a whole

permits to establish regular phonetic

correspondences. However, in the vocabu—

lary arising from the trade jargon the

seeming irregularities prove to be sys—

tematic. So in early pidgin Bichlamar pho-

netic correspondences display almost no

regularity. It would be desirable to

verify these findings on the data of

other pidgins.

Notes.

I. Tok Pisin sources: Rev.F.Mihalic's

dictionary /5/, texts narrated by speas

kers of different Tok Pisin variants /4,

10/, a plea /7/ and poems /3/. Bislama

sources: J.-B.-M.Guy's dictionary /2/,

agricultural show booklet /I/, the book

on current problems of Vanuatu /8/, poems

/9/-
2. The number of coincidences in the

Swadesh 100 word list is: Tok Pisin -

English - 70, Bislama - English - 77,

Tok Pisin — Bislama - 80.

3. Tok Pisin has standard orthography,

but there are many deviations in printed

sources. Orthographical practice in Bis-

lama abounds in rough anglicisms. Even

the text of national hymn in the book

edited under the direction of the Vanua—

tu prime minister W.H.Lini includes the

word klat 'to be glad' in two different

anglicized forms: glat and glad /8, p.4/.

4. wn>wa in both languages: wasim —

wasem 'to wash', was - waj 'to watch'.

Here and further Tok Pisin word appears

the first in a pair, Bislama word - the

second.

5. In many Oceanic languages the prenasa—

lization of the initial voiced is very

slight or absent altogether. Besides,the

phenomenon described can arise due to
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fricativization b >J5.
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ABSTRACT

While analysing phonetic interference

that took place in the process of forma-

tion of the Far East Pidgin Russian the

following types of interference were dis—

covered: phonemic substitution, underdif-

ferentiation, overdifferentiation of pho-

nemes, differentiation by non-relevant

features.

INTRODUCTION

Taking part in the field studies of the

Udihe language in the Ussuri region the

following fact was discovered. A number

of elderly Udihe speakers, obviously un-

able to express themselves in Russian,use

as a second language a Russian-based pid-

gin. Far East Pidgin Russian (PR), as it

appears, was in a wide use in the areas

along the Amour—river course and also in

the Ussuri region in the end of the XIX —

beginning of the XX centuries. Nowadays

it is still used by a limited number of

sPeakers from the oldest generation of

Udihe, Nanai and other Tungus-Manchu nati-

onalities. The PR is definitely a filia—

tion of the Russian-Chinese trade langua-

Se formed in the process of Russian—Chi-

nese trade relationships, but used also

by other Far East ethnoses (Mongol, Tun-

SuS, Manchu etc) while being in the con—

tacts with Russians. The fact that it was

also used in their own communication is

. YELENA PEREKHVALSKAYA

Dept. of Indoeuropean Studies
Institute of Linguistics
Leningrad, USSR 199053

not excluded.

The basic data for the present report we-

re obtained in the Ussuri region mainly

from Udihe native speakers. The PR seems

worth being investigated as an interest-

ing case of interaction between typologi-

cally dissimilar language systems. It is

a Russian-based pidgin,therefore,its voca-

bulary is mainly of Russian origin, but

the latter is realized exclusively by me-

ans of the Udihe phonetics. The fact men-

tioned together with an unusual word or—

der, reduced grammar changed word meaning

and native Udihe intonation, makes this

language hardly understandible for an un-

used Russian speaker.

The aim of the present work is to demon-

strate the regularity in the substitution

rules, functioning while PR speakers pro-

nounce words of Russian origin, to trace

back interference processes that took

place during the formation of the PR.

The picture is complicated by the secon—

dary influence of Russian, the first lan-

guage of the young Udihe generation.

CONSONANTS

One of the general principles of consonant

functioning in Udihe is the weakening in

the intervocalic position. Thus voiced

plosives /b/ and /g/ are realized as fri—

catives[p] and [X] between vowels. In the
same way unvoiced plosives /p/ and /k/

that are realized as aspirated in the ini-
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tial position, loose this feature between
vowels (/k/ also appears as a velar [q]
near /a/’ /o/)0

Table I. presents a comparison of the

Udihe (row I) and Russian (row II) con-
sonant systems. The main phonemic vari-

ants relevant for the interference pro-
cesses are in the brackets.

row I — Udihe) Bi— Labio— Pala- Uvu- Pharyn- Glot-
row II — .Russian) labial dental Dental tal velar lal‘ gal tal

P u r a (PM 3‘? _ _ _ “ti“flf'- _ .. - 5'35’2‘9.’ 52).-_____ -Z--
pp‘fifl’r it dd' kw as

m “15711711 one (ts) (dz)
P OCHS ______________________ _ "‘ -""-'““"‘

5 an 'tS l
g o l I

3 g f; withthe ts dz ._______
5 g 3 secondmiddle ------------------—---—--------

8 a ‘* mainwi e
5*. g g second back ............ (:Q£d§)_-__- ______---_-_-----

focus tf

Nasal r2911 _______ h _ J) 0 _- - _ -__
sonorants m m, h I)

with one ‘P ()3) ' (K) X h _a: focus ''''''' ,--,---,--’---------- -*-—----—-r-‘-
4: PF VV SS 22

2 with the second 3'
o middlefocus ————- ----------- .__-____.____-.._-_-.

m 8
g “,1 with the
3; g second back _.____ __________________ _____ --_ --3 a focus JUNJ 3, ‘
H .3 m w
a fig Semi-vowels ______ __-__ _____________ _ ____ __ _ _.-—

538 Jn l
o-a L
5;“, Lateral ________________ ______é_______________
mm L (f

Rolled sonorants —————————— — £13__-_.._-_-_-___.__-_..——-
9’L ’C ’4

systems in the

Analysing the interaction of consonant

languages, the follows
ing cases of phonetic interference can be
pointed out.

I. The substitution of Russian phonemes
by the articulatory similar but not fully
identical Udihe sounds, e.g. Russian non-
palatalized unvoiced plosives are repre-
sented as corresponding Udihe consonants:
/p/ -+ [ph-] . [-p-]: lt/ -+ [9-] .
/k/ -+ [kn-1. [Q](near /a/./o/>,[k](arter
/s ). cf. [phO't0](<no'r0M) 'then:.

Ep apaJ (<nana) 'father', [qa'puéta]

—'t_ 3

(gamma) 'cabbage', [u'pala](<ynafla)
'(he) fall', [gam'pagf] (<KaMflaHMfi)'t°ge-
ther with (postposition)' , [tha'rawa] (4
rppaga) 'grass' , [tho'qoj](<'ra1cofi) '50"
['tlhite](<vryma)'here' , [' qaéa] (< Kama)
"gruel' , [qo'rot3](<opopon) 'garden'o

[kha’da](< Roma) 'When' . [ P'kan]
(4xamcan) 'trap' , [do'loqo] (<naJIéKO)
'far away' , [bos'toqa] (< Boc'rox) (p1ace
name).

Russian palatalized unvoiced plosives /P’/
and /k’/ correspond to phonemic varia-lflts
functioning in Udihe: [p’ed](<nefi ’01")

P0 4.4.2

Presents the

drinks' [k’i'ta ék’i (<Kwraficxnfi)'0hi -
se' ,[khu'p’il] J(< grammar (he) boughtr’u,a
[h’i‘p’i] (4 Knma)'(he) boils' . As for pa-
latalized /t’/, Udihe lacks the correspon-
ding sound, thus it is regulary replaced
by the affricate /té/, e.g. [tsur'ma] (<
'I'IOpa) 'prison' , ['detéi] (chem) ' child' .
2. One of the most characteristic types
of interference in the PR is the under-
differentiation of features. Thus,Russian
unvoiced fricative /s/ (with one focus)
acquires the second middle focus --> [:3]:
[éa'P’1](<c) '(he) sleeps', [qa'sa]
(<Koca)'sand bank' , Bs'kagfl (< ucxafi)
'(he) seeks' . The same rule is detected
for the palatalized /s’/ -9 [s]: [éi'di]
(<cnnu)'(he) sits',[éo'r'em’] (<Bcé
spew) 'all the time', 'was'a (< Bacs)
(personal name). The result of the pro—
cess described is the neutralization of
the opposition /s/ - /s’/ in the PR.
At the same time Udihe s , re resents ,
Russian unvoiced sibilantsf and [J J
which are not found in Udihe, e.g. [sea]
(<mefi)‘ (he) sews' , ['waéa] (< Bama)'you,

your (Plo), [uéu'waj] (<shImuBafi)'(he) em-
broiders' , [i' so] (< 31119) 'still, yet' ,
['b’eéi] (< Beam) 'things, belongings' . So,
four Russian phonemes turn to be represen-
ted by a single Udihe phoneme.
The parallel rule can be deduced for Rus-
sian voiced [z], [2’] and [3] , which are
not found in Udihe. The rule of their re-
presentation is the following: in the
word initial position and after /n/ they
are substituted by Udihe affricate ltz/
(with the second middle focus), e.g.:
[' diapatra] (< sag-rpa)' tomorrow' ,[' déubara]

(< M3106pb)‘roe' , [déi'msfl (< smda)'winter' ,
[dii'na] (< meHa)'wife' , [' dée‘péi'n] «mamma-
Ha) 'woman' , [' phandéafl (<rbaH3a) 'house
01’ a Chinese type' .
In the other ositions they are represen-
ted by the voiced member of the oppositi-
°1_1 /S/ - /é/, that seems to be chracteris-
he only for the PR, e.g.: [su'zoj] (<
Hymn) 'strange' , [maga‘fiin] (<Maraaun)
'ShOP' . [qol'foza] (<KOJ1xoa) 'kolkhoz' .
Another case of the underdifferentiation

of representation of Rus-
sian liquids /l/, /l’/, /r/ and /r’/. Udi-
he does not distinguish these phonemes,
here one finds only one sound of the gro-
up in question - lateral /1/ (not velari-
zed as Russian [l]). Thus, Russian wo
Egccxnfi was adopted in Udihe as [lu'sa],

is word must be considered as a word of
Udihe origin. In the PR the same word ap-

pears in the form [fruéku]. PR speakerspronounce both /1/ and /r/ (tapping), but
still mix them in the intervocalic positi-
on. In this aspect the PR follows the ge-
neral trend of consonant weakening in the
middle position , functioning in Udihe. In
the initial position /1/ and /r/ never mix
in the PR, while their mixture between vo-
wels leads to hypercorrection, e.g.:
['luqa] (<J1yK) 'onion' , [sali'poj] (< one—
not) 'blind' , ['risalkpuc) 'rice' ,
['riba] (<pu6a) 'fish' , ['maliéa] (< Maren)
'baby' , [p’ir’ot3] (< Bnepen) 'forward' ,
['b'eraj] (<6emm) 'white' , ['pharqam]
(< “311mm 'with a stick' , [aé'tara] (< 00.
TanaCb) ' (he) remained' .
5. There are also cases of phonemic diffe-
rentiation by non—relevant features. Thus,
voiced labio—dentals /v/ and /v’/ which in
Russian form an opposition based on the
palatalization feature, are substituted
in the PR in the following way: non-pala-
talized /v/ is replaced by the semi-vowel
/w/, while palatalized /v’/ is substituted
by palatalized bi-labial plosive [b3 or by
its fricative variantEP’] in the intervo—
calic position. The processes described
result in annihilation of the former op-
position, e.g.: [fwani] G<Baag) (personal

name), [da'waj] (<gaaafi) '1et', [thara'wa]
(< TpaBa) '81‘358',[da'wa] (411521) 'two",
['b’idalBJ (<Bnnena) '(he) saw'flb’eéiram]

((BeuepOM) 'in the evening', [déi'fi’i]
(<mnen) '1ife'. [aé'tafi‘1]( ocrasu)
' (he) leaves' .

VOWEIB

As for the vocalic system, Russian and
Udihe differ greatly. One of the most pro-
minant chracteristics of Udihe is the vo-
wel harmony. E.R.Schneider distinguishes
three harmonic series:

I. a as e
II. o e y + i u

III. a

0n the other hand, Russian vocalic system
is characterized by the vowel reduction
in the unstressed position. Thus, one can
state that the vowels [a] and [o] neutra—
lized in the unstressed position in Russi-
an, in Udihe belong to different harmonic
series. The interaction of such systems
results in the following: the vowel set
of a word in the PR depends on the quality
of the stressed vowel: in other words, in
the PR Russian.reduced [a] can be substi—
tuted in the two ways, by [a] or to] ac-
cogding to the quality of the vowel stres-
se , 6.3.:



[than da'rawa qo'loj] (<:TaM nposa xonofl)
'(he) cleaves wood yonder', [ro'botaj

'nozfo i'wo] (<paoorafi MHOI‘O ero) 'he

works much', [adi'naqawé] (<10nunaxosufi)
'alike, as (postposition)',[j(o'roéi] Q<

xopomnfi) 'good, well'.

Vowels /e/ and /i/ in Udihe belong to the

same harmonic series, these sounds form

no opposition based on harmonic rules.

In Russian /e/ and /i/ are neutralized in

the unstressed position. One must take in-

to account that The Russian language ac-

quisition was performed in its oral forty

thereforefifl is registered inthe PR only

in thes'tresse'dposition; in other positi-

ons one invariably finds [i], e.g.:

[téi'wo téi'wo] (< uero-uero) 'different' ,
['deda] (< hen.) 'old man, husband' ,

piéi'wo pi 'éej i'wo] (< Hmero He met
ero)'(she) sews nothing', [pi u'm’ej]

(< He yMeMChe) cannot' .

One of the main characteristics of the

Udihe vocalic system is the phonological

opposition based on Vowel length. The

vowel length in the penultimate syllable

defines the processes of reduction in the

final position , cf. Udihe [1:33:11] -
'[bIP] ;[lE§éi] —- [la—es] ;[atat5m'i] --

[atatSm’] 'I worked' (compare with the

present tense [etatamifl 'I work' where
the last vowel /i/ is always preserved).

So, the reduction happens only if the vo-

wel of the penultimate syllable is long.

In the PR the following facts are registe-
red: /i/ in the word final position is

sometimes reduced as if some vowels were

perceived as phonologically long. This

phenomenon may be treated as overdifferen—

tiation of phonemes, of. these pronuncia-

tion variantsz[w5}11] - [win] (<Baflfi)
(personal name),[h§éa] - [was] 'you,your%
In such cases the non-phonological leng-
thening of the stressed vowel seems to
have been interpreted by PR speakers as
the phonological vowel length.

CONCLUSION

As it can be seen, even from the purely
phonetic point of view the PR should not
be regarded as a mere Russian dialect or
as a spontaneously corrupted form of lan-
guage. Here one evidently deals with a
pidgin, an auxiliary means of communica-
tion between communities that do not sha-
re a common language. It seems essential
for the formation of a true pidgin that
more than two mutually unintelligible lan-
guages in contact are required. This con-
'tion is fulfilled in the area, where

the main ER data were obtained — some 50-
40 years ago in the Ussuri region it was
used by Udihe, Nanai and Chinese ethnoses.
The study of the PR is relevant for the
general interpretation of the pidginiza—
tion theory, for it is an example of an
European—based and in the same time inde-
pendent creation. No monogenetic theory
can be applied to this language and never-
theless it shares many similarities, con-
sidered usually as prooves of the monoge-
netic origin of European-based pidgins.
These are elimination of inflections for
number, gender and case; identity of ad-
verb and adjective, use of iteration for
intensification. All these peculiarities
are also chracteristic for the PR, though
the latter by no means can be defined as
a product of a relexification process.
Being "independent" the PR turns to be an
example of a "classicle type" pidgin.
Material discussed above shows that the
PR lexicon presents a wholesale adoption

from Russian, while its phonology can be
described as a truly "interlinguistic"
(it shares definite peculiarities from
both languages in contact plus some ari-
sen in the PR itself).'Descending to the
phonetic level one finds that practically
the whole set of the concrete phonemic re-
alizations owes to the vernacular "sub-
stratum" language.
These observations seem important for the
determination of the contribution of dif-
ferent languages participating in the Pr°'
cess of a pidgin formation.
Below we present a bibiography of the Far
East Pidgin Russian,that was not included
in the J.E.Reinecke's Bibliography: fl
I. I‘Jflyxapn'r. MafiMauaxoe Hapeune.—PYCCK“
(taxonomuecxnfi Becrumc. I884, LXH. 3" 4’
cc.3I8—320.
2. A.I‘.Illn mums. O pyccxo-xmaficrcom Ma‘
neKTe Ha aaeM Bocmoxe.— CgpaHn M Haponfl
Bocroxa sun.YI, M.,1968,c.8o-IOO.
3. M.m. osnncxufi. H sonpocy o nponcxoxne‘
HMM KHXTMHCKOPO (pyccxo~xuraficxoro) H3HK3'
— FeHeTMueCKwe M apeanbume cesan H3HK058
Aaun g Ampuxn.vTe3.noxn.M.,1974,cc.36—3 .
4. T.hnoesa, E.Hepexsanbcxaa. H xapaKTe'
pncruxe flaaeBocmouHoro KOHTaKTHoro HSH’

Ka. — Tea.noxn. XXIX ceccuu ‘ PIAG)
(TamKeHT), T.H, M., 1986, cc.b4—50-
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PROSODY AND CREOLIZATION IN TOK PISIN

NICHOLAS FARACLAS

Language and Literature Dept.
University of Papua New Guinea

ABSTRACT

The results of this sociophonetic study
of stress and intonation in Tok Pisin sug~

gest that a new conception of creolization,
pidginization, and decreolization as

stages on a single continuum, rather than
as distinct processes is in order.

INTRODUCTION

Sample

One hour of spontaneous speech was col—
lected from each of 30 members of the
hoiken and 010 ethnolinguistic groups liv-

ing in Wewak town, East Sepik Province,
Papua New Guinea. The speakers were chosen

by age, sex, years of formal schooling,
and whether Tok Pisin was learned as a
first or second language to represent a
balanced sample of Tok Pisin speakers in
the Sepik area. Every rise in pitch was
counted over the first 2,000 words tran-
scribed for each speaker, after eliminat-
lng the first 500 words of each taping
Session. High and low pass filters and an
oscilloscope were used to measure pitch
levels, where necessary.

Pitch Patterns in Tok Pisin

Wurm /1/ observes that for speakers of
Tok Pisin from the Eastern Highlands

Province of Papua New Guinea: a) stress
and intonation account for all pitch pat-

terns; b) affirmative declarative state—
ments normally bear an intonation contour

b?glnning at mid-low pitch, rising to
high, then falling slightly over each
Stressed syllable falling to a low pitch
at.the end; and c) stress is signalled

mainly by high pitch and is not reduced
under'declaratiVe intonation contours.

Affirmative declarative statements in
the Sepik data collected for this study
Often bear similar intonation contours to
fibOSe described by flurm for the Eastern
lghlands, except that most words lose

their stress in connected Sepik speech,

with a flat intonation contour, beginning

at mid—low and gradually falling to low

resulting when all of the word stresses

are reduced.

ANALYSIS

The total number of pitch rises for

each speaker was divided into four envi-

ronments: a) rises over objects of prepo-

sitions (calculated as the percent of the

total number of prepositional objects in

the sample for each speaker); b) rises
over di- and polysyllabic words (calcu-

lated as the percent of the total number

of di- and polysyllabic words in the sam—

ple for each speaker); c) rises over mono—
syllabic words (calculated as the percent

of total declarative intonation contours

in the sample for each speaker, since

monosyllabic words were present in nearly

every phrase); and d) high or rising

pitch at the beginning of a contour (cal-

culated as the percent of total declara—

tive contours in the sample for each

speaker). Prepositions and other words
which are normally not stressed in any of

the lects of Tok Pisin were not counted.

Special nonfinal intonation contours were

excluded and only emotionally neutral

statements were considered.

RESULTS

Pidginization and Creolization

The results in Table 1 show that: a)

words are stressed substantially less

often in Sepik speech than in Eastern

Highlands speech (Wurm would have pre-

dicted 100 percent or more in each envi-

ronment); b) ethnolinguistic background

is the social factor which best predicts
stress reduction rates (5h; 010 group

consistently reduces stress more often

than the Boiken group}; and c) the dif-
ferences in the stress retention rates

between first language (L1) speakers of
Tok ?isin and those who speak Tok Pisin
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as a second language (L2) are not signi-
ficant. Given the fact that in many

Sepik languages (Boiken and 010 included)
stress is not phonemic and can be reduced
by intonation phenomena, while most
Eastern Highlands languages have phonemic
word stress or word tone which is not
normally reduced substrate language in-
fluence appears to be the most reason-
able explanation for the differences be—
tween Sepik and Eastern Highlands pitch
patterns. These substrate language influ-
ences, moreover, persist from second
language (pidginized) to first language
(creolized) speech, as well as to the
speech of children of Olo-Boiken mixed
marriages, who have spent all of their
lives in Wewak and who know no other
language except Tok Pisin (represented
by a cross x on Table 1).

Creolization and Decreolization

The evidence in Table 2 indicates that
rates of stress retention can be predict-
ed to some extent by the sex of the
speaker, especially contour initially. In
Tables 3a and 3b, the stress retention
rates for individual speakers are plotted
on separate curVes for each sex, first by
age and secondly by years of formal
schooling completed. From the results
shown in these tables, it would not be
unreasonable to postulate thati a) a ten-
dency for males to reduce stress more
often than females has become more pro-
nounced and has spread to new environ-
ments over the last 20 years or so; and
b) this tendency is exaggerated among
speakers with the most exposure to
Standard English in school (who can be
assumed to speak decreolized varieties of
Tok Pisin), with female Speakers moving
closer to Standard English word stress
patterns~and male speakers distancing
themselves from these same patterns.

CONCLUSIONS

The data presented here can only beaccounted for by a theory that views pid-
ginization, creolization, and decreoliza—
tion as parts of a single continuum, with
no clear break between one process and a—
nother. substrate language patterns can
play an important role in determiningnot only the Varieties of Tok Pisin used
by second language speakers but also the
creolized varieties used by first
language Speakers. Rather than introduc-
lng new patterns, decreolization (in this
case, at least) merely accentuates ten-
denc1es already present in the speechpatterns of first language and even se—cond language speakers. There is no needto in70ke a theory of linguistic univer-
sals 3r some 'bioprogram' to account for
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some hypothetical disruption in commu-
nication here..All that is necessary is
to study the speech patterns which ty-
pify the other languages with which
speakers of Tok Pisin are or have been
familiar and to trace the natural and
gradual modification of these patterns
in different lects of Tok Pisin.
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TABLES

Abbreviations: L1— first language
speaker of Tok Pisin; L2- second
language speaker of Tok Pisin; B—
Boiken speakers: O- 010 speakers;
H- male speakers; F- female speakers.

stressed stressed stressed

objects di- and monosyl.

of prep. polysyl.

stressed stressed stressed high at

objects di- and monosyl. start of

of'prep. polysyl. contour

80 L2

370L2\ x
L1so B L1

0 L1 L2/ L2\B
so L1

40 L2;‘~ x
L1 L1

§9 L2 0
10

Table 1. Stress by substrate

for L2 and L1 speakers

“21° tat;
Table 2. Stress by substrate for

male and female speakers

age 7- 13 18 24 31 38 45

12 17 23 30 37 45 6O

gr gr gr gr gr gr gr gr school

0 1 2 3 4 5 5 8

r

,W ’2

\\\ f\~/”””F

40F

% high 30

at start 20M F

of 10

contour 0

80 L F

% 7o /\ 44/\\x/’CZ:M

stressed 60 M

objects 59

of prep. -2_0-F

70 F

% 60
M

stressed 50

di— and 19 M
polysyl. 36

Table 3a. Stress by age
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Table 3b. Stress by years of school
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ABSTRACT

The Aleuts of Copper Island speak a
creolized version of Aleut-Russian Pidgin
that formed by the end of the XIX c. The
phonology of the language, as well as all
other levels of its structure, formed as

a result of lingustic contact and inter—
ference. The consequences of this contact
can be traced in the change of phoneme
system, in higher variativity of conso-
nants, and in certain phonotactical pro-
cesses in clusters.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The Aleut language has at present two
main dialects, both being subdivisions of
what was known in the XIX century as
Western Aleut: Atkan dialect (ATK) and
Attuan dialect (ATT), named according to
the main islands where the dialects are
sgoken, resp., Atka and Attu (see /8, .
4 / for details and further references .

In 1826 the administration of Russian—
American Company transfered several dozens
of Aleut workers that were in its service
to previously uninhabited Commander
Islands in order to have constant access
to the Bering Island and especially Copper
Island seal furs. During the 150 years
that have passed since that time the new-
comers have developed two different dia—
lects: Bering Island dialect (BI) that is
a conservative form of ATK, and a creol-
ized Copper Island dialect (CI) of which
ATT is considered to be the "maternal"
dialect /l/, /6/, /7/.

. In this paper we adhere to the hypothe-
fiis according to which certain social and
istorical conditions led to formation by
he second half of the XIX century of a
eculiar social group of Russian—speaking

”creole". This social group later created
hPidgin Aleut" as a means of communication
with the Aleut-speaking population of the
islands. The newly created language went
in course of time through creolization
and subsequent relexicalization on the
'Aleut basis resultin in the modern
version of CI (see /7 for details and
further discussion).

The most conspicuous grammatical fea—
ture of CI is its system of verbal inflex—
ion for person, number, tense, and mood,
as well as negative forms that have defi-
nite Russian origin /6/, /7/. All the rest
grammatical subsystems are typically Aleut:
nominal inflexion, derivation of both
verbs and nouns, NP syntax, a.o.

The aim of the present paper is to out-
line the phonological consequences of
creolization, of converging sound systems'
of Russian and Aleut that resulted in
formation of a rather peculiar CI phono-
ligical system.

There are at least three points in CI
phonology where we can suspect Russian in-
terference: I. the phoneme inventory; 2.
the corruption of velar/uvular opposition;
and 5. consonant clusters.

THE PHONEME INVENTORY

. Professor Knut Bergsland called the
absence of labial obstruents /P:b/ the
most conspicuous feature of Aleut phono—
logy, and considered it to be of diachronic
character /5, p.69/. However, W.Jochelson
who did his field work on Attu at the
begining of the XX century, used letters
b and p to mark "bilabials... pronounced
With a very slight closure of the lips SO
that we have transient sounds between b
and v, p and f" /4, p.l/; see also /5. P-
151/. K.Bergsland who transcribed Jochel-
son's ATT texts rendered his p and b as
v /2, p.9/, i.e. he rightly treated them
as two allophones of one and the same
phoneme.

Unlike all other Aleut dialects, CI
has ‘ both /p/ and /b/. CI /p,b/ obviously
originated from ATT bilabial /v/ (corres—
ponding to ATK /m/, /M/, /mg/, or‘some—
times to labiovelar /w/, of. ATT aya=r
CI qabya:, ATK qamda: to be deep; ATT
caving, CI cabluR, ATK éamluh floor; ATT
kayiq, CI kabih, TK kamgih head: ATT
avcul to tell, CI apcuh tale (ATK aMas .
a:k?); ATT ava=, CI aba=, ATK awa: to worK.
e c-

. The choice between /p/ and /b/ is defi—
nitely positional: ATE /m/v0 CI /b/ before
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sonants, voiced fricatives or vowels, and
yO/p/ before voiceless consonants: ATK
camluukah, CI babluukah chin; ATK imdu=,
CI ibyu: to roll (a stone); ATK hamrah, CI
habra sleeve; but ATK baméxih, CI éapcih
fishl ne; ATK umsuh, CI upsuh or umsuh
tongue; ATK umta=, CI upta: to smell.
Before sonants even the voiceless ATK /M/
corresponds to CI /b/, not /p/: ATK saaMlah
CI saablal; egg; ATK éiMignuh, CI éibinuig
big toe, etc.

The immediate ancestor of CI /b.P/ is
evidently ATT /v/, not ATK /m/: while we
have a consistent correspondence of CI /b,
p/00 ATT /v/, in ATK we have here a varie-
ty of sounds: /m, w, M/ and a cluster /mg/.

It seems highly probable that the two
separate sounds appeared in CI as a
result of the splitting up of /v/ that was
triggered by strong Russian influence. It
was quite natural for the Russian-speaking
makers of CI creole to treat the bilabial
fricative /v/ as bilabial stops /p/ and
/b/ depending on its position.

CORRUPTION OF VETAR/UVULAR OPPOSITION

In Aleut (and Eskimo) there are two
distinct interlingual (as well as morpho—
nological) rows of correspondences:
/g—k—x/ and /r—q—h/ that never mix up:
there is no such thing as alternations

'/g—r/ or /k—q/. The only dialect that
breaks the rule is CI.

CI loses uvular sounds in many cases,
substituting them for corresponding
velars, cf. ATT (txin) irata: get fright-
end, ATK iratu=, CI igatu: to be afraid;
ATT hihtaz, ATK hilyba=, CI hixta: to
speak, etc. Uvular sounds in general are
rather unsteady in CI: there are words
that are pronounced with /h/ or with /x/
alternativekyby one and the same speaker,
e-g- axsa=/ahsa= to die, a.o.

In two cases the substitution is re-
versed: where in ATT we have /g/, in CI we
find /r/: ATT qaglah, CI qarlaarih raven;
ATT qaglih, CI qarlih shoulder.

Finally, there are even cases when the

Voiced fricative /g/ is pronounced as a
voiced stop /g/ - a sound unknown to the
mskimo-Aleut phonology, e.g. tin anagasal
I hit myself with smthJ; tin acigait he
learns (of. ATK txin acixal), etc.

We think that these facts can be best

explained by direct Russian influence: the

Pidgin ancestor of CI must have had a
highly Russianized phonetics, and one of
the first things to do was to eliminate
from the Pidgin all the sounds that are
not found in Russian and are thus hard to
Pronounce for Russian—speakin comunity,
and to simplify ("to correct" the pro-
nunciation of the rest. Consequently, the
uvular sounds were forced out, the velar

uvular opposition was ruined, and later

Pe—established itself in a corrupted form.
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CONSONANT CLUSTERS

Phonotactical peculiarities of CI or,
more specifically, order of consonants in
typical clusters can be of two types: 1.
those developed by CI during the 150 years
of its independent existence - that is,
independent from its "maternal" language
ATT, and 2. those developed as a result
of close contact with BI (=ATK). The
borderline between the two types of changes
is naturally rather unsteady. We shall
consider cases when CI differs from both
ATK and ATT as independent developnent .
and cases when CI differs from ATT but is
identical with El - as BI interference,
though such a decision is of course quite
arbitrary.

Let us consider changes in consonant

clusters in CI compared with ATK and ATT,

i.e. metatheses. Metatheses are frequent

as interdialectal correspondences in

Aleut; they are also found within any of

the Aleut dialects. In CI metatheses are

also numerous. The following classifica—

tion can be suggested as regards the

possible sources of metatheses. If a CI

cluster differs from ATT, it means that

there is a development of some kind. If

CI is identical with ATT, it is the ATT

"heritage". Now, if CI differs from ATT,

but is identical with ATK, it may be ATK

influence. Finally, if CI is different

from both ATT and ATK,Cit mgst be inde-

ndent development. ons; er: ‘

pe 1. CI é ATT, ATE. 1%E/CO lfiy/toAaglk

a a s CI a agai , ayga s ,

tggg§;’/s /c§y/hs/,/xs/: ATT asxinuh, ATK

asxinu , I axsinuh girl, daughter. /tx/,

/tk/oo /ht/: ATT atkiyah, CI abtiyaq, ATK

atxidag cod. /gl/t/)/lg/: ATT 11ga=, CI

igla=, ATK ilga: to seek, look for. /rn/ao

/nr/: ATT suganrih, CI sugarnih, ATK su—

anri oung erson.

g 2.90%, ATKP¢ ATT. /rn/oo /nr/: ATT

hunrutah warmth, CI hurnayait, ATK hurnas

to be warm. /gn/cg égg/: ATT qingah, CI

1 na ATK qigna re.

q $5.953, ATT .6 ATK. (gl/w /lg/: ATT
igl , CI igl , ATK ilguh grandson. /ks/,

/xs/cn /sx/: A T ixsah, CI iksah, ATK

isxah place, bed. _

As can be seen from the given examples,

CI seems to have developed a phonotactical

pattern of its own, at least as far as

consonant clusters are concerned, namely,

it follows a rule that places velars and

uvulars before any other consonant. In

all three groups of metatheses CI tends

to place velars /k,x.s/ and uvulars /h,r/

before sonants, glides and fricatives

(and in one case before a stop). The _

pattern is consistent and purely CI, i.e.

it is independent of ATT and ATK clusters.

If ATT had the same order of consonants,

CI preserves it, resisting the BI influ-

ence. If ATT had the reverse order of
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consonants, CI develop; its own order
Eit!;r independently or perhaps yielding
to B1 influence.

The tendency of cluster organization
can also be treated as a result of language

contact; most probably, its source can be
found in the Russian influence which is
very strong in CI. CI seems to be the only
Aleut dialect that developed so consistent
a tendency of cluster shape.

BI INFLUENCE

There are several cases when changes in
CI compared to ATT probably took place as
a result of direct BI borrowing, cf.: ATT
/ ca CI /n/: ATT haa uh, CI haanuh, ATK
h an salmon; ATT /v?m CI /m/ (not the
usual /b/): ATT kiv=, CI kimz, ATK kin: to
descend, to walk down.

CONCLUSION

The phonolo of CI differs noticeably
from that of ot er Aleut dialects. These
differences are most likely due to the
specific position of CI among other Aleut
dialects as a creolized Pidgin Aleut.
Many changes that occured in CI compared
to maternal ATT can be explained by Russian

interference. Other changes may have
occured as a result of permanent contact

with BI. The possibility of independent
development should be also taken into
consideration.
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THE PROBLEM OF BILINGUISM AND PHONETIC
PDCULIARITIES 0F RUSSIAN SPOKEN BY THE KAZAKH

Abuov Zhumagaly

Kayl—Orda Pedagogical Inst.,
Kayl-Orda, Kaz.SSR, 467014

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the results of a
phonetic analysis of the segmental and
suprasegmental characteristics of the

Russian language of Kazakh speakers.It
shows a general tendency for the varia—
tion of standard Russian pronunciation
and describes dialect features Speci—
fic for the inhabitants of South Ka—
zakhstan, North—Central Kazakhstan,
West Kazakhstan and East Kazakhstan.

The Russian language of the USSR is not
only the national language of the Russian

P60ple but it is also a means of interna—

tional communication. It is taught at
schools and institutes of Kazakhstan

alongside the mother'tongue. The inter-

action and interpenetration of the two

languages, Russian and Kazakh, result in
Specific features of the bilinguism /I/.
From the linguistic point of view the main

problem, in terms of bilinguism, is to
describe both language systems, state the

difference in them and thus predict the

Probability of interference. And we must
bear in mind that the phonetic systems

need not represent languages related to,

or different from, one another. The degree

0f genetic kinship of two interfering

languages is not the decisive factor for
mastering the pronunciation of a foreign

language, the most important factor being
the peculiarities of phonetic realization

0f the sound systems of these languages

The present paper describes the characte—
ristics of the Russian speech of the
Kazakh inhabiting the Southern, Western,

North—Central and Eastern regions of Ka—

zakhstan. In this connexion, local Pho—
netic features of native speakers should

be taken into account. The first results
Of this kind of research appeared but
recently, during the 19505. New Kazakh

linguists produced a number of monographs
dealing with the problems of local dia-

le°t3, dialect vocabularies, question—
naires, subject collections of scientific

Papers, the first volume of an experi-
mental atlas of the Kazakh language, and

Shcherbakova L.P.

Leningrad State University,
Leningrad, RSFSR, 199164

other works. They all register and

describe the characteristics of the
speech of the inhabitants of a certain

region; the boundaries of the expansion

of these characteristics are defined and

scientifically interpreted. Thus due to

the painstaking efforts in gathering the

relative data and its detailed descrip—

tion, the Kazakh dialectologists S.Aman—

zholov and Zh.Doskarayev proved the
existence of specific local characteris—

tics in the speech of the Kazakh.

S.Amanzholcv describes three main region-

al dialects in the Kazakh language, and

he believes that the North-Eastern dia—

lect is the basis of the modern Kazakh

language /3/.
Zh.Doskarayev presents his own point of

view based on the phonetic principle and

he believes in the existence of two ver—

naculars: the so-called "Chock" verna—

cular (S—E) and the "Shock" vernacular

(N—W). His classification gives no infor—

mation on lexical or grammatical charac—

teristics of these vernaculars /4/.
Sh.Sarybayev presents quite a different

point of view on the dialect division of

the Kazakh language. The research was

carried out on all linguistic levels and

the results made it possible to dis-

tinguish four regional groups of dialects:

South, West, North-Central, East /5/.

We believe this distinction to be the

most convincing one.

The aim of this research, made on the

basis of reception analysis, was to

describe the phonetic peculiarities in

Russian spoken by the Kazakh population

in the regions mentioned above. Twenty

native Kazakh speakers from each region

were involved in the research.

The material of the research is a text

prepared at the Laboratory of Experi-

mental Phonetics at Leningrad University,

containing 200 most frequent syllables of

the Russian language. The text contains

about 3000 phonemes in standard trans—

cription. Sound duration is about five

minutes.

The text is a story including monologues

and dialogues, abounding in all kinds of

orthoepic difficulties. For example,
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forelingual noise consonants have 538
realizations which fall into three groups:
occlusives E279), fricatives (241),
affricates 48). The vowels occupied the
positions of various degrees of reduc-
tion, both quantitative and qualitative.
The research was carried out with the
help of native Speakers from the regions
mentioned above. They were teachers,
students of the first and the fifth years
and people on the staff at various
institutes in these regions. Before they
were recorded they had an opportunity to
see the text. The recording was done in
a specially equipped studie on "a Repor-
ter" tape-recorder at a speed of 19.5
cm/sec.
Every person gave his surname, name and
patronimic the date and place of birth,
qualification, profession, place of
study or work. The data cauld be useful
for explaining some phonetic peculia-
rities of the speakers.
After the reception analysis of the re-
corded material the results were divided
into two groups: a) the Speech of those
who have a poor knowledge of Russian,
b) the speech of those who have a good or
medium knowledge of Russian.
The recordings of 80 people were several
times listened to and analysed. In accor-
dance with the aim of the research
special attention was paid to the ana-
lysis of consonants and vowels according
to their differential properties, to the
realization of word stress and intonation.Minutes were taken of every recording andall the deviations from standard pronun-ciation of the Russian language were re—gistered, as well as all extra—linguiSticdeviations, such as pauses, emotions andhesitation.
The reception analysis of 80 KazakhSpeakers showed the following generalpeculiarities in stressed vocalism: Instressed vowels, I) Instead of standard/e/ we have a more open /6 / after a pala—talised consonant, with the precedingconsonant insufficiently palatalised, ornon-palatalised. 2) The closed vowel /i/after non—palatalised consonants gives amore open [JL/. 3) The non-uniform /e/with a narrow u-like beginning and anopen end changes into a uniform vowelwhich is more open than it ought to be.a) The Russian /57/, which in standardRussian pronunciation comes after a non-palatalised consonant, in the Kazakhspeech is front—retracted /.L / with thepreceding consonant palatalised. S) In-

In unstressed vowels, the peculiaritiesare as follows: I) The unstressed /e/ isused in all positions of the orthographic"e", i.e. there is no alternation of o/a

is an unstressed syllable.’2) Orthographic
pronunciation of "a" d 93" replaces the
standard literary 67/\/ -variants, i.e.
there is no alternation of a/c in an
unstressed position. 3) To pronounce the
orthographic "e" in an unstressed syl-
lable a more closed vowel is used with the
preceding consonant palatalised, whereas
in standard literary pronunciation we have
/57 / é / 3 with the first variant pre-
ferable; there is no alternation of eh?
is an unstressed position. 4) The stan—
dard literary 1/6 for the orthographic
"e" is replaced b, /e , i-e. there is no
alternation of e/{. 5 Instead of the
standard 62/'3 after a non-palatalised
consonant (for the orthographic "H "//“70
we get a front—retracted vowel /J-/ with
the preceding consonant palatalised.

To pronounce the orthographic "e" after
a palatalised consonant a more open vowel
is used, /<£ /, instead of the standard
i//6 with the preceding consonant in—
sufficiently palatalised. 7) The vowel
i//6 after a palatalised consonant is
replaced by a more open /-1 / with the
preceding consonant insufficiently pala-
talised. 8) There is a sharp reduction in
the post-stressed vowels nearing the"zero" mark in the sound volume. 9) If
there are vowels in a word which need
different shades of reduction, 3 Kazakh
speaker may pronounce them with one and
the same degree of reduction. 10) The in-
terfering influence of synharmonism is
observed, i.e. all vowels in a word are
assimilated to one another.
The peculiarities of pronouncing Russian
consonants by Kazakh speakers are as
follows: I) The palatal consonants are not‘
sufficiently palatalised a) before the
front vowels, b) at the end of a wordafter central and back vowels, c) with
the consonants /6,s:/ invariably non*Pala’talised. 2) The non—palatalised consonanfis, z, c/ are palatalised. 3) The sound/3/ is not pronounced in combinations of
the type c + j + r. 4) As a rule, thelabio—dental fricative consonant /v/ isreplaced by the labial-labial /w/o 5) /b/is miSpronounced as /w/. 6) The plosivevoiced back lingual /g/ is replaced by
the voiced occlusive /a’/. 7) There is aweaker plosive in the final consonant-8) The back lingual voiceless /k/ is re—placed by the plosive voiced /g/. 9) Apronounced contiguity of final consonants-The back lingual fricative /></ is re—placed by the uvular-fricative /;K/-10) The noise occlusives are insuffi-ciently voiced. II) The velarised /19/ isreplaced by the apical /5’/‘.
Deviations from standard'Russian pre—nognciation occur in pronouncing com—binations of consonants: I) There is nopalatalisation of preceding consonants,so that /s/ and z/ are pronounced asnon-palatalised sounds before the p313”
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talised /t'/ and /d'/ without any assi—
milation taking place. 2) Before the
noised voiced consonants we get the
noise voiceless sound, i.e. there is no
assimilation in the volume of voice.
3) There is no replacement of the back-
lingual occlusive by the corresponding
fricative, i.e. a non-standard dissimi-
lation occurs.
.Deviations in rhythmical organisation are
as follows: I) The word stress may be
misplaced. 2) The number of syllables in
a word may be increased due to an extra
vowel introduced.
Of this total list of phonetic peculia—
rities, several characteristics may be
ascribed to specific regions: I) In the
South Kazakh region, especially in
Chimkent district, the voiced occlusive
backlingual /g/ is re laced by the voiced
fricative uvular /3’ , which was not
observed in any other region. The final
consonants are "less contiguous", which
is another specific feature of the
Russian.language spoken by the Kazakh
Population in that region. 2) In the
East Kazakh region, especially in Semi—
palatinsk and Taldy-Kurgan, the post—
stressed syllables are greatly reduced;
the reduction may be either quantitative
(even in the 2nd syllable before the
stress) or qualitative (even in the Ist
Syllable before the stress), but not
both. 3) In the South and East Kazakh
regions, the rhythmical organisation of
the Russian language as spoken by Kazakh
sPeakers distinguishes them from those
in other Kazakh regions. For example,
the words are frequently misstressed.
Besides, a) In Chimkent, sl—Orda,
Djambul districts, extra vowels are in-
troduced so that the number of the syl-
lables is increased. b) In Taldy-Kurgan
and Semipalatinsk districts, the number
or the syllables is decreased due to
dropping some vowels.

Thus not only the general peculiarities
0f the Russian speech of the Kazakh but
also the peculiarities of the phonetic
system of the Russian language as it is
sPoken in each particular region have
been analysed.
The description of various intonation
3r°ups is no less important than the
description of the segmental characteris—
tics of the Russian language of Kazakh
sPeakers. It is well known that into-
nation is one of the most important means
0? carrying information. So it is essen-
tlal that students should be taught both
Standard pronunciation and correct into-
nation. Wrong or distorted intonation
makes communication difficult and pre—
vents one from absorbing information.
SOme linguists, discussing the problem of
ilinguism and the interaction of lan-

guages, believe that prosodic interfe-
rence is the most stable, regardless of

the type of bilinguism. L.V.Shcherba
introduced the term of syntagm as a mi—
nimal sense—group "which is a phonetic
unit expressing a sense of unity in
speech or thought" /6/. In order to be
able to describe the Syntagm and define
its structure (its melodic, dynamic and
temporal contours) it is essential to
lmow the syntagmatio division of the
text.
The most universal means of division is
a pause. The number of pauses as com—
pared between the model speaker and the
Kazakh speakers from different regions
characterizes the intonation of the
speech. When reading the text for the
experiment the model speaker made I80
pauses while Kazakh speakers, as a rule,
made from 220 to 270 pauses. It means
that Kazakh speakers make pauses between
words rather than between syntagms, and
it makes their Speech more monotonous
and abrupt.
It is also known that "the elements of a
syntagm, i.e. words it consists of may
become a unit due to one general s ress
uniting them and due to their melodic,
dynamic and temporal contours"/7/.
The aim of the reception analysis of the
experimental material has been to des—
cribe the prosodic organisation of a
syntagm in the speech of the model
speaker and Kazakh speakers, respecti—
vely. Certain characteristics were taken
into account, i.e. the boundaries of a
syntagm, the word under syntagmatic
stress, the centre of a syntagmatio
stress, the direction of fundamental
frequency on a syntagmatically stressed
vowel and the fundamental frequency in
before-stressed and after—stressed ele—
ments of a syntagm. Attention was paid
to temporal and dynamic characteristics
of vowels of a syntagmatically stressed
word.
The results of the reception analysis
are as follows: I) The intonation of an
incomplete speech: The melodic contours
of an incomplete syntagm as pronounced
by a model speaker may be expressed in
different ways a) by rising melodic
contours and b) by falling—rising melo—
dic contours. The Kazakh speakers in the
test were using only one intonation, the
falling—rising one. In their speech,
the direction of fundamental frequency
of the syntagmatically stressed word,
and of before—stressed and after—stres—
sed elements of a syntagm, is much
weaker and more difficult to recognise.
2) The intonation of a complete speech:
The model speaker pronounces a complete
syntagm with a falling tune, and the
fall of the fundamental frequency begins
on a syntagmatically stressed vowel and
continues on after-stressed syllables.
The Kazakh speakers seldom use the
falling tune to complete the syntagm.
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Very often the falling tune of a syntag-
matically stressed vowel is not enough to
describe this syntagm as completed; the
after-stressed vowels in Kazakh speech
are a little longer, there is no falling
tone, sometimes we come across a slight
rising tone, which makes the syntagm
sound incomplete. It is especially common
in the Spoken Russian of the West Kazakh
region. 3) There are two types of inter—
rogative intonation in the text: the
intonation of a general question and the
intonation of a special question. There
are also sentences which are special
questions in form but they are used one
after another and so the intonation of
enumeration is used instead. For Kazakh
speakers, the characteristic features of
the intonation of a special question are
the rising tone on a syntagmatically
stressed vowel and the absence of a fall
on after-stressed syllables, so the
intonation or a Special question may be
mistaken for the intonation of incom—
pleteness. As to the general question,
the melody is also rising, with the tune
usually falling over the last word in
the sentence. The model speaker uses
various interrogative intonations: the
centre of a syntagmatic stress both in a
special question and in a general ques-
tion is not necessarily the last word
in a syntagm, the syntagmatic stress-is
often emphasized by a logical stress.
The Kazakh speakers seldom if ever use alogical stress. 4) The intonation of
emphasis in the experimental text is re—presented by intonations of adress andapposition. The Kazakh speakers use the
intonation of adress frequently, whereas
they use the intonation of appositionextremely rarely. The direction of thetone on'a stressed vowel is the same asthat used by the model speaker but thedynamic characteristics of a syntagmati-cally stressed vowel are much weaker.Thus the reception analysis, on prosodiclevel, of the Russian language spoken bythe Kazakh shows the following peculiari—ties: I) The intonation of incompletenessis characterized by a falling—rising tone,with a slight rise or no rise on after-stressed syllables. 2) The intonation ofcompleteness is characterized by a
falling tone (in the West region, fallingrising or rising) on a syntagmaticallystressed vowel with longer after-stressedsyllables and the absence of a fallingtone on them. 3) The interrogative into—nation is as follows: The general ques-tion is characterized by a rising tone ona syntagmatically stressed vowel and theabsence of a falling tone on after-stressed syllables. The Special questionis characterized by a falling tone on asyntagmatically stressed vowel of thelast word in a syntagm. a) The intonationof adress is characterized by a falling—

rising tone with a stronger emphasis on
the stressed vowel. A study of segmental
prosodic characteristics in the Russian
language spoken in Kazakhstan may be of
both theoretical and practical value.
From the theoretical point of view, it
helps to define the standard pronuncia—
tion, with dialect and regional variants.
From the practical point of view, it may
be used to improve the teaching of
Russian in non—Russian schools.
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THE PROSODY OF A WORD IN RUSSIAN SPOKEN BY MONGOLS
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Irkutsk, USSR, 664074

ABSTRACT

The phonetic distortions in the
speech of Mongol learners at the level of
the prosody of a word are prompted by the
differences in the prosodic construction
of a word in Russian and in Mongolian.
They can be foreseen and foretold as the
result of the comparative analysis of the
prosodic means of both languages.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the linguistic interpreta-
tion of various breaks in the prosody of a
word in the Russian speech pronounced by
Mongols seems to be important both in the
theoretical meaning (the Russian speech ofMongols is not yet investigated from the
paint of the complex analysis of the sup-
rasegmental phonology) and in the practi-cal one (in teaching Mongols the Russian
pronunciation it will give the chance of
the explanation and foreseeing the pronun-01ation mistakes).
The prosodic means of Russian at the level
0f the prosody of a word is accent. By its
Phonetic nature it is quantitative, quali-tative and dynamic. A stressed vowel is
Characterized by a set of phonetic means:
the length, the tamber, the strength. Ac-
cording to these characteristics it is re-
alized in communication depending on its
functions: culminative (the accent makes
a word a phonetic unit), constitutive
(helps to identificate words or their
forms), distinctive (provides the diffe-
zgggggtion of words and their forms, f%r

e: nna - nna ' crpaHm - or s .A word-stresgyis tra itionally congigered
to be one of the prosodic means of the
Mongolian language. The first reference of
t in Linguistics is to be found 150 years

a8°,and up to now the prosody of a word is
the‘least investigated branch of the Mon-
8°llan phonetics. In fact this problem has
not yet been the subject of the linguistic
research and was studied only from the
point of the rhythmical nature of the Mon-
golian versification. There are various,
sometimes contradictory opinions in refe-
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rence to the word-stress in the Mongolian
language, its phonetic nature and its seat
in the word. Thus, J.Schmidt (1832), Y.
Ramstedt (1908), A.B.Rudnev (1913), B.J.
Vladimirtsov (1929), G.B.Sanzheyev (19(0),
Sh.Luvsanvandan (1967), G.Galsan (1975)
say that a word-stress in the Mongolian
language is expiratory (force) and always
falls on the first syllable of the word.
0n the contrary, O.M.Kovalevsky (1835),
A.A.Bobrovnikov (1848), A.M.Pozdneyev
(1880), V.L.Kotvich (1902) think that the
stress falls on the last syllable and is
not expiratory (force).
Such contradictory opinions can be ex-
plained by the fact that the seat and the
character of the stress were investigated
only with the help of the auditory analy-
sis without thorough phonetic research
based on experiments.
The experiment results/1/ show that any
syllable can have a greater force, espe-
cially when it contains a long diphthong
We couldn‘t find any regularity in the
correlation of vowels in different posi-
tions either in their length or in the
change of the tone. The same is about the
qualitative differences between them. The
experiment and a number of psycholinguisé
tic tests on the perception of a stress
by Mongols show that in the Mongolian lan—
guage there is no word—stress. This langu—
age can be related to unaccented ones.
In this case the length of a vowel in the
Mongolian language is not the characteris—
tic of the prosodic means but a phoneme—
tic indication of the segmental units -
long vowels. It is the length of vowels
that carries out the distinctive function
characteristic of the Russian word-stress
It helps to differentiate words @ygan —
pulse;cyynan - a seat;uac - snow,uaac
- paper, etc.) and their forms (sans-
the imperative of "to reconcile",3snaa ‘
the one who reconciles, etc.).
Some clearness of the pronunciation of
the vowels in the initial s llables (tra-
ditionally taken for stress can be ex-
plained differently: the effect of the
law of synharmony. Synharmony. that is
the regulation of the succession of vo-
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vels in a word - in other words - assimia
Lation of vowels in prefixes to those ones
in the root. Functionally synharmony is
the main way of making the phonetic unity
of a word (a culminative function), iden-
tification of a word in a number of other
words (a constitutive function). The
problem of the delimitative function of
synharmony is not quite investigated in
Linguistics. To study this problem we
made the statistic analysis of the poeti-
cal and prosaic texts in Mongolian.
The differentiation of words according to
the law of synharmony coincided with the
semantic articulation in the poetical
text for 73% of words. The received sta-
tistic data show that synharmony is a
quite safe way of the differentiation of
words. '
The comparison of the prosodic construc-
tion of a word both in Russian and Mongo-
lian show some likeness and some very es-
sential differences. The likeness is to be
found in the functional meaning: the cul-
minative and constitutive functions cha-
racterize the prosody of a word both in
Russian and Mongolian. The main difference
is in the ways of realization of these fun-
ctions. In Russian it is word accent, and
in Mongolian it is synharmony. Besides,
both the Russian language and the Mon-
golian language have different functions.
Only the Mongolian prosodic system has a
delimitative function. Only the Russian
prosodic system has a distinctive func-
tion. In the Mongolian language the fun-
ction is realized not with suprasegmental
ways but with segmental ones - long vo-
we 8.
Thus we can say that in the situation of
the subordinate bilinguism in the Russian
utterances of Mongols the following pro-
bable errors can be expected: .
1.Mcngolian learners of Russian can con-
struct a Russian word according to the
law of synharmony, making its vocal struc-
ture close to the synharmonic models of
their native language.
2. In the Russian utterances of Mongols
we can expect the errors connected with
the absence in Mongolian of the qualita-
tive distinctions of vowels in different
word-positions. As a result Mongols canfind it difficult to give in their utte-
rances a special tamber quality of a Rus-
sian stressed vowel, they are apt to seeno difference between stressed and unstea-
sed vowels with reference to the presenceor absence of the qualitative reduction.3.The qualitative reduction of vowels inthe non-initial syllables can be expectedin Russian utterances, and the furtherfrom the word-beginning is the syllable,
the stronger will be a qualitative reduc-
tion of vowels in it.
4. We can suppose that having difficul-
ties with the proper word—stress in Rus-

sian, Mongols will prefer to stress the
initial syllables.
5. The length as a component of a Russian
word-stress can associate with the length
of vowels in their native language. Clus-
ters of consonants in Russian words can
be comprehended and reproduced as stres-
sed ones.
6. As a consequence of the functional
lack of coincidence of the prosodic means
in both languages there can be errors in
the segmentation of the auding: Mongolian
students can differenciate the unknown
words in accordance with the law of syn-
harmony.
This is the brief description of a theo—
retically possible accent of Mongols in
the prosody of a Russian word, which gi-
ves us a chance to find out difficulties
for Mongolian learners of Russian.
The experiments in comprehension of the
accent-rhythmical structure of a Russian
word by Mongolian learners, the analysis
of their errors prove that the foretold
deviation actually take place in the Rus-
sian utterances of Mongols, in the pro-
sodic structure.

/1/ Gerasimovich L.K. Mongolian versifi-
Cation: Experimental phonetic study, Le-
ningrad, i975.
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PHONETIC INTERFERENCE IN THE CONDITIONS OF RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN BILINGUISM

L.F. TSIPTSURA

Dept. of the Russian Language
Institute of National Economy

Kiev, Ukraine, USSR 252057

The report is devoted to the nature.
tendencies and specific features of pho-
netic interference. inevitable in the
conditions of the active related bilin-

guialism. The conclusions are based on
the author's field research, as well as
on the data of the oscillographic, pa.
latographic and radiographic analysis

of the Russian speech in the Ukraine.

By interference we understand any
linguistic phenomenon reSulting from
interaction of two languages. two com-
munication systems. Each phenomenon of
this kind should be treated not in iso-
lation, but in system. Thus the notion
Of interference includes not only the
given linguistic fact, as, for example,
a new quality of an allophone, but also
the totality of system relations, eifler
modified or qualitatively new. emerging
from a breach (modifica-
tion) of structure.

According to Soviet and foreign

authors two types of interference are re-
alized in morphology and syntax-latent
and overt, but only the latter is repre-
sented on the phonetic level. This pheno-
menon is based on the specific features
0f the phonetic level: rigid interrelati-
On of all the elements of the structure,
their strict hierarchy, practical absence

0f Synonymy and variation which make ex-
clusion from speech of any unit, even more

30 a group of units impossible.
The present linguistic situation in

the Ukraine is characterized by active
Russian-Ukrainian bilinguialism. which
means that the overwhelming majority of
Slavic population in the Ukraine uses
beth systems of communication - the Ukrai-
nian and Russian languages. The measure
and character of their use are undoubtedly
different and the range of difference is
Wide enough: from genuine command of both

languages in their codified form to the
use of a peculiar intermediate variant
that differs from both systems.

The genetic community. which brings

about structural, articulation and acous-
tic proximity of the related languages.
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Russian and Ukrainian, creates especially
favourable conditions for their transpo-
sition and interference in the process of
interaction.

Phonetic interference which is registe-
red in the Russian speech in the Ukraine

is characterized by exceptional stability.
Even in the cases when the system of the
Russian language is mastered sufficiently

enough and is practically identical in
functioning with the native language, the

Ukrainian influence in pronunciation is

quite strong. ’
It is necessary to emphasize that the

quality of the Russian speech in the Uk-

raine is noticeably varied, depending not

only upon age, education and profession

of speakers, but also upon the district

and region, i.e. there are a few local

variants of Russian in the Ukraine. Howe-

ver, alongside with local peculiarities

there exist common features resulting from

interaction of the two related languages.

The results of active bilinguialism

are evident in practically all the secti-

ons of the phonetic structure: the set of

phonemes, phonological correlations and

oppositions, quality and quantity of an

allophone, articulation and acoustic cha-

racteristics of separate sound units, ac-

centual and rhythmic organization ofwwrds,

sentence intonation etc.
The s stem of vowels. The allophones

/O/ and a/ are characterised by a more
backward articulation, and the phoneme

/e/ by a more open and backward articu-

lation. There is a considerable range of

deviations from the norm in the pronunciar

tion of the phoneme IHI. According to the

ma)ority of authors, the Russian phoneme

[h is a central high_vowel (in some cases

its articulation may be somewhat backwanw.

Instrumental analysis shows that in the

Ukrainian language this is a front higher-

mid vowel. According to palatographic ana-

lysis the most typical for Russian speech

in the Ukraine is the central /H/, but no-

ticeably lower. than the normative sound.

The universal peculiarity of the Rus-

sian speech in the Ukraine is the diffe-

rent principle of changes of unstressed
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vowels. In the overwhelming majority of
cases the sounds pronounced instead of
/o/ and /a/ in the first pretonic syllab-
le do notcoincide in quality: the sound
ronounced instead of /a/ is approaching
A/ , which is more open and long, than
the normative Russian [4/.

A somewhat fronter and higher /e/ is
pronounced after palatalized consonants,
while in the Russian literary pronun- e
ciation the sound approaching fl/ - A! /
is the norm-

Thus the system of vocalism of the
first pretonic syllable in the Russian
speech in the Ukraine is represented by
the sounds: 01/, /a/. /A°/. /e/, l‘Pl/.

/. /y/. It obviously differs from the
realization in the same position of vowel
phonemes in normative Russian: in the
Russian speech in the Ukraine vowels in
the first pretonic syllable in their
quantity and especially quality approach
stressed vowels. Though these vowels are
reduced, the character of reduction is
different: the sounds do not lose their
main quality. The influence of the Uk-
rainian norm here is obvious.

There are other deviations from the
Russian orthoepy in unstressed syllables
in the Russian speech in the Ukraine.

In modern Russian the second preto-
nic syllable allows considerable
(though not maximum) reduction of a
vowel. The system of vocalism in this po-
sition is represented by onl five vo-
wfls:fi/.M/,h¢,A/,h .

The system of vocalism in the second
pretonic s llable is different too.
The short is pronounced instead of
0/. /a/, and often , pronounced ins

stead of /o/, is somewhat labialized, as
in the first pretonic syllable:
/ mar a‘ma/. lnad/lOpaar/ etc.

Vowels /e, that follow palatali-
zed consonants also differ in their pro-
nunciation in the second and other pre—
tonic syllables: fl'eHT'Hn'a'TLQp /,
Mesa/moms /. /M'acncpynRa/.

Thus, he reduced sounds /L/, /L/,
so typical in this position in the Rus-
sian orthoepy, are practically non-exis-
tent in the Russian speech in the Ukra-
ine.

It is interesting to note that after
tflflaflflflin pretonic syllables other than
the first, the sound approaching /H/ is
pronounced instead of the v7we} e: ’u/
msc' ‘ec'aT . mu cr'aao . ml 'eo'e .

/usnfi%3ana /. The gse ofjthe vowgls
H,H,y generally corresponds to the norm.

' The system of vowels in the third and
fourth pretonic syllables is the same as
in the second pretonic syllable. On the
contrary, in the absolute beginning of
the word all the vowels are pronounced
very distinctly, especially the vowels

/a/and/b/ This distinction is preserved
even in those cases when in other preto-
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nic syllables these vowels,coinside:
/oueB' mum /, /ordnaq;amp 'm" /.
So the difference be ween the system of
the first and other than the first pre-
tonic syllables, so prominent in the
Russian orthoepy, is less noticeable in
the Russian speech in the Ukraine.

In modern Russian the degree of reduc-
tion of vowels in posttonic and pretonic
syllables is of graduated character: the-
re are syllables with a stronger and
weaker reduction.
The maximum reduction is registered
first of all in the first posttonic syl-
lable. In this position the complete re-
duction is also the most frequent.

In the Russian speech in the Ukraine
the general tendency of vowel reduction
in a posttonic syllable is normally the
game. This reduction is mainly quantita-
ive.

Of special interest are the data cha-
racterizing the principles of accentual
and rhythmic organization of the word.
The comparison of accentual and rhythmic
structure of the word in Russian, Ukrai-
nian and Byelorussian, originally rela-
ted but now functioning as separate lan-
guages, makes it possible to show common
and specific typologic tendencies in
East-Slavic accentuation. The common ten?
dency is, above all, the centralizing
function of stress. In all the languages
stress is the distinctive feature of the
word, which determines its accentual and
rhythmic structure. However, the reali-
zation of the dominating influence of a
stressed syllable on the other parts of
the word are not the same in Russian and
Ukrainian. Oscillographic analysis shows
that the principles of accentual and
rhythmic organization of the Russian
speech of the Ukrainian population does
not fully coinside with any modern nor-
mative East-Slavic language.

Preserving length as the main corre-
lative of stress, the phonetic word in
the speech of bilinguals is normally
characterized by entirely different quan'
titative correlations between stressed
and unstressed vowels and between un?
stressed vowels of different degree of
reduction, which is one of the reasons
of the specific Ukrainian accent, 1.6-
a more noticeable degree of vocalization
of speech, its melodiousness;

The system of consonants. The sy5tem
of consonants in the Russian speech of
the Ukrainian population is close to the
norm with the exception of the backlin‘
gual consonants. Thus atpresent /K'/.
x'/, [P'/ in the Russian speech of the

Ukrainians do not have the status of
phonemes but are variants of nonrpala‘
talized /K/, /r/. /x/. This peculiarity
finds its explanation in the fact that
in Russian orthoepy palatalized /x'/.
T"/, /x'/ became phonemes only recently

and are still positionally limited in cone
parison to other palatalized consonant
phonemes.

One of the most common and noticeable
deviations from the orthoepic norm in the
Russian speech in the Ukraine is the
quality of the plosive voiced backlingual

. Observations show that in the absolur
te majority of cases this consonat is
substituted with the fricative AV/. In
its articulation and acoustic characte-
ristics the sound is approaching the
South-Russian dialectal / /, but it is
noticeably different from the corres-
ponding consonant in the Ukrainian/ /;

As a result the fricative, voice in
the Russian speech of the Ukrainians, is
devoiced not into /K/, as in the norms-
tive speech, but into /x/. This devia-
tion from the norm is even a more con-
7;ant peculiarity than the fricative

There are certain peculiar features
in the system of labial consonants too.
There is only one labiodental consonant
in the Russian normative speech - the
consonant b. In the Russian speech in
the Ukraine the phoneme /B/ is very
often realized in two variants: labio-
dental As/ and bilabial lwl. It should
be noted that the confusion of /B/ and
/w/ may occur quite frequently in the
sPeech of the same person and it is
difficult to trace any tendencies here.

In the system of labial consonants
in the Russian speech of the Ukrainians
the consonant [B / often remains unpaired
1n the opposition of voiced and voice-
less consonants, because it does not
alternate with [mlin the word-final po-
sition and in the end of the syllable,
followed by a voiceless consonant, thus
differing from other voiced phonemes.

In word-final positions the labial
cOnsonants are asla rule velarized:
/kpow/. /csn/, /c eM/. / onyn /. /pyn/.

CTaw/. /BOC'MM/. It is nown that of
all lax labial consonants in Russian and
in some Russian dialects only the sono-
rous AV/ is velarized. In the other
dialects and also in the Ukrainian and
Byelorussian languages the process re-
ceived further development, and all the
labial consonants in the absolute word-
flnal position were velarized. So the
tendency is not new, what we see in this
case is a somewhat specific development
0f the long-standing Russian (East-Slavic)
tendency.

Experimental phonetic investigation
of the Russian speech in the Ukraine
testifies to the fact that in the con:
ditions of the related bilinguialism
the tendency is not towards the mixture
0f the sound systems but towards their
gehuine interaction resulting in emer-
gence of a qualitatively new language
Phenomenon, which has no absolute analo-

gue in the contacting languages.
In the conditions of the active re-

lated bilinguialism the interference is
realized not only in the system of
sounds but also in their distribution.

The specific result of such interac-
tion is enrichment of the basis of ar-
ticulation. We assume that the main rea-
son of this phenomenon, its certain
precondition, is the genetic community
of the languages, creating the community
of the articulation basis.
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B yCHOBHHX TyPKMEHCKO-PJCCKDPO HBYHBHQME

HIEMHIH CAPHXAEBA

Typxnencnun rocynapceHHufi yHnBepcer
Amxadan. Typxnencxaa CCP. 744000
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2.00 aKTMBHo-apmnxynmpynmeuy oprauy n no-
cTy oopaBOBaHna nperpanu.

3. Ho yqacrnm ronoca M myua.
4.Ho paoowe ronoc03ux eBaaox.
S.Ho nonomennm unrxoro 3663.
6. Ho oxpacxe nun Hanmqnm - orcymcum

cuxrqeuna.
Cornacao nepBomy npnaunny Knaccngnxa-

nun KOHGOHaHTH B Typxueacxou u pyccxou
aauxax nonpaanenammca Ha rpm onaosaaqnue
rp nnu: cuuqaue. meneBue. npoxamue (npoxa—
mu Typxueucxnn //”/ uanoynapnufi opaBHm-
Tenbao c pyccxnm /p/).

KonnqecTBo nonpaaneneanfi cornacauxxn
aKInBHo-apruxynnpymmemy oprauy nponaaome-
Ema aaBncuT or yqacwua aKTflBHHx OpraHOB
peqm. B cnaau c aTHM onenyer paannqarb mm
OCHOBHHG n nBe @axynBTaTnBaue r ynnu cor-
nacaux: I. ryoaue. 2. aauqaue. . gBynap-use. 4. rnorque (gapmaransaue). can K
nepBuu nByu rpynnau omaocarca cornacaue
odonx flBHKOB. TO nocnennna nBe rpynnm
npencraBneHu TonBKo BByxaun Typxmeacxnro
Hauxa AZ. . . upencTaBnummua noamunouflue
annogoau gone“ [r.g.x/. B pyccxou HSHKB
rpynna ry aux cornacaux paaonBaeTca Ha
use nonrpynuu (rydao-ryoaue m ryoaoayo-
Hue). cornacaum mypxmaacxoro fiauxa Hern-
nnqna PyGHO‘ByGHaH aaKynHuna. ona Bcwpe-
qaerca TonBKo B aanmcOBaHaux CHOBaX.

Ho yqacmum ronoca n myua cornacuue
Iypxuencxoro m pyccxnro HBHKOB pasnenHmT—
Cfi Ha nBe paBaoueHHue rpynnu: coaopnue n
myuuue. Ho paoore ronocoBHx cnaaox cornea-
aue ooonx HSHKOB nenarca Ha rnyxue u 3BOH-
EMS. H0 BBOHKOGTB cornacflux anneane B @0—
Hamnqecxou ornameamn Beonuoponnoe. Pasayn
CTeneHB SBOHKOCTM B Typxuencxou n pyccxou
xSHKax xapaxmepmaymr nosuunoaaue annoqvau.
Typxmeacxomy aauxy ocooeuao CBOMCTBGHHH
HOHySBOHKMe cornacnue. Ho nonomennm MHPKD-
I‘0 Heda cornacxue aaannaupyeuux aauxon ne-
nxmcn Ba HocOBue m pTOBHe. B cncmeua TypK—
MeHCKoro HSHKa mueemca sanHeaauqHHfi Hoco-
ROM cornacnufi [5/. orcyrcrnymmnfi B pyc-

Rom asuxe.
C gnuemmqecxofi Toqxn apeflna aBneHme

nanamanuaanmu omueqaemca B donbmnncmne
RSHROB umpa. B TOM queue n B TypKMeHCKOMM
3 Dyccxou aauxax. ApTMKynflTopHo aror upm-
aflaK Bupaxaercfi B nonnamum cpenfiefi cnnHKfl
H R TBepnomy Body. Ho B pyccxou ESHKB
B Ornnqua or Typxmencxuro amom npmsnax BH-
nonnflem H6 TonLKO goneTqoxym. HO M 4030'noruqecxym QyHKumm. fiBnHHCB nndfifipefinflaflfi-
“HM Hpuaaaxom cornacaux Gnaronapa ROTOpO-
My OAHM cornacnue gonemfi npomnBonocmaBne-
Minpyrnm. Hanamanmaauun mun ee omcymcwnw
Paannqaem cuucn pyccxux OflOB u xx QDpM.

BOAHaH Tadnmua pycoxmx n mypxuen—
CRMx cornacnux nonTBepmnaem npenocxonamufi

Inqecmneauufi cocmaB pyccxux cornacuux
a Cuem @0Honormqecxoro HPOTHBOHOCTaBHe-

gflfi Marxocwb-TBepnocmb. OTcyTCTBMH B MH-
meflTape Typxmencxoro gamma prnomeHeBHX
”yuaux /O. 3/. ryoHo-ayoaux meneBuM /¢.B/
a aQQPMKaTu /u/ m Hannuma Hecxonbxnx io-

eM. xomopue H6 nmewm CBomx COOTBBTCTBMfi

B pyccxou Hanna: ocxomenaBue nBTapnea—
Tanbnme goaeuu / .;7 ryoao-ryonue maneBHe.vY/. 3a easuqflun cuuqaufi coaanr 45/ Ma puKama €5/.

Typxue cxmfi Bonanuau npencraBneH 18
gnaeuaun (Konmqecrso nx Bo cnx nop cnopao)
neBaTBw napaun. crporo,paarpanmqenuunn no
nonrome-xparxocmn. nonrowa Typxuencxmx
rnacnux mmeem axuuoaansaym Harpymeamxms.
Pnacxue BByKM pyccxoro asuxa Kan m rnacame
wypxneacxoro Hanna zenamca Ha unearnqnue
KBaCCBQMKaunoaaue nonrpynnu.

an nepenanfi pan Cpenanfi Banflnfi
PEA Pflfl

M : " H u u: y M M
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C§na no Taonnue. rue Typxneacxna @0-
HGMH o oaaaqeau uenxnm mpmgmom. yOBOHTL
nsonupOBaHHue aBHOQoHH 6 goneu pyccxoro
HauKa He npencTaBBaer oco ofi wpynnocrm Ban
Hoomwenen Typxmeacxoro Hanna. ncxonn m3
npnccTBma paBHoneHHux qeM B cmcreme
ponuoro Hanna. Ho pfiny. nogmeuy u ory6nea—
HOCTM my KMGHOKMG rnacaue HpOTMBOHOCTaBneHH
donee nuggepeauupOBaHo. Kaunas n3 Tpex cwe—
nenefi nonseua agencmaBneHa nByna paaHOa-
HOCTHMM (mmpoxou m yaxofi). Hexoropue rnac-
Hue peanuswCH Taxme paaaooopaaaol1 Kay
"nepenfle-cpenflepannoe eBepxxparxoe /L'/.
HadmanuaOBaHHHfl /o/ Huaxoro nonmema. Gonee
mmpoxufi cpenHe—maero nonsena. nepezne-
cpennero pana /e/ 4/. OCHOBHOfi me mpynno—
CTBD Ana nocnmene T pxmeacxoro 3303a HB-
nfiemcfi noamuuounaa o yCHOBneHHOCTL no or-
nomeumw ynapenufl. CunBHofi nosnunefi Ala
pyccxoro rnacuoro aBnaaTca ynapaufi cnor.B
oeaynapflux cnorax rnacuue B pyccxou asuxe
nonBepramIca KaqecmBeaBofi m xonmqecTBeH-
HOfi e m.

pflfiggggpanbflofi npownsononomnoombm m
OOOGGHHOOTLD mypxneacxoro Boxanuama anna-
ercn qpeaBuqafiHo manaa CTGHGHB penyxunu
Geaynapnux rnacaux. C @numoaanBaofi Tou-
KM spenna Ana rnacaux cmnbaofi @oaernqecxofi
noanunefi oxasaBaeTca nemfi cnor uaorocno—
macro 0303a. Beaynapuue rnacuue B uaqane -
cn03a xapaxrepmaymrca oruocnrenbno ooaen
MHTGHGMBHOCTLD m Bucowon qacmomu OGHOBHGPO
Toaa. no cpaBHeHnm c-cepennnofi CHOBa. flun-
TenBHOCTB Typxmeacxmx rnacnux B Gesynapnmx
nonomeamax B aaBucnuocwn 0T xapaxmepa cno-
BOBofi CpKTypH mnu yBennaaeTca (B eno-
Bax c omxpuwumm caoramn). man no yueHBma-
area (B CHOBaX c aaxpurmmm cnoramn) K ROE-
uy CHOBa. rnacaue mypxmeacxoro aauxa B Ha—
qane 0303a. no cpaBHeHnm c cepennuon u Bob
mom. coxpauflmr Hamoonee GBOfiCTBeHHOS MM
KaqecTBo n peanusymrcx B Buns OCHOBHOPO
aHBOQDaa. Beaynapuue rnacaue TypKMGHCKDPO
fiauxa GOHBNB naueaxwmca B KonmqeceHHou
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owaomeunn, qeu B Kaqecwseaaou.
‘ BapnaTflBHOGTB me pyccxmx 663 napaux

rnacaux B peueBou nomoxe qpesnuqa o Benn—
Ka m maoroodpasna. B csasu c nanon unm—
wensaocmsm deaynapnmx rnacnux, OHM qacmo
He nmemm Tax Haaunaemcro "cranuonapaoro"
yqacmxa, T.e. manure yqacrna asyqanma,rne
qacromu qnpmanm damn 6m nocwoaHHuMM.Hosmo-
my, HGCMOTpH Ha manoe madnuqnoe Konmqecnn
rnacnux gnaeu B pequ ux Hacqmmumaemcn no
I8 amanoaos /§ .

pnfiocmn OBnaneuma aByROBon cucmemofi
oxaauBamTca 3 ocuonnou caasanuuuu c 3606-
xonnmocrsm yCBOMTL HOBHB mun HGGKOHBKO om-
nnqaue 0T npusuqnux cnocooon peannaaumm.B
mypxueacxou aaane maxcnmanbao Boauomfloe
Konnqecmso cornacaux B acconmrnou Keane
cnora TOMBKO naa, npnqeu nepnufi m3 a
oduqno coaanm, BTOPOfi - mymaufi cumquufi mun
menesofi. Conocmanurenbnufi ananna Kenna
cnos mypxmencxoro n pycoro aauxon noxa-
sax, qTo B pyccxom asuxe Bosuomau 133 K0-
Heqnux coqemaunfi ma nByx cornacaux, a B
Ty xueacxou TOHBKO 23. Ornmaenbflofi one-
umgmqecxofi ocodenaocrsm Typxueacxoro asuka
asnaemca TaKme paapemenne cmcreuon ynom e-
dneama snonxmx cornacaux B KOHHB cnona. a—
ggxmepaon n33 cnoron, cocmannammnx ennHoe

Hemnqecxoe cnoso B Typxneucxom xauxe,a3-
nxemca m pens cnoroodpaaymmmx rnacnmx, on-
penenammmx non Bnmaanen cmnrapuouuaua xa-
paxmefi cornacnux, onflmnx B'nanaue cnorm.

amapmansnaa peannaauua aauxa odnana-
er H8 TOHBKO aprmxynflropHo—axycTnuecnmmu
xapaxmepncwnxaun, HO M cwamncmmqecnnmn
cnoficmsaum. Peansuocrs amen cwamucmnqecxon
opranmsaumn onenmgmqaa nun Kaxnoro KOHKPEF
HOPO Hanna. nun cncwemu pycmx cornacaux
xapaxmepno onnaaxonoe Konmqecwno TBepnuxn
narxmx cornacnux (no 18 gnaeu 3 Kamnofi
rpynne), cmuqaum n meneBux (TaKme no 18),
nhm onuaaxonoe Konmqecmno rnyxnx (16) n
anonxmx (20, amqafi conaamu), couopaux B
cmcreue cornacnum B 3 paaa ueHLme (BCGPO
9) no cpaBHeHnm c mymaumu (27). Hepenne—
Hsuunux B Byccxon cucmeme cornacuux - 19,
rydfiux - I , sanfiefiauqnux - 6, a openne-
aauqnux - I. B Typxueaoxom HSHRG TaKfie
gnnHaKonoe Konmqecmno cmnqnux m meneBux
qpaeu (9:10). Bro me KaCaBTCfi KonmqecmBa
cornaCHux @oaeu, Koppenupymmmx no npnauaxy
rnyxocrn—3Bonxocmn, T0 snouxme cornacnue
Bnnmqaa conopawe,3 2 pasa npeBocxonnT (14:
7) rnyxne. B Typxmencnnu HBHKG coaopaux B
2 pasa (7:14) ueubme B pyccxom me HBHKB,
mx B 3 paaa measme. finenymmue ungpu onpe-
nenamw npomnnonocwanneaue no aKTMBHo-nefi-
crnywmemy opraay: uepenfieasuunux B Typx-
uencxofi cmcreme — IO, rydaux - 5, sauna-
gzgqnm§ - 4, cpenaeaauquufi - I, @apmnranb—

Onpeneneame cpeqaemocmm qouem B
peansaux pequx yonosmax, npencmasneaaoe
B nannow cnyqae ananmaou unabmenumx meno-
moa,asnnocs onenymmmu smanom craTmcwmqec+
KOPO npencmannenma. CTaTmcmmqecxne naunue,
Kacammmeca pyccxoro aauxa, mononbaymmca M3
manecmnum B unarBMCTuqecnofi nmrepamype mo-

Toqflmxon /6/. Banana no cmawncmnKe mypx—
mencxoro aauxa dunm nonyqeau Ha OGHOBa-

Hum aHanusa Texcmon odmnu odsenou 100000
33yKOBux enmamn. Texcru nondmpaHMCL c yua-
TOM Tpex OCHOBHHX cnefi: xynomecmaeanofi
nposu, Hayqnofi npoau m raaamaon HGKOMKM,
yamBanncL Bce ocnosuue cnyqan accuunnn—
nun, cTameHMfi n Bananeama BByKOB. B npo-
uecce padoru BHfiBMflHCB Hexomopue pnnoc-
mm ennaoro Tpaacxpndnposannn, cnopuue BO-
npocu nuarsucmnqecxoro xapaxmepa.

neficTBymmafi B Typxmeacxou HSHKG ryd—
Han rapmonna npennonaraer Hannqme orydnen—
BOOTH B nocnenymmnx cnorax. Onnaxo B rypK-
mencxofi nuurnmcmmxe ocmaerca cnopauu Bon-
poc o TOM, onunaxonu nu rnacuue no CTene-
an orydnennocmn so 306x cnorax cnona.
A.Monnae3 /7/, anannsmpyn aKycqecxme na-
pamempu rnacaux B nBycnomHux cnonax, neur-
6T BuBon, qmo /o/ 30 BTOPOM cnore He HBHE
emcfi quorum orydnenauw rnacauu, a mmeew
numb orreaon orydneaaocmu, nosmomy TBcB+
Hunumoano npencTaBnHemca CMMBonom /a /.

onyqennue me Km.PoxneHonuM /8/ naHHme no
Bocnpmamnm rydaux rnacnux yGanMTenLHo no-
xaauBamT, qTo nadmannsosanaocmb Bonanmqe—
cnnx enuflnu non BnMHHnem rydflofi rapmoumn
nocmamoquo Bupamaemcfi n B nocnenymmnx eno-
rax. Banenenaue rnacaue onosnammca HOOMTG-
namm fismxa BHe KOHTeKcTa B 80% cnyqaeB m
B @oaemnqecxom KOHTGKCTG B IO % cnyqaeB.

Cnopuuu momenmom annaemcn m Tpaacxgy-'
aonanue nonysnoaxux cornacnux Tuna /f A
,ob/. B naHHOM cnyqae npezxcmaBJeo.coqa—-
fine zuayx BaphIBHBDC BByKOB, paanenenaux Kpa—
TKOfi nayaofi cmuq, npuqem nepnufi 33 R WP
nnosmnnmfi, a BTopofi - SKOHHOBKBHHfi. 'Ho-
cKonLKy axonnoama cumqamx 33yx03 B TypK—
neacxou aauxe Empameua oqens pe3Ko. T0 BO
MHOPMX onyqafix sxcnnosm3umfi xapaxmep BTO-
poro BByKa, onenymmero 3a axycwmqecgm no-
Bonsao ownnqfiuu or Hero nmnnosmnuum, sac-
Tannaem ronopammx omndoqno npnnnmaTL exag-
noamm cornacnoro aByRa 3a are ronocaocrb

Hoqwm Bce Typxmeacxne cornacuue MO-
rym dams H6 TOHBKO KpaTKMMM. H0 m nonrmmfl.
Hpm TpaHCRpMGMDOBaHMM B nepByw oqepenb
npmnmmanac; BO Bammanne MOPQBMHaH npnnan-
nemaocmb,uo u onHOBpemeHHo qIHBanaCB '
nByXHMKOBocmb u onflonnKoaocmb nsodpameHMH
cornacnux Ha ocuunnorpammax.

Honcqem qacwomu Bcwpeqaeuocwn @onem
TGKGTOB Ha TypKMGHGKOM asuxe nan zaanue.
OCHOBHBaHCB Ha KOTOPHG mm cmornn Bmcmpamm
rypxmeacxne @oneMH B panx c yGMBawmefi n0
anaqenmam nocnenoaamensnpcmsm: [[La.n.f3©
Lvflgoflsdotgsass‘ssssJ haK9f5933g929M’

x:,t.:,p,03, £,W,O:,H:,¢é,l4:,1d9%£9 15/'
Bonmuafi qacTOTHocTL yno'rpedneflvm Kpa-

mxnx rnacuux ommeqaemca Kan oémaa aannno-
mepHocws, BuaBneHHaa Kan npm aaannse TBK'
CTa, Tax m npn aaanmae cnoaapa /9/. KaK
KaqTBeHHHG xapaxmepmcmmxu rnacaux. max
u Konuqecraeuame qKo ompamammca Ha cTa-
Tmcmmqecxom namepmane: COqaeMOCTL corna‘
caux c rnacHuMu sannero ana cocmannaeT
52%, nepenuero pfina - 420, cpenaero pfina
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- 6%. Cornacno odmennnrsmcrmqecxofi TGHABH-
nun cmammcmnqecxn donee Bepoarnumm 3333mm-
ca 0303a OT onnoro no B-x caoron. CTaTuc-
Tuna Typxmencxoro Hanna nonTBepmnaeT sTy
meanenunm, npmqem BunenHeT nBycnomHue eno-
Ba, RaK cnosa Handonee ynompednmenbaua 3
pequ. B Typxmencxou HSHKG onnocnomuue eno-
Ba Bcwpeqawrca B 15.6%, scnomHue - 40.0%
Tpexcnomnue 27.7%. qemupexcnomnue 10.5% n
nanee B nopanxe pesKoro yduBaHua. flonyqefi-
Hufi cmawucmnqecxufi mamepnan npenuonaraem
cocmaBneHne AOCTOBepHOPO ompeaxa peqm Ha
pyccxou HBHKB, BKnmqammero OCHOBHHG ocabfi-
HOCTM cmpyxmypnofi oprannaaumn szyxonux no—
CJSAOBaTenBHOCTefi Typxuencxoro asuKa.

Cnyxonofi aflanms pyccxofi peqn Typxmen
Gun npOBeneH Ha name mane sanucn TeKcTa
cocTaBneaaoro B 180 Y. amqammero 200
Handonee qacromuux enorOB pyccxoro HSHRa
/IO/ ABCBTBD mugopmaHTaMm-Typxuenaun. Oc-
HOBHHB oosnmqecxme orxnonenna om pyccnnfi
Hopmu cnaaaau c cceuHmMm paanmqun. He-
yuenue npaBnnLHo npOMSHOOMTL pyccxne peny-
unpoaaaaue gnpuu Oeaynapaux rnacamx @uxcn-
DOBaHOCL noscemecrno. Owneqanoc5 nonuoe,
cmnbaoe nponsnecenne nepnoro Gesynapaoro
cnora, qro cnoficwneuno npouaaocmmenbamu
Hopuau ponHoro Hanna magnpmaaroa. Xapaxmep—
Han OCOGGHHOCTB TypKMGHCKDPO Boxanmsma -
qacwnuflaa n name nonHaH penyxuma ysxnx nmr
onux - npocnemnnaemca no Bcemy T6KOTY.Typ&
neacxmfi H3HR omnocnrca K HBHKBM c apxo BH-
pamennofi Bonanmqecxon crpyxmfipofi He monsxo
B Konnqecmaenflom oraomenun. cnny saxona
cmarapmonnaua noxasawenem Kaqecrsa cnora
aBnaeICH rnacuufi. Ecnu cnorooGpaaymmnnrna-
cuun OTHOCHTCH K sannemy pnny, T0 coqemam—
mmfica c HMM cornacnufi Tome amayT Haaan.
Banneasuqaue cornacaue /Kaz/ B P6?“ TYPE-
MGH nepenammca mx yBynfipH n nosnumonuuum

aHBOCDHaMM / .G / B KOMGMHEHMM c rnacnumn
aanfiero pana. Baxou rapmoaun rnacnux onpe—
nenaem enunco Temdpa rnacuoro m cornac-
HOPO B canon cnore M 03036. B coueraumn c
rnacammm nepennero pana KaK npenmecTByw—‘
mun, wax u nocnenymmnfi cornacaufi dynyw B
Hexomopofi cmenenn cmaraLca. B coqemaamm
c rnacnumm sannero pfina 06a cornacnux 6y-
HYT BenapnaOBaHH. Bra ompadorannaa nexaan-
Ra peqm Typxmea xopomo npocnemnnaeTca Ha
Mx npomanomeamm cnos axonepmmenwansnoro
TGKCTa. BamHuM ycnonmeu onnanenmx cucmeuon
rnacnux pyccxoro Hanna HBnfleTCfi Koncoaaam-
Han aKRomonauma Ha ypOBHe cnora; n60 cnor,
Gynq unnumanbuun ompeaxom peqm, sannmqa-
6T B cede xapaxmepaue Baammoneficwnma rnac—
flux m coruacnux asynnB. B pyccxom gamma, 3
sanncmmocmu 0T Kaqecmna oxpymawmux cornac—

“EX. rnacnufi momeT GHTL nponsmayr Bnepen
Ha npowxxeamn Boero snyqanmx. B pequ nnqnp~
MaHTOB-Typmea qKO @nmmpymmfl CBMCTHIILMB

prnomenenme /s£z/, xora pyccxofi peqm
OTapmero noxonenna Typxmea csoficwnenfia yc—
Tofiqmnaa aameua prnomenesux Ha namepnefl—
TanLHue nnocxomenesue sByKM / .57. “T0 HPO-
raosmpoaanocs cmcwemofi ponnoro asuKa. Baum—

cTBOBaHHaR M3 pycoro fisuxa nexcmxa mower

AaTb namepman Ann meanneama B cmcreme Ho—

B 3.0 emmafi, e Hadnmnaemux 3 na ax
/;¥S,f£§/ /IO/. ggmena aQQpMKaT Ha mgne-
Bofi, Tenneuuna ynpomeama csoficrnesua peqn
Typxmen. Cnenyem ornernrs, qTo cmcmeuao—
OTB n yHnBepcanLHocTL Hexomopux gonemmqe-
cxmx peanusaunn nocmaTqo qacmo H6 cpada—
THBaeT. B peqenofi neamenbaocwu Han60nee
aBTOMaTMBMPOBaHHHMH, a onenoaarenbno Han-
donee pnaonpeononmuunn aBnawmca ommdxu
Ha nponsaocmmenbnou ypoaue. AaKynaTop—
Hum yKnan Typxmeucxoro asuxa, ero mexaxm-
3MB, saaqnwenbuo npormsonocrannenu pyccxo—
my. CBOfiCTBeHHOB pyccxomy nanny nepenne—
Bepxaee BunyKnoe nonomenme Hanna csnne-
TenBCTByeT, qro naxamannaonaaaocrs naus-
ewca onHofi us Bamnefimmx ocodeHHOCTefi pyc-
axon aeTuKn. Pnydoxoe n nnocxoe nanome-
Hne aauxa mypxnea noanonaer cnenams Eamon
o doaefi cmeneam OGMOHBHOCTM Typxuencxon
apmuxynawopaofi 633m. Cnenyem ownernms n
aKIMBHOG yqacmne ryd, ynynu n ropraau B
peqn Typxmen.

HpMBonMMHe nannme moryw Gums monoun-
sonafiu Kan B meopemnqecxnm nnaHe npu OCMHF
cnenmn Tnnonormqecxmx npodneu ¢nnonormu,
wax u 3 npaaqecxom omnomeamn npn odyqe-
Hum pyccxouy nanny yqamnxca - TypKMGH.
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BOHFAPCHMH AHHEHT B PYCCHOM HPOHBHOWEHMM Y HOCMTEHEH PYCCHOP
HBBIKA, HOCTOHHHO HPOMMBABMHX B BOHFAPMM 0

BAHEPHH P. CMMPHOBA

I KaQenpa pyccxoro Hauxa
Cancxoro rocygapCTBeHHoro
yHnBepCMTeTa,Co®nfi,Bonraa

PEBDME
HponBTcx Hadnmnefina Han MHTep®e-

peHuuen B oénacwn pyccxoro nponsuome-
HMH y BBKTopOB - Hocnwenefi pyccxoro
Bauxa B yCHOBHfiX pyccxo—Gonrapcxoro
BB HBHQMK. OTKBOHeHMB 0T nponanocenb-
HO HOpMH y pyccxmx BMKTOpOB c0BnaBamT
c OCHOBHHMM pBHOCTBMM, KOTOpHe nonu-
THBamTu6onrapcxne pycncru npn nsyqennu
pyccxom ¢0HeTMKM M MHTOHauMn.Ho MHeHMm
aBTopa,c AaHHHMM OTKHOHSHMHMM /Gonrap-
cn aKueHTOM/ Momno n HyBHo 60p0TBCB
nyTeM cosnaHnH nepnonnqecxmx KoppeKTM-
pOBqHx KpOB no pyccxomy npomauome—
Hum,x0TB 6H BBB pyccxnx nepeBqMKOB
/yCTHHfi nepeBoB/ n BmxTopOB,a Taxme
nyTeM yBennueHnB KOHTaKTOB c KMBHM pyc-
CKMM CBOBOM /KMHo,panno TeneBMBeHne,
rpamsanucn, nocemeHnB CCCPZ

BCTYHHEHHE

OdmemaBeCTHO,UTO ecnn Bonro man no-
cronnno mnBemb B MHOHBHUHOH cpene /T.e.
B yCHOBMHX nByasuuMH/,poBHofi HSHK ocwa—
HaBnMBaeT08 B CBoeM paBBnTnn nun noBBep-
raeTca MHTep®epeHuMn B Tofi nun MHofi CTe-HeHH n npemne Bcero B odnacwn nponanocn-TeHbHHX HopM. Banacwym MHOCTpaHHHfi ax-ueHT B peqM pyccxoro nun donraaa,npo-aammero 3a pydemou, paanpamaeT yxocnnbuee, ueM Banexo He COBe meHHaB eubunocrpaHua Ha pyccxom HEM 6 nrapcxog
Bagxax, Koropax nogqac aBqT name "MB-
no M Bxsorao /3a ncxnmqenmem paBBe
uro onepHoro neBua, ncnonHBmmero apnm
Heucuoro c HeMeuKMM aKHGHTOM- 3fle Hm‘
Goe OTKHOHBHMe 0T HpOHBHOCHTeHbHHX HopM
aauxa PpOBMT pas b Bce oqapOBaHne
Rafi or npeaCHom mysunu, Tax n OT upe-
RpacHoro Ponoca/.

COBCTBEHHBIH ORBIT
Ha n oraxennn MHOPMX new aBTopy Ban-

HOPO coo mennfi npnxonnnocs cranaaTbca
c npodnemaMM donrapcxopo aKueHTa,CHaua-
Ba Bax npenoBaBaTenm Co¢nficxoro yHnBep-
ceTa B padowe c donrapcxumn pyCMCTaMM

no pyccxofi onewnxe u HHTOH n /3KCH -pHMeHTaflbHug KOHTpaCTMBHO-CS§§CTaBMTe;b-Hui Kypc, yKOBOfiMMHfi M.A.Peo PmeBofi HaOCHOBe ee BB K .HOHOBOH yqegmma [1y,aBnocneBCTBnm Bax KOHcyaaHTy no pyccxo-My nponanomenmm npn aanncn eGHMKOB pyc-cxoro Hsuxa BBB yccxnx M onra cxnx mKQHB BOHPapMH Ha Co Mficxom paBMo. peaynb-TaTe BpOBeBeHHHx nccneBOBaHMfi /aByCTnue-cxnx H ayBMTMBHHX/ n Hadnnnennfi aBTopnpuxoBMT K BBBoBy o TOM, qTo OCHOBHHeommdxn B pyCCKOM nponanomennn y Gonrap-cxnx cwyBeHTOB-pyCMCTOB H y BMKTopOB -Hocnwenefi pyccxoro sauna cosnanamT:
I. Ha OBHe rnaCHHx
1. Hasannaaumfi PBaCHHx nepeB H B adcoa-HOM Kouue cn0Ba nun B coqaHnn c p-PHMM cornacHHMM /BaPOH 6BHH TaflaHT,HHCTHTyT, opaHmeBufi, Konxypcf;
2. HeBOCTaTounafi nadnannsaunfi x B a600-

BmTHOM Banana CBOBa /1HMBeEceT, Kn -
goGneHMe/;

3. OTcyTCTBKe BM®T0HPOMBHoro aneMeHTa,
cnadafl ryGHaB peannaauna y o;

4. 0TcyT0Tsme pefiyxunn a B aécaaHOM
HauaBe CHOBa 3H8 rnfi Bxcx ME/;

5. E BMeCTO A Ha meCTe o M a B HepBOM
npeByBa HOM M B adcofiwTHBM Hanane
CBOBa /10ca, Tom-1at OHM/;

6..¢ BMeCTO g Ha mecwe g H a B0 BTOpOM
gggfigggpnom /noro H na 6B03/;

Bne pefiyfifiéfilfi§§§fi§’fioro a -
"aKaHBe" /Be'repoxI negegaTE/. ’

II. Ha ypOBHe COPHaCHHX
1. HeBOCTaTouHaH 0TeneHb CMHPueHMH /"H0‘

JIyCMHI‘qMeV cornacnmx, B ocodeBHo-
CTH H’ H' ’ T’ ’; owcyTCTBme
CBMCTflmePO flpHSB Ra B T’ B ’B0 Bcex
noanunfix, B oco eHHocwfi,B a coaHOI
KOHue CHOBa /nT eTM 6 amb/3
donrapcxne m fi‘gggfiééfifi‘fiyfigfifii TBeP'gux g H 5 /MnmaI CamKaI BBCToxnfi/;
onrapcxoe TBepBoe q BMeCTO pyCCKOPO

MHPKOPO g'/qecrb Tfiqxa/;
OTCyTCTBMe finfi ocnafineHHafl apTMKyflH‘
qua nor IGeJIee'rI xeamaeT/;
He aBnnBHaB n cMnH MB - mH n mT
BMgg A u /3T0 qH n QT KOHeqHHfi TouHU nhM
Gonra 569 BMEETU’EYEfiRETfi éoqera-
HMH n T mm /;

0
0
3
0
1
w
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7. nponafiomenue 693 BHnaBeHMB T n a co-
qaHHfi CTH own CTCK BCTB/ OCT-
EEK: c0BeCTnMBufi, MapKCMCTCKfig, 3x5-
CTBo,.3EEaBCTBxfl/. -

III. Ha CTHKe CHOB M MoeM

1. Ornymenue g nepeB COHOpHHMM n rnacnu—
MM /B HeHnHrpaB, B yHuBepceTe/;

2. M Ha MeCTeIIZBHeM M Hoql;
3. EBBnr ynapéfima co SHaMeHaTeflbHOPO eno-

Ba Ba cnymeGHoe / oueHb 6 3 omn-
§9§/,/c Pnarona Ha OTpnuaHMe H anx-
Taemb °

4. hofiyfiBéHHoe npousnomeane coueTaHMfi
93, an M 2% /c uamxofi, BostmxI 6e3
BMBHH7.

IV. Ha MHTOHauMOHHOM yp0BHe

1. OTcyTCTBMe nonnmennfi Tona no Hyna
3ByKa B HOBGCTBOBaTeHbHOM M Bonpo-
CMTeHbHOM npeBnomeHMHx c BOUpOCM-
TeaHM CBOBOM;

2. HeBOCTaTounoe nOBumeHne TOHa ynap—
HOPO rnacnoro npeBMKaTa Bonpoca B
BonpocuTeaOM npennomeumn 6e3 Bo-
HpOCMTeHbHOPO CBOBa u, Haodopor, no-
BumeHne TOHa Ha aayna HHX cnorax, B
ocoGeHHOCTM, B Konue paBH;

3. cBBnr MHTOHauMOHHOPO ueHTpa B HGHOH-
HOM BOHBOCMTeHbHOM npennomennm o co-
maom "a n B HeaaBepmeHHHx CMHTaP-
max, conepxamnx npenosMTMBHoe onpe~
Benenme MAM OGCTOBTenBCTBo, a Taxme
npnuaCTHufi-nBM Beenpuuacruufi odopo-
TH;

4. HBMOTHBHpOBaHHaH naysauna /Ha yme-
Hue KOMH Hcaunounoro aaxona emKOB-
CKOPO [2 l;

5. OTcyTCTBHe amoumonanBHo-Bxcnpeca-
Hofi oxpacxn u BOBHmeHnB Toaa B Boc-
KnnuaTeaOM upeBnomeHMn /ca B0-
cxnnuaTenBHoe" npeBnomeHMe n aBM-
TeHHO" HapeueHne - dour. .

TaKMM odpaBOM B paGOTe c BMKTopaMH-
Hocmwenamu pyccxoro BsHKa Tax me, Bax M
B paGOTe c donrapcnH CTyBeHTaMM—pycn-
CTaMM, noBTBeanaCB MCTMHa o Bmcoxofi
yCTofiuMBocwn doxrapcxoro aKueBTa [33 ,
OGBBCHBemofi poBCTBeHHon 6nuaocm pyc-
cxoro n donrapcxoro HSHKOB, Berna npo-
ncxonuw mexanmuecxnfi nepeHoc n3 oBHoro
Hauxa - donrapcxoro B profi — pyccxnfi.
Tun naBHoro nByasuuMH eCTb HeuTo cpeBHee
Memny KOOpAMH THBHHM M cydopBMHaTnBHuM
GunnHrBuaMOM 4]. C Touxn apeHuB Banno-
Bofi HOpMH - 3T0, cKopee Boero, HeHo ma-
TMBHHfi dunnHrBMBM laneCB Hapymamrca He-
Kowopue nponanocnmenbnme HopMH pennoro
Bauxa a nanexo He cosepmeHHom npaa-
uecxn-GBTOBOM" BBaBeHMM BTOpHM BBHKOMI.

o OTmeTHTb, UTO BBKTopH npeBCTaBan
co on rpynny Hocenefi pyccxoro HBHKa,
BBKOHuMax Bucmee odpaaosaume B CCCP n
Hpoaammnx B Bonrapnn OT 15 no 30 new
/,11Boe apTuCTOB, mypHaJII/xc'rxa, MHJKGHep -
pyROBoBmTeBB pyccxoro TeaaaOPO pnr

Hal. Mx OCHOBHofi "padounfi" BBHB - Gonrap-
cxnfi, onuaxo B Teqenme MHOPHX new OHM

“Humamw aKTMBHoe yqacTne B nepeBauax Ha
ccxom Hauxe Ha TeneBMBeHnn n panno B
nrapnn. OueBmxHo, 6611m Hanpmxekmoc'rb,

BHeprMuHOCTb n "TBepBocwb" donrapcxofi ap-
THRyHflHMM OKaSHBaeT Bnnflnme Ha xx aaBy-
nflunonnufi annapaT, XOTB nonauany OHM He
0TnamT cede B STOM 0TueTa. OTTOPO, Bepo-
HTHO, Ha Hananbuom aTane paGOTH BMKTopH
Bonycxann ropasno donbme OTKBOHeHHfi OT
npouauocnwenbnofi HOpMH, ueM Bnocnencnn,
Korna MM Guam OGBHCHeHH "npaBnna coowne-
CGHHH KO TaxTMpymmnx flBHKOB" /B.D. PoaeH-
uBefir [5 /, T.e. COHOCTaBHeHH nun o-
TMBOHOCTaBHeHH - Ba OCHOBe yuednuxa .A.
PeoprueBofi H M. HOHOBofi - pyccxan M 60B-
rapcxafl QOHeTMKa n MHTouaunB. 3T0 OGCTo-
BTenBCTBo eme pas n TBemaeT BucxaauBa-
HMS A.E. CynpyHa n prnx yueHBx o
TOM, uTo "peaaHM MCTOHHHKOM MHTep®epeH-
nun BBnBeTca KMeHHO c0BmemeHBBfi MexaHMBM
nopoxneuna TeKCTOB Ha BByx gauxax, Henn®-
@epeHuMpOBaHHocwb yCTaHOBOK .

HymaeTcx, qTo donrapcxnfi aKueHT B
pyccxom H3HRS momno M Heoéxonnmo npeono-
neBaTb c BOMombm nepuonnuecxnx KoppeKTH-
pOBouHux KpOB no pyccxofi @oueTnxe n
MHTonaunn, OCHOBHofi nenbw KOTOpHX HBHH-
eTca npOTHBOHOCTaBHeHMe, BMQeeHuMauMB
MexaHMBMOB KOHTaBTMpymm HBHKOB. Orpom—
Bym §OHb nrpamr SBBCB Taxme KOHTaKTH c
BMBo pyccxofi pegbm /c0BeTcxoe KnHo, pa-
Bno n TeBeBnnenme/, a Taxme caMOKOHTpOHb
u caMOKOppeKHMH.
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ABSTRACT

Oral proficiency in a foreign lan-

guage can be automatically evaluated by

using as an interface to computer an

electronic speech analyzer designed for

detecting unfilled pauses in speech. Pro-

ficiency evaluation is based on a psycho-

linguistic approach to the analysis of

:ognitive processing in speech through

its reflection in the temporal structure

)f oral discourses.

INTRODUCTION

A number of studies of the temporal struc-

ture of oral discourses produced by the

Speakers in their mother tongue showed the

relevance of pauses in spontaneous speech

to its cognitive processing El. The ana—

lysis of the location of these pauses in

speech has revealed that they tend to pre-

cede relatively unpredictable lexical

items E3 and occur with greater than
chance frequenc at the beginning of pho-

nemic clauses 5 . It has also been shown

that pauses are'associated with intuitive-

ly determined "idea boundaries" in speech

text [4] . On the basis of these findings
it has been concluded that pauses in spon-

taneous speech are used for lexical selec-

tion, holistic planning of phonemiccknsea

suprasegmental ideational planning.

Further research of the temporal organiza-

tion of spontaneous speech showed that

cognitive nature of pauses predetermines

a universal pattern of their distribution

in speech of the native speakers of dif-

ferent languages with "hesitant" and

"fluent" phases following each other in

cycles [5%. The hesitant phases are cha-

racterize by longer and more frequent

pauses and it was hypothesised that dur-

ing these pauses speakers make anticipat-

ory decisions of what to say next. The
fluent phases of sequentially alternating
cycles reflect the execution of semantic
plans formulated in hesitant phases.

These phases are not hesitation free

either, but, unlike hesitant phases, in
which pauses may be distributed randomly,

fluent phases are characterized by the
localization of pauses at grammatical

boundaries and at the points of lexical

selection, where this selection is guided

by a preformulated semantic plan. Inspite

of the predominantly random distribution

of pauses in hesitant phases their cog-

nitive nature leaves no doubt. It has been

demonstrated experimentally that the mean

hesitancy of hesitant phases cannot be di-

minished without causing a decrement in

the quality of the utterance (its idea-
tional content) [6]. Attempts to make
speakers consciously modify the number

and length of pauses in spontaneous speech

under experimental conditions resulted in

the substitution of pauses by other hesi-

tation phenomena: "filled pauses" (non—

phonological vocalic sequences "er", "hm"

and the like), repeats, false starts etc.
It proves that pauses are necessary for

speech planning and that there are no mo-

difiable noncognitive pauses in spontan-

eous monologue.
This conclusion is also supported by the

finding that there is a positive relation—

ship between the duration of speech pauses

and difficulty or abstractness of experi-

mental tasks involving speech production

[7 . As F. Goldman-Eisler demonstrated,
or descriptions of concrete events (031‘
toon-stories) are accompanied by shorter
pauses than the formulation of their mean-

ing.
As a result of the above reviewed studies
it became clear that pauses in speech can
be regarded as manifestation of the more
general blocking of activity, which occurs
when organisms are confronted with situa—

tions of uncertainty, i.e. when selection

of the next step requires an act of choice
When a person speaks his mother tongue,
the situations of uncertainty arise mainly
on the ideational level of speech produc-
tion. The speaker of a foreign language.
whose vocabulary diversity is naturally
much more limited than that of the native

speaker and who, unlike the native speak-
er, doesn't feel the so called'transition
probabilities", i.e. words combinability
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rules, is expected to pause longer at the

points of lexical selection. For him the

syntactical structuring of speech also

remains for a long time a conscious time-

consuming act of recollecting appropriate

grammar rules. Therefore his total pause

time in speech will include not only the

time, necessary for semantic planning,

but that, required for lexical selection

and grammatical processing of speech, i.e

for fulfilling the operations, which are

performed by native speakers to a great

extent automatically.
In addition to the above formulated as—

sumptions we also claim that the degree

of continuity of speech utterance as mea-

sured by lengths of phrases pronounced

without hesitation pauses (i.e. pausas,

exceeding in length 250 ms) is positively

related to the level of foreign languages

proficiency. The higher is the level of

oral proficiency in a foreign language

the less frequently the Speaker has to

interrupt his speech by pauses and thus

the higher is the degree of continuity of

his speech utterance.
This claim is based on the following data.

While the difference of level of verbal

planning in spontaneous speech of the na-

tive speakers of a language, as exempli-

fied, for instance, by the description of

concrete events and the formulation of

their meaning, is clearly reflected in

the length of pauses, it is n o t re-

flected in the degree of continuity of

Speech utterance as measured by 1en the

0f phrases, uninterrupted by pauses E5 .

This experimental finding made it pbs-

Bible to conclude that phrase length is

an indicator of how automatic the utter-

ance of speech sequence has become and to

which extent its production ceased to be

a conscious effort.
The importance of this observation for

the solution of the task of automatic ob-

jective evaluation of oral proficiency in

a foreign language cannot be overestimat-

ed. It is just the degree, to which
speech utterance in a foreign language

gradually ceases to be a conscious ef-

fort, that we are after, when trying to

evaluate the progress, made by the learn-

er in the process of mastering a foreign

language.

HYPOTHESES

1. Since all pauses displayed in

SPOHtaneous monologues of the native_

sPeakers of a language are of cognitive

nature, i.e. necessary for speech plann-

ing (except, perhaps, brief pauses at

grammatical junctures), their length can

be regarded as reflecting the degree of

cOneious efforts on the part of the

:peakers in the process of speech genera-

lon,

2. Since the difference in levels
of verbal planning in spontaneous speech
of the native speakers of a language is
clearly reflected in the length of paus-
es and not reflected in the degree of

continuity of speech utterance as measur-
ed by lengths of phrases uninterrupted by

pauses, the latter can be regarded as in-

dicating habit strength entering into

production of speech.

3. Since different levels of foreign

languages proficiency involve either es-

sentially automatic or mainly cognitive

lexico—grammatical processing of oral

discourses, temporal patterns of these

discourses will also differ.

EXPERIMENT

The hypotheses were tested by comparing

temporal structures of spontaneOus and

preliminary planned oral discourses pro-

duced by speakers with different levels

of foreign languages proficiency.

The experimental procedure involved ask-

ing the subjects to speak on a suggested

topic first spontaneously and then after

preliminary preparation. The speakers

were not restricted in time and speech

Was a monologue. The subjects Were chos—

en in such a way as to form distinctly

different proficiency groups (foreign

languages instructors - university stud—

ents majoring in a foreign language —

university students doing a foreign lan-

guage on a non—professional leveD.

Tape-recorded speech was subjected to

computer analysis through an interface

designed to classify as "pauses" inter-

ruptions of the vocal utterance of not

less than 250 ms. Breaks less than 250 ms

were not counted and Were included into

vocalization time.

The choice of 250 ms time. interval as a

border-line between pause/non-pause

sequences was predetermined by earlier

observations, reported by F. Goldman-

Eisler in her above-reviewed papers,

that pauses longer than 250 ms cannot

occur within a word boundary without

violating its integrity as a speech unit.

Temporal structure of oral discourses re-

corded in the process of the experiment

was described in the following terms:

- mean phonation time/pause time ra—

tio-
1 mean phonation time/frequency of

pauses ratio;

- percentage of pauses exceeding

1000 ms (number of pauses exceeding

1000ms/number of all pauses in speech);

- mean phonation time/pause time ra-

tio variance (per cycles of 15 s).

Mean phonation time/pause time ratio was

chosen as an indicator of the degree of

hesitancy in speech. It was expected to

be the measure of concious efforts on

the part of the speaker related to se-
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mantio planning of speech and to its

syntactical structuring (if the latter

is not automatized).
Mean phonation time/frequency of pauses

ratio denoted the continuity of speech

utterance,or the mean length of a word

sequence,uttered continuously (Without

pauses equal to or exceeding 250 ms).

This was expected to indicate habit

strength,entering into production of

speech. Percentage of long pauses (ex-

ceeding 1000 ms) was expected to be an

additional measure of difficulties ,ex-

perienced by speakers in the process of

encoding. These difficulties were be—

lieved to be of linguistic rather than

extralinguistic nature, since mean pause

length in spontaneous speech of the na—

tive speakers of a language rarely ex-

ceeds 800 ms if they do not experience

anxiety or emotional stressfié . Mean
phonation time/pause time rat 0 variance

was chosen to designate sequential temp-

oral patterning of speech. The higher

variance was alleged to be an indicator

of spontaneity of speech and the lower -

of its previous preparation. The inter—

val of 15 s was chosen not randomly .but

on the basis of the observation that
"hesitant" and "fluent" phases in spon—
taneous Speech make cycles lasting ap-

proximately for 10-20 5.

RESULTS

Oral discourses of the speakers,included

into a high-level-of-foreign languages
proficiency group,appeared to be charac-

terized by the highest mean,phonation
time/pause time ratio; longest continu-
ity of speech utterance and lowest per-
centage of pauses,exceeding 1000 ms, as
compared with the corresponding data for
other groups. High level of foreign lan-
guages proficiency also finds reflection
in a distinct sequential temporal- pat-
terning of spontaneous discourses and in

a more even distribution of pauses/pho-
nation ratio throughout a preliminary
planned discourse.
The lower is the level of foreign—lan—
guages proficiency, the more deteriorat-
ed is sequential temporal patterning of
spontaneous speech, the lower is a mean
phonation time/pause time ratio, the
shorter are phrases,sandwiched between
pauses,the higher is the percentage of
long pauses in speech. The analysis of
visual transformations of oral speech
synchronized with the verbal content of
the records showed that the lowest level
of foreign languages proficiency is as-
sociated with the incidence of hesita-
tion pauses within the boundaries of
phonemic clauses not only in hesitant
phases,but in what is expected to be a
“fluent" phase. Pauses of the same dur—
ation at grammatical junctures,found in

the speech of the subjects with higher
level of oral proficiency,are less detri-
mental to the textual cohesion of speech.
The gain in fluency of preliminary plann—
ed speech.as compared with spontaneous
one.is also characteristic of the level
of foreign languages proficiency.
The more pronounced is the difference in
temporal structures of spontaneous and
preliminary planned discourses,the higher
is foreign lan uages roficiency.
It is worthwhi e ment oning that in the
preliminary planned (thought over) speech
of the foreign language learners, who
have not yet achieved a sufficiently high
degree of proficiency, the duration of he-
sitation pauses may decrease in the "he-
sitant" phases, during which the speakers
make decisions of the "w h a t -to- say"
type, while in the "fluent" phases pauses
remain fairly long. The thing is the
speakers with low degree of foreign lan-
guages proficiency cannot perform lexico-
grammatical processing of their oral dis-
courses automatically enough. That is Why
the variance of the mean duration of he-
sitation pauses in their speech is less
pronounced than in the speech of the learn-
ers with higher degree of foreign langua—
ges proficiency.
The above described data revealed a sta-
tistically significant difference in the
temporal structures of oral discourses ,
produced by the speakers with consider-

able difference in foreign languages pro-
ficiency. It is evident that foreign lan-
guages instructors have undoubtedly bet-
ter command of the language,they teach,
than the students, who are being taught,
particularly those,who do not major in a
foreign language and who take it as a
minor subject. , ‘
Will temporal structures of oral dis-
courses differ significantly if the le-
vels of foreign languages proficiency of
the speakers are not as strikingly dif-
ferent,as in the case referred to above?
To answer this question we have carried
out an additional experiment. This time
the subjects were university applicants.
seeking admission to the foreign languages
division of the University.
Their proficiency in a foreign language
was naturally not known beforehand and had
to be evaluated on the basis of the re-
iglts of computer—assisted language test-

g.

Tests were designed to evaluate reading
comprehension, grammatical competence and
diversity of the active vocabulary of the
prospective students.
Those of them,who were admitted to the
university on the basis of the results of
entrance examinations,were later on sub-
jected to another foreign languages Pr°‘
ficiency testing, which involved listening
comprehension tests and computer-assisted
analysis of the temporal structure of oral
discourses of the subjects.
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In accordance with the results of profi-
ciency testing the subjects were split
into three proficiency groups: "A", "B"
and "C". The subjects included into
group "A" (50 personss, fulfilled 92% of
the total number of examination assign-
ments correctly. Those, included into
group "B" (also 50 persons), scored low-
er. The average percentage of correct
answers in this group was equal to 77%.
The sub ects, who made up group "C" (50
persons , managed to fulfil correctly
only 55% of all examination assignments
suggested. ‘ '
The difference between the results of
group "A" and "B" turned out to be sta-
tistically significant at p.:0.003 and of
groups "B' and "C" - at p40.2l+7.
Similar distribution holds true of each
separate type of examination tests. For
example, average reading comprehension
test scores for the subjects of group "A"
were equal to 90.1%, for group "B“ - 78%
and for group ”C" - 47.5%. Average gram-
matical competence test scores displayed
a similar picture with 89.2% of correct
anSWers in group "A", 78.2% - in group
"B" and 50.7% — in group ”C". The same
distribution pattern is also true of vo-
cabulary test scores with 92.2% of cor-
rect answers in group "A", 71.6% - in
group "B" and 54.8% - in group "C".
Auditory comprehension tests also reveal—
ed statistically significant difference
among the above mentioned proficiency
groups. The subjects, who made up group
'A". followed 85% of the units of inform—
ation, conventionally singled out in the
text for auditory comprehention,of roup
B" — 66.3% and of group "C" T 55.1 . A

Thus the difference in levels of foreign
languages proficiency among the above '
described groups of subjects left no
doubt.
When we analyzed the temporal structures
of oral discourses,elicited from the same

Subjects upon their admission to the Uni-
versity, we obtained the following data.

Mean phonation time/pause time ratio in
sPontaneous oral discourses of 50 sub-
dects, included into group "A", appeared
t0 equal [1.54. The subjects, making up
5r°uP "B“, paused longer. Their mean
Phonetion time/pause time ratio turned
Out to equal only 0.63. Group "C" ranked
still lower — with 0.21 mean phonation
time/pause time ratio.
The continuity of utterance (mean phrase
length as measured by honation time/fre—
quency 0f pauses ratiog also revealed
difference among the three proficiency
gr°uPS mentioned above. It ranged from
0-73 s for the group "A" subjects to
0'51 s - for group "B" and 0.39 S - for
group "C". Average percentage of long
Pauses (exceeding 1000 ms) in oral dis-
courses of different proficiency groups

also appeared to be significantly dif-
ferent: 24.4% — for group "A", 34-7% -

for group "B" and 69.7% — for group ”C".
It is noteworthy that the corresponding
data characterizing the temporal peculi—
arities of oral speech of the same sub-
jects in their mother tongue revealed
practically no difference among the above
mentioned three groups of subjects.
Suffice it to mention that mean phonation
time/pause time ratio in oral discourses
of the group "A" subjects appeared to
equal 1.98; of group "B” - 1.82; and of
group "C" — 1.83. Accordingly the conti-
nuity of utterance is equal to 0.84 s -
for group "AP; 0.79 s _ for group "B";
0.83 s - for group "C". Percentage of
long pauses varies from 18.3 to 18.7 for
all experimental groups.

CONCLUSION

Temporal structure of oral speech as ana-
lyzed in terms of continuity of speech
utterance,phonation time/pause time ratio
and frequency of pauses of various length
is indicative both of the level of fore—
ign languages proficiency, gained by the
learner, and of spontaneity of his speech
utterance. Since temporal peculiarities
of oral speech can be easily subjected to
computer analysis.the method of foreign
languages proficiency evaluation, based
on the assessment of temporal structure

of oral discourses, appears to be most

economic.
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ABSTRACT

With the increasing role of computers in

teaching, there is little doubt that we

will eventually want them to talk to us

and allow us to speak to them. This review

presents an experimental approach of voice

I/O techniques to computer-based teaching

English on the basis of Expert Type System.

Advanced applications of the speech pro-

cessin technology and some special ling—

uistic§information problems are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The (micro)computer in education has both

stimulated research on linguistic database

and has provided a more precise experimen-

tal vehicle for controlling the presentat-

ion of instruction and measuring responses

/1/.

The basic hypothesis is that the
offers an opportunity:

(i)to provide the teacher with a powerful
resource to manage individual learning

within the terminal room;
(ii)to enable the student to f0110w learn-

ing procedures which incorporate step—

by—step feedback and to stimulate indi—
vidual attention and to gain assistance
discreetly;

(iii)to make it possible to the teacher
to observe and monitor the progress of

the student in detail.

The objectives of the preliminary study
are, firstly, to investigate the feasibi—
lity of the approach and the appropriate-
ness of the software facilities being
employed.

AUTOMATED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Evidence indicates that it is most produc—
tive to teach grammatical and lexical bas—
es in context. In order to carry out the
exercise the student must thus draw upon
reading (knowing) English letters, vocabu-
ary.

In computer-based English teaching the
student receives all of his training from
the display device including tests and
performance feedback. Variations and com—

binations of instructional arrangements
are not uncommon. The computer—based

computer

199026

study management model usually employs
existing materials and the student spends

only a part of his study time interacting

with the computer; the material used in

the initial study provides 20-40 minutes

work for students. Testing and teaching

may be done on the computer via keyboard

input by students. Responses may be saved

on diskette and at the end of testing the

student's score can be displayed on the

screen immediately, or a printed evalua-

tion can be reproduced depending on the

computer programme and the test construc—

tion. Questions to be printed are chosen

from a master list and their descriptors

(up to 1000 items).

Each Automated Learning System (ALS)
comprises several learning volumes:
Training volume; Control volume with its

priority scoring due to three levels of

complexity, grammatical and lexical data—

bases; Reference volume with its grammar

and lexicon retrieval; Encouragement
volume.

Potential linguistic problems are_worked

out before they are translated into hard—

ware and software.‘ Needs, goals, con-
straints are described first,thus helping
a complex problem to be divided into a

hierarchy of simpler problems to under—

stand/control the whole process of lear-
ning. Each training step is related to

previous and subsequent stages, and mis-

understandings among students are avoided.

Questions/answers from the packet of
exercises in Control vOlume should be
typed with a 'minimum—energy' solution.

ALS AND DIALOG INTELLECTUAL EXPERT
SYSTEM (DIS-332) ‘

Due to the technological development of
voice recognition systems voice input can

be embodied in ALS. Voice input gives the
chance to relieve the overloaded visual

manual channel and may achieve a natural

form of human-computer communication.

A major problem is how to integrate the
different sources of knowledge in such 8

way as to exploit their interaction. One
can identify the following conceptually
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distinct sources of knowledge as important
in determining the interpretation of a
spoken utterance/2/:

1. Segmentation, Feature Extraction and
Labelling — processes of detecting acous-
tic—phonetic events in the speech signal
and characterizing the nature of indivi—
dual segments of the signal.

2. Lexical Retrieval - a process of retri-
eving candidate words from the lexicon ba-
se that are acoustically similar to the
labelled segments.

3. Word Matching - a process of determining

some measure of the goodness of a word hy-
pothesis at a given point in the speech
signal.

4= Syntax - the ability to determine if a
given sequence of words is a possible sub-
part of a grammatical sentence and to pre—

dict possible continuations for such sen-

tence fragments. '

5. Semantics — the ability to determine if
a sentence is appropriate to the context
in which it is uttered, and what has been
said previously in the discourse.

A variety of different approaches have
been explored on the basis of the Dialog
Intellectual Expert System (DIS-332)/3/-
Generally, they fall into top-down and
bottom-up strategies, where a single net-
work parser combined syntactic, semantic

89d pragmatic components on the basis of
Hidden Markov Models, is presented.
In these syntactically constrained tasks
Performance results ought to be reported
Wlth the following information: a) com-
Plete description of the domain grammar
including full specification of the voca-

bulary in the form of scripts, b) frequen-
Cies of lexical units transitions from

each task state to successive states and

0) average branching factor.

It is important to distinguish between the
total vocabulary capacity and the branching
factor, the average number of words which
must actually be discriminated at each

stage of the task (sometimes referred to
as the size of the average active subvoca—

bulary), DIS-332 includes a study of exten-
81‘78 database collections of both isolated

and connected utterances, spoken by ten
Ruseian speakers.
Vocabulary size = 500 Words, performance
0f the recognizer = 98-99%. recognition
tim¢ - real, branching factors-10-

Ab°Ve mentioned configuration provides

a large scale of opportunities while

“Sins in ALS:
1‘ Russian lexical vocabulary and corres-

p°nd1n8 English items Input;

2. Printed text Visualization;

3. Impartial Control upon English words
learning;

4. Sounding for each input word
(speech synthesis);

5. Voice input ($500 words) for English
spelling correction of phonemic baseforms
in training and recognition mode;

6. Voice input of English sentences (sen-
tence length 415) in training and recog—
nition mode;

7. Impartial Control upon learned gramma—
tical/lexical English level;

8. Reference information output due to
the error rate or to inquiry.

LINGUISTIC AND INFORMATION PROBLEMS
OF VOICE I/O

Finally, prediction models of recognizer

performance can be used in determining

optimal operating conditions for voice

input /4/. A major problem is the identi-

fication of those factors having signifi-

cant influence on the performance of the

speech recognizer. W.A.Lea (1982) has

compiled an extensive list of more than

80 variables including language and task

factors (number of training passes,reject

threshold, size of the active vocabulary,

inter-word confusability), human factors

(sex of the speaker),algoritmic factors,

channel and environmental factors(micro—

phone type and position), performance

factors (type of feedback, error cor-

rection).

Ergonomic aspects for improving recogni}

tion performance should include:

a)a short speaker training of several

hours is necessary;

b)if possible, a 3-5 repetitions in

system training should be carried out;

c)equally-positioned phonemes of the

vocabulary should be out of different

articulation types;

d)vocabularies should be splitted down

even in smaller subvocabularies than

specified;

e)system training must be performed with

the operational noise at minimum.

There was found an improvement for DIS-

332 from 96% to 98-99% when three instead

of one word repetition was chosen.Summing

up, it provides a sufficient variety of

coarticulatory environments. 5‘- 6 word

repetitions brought no further improve—

ments which is not surprising in View of

the high level of the recognition rate.

Generally, it is suspected that the

necessary number of word repetition

during system training mode between
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about 3 to 6 depends positively on vocabu—
lary size, complexity and confusability.
The results show that equally-positioned

phonemes can be better distinguished fro

among one another when different articula-

tion types are used (e.g. plosive - frica-
tive). Such features as voicing, nasality,

affrication, duration and place of articu-

lation are the primary channels of the in-

telligibility-relevant information. Diffe-

rent vocals tend to be good features of

words to be recognized if they do not
belong simultaneously to the high vowels

"e" and "i" and to the deep vowels "o" and
"u". We believe that for each doubling of
the vocabulary size, the recognition accu-

racy tends to decrease by a fixed amount,

which is different for each talker.

Yet there can hardly be any more important

task in speech recognition than determi—

ning now well algorithms or devices work.

Thus the error rate as a performance mea-

sure conveys no information about perfor-

mance except the relative number of errors
made on a given task. It tells nothing
about the distribution of errors and the

costs of making particular errors; depends

on vocabulary size and doesn't reflect

large vocabulary difficulty, the inherent
acoustic confusability, the difficulty of
the speaker, or the environment. A new

information-theoretic performance measure

is based, in part, on the idea that auto-

matic as well as human speech recognition

systems can be modelled as communication

channels. A more meaningful measure,called
the Relative Information Loss (RIL) would
normalize the amount of information lost
in a recognition process with the amount
transmitted/El. Woodard and Nelson /6/
propose combinin _the 'Human Equivalent
Noise Reference' HENR) method with a RIL
method. BEER is based on the confusions
between speech sounds by humans listening
in noise. The model predicts the percen-
tage word recognition rate, and the confu-
sions at any signal to noise ratio for any
vocabulary which has been defined in pho—
netic terms. This combined approach may be
used to relate device performance to task
difficulty.

Grammatical constraints whether they will
be stochastic or deterministic, have the
effect of decreasing entropy, increasing
redundancy and hence decreasing error rate
(entropy is, of course, a statistical pro—
perty). Each natural language requires
that some assumption be made about the
likelihood of occurence of trained diffi-
culty at a given point in sentence.

Two reasonable assumptions are that the
difficulties are equiprobable or distri-
buted to maximize entropy. Under the
medium entropy assumption

9“ E1(G){w}
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so that entropy in bits/word is the base—
two logarithm of the size of the language
divided by average sentence length. For
ALS redundancy is to be increased up to
20% against existing Expert Systems.

CONCLUSIONS

The development of faster microprocessors,
larger memories, better printers and sto-
rage devices, together with pricing com-
petition, will play roles, too. But the
factor likely to be judged most signifi-
cant in the academic microcomputer revo-
lution will probably be the rate at which-
these recognition systems have gained
widespread acceptance by humans in
serving their diverse educational
,needs on the basis of ALS.
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11.”)? OBJIAJIEHHH 3BYKOBbIM CTPOEM HEPOflHOI‘O i131)!KA

,ZI.H.AHTOHOBA

Hodeoroeurenbu bu} d5aKy/lbrer 0113

Y.uuocrpanublx a an ,M
Mocxea, CC P, 11 7234

B Macroxmee 8178M}! ece 60/1blue enummus yea/mere}: uay-

uenum aeyxoeoti cropoubz nabmoe. Amanbubm npu o6yueuuu

Hepoduomy 3:1m cranosurcn rpe6oeauue docruxteuw! npous—

nocureflbumx uaeuxoq, npu6/mucaiou4uxcu K ypoemo naebmoe

uocure/lell nabma.

O6yueuue opdSoanuuecxu npaewtbuomy, 6e3axueuruouy

npousuoweuum conpmxeuo c ueabm pfldOM pduocrefi. anae-

nan ua wropbtx — aeyxoeaa unrep¢epenuwt Hnonabwublfi

akuenr 8 pyccxofi peuu unocrpauuublx yuamuxcn npedcrae—

Imer co6ofi cucreuy ycroz‘iuueux uaeuxoe uenpasunbuoeo

"Pouauowenux, cnoxcueuzuxcs nod enwmueM poduozo 33b!-

Ka. "To onpede/umocu A.A.Ped50pMarcKuM Kau- noduuuenue

“yxfoft éonerurcu gfiononozuuecrcwu uaebmaM poduoeo 33!)!-

ka. Tax-14M o6pa30M, xapamep anueura saeucur or woman'-

Tupytowux nabmoe, uro noaewmer zoeopurb o Goaeapcrcom.

"eMeuKOM, eeueepcrcou, nnoucrcou u dpyeux axueurax.

3§figfiemueuocrb fioueruuecxoeo Kypca so MHOZOM onpe-

demercx or6opou yue6uozo Juarepuana, yuurblaalowwu dan-

be conocraeurenbuoeo aHMuSa aeyxoemx cucTeM eaaumo-

eCTeywwux flSblKOB, a Tamra arm/ma owu6ox yuaumxcx

u TPydMocrefl, céxaauuux c yceoeuueM npaeu/wuozo npoua-

Howeuwa.

coewi ofiyueuwl, oco6enuo npu orcyrcreuu xabxacoeofi

Cpedu Taxoebz, uro ue noaeoamar o6ecneuun gfioueruuecxu

racer npamuxa,
"Paemwoe o¢opuneuue peuu. Kart noxasa

yCToxewuecn npueMbl npenodaeauun pyccxoeo mama mm
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II. C.KPACHOBA
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MocxsmCCCP, 11 7234

nepoduoao uedocrarouubl. Tpe6yercx noucK uoeblx nyreli npe—

nodaeauux u 60nbmee,ueM paubwe, euumznue x rexuuuecrcuM

cpedcretm o6yuenw1 (TCO) u, e nepeym ouepedb, KOMnmep-

HblM.

B ocuoee ycneumoao npwueneuwl KOMnmeplx cpedcre

6 oGyuenuu aeyxoewuy crporo “9170014020 33b1,“! llBJICUT re 19

o6u4eMerodu-4ecxue npunuunbl, I410 u npu rpaduuuouuwu 06y-

uenuu, a meuuo: cucremuocrh. ececropouuufi yuer pobuoeo

nabnca, KOMMyH UKUTHGHOCTb, uazmdnocrb, u Opyeue. Dana--

xo Koaorepume cpedcrea Omar Kauecreenno uoeym cry-

nenb paseurux ueqopbm ua nux. Tax npuuuun Koumyuuxa-

TUGHOCTU 30711101140276}! .36e 6 peanbuoe dud/1020808 83010140-

deflcreue oGyuaeMoeo c KOMHMOTepOM, eaxcubm cacreueM

xoropoeo asmercs undueudyanusauwl o6yueuun. HOMuMO

pasnuuubzx 811006 HGZMOHOCTM , K'OTOpble npu 3TOM MOZyT

OpZOHU‘U-IO couerarbcn, KOMnmepHM rexuuxa "0380/1361

ocywecreurb npouecc eusyanuaauuu aeyuamea peuu u o6ecne-

lluTb agfigfiexrueumfi KOHTPOJ‘": 3a nocrauoexofi nopmarueuozo

npousuoweuun Ha ecex aranax o6yueuwz.

111m o6ecneueuwl npounoeo yceoeuun g50pMupyebx npo-

uanocuTe/zbuux naebmoe ueo6xoduMa docramuuax noeropne-

mocru marepuana u o6paruan canary. Hanuuue o6paruofi cexsu

xoropyro dawr KOMaOTepu-Z cpedcreq (oreer npuuwuaercx

wax npaaunbumfi unu ue npuuwuaerc'a npu uanuuuu owu6ox),

851806117 ua npunuunua/lbuo Moebui ypoeeub 803MOJICHOCTU

paaeurua peueeoeo cnyxa.
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Kauecreeunoe 3.;3 «zucrtue npuwnameuufl neaosmomuo 6e:

paaeurux peuesoeo my”. Puwdua myx , npedcraexlmowmi

couerauue paJm 960p.“ ao‘co.uoruou u dugigjepeuuuaubnod

uyecraure.wwcru (codersenno peueeoa onyx u ronmbhbzw,

nexwercn ocnosuu giopmupoeauux npaewumoeo npousuocu-

ream-wee nasbma. Cneuufiuuecxue xauecma peueuwx 38yh'08

nepeonauammo Hepaanuuumm e cuny orcyrcreux s peuenrw

pymmeti cucreme MO ropuoeo seena, adexearuozo orpwxaemo-

Lz‘v Kallc’cl'dy .eeyxu (A.H..”Ieourbee.1972). Tpeuune c oépar-

Hulk 0651w cuowdcm; gr craI-tue/zenulo cnyxueoeu odpada.

Koropbu‘z uepaer deoxxyw pom»: pO/lb era/Iona u apruxymb

Topuofi npoepaMMbt. I '

Mupmgoe ucnonbaoeauue Maeuurogfiouoe u nuueawounux

xa6uueroe a nacroxwee epeux era/w rpaduuuouubm u npu-

nee/to ceou Modbz. Oduaxo caedyer yuurbxearb caoxmocrb

6qexanuuecxofi crpym'ypu npodyuupoeanw: perm, 6bzcrpo-

TellHOCTb apruI-cy/muuu seyxoe. ocywecrenxemoa e mun/m-

ceKyuOume unrepea/uu. uro coadaer uacro uenpeodoauuble

ngfimu'crewi 0/13 o6yuaeMb1x npu eocnpouaeefleuuu rpe6yeMb1x

npnusuocuTe/lbubxx deuxenufi c uenbm docnuxeuwz T020 Lum

uuoeo cayxoeozo afigfiexm. 3m oécroxrenbcreo O5OCH08b18a-

er Heo6xoduMoc npuexleueuwz noebzx MOOMbHocrefi omyzue-

Hug u paapa6orxy coorsercreymmux merodoe u cpedcre

amuucnurenbnod rexuuxu.

Paapa6arueaesu aeromaruauposauubm gfioneruueckufi

Kypc pyccrcueo mama c ucnoabaoeauueu 38M npeo'hcaeaer

Hummue rarcux suezunux ycrpoficre, KOTOPble cmozyr e auauu-

reubunu crenenu 3mm Ha cedx rpeuupoeouno-xoucrponupym-

mue gfiyukuuu u, we oco6ermo emuo, fiyukuuu cayxoeozo

aumwaropa. B uacroxmee epeMn cayxoeofi arm/ma peuu 06y-

uaeMbtx npoeodu'rcx npenodaeare/zeM, eedywwu. Jannrwi, $0-

uonoauunocrb peueeoeo cayxa oepanuuuaaer soaMoxtuocru

camocroxrmbnoeo cnyxoeozo auanusa peuu ofiyuaeMsu,

oco6enno Ha ypoeue aeyxa u purMLmu cnoea. Ho rod we npu-

uuue 119/t)? nOJlHOCTbIO nO/IOJKuTbCfi ll Ha pesynbrarbl 011n-

6020 ammuaa aapy6exmoao npenodaearexm ~pycucra. ,ZIaJxe

uocurenb 83!)! KG He 868200 MOJlfeT xopowo cnpaeurbcx C 31012

sadaued.

8 censu c aruM npedcraewiercn ue/lecooépaaubuu nopy-

nun 93M cnedyrowee:

I. peeucrpauum u eedenue NM’OUZO oéyuaemoeo;

2.8xudhuc recrupoaauue Hd npudstToM arane o6yue-

Hus: ecu (mam... etuuy peJ’bTaTOS u ux xpauenue 00 aka}:-

uauufl ofiyuenufl;

3. oGyuaroLue-Kun rpu.1upqax u xourponupymme-o6yuam-

,qafl rpeuupoeka no 808M rpeM ypuamm: 3eyrcoMy, akuenr-

puz'MuuecxuMy, uurouauuouuouy - c MoMeHTa/lMM Kon-

rpoxzeM npaeu/lbuocru/Hmxpaeu/wuocru abmonuenufl;

4. rem/mull KOHI'pO.lb.' abzdaua ceedenufi nocne npoeedeu-

H020 Jal-tflTufl o Koauuecree npopa6oranuoeo yueGuoeo Mare-

pua/za, Kauecree u Konuuecree IlO’lblTOK . crenenu €20 yceoe-

HLUI,‘

5. rpeuupoeouuo-Kourpoaupymwue ynpaxmeuun e fione-

Tuuecxod rpaucrcpunuuu (d/m 4511110110206);

6. noarannbm KOHTpOflb, noaeommmufi nonyuurb npedcrae-

name a npoxoxrdenuu xypca;

7. 1410306b2 Konrpom: (npu koppexrupoeounwu xypce

noeropmowufi napmerpu 610011020 recrupoeauwz) u ebxdaua

ceedeuufi no Runaway yuaweuycx o pesy/wmmx npoxoxtdenufl

ecezo kypca.

Kan euduo 143 npueedennoeo nepe-mx, 38M 6ydyr nopyue

um ece eudbz Konrpoxm, nau6oaee rpydoemxan u yromu-

renbuafl uacru pa6orbz npenodaeare/uz Had npouanoweuueM.

3m nosaonur 6onee npodykrueuo ucnosoearb yue6uoe

spew)! u ydeaurb 6onbzuee e'Huuauue paseunuo pwnuunmx

eudoe peueeod beareAbnocru.

,ZI/m ycneumofi peanusauuu aarouaruaupoeéuuoeo Kyp-

ca no paadeny gfiouéruku ueofixodwuo npedyCMorperb 6 A00

cnedymwee.
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1. KOMnbmrep (DO/men 6am: coememeu He TO/lbk‘a c Ouc-

'1.leeM, no u cmaeuumgfionom, eudeomaenurodiouom, a Tax-

xe c neuamromum ycrpoacreom.

2. K/zaeuarypa K'OMaOTepa da/Luma men He rommo

crpouubze, no u nponucubue 6yxem, ”25", "5", a ram ece

eudbl cxoéo K, underpounbxx u nodcrpounbzx 3HOK08, ucnonb-

ayeMux e pyccxotl gioueruuecxoa Tpaucxpunuuu.

3. 3Kpan due-mien acumen nepedaearb u306pax¢uue TO-

Hanoumx KOHIypoe npe0.Loxceuuu seyuameeo rexcra, unrem-

cuenocrb u dame/moon: euacuux seykoe, xapaxrepusyro-

wux pumuuecrcyro crpyxrypy cnoea, onpede/mrb u ebtceeuu-

GaTb Ha arcpane xauecreo Kourpoaupyemoeo seyxa. 3xpau

ducrmex Gunmen donycwul'b eusmoxmocrb OeMOHcrpauuu

apruKy/muuouuwx u Opycux cxeM,ra6/Luu,eu'0‘eo¢unbmoe.

4. PaapaGoTKa “aeromaruuecrcoeo rpaucrcpunropa" noaeo-

.zur oéecneuurb g‘ioueruuecrcyro rpaucrcpunuuro HeofixoduMblx

”1923mm Jeyuawea peuu u "6y0er cnocoficreoearb nopoxcde-

Hum npueoonrmoéuod c wuxu Jpeuun op¢oanuu 3eyrcoeou

nocnedosarmbnocm“ (JI.B.Bondapxo, 1986).

Suauureabuoe yeeauueuue agidiexruenocru o6yuenwz

npousuowen ma omdaerca ue rommo aa cuer arcruenozk caMo-

Kourpo.zupyemofl dexrenbnocru ofiyuaemoeo, H0 u e auauureJtn

H011 creneuu finaeodapn nodxpen/zeumo cnyxoeoeo socnpux-

Tufl 3pure/1bns.

Hpeumywecreo oGyueHwi c ucnwwaoeauuem AOC sax-Junta-

emu e TOM, uro ofibekrueuo ouenueawrcn pe3yflbTaTbl padorbz

o6yuaesx, eozdamrcx onTuMMbI-me percomeudauuu dun

dmlbnefiwefi cmocroxreaouofi pa5OTbl.

,Hrua peaausauuu npozpaMM bl agfifiemueuofi AOC unspent:

ueo6xodwwocro coadauux edunoeo 60mm gfioueruuecrcux

dauuux Hopmaruenoeo pyccrcoeo npouauozuenwi.
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THE ABSOLUTE SEMITONE SCALE
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ABSTRACT

The absolute semitone scale is a scale
combining the properties of both physical
and perceptual units. It is derived from a ‘
modified Fletcher's formula,

P (at) = 12 log2 F0 (Hz),

to relate fundamental frequency to its
correlate perceptual units of pitch viz.,
semitones above 1 Hz (1 Hz a 0 st . The
absolute pitch units are much more conve-
nient than Hz for the presentation, com-
parison (i.e., calculation of relative
pitch differences) and other processing of
raw data obtained in instrumental prosodic
research.

In prosodic research the presentation of
fundamental frequency in cycles per second
is admissible only as far as raw measure-
ment data are concerned. Any further ma-
nipulation and discussion or interpreta-
tion of the data should be carried out in
units of perception. Even the graphs of F
movement applying the linear frequenc
scale are perCeptually misleading: they
give a wrong idea of an extensive pitch
movement which is never perceived by lis-
teners as such. The logarithmic scale is a
solution for graphs, although not very
convenient for plotting unless one has
special charts where every cps (Hz) can be
plotted accurately.
The comparison and statistical processing
of raw data in Hz in terms of perception
leads to distortions even in case of one
speaker, let alone speakers with differ-
ent F ranges. The perceptually relevant
compagison of two tones can be carried out
by calculating their ratio, which further
may be converted into semitones. Thus,
given two measured frequencies, 150 Hz and
100 Hz, it is useless to state, in a dis-
cussion of their perception, that their
difference is 50 Hz: the perception of the
50 Hz difference here is quite unlike the
perception of a 50 Hz difference, say, be-
tween 250 Hz and 200 Hz. Instead, one can
state that the r a t i o of the first
pair of frequencies is 3:2 whereas that of
the second pair is 5:4. For an untrained
imagination, however, it is still clearer
to state that the (musical) i n t e r -

.the data should be converted.

v a 1 between the first two frequencies
is 7 semitones, or a fifth, and that be-
tween the other two frequencies is 4 semi-
tones, or a third.
But calculating avera e F values in Hz
is of very doubtffiI v5§ue,°as is .drawing
conclusions from differences between such
values or such averages. To say that one
F contour individually or on an average
differs from another by a 10 Hz difference
between their peaks is quite meaningless.

As long as we believe that the perception
of the fundamental frequency of speech is
logarithmic in the same way as it is for
pure tones, the only possibility to pro-
oess F0 data mathematically is in linear
units on the logarithmic scale to which

The basic
unit of pitch is the octave. The conveni-
ent unit for the analysis of fundamental
pitch is the semitone. Proceeding from
FLETCHER (1929) who introduced a scale of
octaves and centioctaves above 1 kHz for
the whole of the audible pitch range, it
is possible to modify Fletcher's formula
for calculating the pitch of the voice
fundamental in a b s 0.1 u t e s e m i-
t o n e s a b o v e 1 Hz :

P (st) = 12 log2 FS-THh z cps).
According to this formula,
1 Hz a 0 st, 2 Hz a 12 st, 4 Hz = 24 St,
64 Hz = 72 st, 512 Hz = 108 at (Fig. 1).
That is, instead of operating with figures
in the F range of (roughly) 64..512 Hz,
we can oBerate in the pitch range of 72.-
..108 st. The figures of the latter scale
are suited for any kind of mathematical
processing' without notably violating the
perceptual reality. Considering these two
pairs of numerical data (depicted, in
Fig. 2), we can easily find the average
pitch of the latter pair to be 90 st; the
difference (interval) between the lower
pitch and the average as well as between
the higher pitch and the average is 18 at
(1.5 octaves). The result is perceptually
informative, unlike the average of the two
former figures, 288 Hz, where the lower
interval would be about 26 st as again-=1t
10 st of the upper interval.
Data in.Hz can easily be converted into
absolute semitones by means of a table
where every Hz is given its correlate
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HZ ST

280-97.6

270-~96.9

260“9603

256 -- 96

2504-95.6

240e-94.9

230‘-94o1

220--93.4 .

210"92.6

ZOO-“91.7

19o--90.8 sue HZ

180'_8909

110-—P —1oe —512—F17o-—ea.9 2
100--323 _-1;,'

160“87.9 _ 96*—256

P — 90--181
150 "86.7 84——— 28

eo——102
14o-—85.6 _ __

P1 72 7o——57 64 F1
10-- .128 Law 84 60 32

120--82.9 o 18
48——-:-— 16

11o-—81.4
4o-- 10

1oo--79.7 36—‘— 8
30“

90'-77.9 24——— 4
J 20—-

80 ‘75.9 ________
1210" 2 2

70'-73.6

54 +— 72 °#— 1
bo~-'(0.9

Fig. 1. (Left.) Linear frequency scale in
Hertz (left) and the correlate pitch val-
ues in semitones (right).

Flg- 2. (Right.) Linear pitch scale in at
{left) and the correlate frequency values
In HZ (right). Plotting of two fundament—
fl frequencies, F = 64 Hz and F = 512
iz, on the linear pitch scale afid the
Corr“Blate logarithmic fre uency scale.

is the mean frequency, q? is the mean
pitCh 0f the two signals.

value in st with the accuracy of .1 at
(higher precision is unnecessary in pho-
netics). This table is printed on the 4th
page of the present paper. In computer-
assisted F extraction the conversion can
be done automatically, applying the above
formula. For a programming language ap-
plying natural logarithms (such as BASIC
used for computing the given conversion
table) the formula will be

It would be highly advisable0 to present
even raw data in these absolute perceptu-
al units. The investigator himself could
immediately estimate the perceivable dif-
ferences between the measured parameters
of pitch and carry out all kinds of math-
ematical operations with the data without
the ad hoc calculation of ratios or
finding of logarithms. Intervals could be
calculated by simple subtraction. Pitch
contours and other graphs can easily be
drawn on ordinary square paper.
The reader, too, could at once see what
the measured pitches, intervals and
ranges mean in terms of perception. Also,
a reader of publications applying the
absolute semitone scale could easily com-
pare the data of different authors with-
out the need to convert the Hz into ra-
tios and then back into the traditional
but unnecessary Hz if he wants to publish
his results of comparison. One could com-
bine and process the results and initial
data for further generalizations, compute
’averages of pitch contours of different
authors (including one's own), etc.
For example, the paper of LIN et al.
(1984) includes two tables representing
the average pitch in 2- and 3-syllab1e
tone groups of Chinese. Pitch is ex-
pressed in Hz. Let us consider a line of
their Table 1 - tone 4 + tone 3:

1st syll. 2nd syll.
male speaker 196-110 104-82-114
female speaker 242-152 143-82-156
The figures are given as averages. Al-
though it iswrong in phonetics to average
hertzes (what can be averaged is their
logarithms), let us regard these figures
as representing single speech acts.All we
can see is that both speakers pronounce
the first syllable with falling pitch and
the second with a fall-rise which is
steeper for the female speaker. Now let
us convert the hertzes into semitones:

1st syll. 2nd syll.
male speaker 91.4-81.4 80.4-76.3-82.0
female speaker 95.0-87.0 85.9-76.3-87.4
Here the extent of pitch movement is at
once obvious: the male speaker appears to
make a 10—st fall in the 1st syllable
against the female speaker's 8 at; the 2nd
syllable starts 1 st below the end of the
1st; the subsequent falls in the 2nd syl-
lable are 4 st and nearly 10 st, respect-
ively, and the final rises about 6 and
11 st, respectively. Further comparison
with the other tone groups in the table
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may show to what extent
are relevant.
Another aspect. In order to average the
two pitch contours of the above tone
group, with their parameters expressed in
Hz, we would have to draw both of them on
logarithmic paper and calculate the aver-
age contour geometrically (Fig. 3% Yet it
is much simpler to average the parameters
expressed in st arithmetically,
(m+f)/2 93.2‘8452 8302-7653-8407,

and draw the resulting contour of the
same shape on square paper.

these findings

HZ ST
260-250_ -96

240- ~95
230- -9
220- 4
210- _93
200— ~92
190- ‘91
150- ‘90
170- ‘89
160- ‘88

150— I ’87
1 40. ~86

—85

13°- 84

120s ’83

11o- b82—81

1oo~ ’80
”79

90- —78

‘77

so— ‘75

Fig. 3. Plotting and averaging of two
contours of a Chinese tone rou
logarithmic frequency scaleg p
semitone scale.

male speaker
female speaker
the average contour

on the
and absolute
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When synthetic speech is used in prosodic
research, it is expedient, with a view to
their subsequent mathematical/statistical
analySis, to make up the tonal contours
for the synthetic stimuli in absolute
pitch units, varying the pitch of certain
contour pOints by steps of m st instead
of n Hz. It will considerably facilitate
for instance, correlation analysis be:
tween the‘input pitch data and the lis-
teners' responses when the former are
expressed in semitones on the absolute
linear pitch scale; and it is equally
easy to interpret the results of such
analysis.

The absolute semitone scale was first in-
troduced in Tallinn in 1972 (VENDE 1972)
and has since been successfully applied
here (e.g., PIIR 1985).
The other existing pitch scales, such as
the.mel scale or the Bark scale, are ef-
ficient for plotting psychoacoustic data
for frequencies above 500 Hz, i.e. for
spectrum analysis, but apparently not
sensitive enough and too clumsy to handb
(otherWise wh should prosodists have
avaided them?¥ in the rangeof fundamental
frequency. It remains to hope that the
absolute semitone scale, which is likaflse
both physical and perceptual, will gradu-
iiéyhgiigktthggugh th: hitherto dominat—

a on
in prosodic research. ake root and spread
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TABLE

Conversion of Hertzes

=11 N
K

O
C

O
N

O
‘U

IJ
S

W
N

P

58.9
59.5
68.8
68.5
61.8
61.6
62.8
62.5
63.8
63.4
63.9
64.3
64.7
65.1
65.5
65.9
66.3
66.7
67.8
67.4
67.7
68.1
68.4
68.7
69.1
69.4
69.7
78.8
78.3
78.6

st

78.9
71.2
71.5
71.7
72.8
72.3
72.5
72.8
73.8
.73.3
73.6
73.8
74.8
74.3
74.5
74.7
75.8
75.2
75.4
75.6
75.9
76.1
76.3
76.5
76.7
76.9
77.1
77.
77.5
77.7
77.9
78.1
78.3
78.5
78.7
78.8
79.8
79.2
79.4
79.6
79.7
79.9
88.1
88.2
88.4
88.6
88.7
88.9
81.1
81.2
81.4
81.5
81.7
81.8
82.8
82.1
82.3
82.4
82.6

into Semitones

Hz

119
128
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
138
131

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
148
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
158
151

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
168
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
178
171
172

174
175
176
177

at

82.7
82.9
83.8
83.2
83.3
83.5
83.6
83.7
83.9
84.8
84.1
84.3
84.4
84.
84.7
84.
84.9
85.8
85.2
85.3
85.4
85.6
85.7
85.8
85.9
86.8
86.2
86.
86.4
86.5
86.6
86.7
86.9
87.8
87.1
87.2
87.3
87.4
87.5
87.6
87.8
87.9
88.8
88.
88.2
88.3
88.4
88.5
88.6
88.7
88.8
88.9
89.8
89.1
89.2
89.3
89.4
89.5
89.

Hz

178
179
188
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
198
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
288
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
218
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
228
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
238
231
232
233
234
235
236

st

89.7
89.8
89.9
98.8
98.1
98.2
98.3
98.4
98.5
98.6
98.7
98.7
98.8
98.9
91.8
91.1
91.2
91.3
91.4
91.5
91.6
91.6
91.7
91.8
91.9
92.8
92.1
92.2
92.2
92.3
92.4
92.5
92.6
92.7
92.7
92.8
92.9
93.8
93.1
93.1
93.2
93.3
93.4
93.5
93.5
93.6
93.7
93.8
93.8
93.9
94.8
94.1
94.1
94.2
94.3
94.4
94.4
94.5
94.6
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237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
243
249

255
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
268
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
276
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
288
281
282
333

284
285
286
28?
288
289
293
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
305
381

352
303
384
385

94.7
94.7
94.8
94.9
95.8
95.8
95.1
95.2
95.2
95.3
95.4
95.5
95.5
95.6
95.7
95.7
95.8
95.9
95.9
96.8
96.1
96.1
96.2
96.3
96.3
96.4
96.5
96.5
96.6
96.7
96.
96.8
96.9
96.9
97.8
97.8
97.
97.2
97.2
97.3
97.4
97.4
97.5
97.6
97.6
97.7
97.7
97.8
97.9
97.9
98.8
98.8
98.1
98.2
98.2
98.3
98.3
98.4
98.5
98.5
98.6
98.6
98.7
98.7
98.
98.9
98.9
99.8
99.8

386
387
388
389
318
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
328
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
338
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
348
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
358
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
368
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
378
371
372
373
374

99.1
99.1
99.2
99.3
99.3
99.4
99.4
99.5
99.5
99.6
99.6
99.7
99.8
99.8
99.9
99.9

188.8
188.8
188.1
188.1
188.2
188.2
188.3
188.3
188.4
188.4
188.5
188.6
188.6
188.7
188.7
188.8
188.8
188.9
188.9
181.8
181.8
181.1
181.1
181.2
181.2
181.3
181.3
181.4
181.4
181.5
181.5
181.6
181.6
181.7
181.7
181.8
181.8
181.9
181.9
182.8
182.8
182.8
182.1
182.1
182.2
182.2
182.3
182.3
182.4
182.4
182.5
182.5
182.6

375
376
377
375
379
355
351
382
353
354
355
386
357
355
359
395
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
395
399
455
451
452
453
454
455
486
457
455
459
415
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
415
419
425
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
425
429
435
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
435
439
445
441
442
443

152.6
152.7
152.7
152.7
152.5
152.5
152.9
152.9
153.5
153.5
153.1
153.1
153.2
153.2
153.2
153.3
153.3
153.4
153.4
153.5
153.5
153.6
183.6
153.5
153.7
153.7
153.5
153.5
153.9
153.9
153.9
154.5
154.5
154.1
154.1
154.2
154.2
154.2
154.3
154.3
154.4
154.4
154.4
154.5
154.5
154.5
184.6
154.7
154.7
154.7
154.5
154.5
154.9
154.9
154.9
155.5
155.5
155.1
155.1
155.1
155.2
155.2
155.3
155.3
155.3
155.4
155.4
155.5
155.5

.444
445
446
447
445
449
455
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
455
459
465
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
475
471

473
474
475
476
477
478
479
488
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
498
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
588
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
518
511
512

155.5
185.6
155.6
185.6
155.7
155.7
155.5
155.5
155.5
155.9
155.9
156.5
156.5
155.5
186.1
186.1
186.1
186.2
186.2
186.3
186.3
186.3
186.4
186.4
186.4
186.5
186.5
186.6
186.6
186.6
156.7
156.7
156.7
156.5
186.8
186.8
186.9
156.9
157.5
157.5
157.5
157.1
157.1
157.1
157.2
157.2
157.2
157.3
157.3
157.3
157.4
157.4
157.5
157.5
157.5
157.5
157.5
157.6
157.7
157.7
157.7
157.5
157.5
157.5
157.9
157.9
157.9
155.5
155.5
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APPENDIX

MOP¢OHOPHQECKA£ PPAHHHA KAK CPEHCTBO CHOPOBOH CEPMEHTAHHH
B BAHAHHO-HPAHCKHX H3HKAX

Tanfiax Xacxamen

Tanxnxcxnn rocynnnepcurer
r. nymanoe, CCCP

Cymecrnoaanue Iaxoro ¢eaomeaa,xaxcnor,
a Hacroxmee BPEMH He BHSHBaeTCOMHeHHH.OHO
noxaauaaercx MHOFacneHHuMM nnHrBHcrnqe—
cnn u Henunrnucrnqecnn ¢axraMH:
1) Hocnrenn pasnuqHHx nauxoa uneaar peqe-

non norox Ha cnoru a nonbaymrcn RM“ 8
caoen pequ npn onpeneneHHux ycnoannx;

2) HHHPBHCTH B paanuqaux asuxax Buxnnxmr a
onucunamr crpyxrypnue snemenru cnora,
ronopxr o nommuupymmem x4 conyrcrnywmnx
cpencraax cnorooGpaaoBaHnn 14 o paannq-
HHX ¢yHKuHxx cnora;

3) npencrannrennpasnnqauxHeaauxonenqecxnx
Hayx (nureparyponena, myauxonenn, menu-
KH, oeHepu canau n np.)nonbaymrcnno-
HnrueM cnora.
OnHaKo npoénema cnora xax nnurnucruqe-

cxoro saneanx, no cnpanennnaomy npnaHaHnm
nonannxmmero éonmHcraa nccnenonarenen, B
conpemeHHom aauxoneneann caaerca eme
"Hexcaon n cnopHon B camnx cnoux ocnona—
Huxx" (10, 251). 3T0 npexne acero xacaercn
BOHPoca o TOM, Kax K Ha ocaone xaxux Kpu-
TepHeB Bunenaerca cnor H3 noroxa peqn xaK
ofibexr Ha6nmneunx n Hccnenonaana - TO: “T0
E~KYpHnonuq ynaq Haaaan ocnonaon npoOne-
M02 Teopnu cnora (14, 267).

Hpnqnu nun cnopon BoxpyrnpOOnemucnoro-
non cermenrauna n onpeneneunu ee Kpnrepnen
MHOPO: Ha qro yxasuaamr ace nccnenonarenn,
Hmeamue xorna-nnfio neno c npoénemon queue-
HHH noroxa peqn Ha cnorn. HaM 6H XOTenOCb
ocrauosnrncx Ha onHon H3 a, Koropan, Ha
Ham Barnan, umeem-cymecrseHHoesnaqne nnx
Cnoronon cerMeHTauuH nowoxa De?"-

PnaBHax npnaa paanornacnfi saknmqaercn
B TOM, qTo peaynbraruHayqaorocnoronenenna
(r.e. cerMeHTauun noroxa peqn Ha cnorH Ha
ocnone Ton HHH anon reopun) B pa3flHqHHX
flauxax no-pasnomy cooraocxrca cpeaynbrara-
MK CROFOneneHHH, ocyuecrnnnemmmn Hocnrena-
Mn Hauxa; Gynyqu c ycneXOM aMeHHMH B on—
HHX Hauxax, 3TH peaynbraru He HaxonfiT YC’
nemuoro npnmeueann a npyrnx. Hpuqnaa He-
COBHaAeHnn pesynhraros HayqnorocnoroneneHHH
c PeSYnLTaTaMH cnoroson cerMeHTauHH, OCY'
mecrnnxemon Hocnwenamn nauxa, xpoercx. xax
HaM Kaxerca, B orcyrcraun qewxon rpaHHuH
Mexny runonornqecxumu (oHMH) H GneuflQfl‘
gigKHMH (Haunouanbnumn) acneKTaMM npofineMH

ra.

Cnor, Kax n npyrneaauxoauexanenna (wo-
HeMa, ynapeana, HHTOHauHH u T.n.), c onHon
croponu, Hmeer Taxne qepru,xoropuenpncymn
BceM unn éonbmon rpynne asuxon onnHaKonoro
(¢oneMHoro Hun cnoronoro) CTpOH, c npyron
croponu, xapaxrepnayercx TaKHMH ocoOeHHoc-
TRMH, xoropue npncymx ronsxo onaomy xoax-
perHomy asuxy Hflfl rpynne 6nnaxoponcrseuuux
aauxoa.

K nepBOMy acnexry nposneMu, T.e. x TH-
nonornqecn ocoGeHHocrxm ornocarca nonpo-
cu: a) o ¢0Hewnqecxon npxpone cnora, T.e.
o cpenc‘raax (nOMHHHDYIomeM H cony'rcrnywmnx)
cnorooépaaonaunn 6e3 yqera HX Konnqecraa,
coveraemocrn n cnocooon nx pacnpenenennx n
npenenax cnora K canaaHHHe c HHMH snneaun;
6) o ¢nunnx cnora.

K cneuu¢nqecx0My a¢nexTy npoGneMH, cue-
nao nomHo orHecrn raxxe nna xpyra abnpo-
con: 0 xonnqecrae crpyxrypnux anemeuroa
cnora, coqeraemocru H cnasaaaux c HHMH BB-
neann; o cnoroaon cermearaunn,eecpencraax
H xpnrepnax.

0 cneuu¢nueCKOM xapaxrepenocnennnxnnyx

rpynn nonpocon ronopnr npexne acero camo
onpeneneHHe cnora xax Haumenbmen nponano-
CHTeaon enHHHuu (4; 757—777—377—7377—5 -
nqBmee mnpoxoe pacnpocrpaHeHne a conpe-

MeHHOM HSHKOBHaHHH. Ecnn cnornnnaercnenu-

Human nponanomennn, To cnoronenenne n npo-

conzmne a cnore annenuz y Hocnrenen pas-

nnqaux xauxon He Moryr OHTb onnaaxonumn.

Hanecruo, qro "sayxn uenoaeqecxon peqn

- nponyxr nencrauxnponanocurenbaaxoprauon

u ¢opMu p63OHaHCHHX nonocrennpousuocurenb-

Horo annapara qenonexa" (11, 11). Hponauo-
cnrenbnue opranu, xax ¢n3nonornqecxue Ka-

Teropnu, onHHaxonu y acex pac H Haponon,

onHaxo Hasuxu ux paéoru npn peqenponanon-

CTBe mpouanomeuna) He MOPYT GHTB onHHaxo-
BHMH y Bcex Haponoa - Hocurenen aauxoa, n60

paanue xauxu nmewr cnoficeHHue HM ¢0Hono-

ruqecxne CHCTEMH, Koropue peannaymrcx no

CBOHM BaKOHOMepHOCTfiM, qTo n onpenenxer B

xoneqHOM cqere cnocoéu paéoru nponaHocn-

Tenbaux opraaon H Hanuxn nponauomennx. Ha-

BHKH npouaaomeans, synyqn ucropnqecxon xa—

Teropnen, paannaaHCb n COBepmeHCTBYHCb

smecre c paanurnem u conepmeacrsoaaHHeM

¢0HeTqco CHCTeMH Hamxa,npK06peTamraa-

uHOHaaym mopmy, oOmym nnn acex Hocnrenen

Hauuouanbaoro Hamxa, HapymeHHe xoropoflpac-
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ueun,saercx KaK orxnoaeane or HOpMfllflnikaK
axuenr. Hoaenmne xccnenosanua noxaaanx, qro
Haauxn Hanuonanbnoa aprnxynaunoaflon oasm
(nponsnomenna) ooaapyxnsamrcx yme a Mna-
neuqecxom Boapacre. 06 arom ronopur TOT
@axr, qro aayxn (nnaq) HonopoxneHHHx una—
neHuen paaqHux Hauuonanbaocren He onuHa-
KOBE naxe B Boapacre onHoro nHz (7, 58-64).

TaxuM oopa3om, paannqeflne nayx acneKTon
- Tnnonoruqecxoro n cneunouqecxororuuipac-
cmorpennn cnora xax nnHrBHcrnqecxoro aBne-
HHH Heoéxonumo, H5O nccnenoaaana 3THX ac-
nexron Benyr x HeromnecrnefimmupesyaaTaM:
peaynhrawu KCCHenOBaHKfi cneunonqecxux Bon-
pocon, xapaxrepnux nun Toro nnn unoro Hau-
xa, moryr He connanawb c pesyaaTaMM pac—
cmorpemm aHanoqHux Bonpocon B npeM (mm
npyrux) Hauxe. H03TOMy Bonpoc o cnoroson
cermenrauun, 6ynyqnzceasaHHHM cpeannaaunen
KopeTHon ooaonornqecxon CHCTEMH, saxoao-
mepHOCTHMH oyaxunonnponauua ee sneMéHTOB‘
nonxefl paCCMaHBaTbCH nun xaxnoro KOHK-
peTHOPO Hamxa OTHEflbHO.

OqKnHo, cnenonaane
ocooeHHocreH cnora nonxaa npenmecrnoaarb
paccmorpeuum ero Taxonoruqecxnx caoncrn,
Tax xax o cnore, 06 oopaaywmnx ero sneMeH-
tax a oyaxunax MH momeM cynnrb numb nocne
TOFO, xaK cnor BuuneHeH n3 noroxa pequ H
onpeneneao xonuqecrao ero crpyxrypnux sne-
MeHTon. "Buneneane cnora BHyTpH cnoaa, -
nncan E.KypHnonuq, - 310 B cymaocwn upen-
Bapnwenbnax u Heooxonnmaz onepaunx, upen-
mecraymmax nmoomy onucaanm crpyxrypu Hun
cnoficrn cnora" (14, 267).

Bonpoc o cnoroneneflnn, Kax HSBeCTHO, BO
Be poor BCTaeT Torna, xorna nepen HaMK
oxasusaercx Koacouaaraag rpynna, cocroamafi
K3 nByx n oonee cornacaux. "B cnoroneneauu
pemammym pOHb Hrpamr, - nucan E;Kypnnonzq,
- npomemyroqaue (HHTepBOKaaHe - T.X.)
rpynnm cornacaux H sanaqa cnoronenennn co-
cronr B OCHOBHOM B paanenennnrpynncornac-
flax Ha nmnnosnaaym qacrb (= aHannemamym
x npenmecraymmemy cnory) K axcnnoannnyw
qacrb (= npnuannexamwonocnenywmemycnory)"
(14, 268).

HssecrHo, qro nmoax Hayqaaa Teopua (nun
reopernqecxaa monenb) nmeer fionbmyw nea—
HOCTb ropna, Korna oaa coorHocnma c oakra-
MK neficraurenbuocru H Kax-ro oohxcnzer HX.

cona H3 aroro nonomeann n nmea E Bnny
cymecrnymmne ocaonuue Teopun cnoroaon cer-
Meuraunu, nun BHKCHeHHH nonpoca o cnoronon
cermearaunn B cospemeHHom ranmuxcxom nauxe
HaMM Gun cneunanbnococrannenrexcr, cocrox-
man as 300 CflOBeCHHX snakoa, amqammnx B
ceoa ace Boamoxaue a Tanxnxcxomasuxennyx-
¢0HeMHue u TpexooueMHue coqaHHx corna-
cnax, onncaanue B nxreparype >(1; 3). BTOT
rexcr Gun cerMeHTuponaH cneunanncrom-oone-
TKCTOM u Hocnrenfiuu Kauxa: cneunanncr cer-
Mearnpoaan rexcr Ha cnoru nnaxnu: onuH pas
cornacao couopaofl Teopnu a romee Bapnaflre,
xoropun 6&3 npennoxea P.H. ABaHeCOBHM, H
Bropofl pas - no Teopun mycxynbnoro Hamps-
xennn n.B. uepou. (Mu HasoneM aror Bun
cnoroneneflua Teoperuqecxum cnoroneneanem).

nae rpynnu curyemux no 10 qenoaex B

cneunouqecxnx

xaxnoz (crynenru‘nroporo xypca rymaanrap—
Horo u ecrecrneHHoro npoonnefi, nnx Koropux
Tanxnxcxnn x3uK annxercx ponHuM)3T0TTeKcr
cermearnponann Ha cnoru ycTHO nepen MHKpO-
¢0HOM. Hx cermeHTaunn ounasanncafia Ha mar-
HHTHOK neHTe, a 3aTeM nepeHeceHa.Ha6ymary.
(STy cermearaunm Haaonenxnurynrnauon, a no-
nyqHHe nocne Hee cnorn - HHTYHTHBHHMM).

CpaBHeHHe peaynbraroa reopernqecxoro n
HHTYHTHBHOPO cnoronenennz noxasano:

a) nonuoe connaneune pesynbrawoa ooonx
cnyqaen HHTYKTHBHOFO cnoronenennx Sea pac—
xoxnenun;

6) auaaenbaoe connanenue peaynbraros
ofionx cnyqaen reoperuqecxoro cnoronenenna
npn onpeneneHHHx pacxoxnennnx;

a) snaaenbuoeHecoananeauepesynbraroa
reopernqecxon H HHTyHTHBHon'cermeurauunnpu
Heoonbmon ax cxoncwne.

Tax, cornacao coaopuon TeOpHH, Tanxnx-
cxue cnona Tuna maxmad 'mxona',uawMa'pon-
a', 6odpuue 'orypeu' cermearupymrcx Ha
cnoru: ma—xmad, ua-wma, 6oedpuue, a cnoaa
Inna mapxaa 'ueHTp', manaun 'xnnbe', nymda
'xnonox' - Ha onoru: map—xaa,mau—3un,nyM-
6a, Tax xax,B-cnonax nepnon rpynnu nepnue
cnorH, 3a3epmaac5 Ha rnacaun, n cnona BTO-
pofi rpynnu -‘Ha conopHHfi,coonmnamrnpnaunn
Boapacrannx asyqnocrn (2, 42).Onaaxoronb-
xo cermeHTauHx BTopon rpynmgcnoaconnanaer
c neneHHeM HX Ha cnorn,xoropoena6nmnaercn
y Hocnrenen asuxa. Cermenraunn nepBoro Tn-
na cnon, oqeah xapaxrepaoro nna Tanxnxcxo-
ro asuxa, He connanaer c HX uneHeHneM Ho-
cnrenaMH Hauxa, Koropue nenar 3TH cnoaa Ha
cnoru cnenymmum oopaaoM: max—mad, uaw-Ma,
dad-pane.

CpaBHeHne pesynbraroa TeopeTuqKnx u
HHTyHTKBHHX cnoroneneaun BHHBHHO eme Sona-
mee pacxoxneuue memny Teopnen mycxyaoro
Hanpxxeanx u HHTyKTHBHOFO cnoroneneaas. Tax,
reopna mycxynbaoro Hanpxxenua, ncxona H3
mecra ynapeanx no oruomenum K xonconaHrHon
rpynne, cnenymmne Tanmxxcxnecnonanennw Ha
cnorH: xy-wuya 'noaonhuwn', y—cmod 'q'
TBHL', co—xmmon 'crponxa', xa—eni 'nom';
Ha-sdux 'onusxnnf, T.K. KOHeqe ynapeHHe
B 3THX cnonax, HpHTKI‘HBaH xoacoaaH'rno
rpynny x ceoe, RenaeT HX cunnuoxoaeqnumn
(22, 587-90). onHaxoraxoecnoroneneHHe He
connanaer cnoroneneaaem Hocurenea Tanmnx-
cxoro Hauxa: yc-moa, coxm-Mon, xae -flfi,
Has—aux.

TaKKM oopaaoM, couopuaa Teopna n Teopnn
Mycxyaoro Hanpaxeunx, ycnemHo paéorammfle
a pane 333x03, B TOM uncne n pyccxom, He
Haxonar cnoero ycnemHoro npnmenenna 5 Tan“
mnxcxom Hauxe.

cona H3 usaecrHoro nonoxeanfi 0 Hence-
momaocrn qneHeHHa peqeaoro noroxa Ha nnHr-
Bucruqecxne enuunuu cnmaenbno Ha ocno-
Be axycruqecxnx K aprnxynawopamx npnsaaxon
ero cocraanammnx (9, 10, 36 —42)1iyxa3aHKH
Ha To, qro ”pacnoaaanaflue nnnrsuownqecxnx
ennnuu ocnoaaao Ha sflannn KOHTeKCTyaflbHHXr
rpaMmaTqcxnx u cemauwuqecxnx' saxonomep‘
HOCTeH naHHoro naaxa" (20, 211), MCKHO
npennonoxnrb, qro saxouomepnocrn cnorone-
neaux nonmnu OGbHCHHTh Te reopuu cnoroaofi
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cermenranmu, KOTOpe OCHOBaHH Ha nnHrBHCTn—
qecxnx, ceMaHaecxnx xpnrepnax. II nencr-
BHTeaO, peaynbraru HHTYHTHBHOPO cnorone-
neana nqe npyrnx OfibHCHHeT Teopna cnoro-
son cermeHTaunn E.Kypunonnqa,ocaonaHHaHHa

nHHrBucrnqecxHx xpurepnax. E. Kypunoa,
Kax uanecrao, OnflpaHCh Ha BHnBHHyTHe KM me
nauunu uaomopouama HSHKOBHX enxnnu, nu—
Tanca coopmynnponarb pan npasnn, confi H3
cxoncrsa Haqanbamx K xoueqaux KOHCOHaHTHHX
anemeHToa cnora H cnona. OH nucan: "npn
nepnon nonurxe noaBnaerca ncxymeHKe, qroou
HPHMeHKTh ane (npn uneHeHnn Koaconanrnofi
rpynnu - T.X.) KpKTepKH Haqanan xoaua cno—
Ba. nencrnnrenbflo Haqanbnae rpynnu cnoaa,
HBHHHCL onaonpemeauo Haqanom cnora, Bcerna
nmnnosnnna, rqo Taxxe KoueqHan rpynna,
xanxxc5 KOHuOM nocnennero cnoracnona,nce—
rna sxcnnoanBHa. TaKKM oopaaoM, Haqano« H

Koueu cnoaa mornn garb HaM Hanexnue Kpnre-

DHH, noaaonnmmne paarpaunqnwb BHYTPH rpyn—
nu nMnnosxaHym n sxcnnoanaHym qacru. Ha-

HPHMep, np.-a.: mantra 'PHMH' = man—tra
Tax, xax B Hauxe, c onuofi cropona, cymecw-
nymr cnoaa, oxaaqxaammnecz Ha n, Hanpnmep,
brahan 'Hecymnn', c npyron croponu, tr
Boamokao B Hanane cnona (trayah 'Tperun‘)-
PacqneHeHHe Ha ma-ntra Hnu mant—ra Sane 6m

Hesosmomaum, Tax xax cnon c xoaeqHuM ntr
HHH c xoneqM.nt He cymeCTByeT. conn n3
sworo, paaneneHne Ha cnoru man—tra gsnaer-

CH enHHCTBeHHo BoamomHuM pemeHneM"(14. 268%
Ecnn oopaabcn x Tanxnxcxomy HBHKY, TO

nencrnnrenbuo MH_B Hem ooaapyxnm Taxoe me

CXORCTBO HaqanhHux H Koneqaux xOHCOHaHTHux
snemeuron cnora u cnona: cnorn H cnoaa Ha—
aamTca onHuM cornacuuM u Hmewr B ucxone
OHHH nnH nBa cornacnux. yqnwusaa 310 con—

Haneane, cnona uapmeap 'canoxaux', paaMKaw

'XYnoma‘, eapMpg 'npnxrnufi' MOXHO unej_
HHTL Ha cnorn: uapm-eap, paCM-Kaw, aapm-py,
Tax KaK npyroe ux qneueane (uap-Meap HRH
Ha-pmeap, pac-mxaw nnn pa-cmxaw, zap-MPH
nnu ea—pMpy) npornaopeqnno 6H H30M0p¢H3MY
Hauanbaux snemeHToa cnora u cnona. Taxoe
qneHeHue BnonHe coornercwnyer pesyaaTaM

"HTYHTHBHoro qneaenxx Ha cnorn. OnHaKOIKaK
noxaaanaew marepnan, nencrneaaocrb sroro

KPHTePKH orpannqena.3ronpannno xopomo pa-

GOTaeT Bo Bcex cnyqaxx, xorna MB HmeeM He“

no C PpYnnofl, cocronmen n3 Tpex cornacnax.

pnHocrn Boaunxamr Torna, xorna nepen
HaMH xoacoaaarnaa rpynna,COCTonmaHK3 nBYX
cornacnux, Hanpumep, Benoaaxmaxmad,ma$¢¥fl
'05mecrso', uopéoe ‘napx', uopcy'flnaTOK :
MapOyM 'nmnn" uaaaux '6nn3xnn', ocmon 'He-
50' H np. neno B TOM, qro CHOBB 9Toro Tuna
MOPYT ours pacqneHeHu Ha cnorn rponxo. Ha-
“pHMeP: cnono uopdoa Momer ours cermeHTn—

p0BaHo Kax uo-p6oe, nap-602 u uopd—oa, H3
“OTODHX, cornaCHo TeOpHH E. Kypnnonuqa,

I"minim nepBoe qneaenne (uo-péoe) He HpHeM'
“HMO: Tax xax npn HeM Bropon cnor Haquna-

eTCH RBYMH cornacnumn, qTonpornBopeqHI'nso-

M°9®HBMY Haqana cnora fl cnosa. 33a npyPHX
“HGHeHHa, cornacHo arofi Teopux, nonycruMM:

Ta“ Kax UpH HHX Haqanbame n xoueqHue ane-
MeHTH coorseTCTBymT Haqansnum u KOHeqHHM
3HeMeHTaM cnoaa. OnHaKo 0 Tqx apeHHH Ho-

cnrenefl asuxa, Kax noxaamaawr Hamn naHHHu,
HeaeMnemaM fiBnfieTCH u qneHeHHe uopé-oe,
Hecmorpz Ha nonHoe coananeHHe Haqanbnux H
xoneqHux snemeflron arux cnoron CCOOTBeTCT-
BymmnMM anemeuramn cnona: Branxnxcxom sau-
xe ecrb cnoaa, nmemmne B Haqane onnH co-
rnacuflfl u saxaaquaammnecx Hanna cornacaux,
Hanpumep, dapd 'éonb', H cnosa, Haqnuammn-
eca rflaCHHM - opa 'Myxa'. C TqH BPEHHH
Hocenen Tanmnkcxoro asaxa enunceHHo
npannaHM uneHeHHeM HBHfieTCH nap-609, T.e.
Taxoe uneHeHue, npn xoropmwcnoronoen mop-
¢eMHOE qneHeHnH connanamr.

TaKHM oopaaoM, xpnrepnn Haqana H xoaua
cnoaa, xopomo oobxcaawmne cermearaunm Koa—
COHaHTHHX rpynn us Tpex cornacnux, oxaam-
Bawrcs Henpnronnumn a OGbHCHeHHH pacqne-
Henna KOHCOHaHTHofi rpynnu, cocroxmefibu3nsyx

cornacaax, a 3T0 CTaBHT nccnenoaarenn ne-
pen HeOéxOnHMOCTLm HCKaTb oonee Hanemame

KpHTepKH cnoronon cermearaunn.
m.c. Nacnon, oocyxnaa nonpoccaqneneann

peqeaoro noroxa Ha ornenbaue aayxn (ooae-

MH), n ronopz o Henocraroquocru axycrnxo-

apruxynfiropHux npnsaao sayxoa nna ero

ocymecrsnefina, nncan: Momuo nymaTb, qTo

nnx Taxnx nsmxon, Kax pyccxnfi, noToxn BH-

nenHMOCTn ooaemu HymHo ncxarb B oaxre npn—

Hannexaocrn B pane cfiyqaea cocenxmxx n HE’

penxo Tecno "cnnerammnxcn" B nowoxe pequ

oonon x pasnuM 3HaqamuM ennHHuaM — x pa3—

Hum mopoemam u name cnoaaM. OcoEeHHo Ha-

raHu B 3TOM ownomeunn_npnmepu onnooouem-

HEX MOeM K cnon: B azwfinaxooaema oxa-

3aBaeTcn cpasy c nayx cropou Buneneauon B

peqehom noroxe nnn a cocraae Tonn nnn Haofi
oopMu onpeneneHHuMM "CMHCHOBHMH rpaHnua—

MK" (17, 52). ‘

Bra Meronnxa uneHeHnn noroxa peqn, T.e.

qneHeHHe qepea rpaanny 3Haqmxennanu,npn-

meemaH nun Buneneana 0Tneaor033yxape-

an (¢0HeMH) B Tpanuunfix mepooacxofl ooaono—

rxqecxofl mxona (6; 9; 10; 17; 22), ’ Ham

npenCTaBnHeTcx npnemnemon anxcnoronoficer-

menraunn B Tanmnxcxomnawxec rofl paaunuen,

qro npn cnoroaon cermeHraunn MB ncxonnM He

H3 OnHOQOHeMHHX mopoem n cnoa Kax npn cer-

MGHTauHH Ha anyxu peqn (ooaemm), a as oo-

Hernqecxnx xapaxrepncrnxonnocnomamxmopoem

n cnoa. Upeumymecraom s'roro Kpn'repxm no cpa-

BHeHnm c xpnrepnem E.Kypnnonnqa fiBnHETCE

T0, qro OH qTuBaeT He TOHBKO Haqanbnae n

xoaeqHue anemearu cnora (cnosa), Ho H BGCb

ero asyxonon cocras, qro oqeub Baxuo, xax

ynnnHM Hume flflfi npnaarnx pemeana 06 onpe-

nenenan meCTa cnoropasnena.

OCHOBH BTOH meronnxnéannsanomenm»eme 3

Haqane Hamero crone'mm JI.B.I:1ep60fx (22, 4

— 7) n nonyqnnu nanbfleflmee pasaurne a p—

nax ero yqHKOB K nocnenoaarenefi (4:6; 9,

10; 17).

CYTb arofi meronnxn saxnmqaercn B TOM,

uTo a uneHeHnn noroxa peuu Ha anyxn peqn

qepea onuoooaemaym mopoeMy H cnono 6epeTcn

B OCHOBy nnoaxoe cxoncwnoooaemun Mopoemu:

a) no oyaxunoauponannm, T.e. BoamoxHOCTbm

@yuxunonnpoaannfi sayxa peqn Bxaqecrne sxc—

noneHTa mopoems;

6) maTepnaao, T.e. cognaneane~axycwn—
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xo—aexynHropHux xapaxrepHce anyxa peqH
H MOD¢€MH. MoxHo nymarb, Hro He Gynb ex
cxoncrn anyxa peqH H mopoemu, qneHeHHe Ha
ornenbaue anyKH peqH Guno 5H HeBoamoxHHM.

Boanpamazcr. K cnoroneneHHm a TamKHcom
Hauxe H BosmoxHocrH BuneneHHH cnora Hepea
Mop¢onorHHecxym rpaHHuy(qepe3Mop¢eMH), MH‘
conHM H3 cnenymx Hanecraux nonoeHH.

Bo-nepnux, H3 Toro, qro "ooneTqcxHe
xomnnexcu (Haamep, cnorH) H cemaHTqCXHe
xomnnexcw (Haamep, npennoeHx) HeSaBH—
CHBO or oobenHHHmm Hx ¢YHKHHOHaHbHHX or-
HomeHHH oouapnBamT nnyooxHH napannenHam
crpyxrypu. Moxao ycraHonHTLyexnyHHMH ynH-
BHTeaoe cxoncrao ¢opMu (H30M0p¢H3M)" (15;
14) H TOPO, qro "HaneHHH Haomoponama HnH
onHoaHocru crpyxrypu xoncrHTyrHBHux Hau-
KOBHX enHHHu H oraomeHHH memny HHMH oépa-
symr ocooeHHocrH'cncreMH Hauxa H TeCHeHmHM
oOpaaoM cnaaaHu c ero paaaHuMM yponaa-
MH..." (15, 56).

Bo-nTopux, H3 yrnepmneHHH o TOM, qro B
"Taxcouomnqecxon mxane HauxonuxenHHHucnor
sauHmaer npomemyroquoe nonoeHe mexny oo-
HemoH H cnonom, napannenbno M0p¢eMe. OTHO'
meHHe mexny ooHemoH, cnoromzicn030M B Hau-
Kax Hecnoroaoro (¢OHeMHOPO) crpox aHanoq-
HE orHomeHHHM ooaeM,oH, mopoemoH H cnonom:
cpoaema axonH'r cocraBHoH ‘IaCTbIO a cnor HMOp-
oemy, cnor H M0p¢ema oopMpmr cnona..."
(18, 122 —123).

B-Tpers, H3 nonoeHH o TOM, qro "nun
HocnreneH Hauxa uneHeHHenoroxapeHH Ha oo-
HeMH HnH cnorH He HnnHeTCH conHoH, or-
npaaHoH roqxofi. Benn a npouecce peHH Hocn-
renb aauxa onepper 3HaqamHMH enHHHnaMH,
no meabmen Hepe M0p¢emaMH..." (17, 51).

B HeTBepTux, H3 H30MOP®H3MaCflOPaH Mop-
¢eMH xax no cocrany crpyxrypnsx anemeHTon
H Hx xapaxrepy, Tax H no rnyOHHe a Hexoro-
pom OTHOmeHHH cxonHuM c H30M0p¢H3MOM cnora
H cnona (19, 41).

3TH oomHe cxonHHe HepnacnoraH M0p¢eMH,
GynyHH OCHOBoH nun ocymecneHHH cnoronon
cermeuranHH Hepes onHocnoxHuemmpoemuricno-
Ba, caMH no ce6e Henocraroqflu, a HeooxonH-
M0, xax ormeqanocn Hume, MarepHaaoe con-
naneHHe H ¢YHKHHOHHpOBaHHe cnora B xaqecr-
3e SKCHOHeHTa M0p¢eMH.

oopamaHCb c aroH rouxH 3PEHHficaTepHa-
naM ranxuxcxoro Haaxa,Mu06HapymH3aeM ynH-
BHTeaoe cosnaneHHe HHryHTHBHux cnoron,
BuneneHHux HCHHTyeMHMH, H onHocnomHux mop-
¢eM H cnon Kax marepHaao, Tax H no ¢YHK‘
nHoaonaHHm.

Bo-nepaux, oéHapymHBaercx HHTepeCHoewm-
TepHaaoe cxoncrno cnona H onaocnomHoH mop-
oeMu:

a) HHTYHTHBHHG cnorH H onHocnomHue Mop-
¢eMH (H cnoaa) MoryT cocroarb OT onHoro no
qerupex aayxon: g 'OH', 60 (npennor), 60M
'xpuma', Gap: 'arLa', onHH H3 xoropux
oonaarenbao Hsnxercx rnaCHuM;

6) ea HHTYHTHBHHe cnorH H onuocnoxuue
MOD¢6MH (H cnona) cocroxw H3 onHoro aayxa,
To 310? anyx ofiasarenbuo Hannercx rnacHHM;

a) HHTYHTHBHHe cnorH H onnocnomume mop-
¢eMH (H cnoaa) HaqHHamrcn Toao onHHM co-
rnaCHuM (npnmepu Hume);

r) HHTyHTHBHue cnorH H onHocnomHue mop—
oemu a cone HMemT onHH HnH nna cornacumx
anyxa (amepu Hume).

Bo-Bropux, cnorH H OnHOCHOXHHe Mop¢eMH
(H cnoaa) B caoeM onuHOHHpoaaHHH MOPYT
connanarh npyr c npeM, T.e. cnorH moryr
BucrynHrh B Kaqecrae axcnoueHros mopoeM H
cnon: y paém 'OH ymen', coxdou 'aoae',
608—60» 'caHOBHHx' H np. (21, 17-22).

HMeHHO 6naronapH 3THM nocnenHHM cxoncr-
BaM cnora H onHocnomHoH mopoemu (cnona) B
raHXHcom Hsuxe H oxaauaaerca BoamoxHuM
HneHeHHe noroxa peqH Ha cnorH Hepea M0p¢e'
my H onHocnoxHue cnona.

TaKHM 06pa30M, B raacom Hauxe a
‘ineHeHKfl Ha cnorH Mbl GyneM KCXOJIKTI: H3 33y-
xonoro cocrana onHocnoxHon M0p¢eMH (H cno-
Ba) xax oonee B cemaH'qeCKOM OTHOlueHHH ca-
mocroarenbfloro H HenocpencraeHHo.naHHorona-
neHHH H coornercraeHHo emy GyneM aHHMarb
pemeHHe o nee-re cnoropaanena BTOM HHH HHOM
cnoae. nonycrHM, qro nepen HaMM ranxuxcxoe
cnono mapaoon 'norpaHHqHHx', uonnemamee
cermeHTanHHHacnorH. OHowmxerom cermeH-
eonaHo Tax: ma—pa6om,map-360M,Map3-6on,
Mapad-ou. conx H3 asyxonoro cocrana nop-
¢eMH, ME noau nepBym, Bropym H qerneprym
cerMeHrauHm crarb HeaeMHeMHMH noromv,
qro:

a) B nepBOM HneHeHHH (ma-padon) nropon
cnor HaqHHaeTcn rpeMH cornaCHuMH H a cnoeM
cocraae Hmeer UKTL.SBYKOB, - B raaxcxom
Hauxe Her onuocnoxuux M0p¢eM (H cnos), Ko-
Topue Hmemr B cnoeM cocrane nnrb anyxon H
HaqHHamrcx TpeMH cornacuuMH;

5) BTODOe HneHeHHe (map-adou) HeaeM-
nemo, Tax xax a HeM BropoH cnor HaqHHa-
erca nByMH cornacuuMH,H60Her B raaKCHOM
Hsmxe onaocnomaux Mop¢eM H cnon, HaqHHam-
Mcx c nByMH COPnaCHHMM;

B) qerseproe qneHeHHe (Mdp36-0n) raxme
He nonxonH'r norow, ‘n‘o a HeM nepBuH 6110!?
H3 nHrH aayxon H B cone HmeeTTpHcofnac-
flux, a TaKHx onHocnomHHx mop¢ena B TaaK-
CKOM Hauxe Her.

EnaraeHHo npaBHaHM H aemneMHM HB-
nHeTcx rperbe uneHeHHe (maps-6ou), T.e.Ta-
Hoe uneHeHHe, a xoropom cnorosax H MOp-
¢eMHaa rpaHHuH connanawr. Peaynbraru arofl
cermeurauHH nonHocrbm connanamr c peaynb'
IaraMH HHTyHTHBHoro cnoroneneHHH.

TaKHM oépaaoM,MuMDxeM oesomHOOq cer'
MEHTHPOBaTb Ha cnorH aceHCKOHHoranxnxcxHe
cnona H SaHMCTBOBaHHHe H3 npye (apaocxo-
ro, Tmpxcxoro, HHnHcoro H np.) Hsuxon
cnoaa, npomeae a TaaxcxoM Hauxe cranflm
ocnoeHHH, Koropue Hmemr B HHTepBOKaflbHOM
nonoeHH KOHCOHaHTHHe rpynnu. 31a MeTOnH'
Ka neHCTBeHHa no Bcex cnyqaxx,xp0MerDaHKu
CHHTarM, rne uneHeHHe Ha cnorH nonHHHHeTCK
oonee CtHOMy, CHH'rarmaqeCHOMyImeHeHHlo

Pesynhraru aroH cnoronoHcermeHTauHo-
pomo cornacymrcz c pesyaaTaMH cnoronefle’
HHH, ocymecranxemoro HOCHTeHHMH Hauxa. 3T0
noxaaano cpaBHeHHe cnoronoH cerMeHTauHH:
ocymecraneHHoH no npennaraemoH MeTonHKe, C
peayaaTaMH cnoroneneHHH, ocymecrnneHHoro
HaMHMH HH¢OpMaHTaMH.
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IHH Taacoro HBHKa HCHOflbSw

Hpennaraemax merooa cnoroaoH cermeH-
rauHH momer curb UDHMeHEHa B oaxoponcr-
BeHHHX Tanmnxcxomy HBHKY nepCaxom, napH}
wax xax OHH xapax’repHayxo'rcx 'raxHMHce cno-
ronuM crpoeM (26), xax H TaaxcxHH.

npennarax ocymecrauwh B raaKCKOM HBH-
xe cnoronyxo cermeu’raumo Ha ocaoae OnHOCJIOJK-
aux M0p¢eM (H cnon), craeM HeoéxonHMHM
OTMETKTB, Hro MH naneKH or MHCHH, Hro B
raaxcxom xauxe H npye sananHo-HpaucxHx
xauxax oonapymHaaercx a6coaHoeconnaneHHe
cnoronux H MopcpeMHux rpaHHn, Hana cnoroaux
(BheTHaMCKOM, KHrcxom I! up.) Hauxax, H
vro cnorosue rpaHHum onpenenamwcz cnq-
TeHLHO MOp¢eMHHMH. B raacom Hauxe, xax
H B nepCaxom H napH, neHcrnHreao ooua-
pymuaaerca coananeHHe cnoroaux H MOP¢eMHHX
rpaHHu.

Ho 3T0 He camoe rnanuoe,nnnnpennaraemon
aooH (H noaromy HaaaaHHeHacronmerono-
“Hana HOCHT Hecxonbxo ycnonflufi xapaxrep).
flnx Hac BaxHO marepHanLHoe coananeHHe eno-
ra H nopoemw. Enaronapn aromy connaneHHm
HocurenH raHXcxoro aauxa cermeHTpmr Ha
cnorH He Tonbxo TaKHe cnosa, axoropax cno-
ronue H MOp¢€MHHe rpaHHnH coananawr (Ha-
"PHMEPI capaop 'pyxononHTenb'), HOH TaxHe,
B KOTOpHX 3TH rpaHHnuxnacoananamT (max-mad
'mxona'). OqHnHo, ea a nepBOM cnyqae
enorosaz cermearauHH ocymecranxerczlunMop-
¢eMe HenocpenceHHo, T0 BO BTOpOM HOCHTe-

aHanoe,
OCYmecnHH cnoroneneHHe non CHauM BHHH-
HHEM M0p¢€MH K $0HO-MODQOHOFHQ8CKOPO CTPOH
cnona.
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DELIMITATION AND FOCUSSING FUNCTIONS OF INTONATION IN BULGARIAN
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the results from
an experimental study of the phonetic
segmentation of Bulgarian speech.
On the basis of experimental data an
attempt is made to reduce the variety
of the observed melodic configurations
of segmentation units (syntagmas) de —
scribing them in terms of two kinds of
accents, conditioned by the phonetic
manifestation of the delimitation and
focussing functions of intonation, and
their possible combinations. The pro —
posed classification may be used for
comparative intonological analysis of
languages with different phonetic
structures. -

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical ground of the present expe-
rimental study is the generally acknow—
ledged significance of intonation within
the framework of language communications
as a phonetic source of information
transferred from speaker to hearer. The
different approaches.to the versatility
of intonational phenomena and their in-
teraction with extralinguistic and lin—
guistic factors from different levels
result in a great variety of lists de—
scribing the functions of intonation.
Regardless of their different number,
definitions and terminology. almost all
of the proposed classifications include
the delimitation and focussing func —
tions under one or other lable [1.2.3,4
5,6 and many others]. Here the term
"delimitation function" is used for de—
scribing the structural role of intona~
tion — the segmentation of the speech
flow into phonetic units, the so called
syntagmas, and the organizing role of
intonation in their formation. The syn-
tagma is defined in the sense of the Le—
ningrad Phonetic School as a semantic—
syntactic entity consisting of one or
more words organized by intonation into
phonetic integrity. The main phonetic
condition for a string of words to be
grouped into a syntagma is the absence

of perceived pauses between them, the
pauses being of two kinds: real (2 sound
gap) or psychological (due to interrup—
tions of the continuity of the proso—
dic parameters of speech signal) [4].
The focussing function of intonation is
understood as the role of intonation in
localizing the communicatively important
elements in the utterance.
The.aim of the study is to determine the
phonetic means used in Bulgarian for the
realization of the delimitation and fo—
cussing functions of intonation and on
this ground to specify the basic phone-
tic regularities in the suprasegmental
organization of speech allowing adequate
comparison with other languages.

FOCUSSING FUNCTION
The manifestation of the focussing func—
tion of intonation in Bulgarian follows
the universal tendency to phonetic pro-
minence by complex enhancing of the
acoustic prosodic parameters (FO,I,T)
of the stressed vowel in the phonetic
word containing important information.
A result of a previous experimental stu—
dy [7] of the F ~patterns of short sim-
ple sentences u?tered as one—syntagmatic
statements is that their most typical
melodic contour is of rise-fall configu-
ration with its peak on the stressed
syllable of the word bearing the phrase
accent. The application of the "theme -
rheme" conception to our experimental
data determines the"melodic contrast
between the syllables in the word as a
main acoustic feature of the rheme and
the lack of it, i.e. the unidirectional
course of F —contour as an acoustic cha"
racteristic of the theme the direction
depending on its position in the phrase.

DELIMITATION FUNCTION
The phonetic breaking up of the speech
flow into shorter or longer stretches by
means of pauses shows a great variety in
the size and intonational shape of the
divided units due to individuat varia—
tions in speech. The intervention of the
subjective factor however is not a rea-
son to consider this process an acciden—
tal one without linguistic significance
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slhrc individual variations are possible
only within certain limits conditioned
by the particularities of intonation as
a structural device in a given language
and the universal restrictions in the
speech production process. The phonetic
manifestation of the delimitation func—
tion of intonation may be estimated by
means of the statistical parameters of
syntagmas representing the basic tenden—
cies in the temporal organization of
speech.
The statistical data given below concern
the segmentation of speech in the parti-
cular case of text reading as the first
stage of a larger expermental investiga-
tion of the suprasegmental organization
of Bulgarian speech. The data are ob—
tained by means of an auditory and acou-
stic analysis of three texts in journa—
listic style (40 simple and 21 compound
and complex sentences, the total number
of clauses being 91) read by 12 persons.

Sintagma size
Fig.1 shows the occurrence frequencies
of the syntagmas of different size the
measure of the size being the number of

phonetic words in a syntagma. The mini—
mal size is 1 word or 1 syllable, the
maximum size found in our corpus is 6

phonetic words or 28 syllables, the
average size being 2.35 phonetic words

or 8 syllables. The comparison of these
values with the corresponding data for

other languages (Russian [8],[9l;
English [10); Spanish [11]) shows a

great similarity which makes it possible
to assume that the main factors deter-
mining the size of these units are the
universal restrictions in the speech
production.

°lo

50 ‘ ——- Bulgarian
[.0 . . ........ Russian [8]

30 -

20 '

‘0 ‘ \x................
i i 3 I. is is 7

number of the phonetic words

Fig.1. Occurrence frequencies of syn—
tagmas [%] according to their size.

The statistic treatment of the syntag—
mas with respect to their size and po-
Sition in the sentence show that the

short syntagmas (1—2 phonetic wordS)
prefer the initial position, the longest
ones (5-6 phonetic words) usually occupy
the middle of the sentence and for syn—
tagmas of the middle size (3 phonetic
words) the final position is typical.

Pauses
Under the experimental conditions, i.e.
reading of grammatically well formed
units, it has been found that real
pauses are much more frequently used
(87%) than psychological ones (13%).
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Fig.2.0ccurrence frequencies of
pauses according to their duration.

Fig.2 represents the occurrence frequen—
cies of real pauses according to their
duration. The configuration of the curve
(4 peaks) and the dependence of the
pause durations on the syntactic rela—
tions between the adjacent syntagmas
give ground to distinguish 4 kinds of
pauses: short, middle, long and super—
long. The short pauses usually separate
groups of words in the simple sentence.
the middle ones — clauses in the com—
pound and complex sentences, the long
ones occur between the separate senten—
ces and the superlong ones mark the end
of the phone—paragraph. It must be
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pointed out that although closely relat—
ed the phonetic and syntactic units do
not necessarily coincide. For example
the syntactic entity of the noun group
may be phonetically divided by a short
pause between the attribute agreed with
the noun and the noun itself only be—
cause of the larger number of syllables
in the two words.

Number of accents in a syntagma
The number of accents in the syntagmas
in our material is defined by auditory
tests the instruction being to underline
phonetically prominent words without any
restriction in their number. The results
show that in Bulgarian speech a syntag—
ma may have more than one accents with
an equally perceived weight. The maximum
number of accents found in our record-
ings is 3 (in 3% of all units). Most of
the syntagmas have one accent (72%)
and 25% of all cases — 2 accents. The
possibility of a syntagma to have more
than one accent has been noted in other
languages as well (e.g. Russian [5),[12J).

Types of accents
The auditory and acoustic analysis of
our recordings show that the accentua—
tion in a syntagma may be realized in
two different ways perceived as phonetic
prominences of equal strength but difer-
ing in their quality. This suggests that
in Bulgarian there are also two kinds of
accents as described in (12] which dif—
fer in their functions.i.e. in the na—
ture of the information intended by the
speaker. The first one — the logic ac—
cent — is a result from the phonetic

'manifestation of the focussing function
of intonation and its acoustic correlate
is the melodic contrast between the syl—
lables of the prominent word (rise—fall
F —configuration>. The second type,
c lled structural, is connected with thewhole intended structure of the utter—ance and signals the continuation or the
finality of speech,i.e. it is a result
of the delimitation function of intona-
tion. The basic acoustic parameter used
in this case is the segmental duration,
the course of F is unidirectional —
rising with max?mum steepnes on the last
syllable irrespective of the word stress
for a continuation accent and lightly
falling without melodic contrasts for a
final accent.
It is well known fact that almost any
word in the syntagma can bear a logic
accent and its placement depends on the
context, both linguistic and situation-
al. It must be pointed out that in Bul—
garian the structural accent also de—
pends on situation (the term including
the relationship between speaker and
nearer, speaker and social framework and
the momentary mood of the speaker (2))

I _/K_A4rflcf”"“~'\fif\4\u————._J«\_
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Fig.3. F -contours of syntagmas show—
ing the coustic difference between
the logic and continuation accents
and their combination on the last word:
a) /za prodalgavane na obrazovanieto/
'for the continuation of education',
b) /s$ftite vazmo nosti za obrazovanie/
'the same possibi ities for education'.

although its place is fixed on the last
word(s). which means that the end of the
syntagma is not necessarily marked by
an accent.
When the logic accent is on the last
word bearing at the same time a conti—
nuational accent the most typical F —
contour is a rising convex curve wi h
maximum steepness on the stressed vowel
in contrast to concave configuration cor-
responding to a continuation accent
alone. Figure 3 illustrares acoustic
differences in F -configurations of syn-
tagmas whose lasg words are marked a) by
a continuation accent alone and b) by a
combination of logic and continuation
accents. The first word in both syn-
tagmas are emphasized by a logic accent
forming a melodic peak on their stressed
syllables. The accents in the syntagma
may also be differentiated in respect
of the number of words they underline.
In our experimental material we have
found both types of accents defined in
(10] - centralized (on a single word)
and decentralized (on two words empha-
sized as one accent unit). On acoustic
level the difference between the two
cases is in the shape of the melodic
peak — a sharp one on the stressed syl-
lable of the individually accentuated
word and a high relatively flat plateau
situated between the stressed syllables
of the two words (fig.4).

Place of accents
In one third of all examined syntagmas
each phonetic word is accentuated by one
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b) /s a k drsovetezaussvarj én stvane/

Fig.4. F ~contours of two-words
syntagmas in which both words bear
a logic accent: a) of centralized
type /zenite razgovarjat/ 'the women
are talking'; b) of decentralized type
/sa kursovete za usavarjenstvane/
'are the qualification courses'.

or another type of accent. In the rest
of the units the number of accents is
smaller than that of phonetic words.
An estimation of the global tendencies
in accent organization of syntagmas
may be derived from the statistical di—
stribution of the observed accent places
Which is as follows: on the initial
phonetic word - 36%. on the final one —
38%. on the initial and final - 12%, on
the medial word — 14%. The small number

0f SVntagmas in which the medial word
bears the accent shows that in Bulga-
rian syntagmatic accents prefer bounda-
ry positions. This means that on a syn—
tagmatic level the accent function is
rather a delimitative than a culmina—
tive one as it has been shown in [13]
dealing with the word stress in Bulga—
rian and Russian. An essential particu—
larity of the syntagmatic accent orga-
nization in Bulgarian distinguishing it
9.9. from Russian is that the initial
position attracts the accent in the
same degree as the final one, i.e. the
Classical rule about the syntagmatic
aCCent being always on the last word
1Sn't valid in Bulgarian.

CONCLUSION
The eXperimental data obtained in this

Stage of our investigation show that

the reQistrated variety of F —configu—

ratn 0f syntagmas may be described by

the number and nature of their accents»
whiCh are directly connected with the

formal configurational features such as
the number of peaks and the character
of the terminal tone. Thus, all dif-
ferent F —patterns found in our corpus
(1a typeg) may by represented by the
number (from 0 to 3) and kind (centra—
lized or decentralized) of logic ac —
cents. the presence or absence of a
structural accent (continuational or
final) and their possible combination.
The statistical aspect of this repree
sentation makes it possible to evaluate
in a more general way the activity of
the delimiation and focussing functions
of intonation.in Bulgarian and to ascribe
a higher weight to the latter one as
the main factor determining the sound
form of Bulgarian speech. In this way
the experimental F —data may by used as
a source of infomagion for the purposes
of an intonation typology of languages

revealing in a more explicit manner the
functional particularities of intonation.
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BEPOHTHOCTHAH MOHEHB CTMXA

M.fl. Pacnapon

HHCTHT T unponofi nnTe n
An CCC , Mocnaa, IZIOggTyp

Onncueaewcz moron conocrannennn cmnxoreo—pHoro pnrma n GCTGCTBGHHOPO asnnonoro pn-Tma B paMKax sanannofi Merpnnecnofi cMH,-0 nomombm monenn, Bnqncnnemofi Ha concea-nnn qaoToTn cnon paenoro pnwmnnecnoro
crpoennn n cnncna cnonoconerannfi.ynnann—Baxmnxcn B nannym mewpnnecxyn cxeMy.9T0Tmoron, nepnonanannno paspabowannnfi na na-repnane pyccnoro cwnxa, snecn npnmenner-on n MaTepnany anrnnficnomy,®pannyeonomy,nransnncnomy ncnancxomy n cpennenenoeomynarnncnomy. dn noenonner onnennnn B orn-xe nncro-nennonne nanennn OT cnenn®nnec~nn-xynonecrnennnx n arnm nomoqn connaco-Bannm nnnrnncwnnecnoro n nnwepaTypoeenne-cxoro nonxona n cnnxy. OCOOGHHO on nnono-Tnopen, nan nanewca, npn onpenenennn @opMcrnxa, noneonmmnxca mexny pasnnmn onene-Mamn cwnxocnoxeenn (Hanpnmep, menny enn-nadnnofi n cnnnaOo-Tonnnofi).

I. Konna nnrepamyponen noonenyem 33y-K0308 crpoenne crnxa To nepen nnM caemnonpoc nepBocTenenno Bannocrn: nan Bane—nnrn B cnnxeuwe ocooennocwn, nomopne B03-nnnamw cTnxnnHo, B cnny ecrecweennoro pn-TMa Kenna n xanne Ha nx @one noponnamrcnTnopnecnofi Bonefi noera. Tonsno nocnennnenpencwannnmw codofi nmer nccnenonannnnnn nnwepanypoeena. eM nqe MM cnonemornennrn B crnxe oomensnnonne annennn orfinnennfi cnenninqecnn—cwnxonnx, TeM nerqeoyner paoowaws Han cmnxom n nnnrencwy nnnregawyponeny.
emeHne eToro nonpoca BHepBHe dunenafineno B.B.Tpmamencnnm /I/ B IBI? r. nyTqeno A3H.KOJMOPOPOBHM B nanane 1960-xrr. Bun uaunen cnocoo HOCTpOMTL BepOHTHO-ornym monenn cTnxa - onpenennTL TOT pKTMpacnononenns ynapennfi n cnonopaenenoe Bcwnxownopnofi 0Tpoxe, nanofi nnnncn 0n, ec-nn 6n crux crponncn TonLKo no ecmecween-HHM nannnM Henna n no gopmansno sanannoficxene nannoro paemepa. 30a neponrnocwnanmonenb cpaBHnBaercn c peannnuM pnTMOM Ta-ROTC-T0 crnxonnopeann, HOSTa nan enoxn.Tam, nne nx nonaearenn connanamw,— Hanpn-nep, nacToTa ynapnocwn Ha TaKOM-TO cnorennn qacmowa cnoeopasnena nocne TaKOPO-TO

cnora,- Tam mu monem cnasars, qTo nnn no-era nannnfi enemenw pnwma onn oeepaennnen,n on naccnnno cnenoean enecn ecrecrnenno-my pnrmw sauna. Ecnn ne onaeHBaercn, nwona TaROM-TO mecwe noew OTaBHT ynapenne
enannwensno name nnn snannrensno pens asu_nonofi Beponwnocwn,- 10 MH nonnnn npnenars,nwo enecL ememnnaewca TBopnecKax Tennen—nnn: HOBT npennOuuTaer TaKue—TO pnwmnnec-nne QOEMH n nsoeraew Tannx—ro pnwmnnecnnx@opM. nannrs 9TH npennonrenna n nsoera—nnn, cnecrn nx B cncmemy n no Bosmonnocwnoowacnnr5,— B BTOM n cocoonw eanana crnxo—
Bena.

M nnn Tomameecnoro,n nnn K0nm0ropoea,n
nnn ero yqennnon Marepnanom nan oocnenona-Hnn cnflmnn IOHEKO pyccxnfi nnaccnnecnnfl
crux. H nonnwanncn odonenonars eTnM me
meronom nenowopne pasmepn nnoaennnoro 0TH-xa - anrnnncxor0,@pannyecnoro,nwanLuncno-ro,ncnancnoro,cpennenenoeoro naruncnoro.Pesynsmarn eToro oocnenonannn nenaramrcnnnne.

2. nocrpgenng monenn. Beponwnocwnan M0-nenn cwnxa CTpOnT08 cnenymmnm oopaeom.a) Honcaunaerca nacrowa paennnnnx TH-non @onewnnecxnx cnon B nsnxe (no npoean—necnnM TeKCTaM): nanym nacTL cnona co-crannnmw I-cnonnue cnoea, naxym - -cnon—Hue c ynapenneM Ha I cnore, nanym - 2-cno-nuns c ynapennem na 2 cnore n T.n. BneCLcamoe Bannoe - Hafirn npaennsnym TpaxroexyIBOfiCTBeHHHX (npenmymecwnenno cnyxednux)cnon, nowopne moryr enynaws n Kan ynapnuen Kan Gee napnne (T.e.npoxnnrnnn n enxnn—THKK) . Onens BaxHo. nToou annenwyann-onnne npnnnnnn paenux nccnenonarenefi onnncornacoeann: TOALKO Tonna nx pesynnwarn
dynyw COHOCTaBnMH.

Cocraennercn cnncon cnonocoqerannfi,
. YIUIEJIHBaDIREXCH B me'rpnqecxym cxemy HOCJIG-nyemoro pasMepa ("pnrmnnecnnx Ba nanron".

pasnnnammnxcn nononennem ynape I, n "onc—Bopasnensnnx BapHaHTOB", paennnammnxcn n0-nonenneM cnonogasnenon npn won me paccwa—
Honne ynapennfi . Snecn camoe Bannoe -non-
HOCTbm yqecTL Bee npanwnqecxn ynorpednre—
nLnne nomdnnannn n coenawennno OCTaBKTL B
cropone pnwmnnecnne papnTeTn, nowopue TO—
nLKo sarpomoennnn 6H Kapwnny. Mnorna onnnn Te me pMTMH nan onnofi enoxn npnxonMTcficnnTaTL noenonennumn, a nnn npyrofi eanpe—THHMM (Tanoea,nanpnmep,pasnnna mexny pac—
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maTaHnuM n cwpornM pHTMOM anrnnficxoro um-0a nepeny nnxcn enox, uccnenoeannan M.Tap-nuncnofi /§ ).
B) B HPennonoxennn,qTo 3 ecoecreennonnsnxe cnona pnrmnnecnn neeanncH npyr or

npyra. MH cnnTaeM,qTo nepoawnocms Bcwpe-TnTL B TGRCTG Tanoe-ro coqeranne 0103 pa-Bna nponasenennm Bepoarnocrefi ernx anon,B$8THX ownensno. Mn nepemuonaem neponrno-own pnwmnnecnnx TEHOB cnon, exonnmnx 3 na-nnnfi cnonopaanensnnfi Bapnanr n nonyqaeuBeponrnocrs serpenaeuocrn eroro cnonopas-
nensnoro BapnaHTa B nenom.

rfin) Honynennne neponrnocrn Bcex Bapna—
nannoro pa3Mepa cnnannnamncn. 0T eroficyMMH Bnqncnnewon, Kanofi nponenm cocrannn-eT 0e cnaraemoe. Hpennonon,eTo Gyner

1.7a. C eTnM noxaearenem ME n conocrannnem
naorowy nanHofi Bapnannn y nccnenyemnx noe-TOB. Ecnn pacxonnenne HeBennK0,To MOXHOcaaTL, nTo n09? npn nonssoeannn nannofi
pmofi pynononcreyewcn TOJBRO eCTQCTBeHHH-
MM nannnmn Hanna, T.e. aCTeTnnecnn ona any
despasnnnna. Ecnn paoxonnenne oyneT anann-
renbno. TO npnxonnron npnenaTL,nTo noercncremannnecxn (HYCTB deccoenawensno)npennonnraen nnn nederaer nannym Bapnannm,
T.e. omymaew ee Kan ocooenno onarosnynnym
gnn ocodenno neonarosnyqnym; ewo n econ
cueannecm—xynonecweenaan" Termemmn

crnxa.
OnepnponaTL npn cpannennn Taxnmn mane-

HLKnMn oonenmamn, nan ownensnnfl cnonopas-
nenxnufl eapnanr. moxeT OHTL pnonoeanno;
Hoawomy odnnno cpannneamwcn nenne rpynnH
Taxnx mnnnmanbnnx eapnannfi, oosennnennux
a) no paonononennm cxemnnx ynapennfi (Rpm-
Bafi yxapnocrn),uo)no pacnononennm CBe-
cxeMa ynapennn, 3) no pacnonoxennm eno—
BOPaanenon.

3. M xo KT ecnnfi oea B. flnn
Pacnera pnTmnqecxoro cnoBapn anr cnoro
sauna duno BSHTO npndnnenmennno no 1000

HeTnnecnnx cnon n3 He,CBn®¢a,CgepHa,
.UROTTa flnxxenca Tennepex n f.flnenmca —

Bcero 6817 cnOB. inn @pannyecnoro Henna —
no 900-I300 cnon n3 Pacnna (npenncnonnn R
TParennnM ,Monsepa,BonLTepa n Banssaxa, -
Bcero 427 cnon. flan noansnncxoro Henna -no 200 cage n3 Bonxaqno,fianneTTagflnenHO.

ounn AnLQLe n, ennnno,
Bepra,n’A Hnno - negro 2000 cn03.
ncnancxoro nanxa - I000 cnoe n3 CepBaHTe—
ca. Han narnncxoro Henna — no I000 cnon
E3 "CaTnaona" HeTponnn n "Mcnonenfi AB-
PYCTnHa Boero 2000 once. Han pyccnoro
Kenna AIM—Xym BB. - npoaannecnne renown

mmeona Hononnoro Hpoxonozaxama,Kame1v1121p§'1.I7I
"Hoeecmb 0 Cases ynunne? n Tparennn y—
IKQB" - Boero 5000 cnOB. MMQPH no ownefls-
HEM aBTOpaM odnapynnsamn nOCTaronHym onHo-
POHHOCTL, noenomy nna npeneapnwenbnofi pas-
Benkn onn moryT caaTLca Hanennnmn; no,
Roneqno, awn noncqn Heooxonnmo HPOHOJ-
RaTB nanee.

4. A nnfi Knfi 4-CT 3M6 n 4-CT x0 fi.
H33 Paagopa HMBa Bane BaaTo IZOD cwpon n3

noamn Tennncona "Mn memognam“ n 1000 coxn3 nnpnnn n noemn Tflaoxa Bpaynnnra; n63pasdoFa xopen - nepean 1000 cwpon n3 ec-nn 0 afianawe” Honnoenno. H3 cpaanennn cmonenzm BnnHo: a) Eeanznnfi CTnx nonnoyna-pnee, q monenz: -ynapnne Bapnannn yno-rpednnmrcn name Be onwnocnn, 2-ynapnne -pone Beponrnocwn. B pyccnom crnxe Tennen-
Ens Ta ne). 6) PKTM cxemnnx ynapennfi B MO-nenn nuda - Eonnnfi, B monenn xopen - ans-
fgpnnpymmnfi I n m cronn cnadoynapnn, H n

CTOHH cnnnnoynapnn); B peansnom xopee
' 9T3. annepnanna 61116 donee ycwmaaercn, B

peansnom nnde - no npafinefi mepe,namenaer-
on. (B pyccnom cwnxe annrepnnpymmnfi pnTM
pasnnncz ro aeno cnnsnee, H0 Tone paHLme

donbme B -cT.xopee, q B 4—CT.HM6€
$4/). B) PnTM caepxcxemnnx ynapennn B HM-
de nneT no younammefi or nepnoro no nocne-
nnero cnadoro/gecna (onmeqeno eme Tapnnn—
cnon n Befinn ;5/); y Bpaynnnra cnepxcxe
mnnx ynapennfi snaqnwensno Oonnme,neM y
Tennncona. r) B pnmme cnoBopaenenon Te
gopMH, nonopue npeodnanann B nonenn, eme

onsme npeodnanamw B peannnom cwnxe (B
pyccxom cTnxe Tennennnn - Ta xe 6/5.
fi4a§eggeBengBHfi na§ggfinnfi 4;%:9T§ x3;

—cnoxnnn n+ n . awepn - —
gfifibnnx cwnxoreopennfi Ym~IX BB. (1989 orn-
xoe), nccnenoaannnx B.H.po B Heonydnnxo
Bannofi padowe I9Ib-I920 rr. /7/); Onpene-
nenne pasyepa unopno: To nn 9T0 cnnnado-
Tonnnecxnz xoyefi c owewynnennnmn K cnnna—
dune", To an cnnnaonnecnnfi cwnx c Tenne-
Hnnefi K cnnnaOo-Tonnxe"? Mn paccaann d
BepOHTHOCTHHe monenn: A) qncmo—cnnnaonqe-
cnym, no cxeme "8n+7n"; B) cnnnadnqecxggo
c ononnnTenLnnmn nee amn B xann
nofiycwnmna. no cxeme {£+4x)+%zg§§).qro no
ycnonnnm nawnncnofi annenronornn noponnaer
neKOTopoe ycnnenne xopennecnoro‘pnTma; B)
cnnnado-Tonnqecxym, no cxeme 4+d-0T.xopex.
Cpannenne c peansnnm cwnxom nonaeneaer:
peansnnfi cTnx anno JBXET 0nnne K cnnnaoo-
Tonnqecnofi mononu, qem K coenM cnnnadnqe-

KnM monennm. "Honasarens xopennngcgge
onenT na ennfi,nanammnx Ha Hen w _

cggrn cryoogero nncna ynapennfi) gnn MO-
nenn A paBeH (nna I n H nonycgnmnn) 76%
n 82%° nan monenn B - 84% n 60%; nma MO-
ne B - 100%; nnn peanbnoro xe cwnxa -
95%nn 91%. dTO uosnonnew ymnepnnagb,ngo
"OTKPHTKG cnnnaOo-Tonnxn" B on nencxon
noeenn cocoonnocn He B KOHne B. y mun-
Hesnnrepoe, a new Ha 300 panbme y naTnH—
cKuX nnnnnnnoa.

6. MTaancnnfi II-cnonnnx. Kan nSBeCT-
HO, @pamecme, n'razmnncnne, nonancme
nncaTenn,aaTenn n nccnenoeanenn caamm
cBofi CTZX‘CHflHaOqCKKM a Henennue yqen

me n nx nocnenoeawenn (name hypunonnn,
$8/) — cnnnaéo-Tonnnecnnm c nepeoonmn pn—
TMa. Hanoonee aneneamnoe onncanne II-cno—
aKa: 9T0 (A) cnnx He II cnoroe c 0033a-
TeflBHHM y apenneM Ha IO cnore, (B) a Tax:
ne Ha 4 ngnnn 6 cnore, (B) n - no Kpafinen
mepe,c KY B. - c sanpewom camocronwens—
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HOI‘O ynapem ("cmpeoo-maxcmma“) na 7
(more. Coom'rcmenno 0 arm Hapac'ramm-
m: orpamaqennm owm accqn'rann Bepon'r—
Hocmne woman A, B n , a maze MOAGJI}
I‘mm memo-cmaoo'romecmro Ma. Ma-
repzaJI — no 500 c'rpon ms cmmficnofi amo-
Jm XIII 3., rocxancxofi mom; XIII 13., flame,
Herpapmfionmmano Apnoc'ro,Tacco,Mapmo,
Memacraanomapm, senAamsomJIeo-
napm! Kapmmflacxomm o,I‘ozma—
Ho; "fioxasa'rem. momocm" nponenr yua-
permfi Ha Harm cmrax o'r odmero mega
ynagem) mmo eJmA -68%, 15-78 , B
- 9 %, I‘ - 100%. oxasareJm anamocm
Boex paccua'rpmsaem noa'ron meomcx
memg B n B, noc'renenno ammo a or
B x , me. It ycmemm announce-m. Bomo—

. mm are npoxolmw mae 30mm: OT‘l'laH're (B)
ng Me'rac'rasno z Hapnm (B) n or Manson
( ) x n'Annymmo n I'ormano (B); P30930155
memes Whom c ero pesno mamma-
mamm pnmou. Tammi oopasou, nranaacmfl
cm, neficm'renno, c-ron'r Ha noamym or
cmaom n cmado-rome /9/.

7- WWW
Em are — 0mm 12: TO'r me paamep, B

CJIOI‘OB 11pm xencxom n B 7 11pm wxcxom
ommaann). Illa-repaint - nonoopm nomen-
cm Hapommx pomaucon no nanJImxaMena),
June ampm memos B. (lone ne Be-
ra. oaro , eneno) n XXIII 3. (H.Mopam,
Menemec nee, Xonemoc) I: now Cop—
pmmn m XDI 3.. were 3480 C'TpOR. Ham
0 new Basra amscma man-rams -
" omaacepo Cma“ ro (n3 'lIereHnH BQROB)
JImoomnom'ro Bepox'moc'mue moneJm ncnaH-
cxoro n @pamxyscxom cma, necmo'rpa Ha
pazam amazon. oxasmaamcx Oman mr a
wry. Conocramxerme noxasmsaer: noma—
weJm peannoro oma comauam' c noxasa-
Temmz noneJIefi norm memo; naannfi
panama? - neficrm'remmo memo-cmaonqec-
mt. canes nepenaqa are 13 Remem-
m,pyccmx n aHeficm mam-annex 4-c'r.
xopeem - ycuonnoc'rs.) Tam 06 OM, n3
myx 391mm: pasme 13 ncuancno noesm,

_' (Some "more" I manna (nomenc-
ro ma: 0 monemm csepenn renew I‘apcn—
Jxaco, JIone no Bera, Mopama, nondopxn Jm
DEROB XVIII B. u PJIapno; n dome "Hapomio-
ro" Smomm nepsufi mro'reer R cmado-
Tome, a BTopofi mere—cmaonqen; B 00'-
mefi ceMaHmecRofi crpym'ype nonaacxofi
noasm are cymec'rBeHHo.

. _ _' . 0 1'1" "6+6" (3.719-
mu» m . . 'oneJn. paccmnmanacr:
mm more b—caoxn I'O momentum; c 063-
saTeJmnHM ynapezmem Ha 6 (more. MaTepnan
— no 600—1000 argon .mo BeJuxe, Penna, A.
meme, Bompa. emanerme nonasa'reJIefi
moneJm c nomaremm peamzoro c'mxa -
noq'm nomoe; nammfl cm - madnes—

‘ , oes ream (in TO an 6mm cmado—To-
mecm rememfi. (Tpammonnax nepeza—

. rqa ere Hememom n pyccmm 6-01‘.8M60M -
ycnozmocn). Mono ome'mum'ro (a) B
Home: nmcmmnnx ynapexma pacnoxomenn

ryme I own I: ttame, cm Kan (SH c'raHomx—
'rca Jrerqe R 30m; (6) 13 nepnux nonyc'mmn—
ax ESCROJIBKO same Bcwpeqaewca momecmfi
1mm (ynapem Ha 2 n 4 czorax), a no B‘I‘O-
{mx - ananecmecmfi (ynapemze Ha 9 more)

B) manofi 'relmem It coge'ramm omiopon-
HEX nomcmmnfi (8M6+.FIMO, ananecHaHauec'r)
He odnapymsae'rca; Ir) Bee am ocodeHHoc-
m Hanoonee sauemu y Pacnna n IIIeHLe,pn'rM
me paHI-IBI‘O cma :7 mo heme n nosmero
cma y Bomepa ome R monem - x ec'rec'r-
sermon/Ly asmtonomy pnmy .

9. gfigmfi cnmadggegmfi IB—cngm
3%s — BB. 101‘ cm m: sawm—
BOBaI-I n3 nomcnofi cmadm Cmeonowx IIo-
mm (1664) m npeoaaonaH B 4+8—c'r.xo-
pefi B.’I‘pemaxoscm ( 85). B 1920-19504:
rr. Heme}. cnopu, ow: Jm e'ro'r nepexon or
cmaomxn E cmaoo—Tome sBOJmImOHHo-
ImaBmm mm peBommorIHo-peam. Upc—
Bepm dma nec'rgoena Monem: memo-owed]:
qecrcoro cma " +61", 1: c Hem cpasmmazmcs
nammm 1670—I700 I‘I‘.
IIM.Poc'roecmfi) I'700-I'7

aBCKHfi‘XIvla HHfi,B anaemanonmmaa meca
.IIaqc ), 729- 35 (no sex nama ca-

gng Kamemapa) n nocne 35 ( pemaxonc—
n B'ropaa panama camp Kamenmpa).

C Heme momma-r: Ha upo'rmxem may}:
-JIemfi Bee nonasa‘reJm (nponem' ecxofi

nesypu, coqe'raam c303 B nomcmmmom-
cmmfi B omemmxos B maycmum) Omsxo
nepmrca ec'rec'maermofi mmcosofi Bepomoc—
m, a saw B Teqezme 5 new nponcxonn'r ne—
peJxom: y Kamemmpa cmae'rca mencm nesy-
pa n ycmmaaercx xopemecmfi pnm I now—
cmnma, a y Tpemaxoncxoro xencxaa nesypa
ncqesae'r come»: It xopemecmfi pn'm c'raHo-
smog c'rporo Bmepmalmm. IIepexon pyccrco-
ro cma or cmaom K cmaoo-Tozmxe
OHJI He osomom, a penomommw /IO/.

IO. Taxman upenBapzTeJILHHe peayam'ra'ru
npmenerma nepoamoc'rnofi M0 em K nomenc—
Bat-MID esponeficxoro cma. omo men,
q'ro Hanooxee noxasarexmue peaymwaru od-
Hapymam‘ca 'raM, me npnxonmrcn man,
camufi odumfi (m cm pnnufi mm figmen-
Talmz) Bonpoc: cmaonqecmfi cm Repel);
Ham m cmaoo-Tomecmfi? 3T0 mo: 13
nc'ropm emaa Jm He memoir noasma (ocooeH-
H0 13 nopy ee C'I‘aHOBIIeHVIH) mome IIaMH'I‘HII-
m Roxeomca mam paemmr czcwemamr cm—
xocxoxezma. Ho n m doxee qac'rxmx 13011130-
c013 — o puma ynapeanfi,c.7ronopa3nenon n '1‘.
II. - npemaraemm me'ron moxe'r OHTL Talc me
noxeaen, Ina}: our: on nonesen Ha marepnane
pyccxoro 0mm. 08 'rpedye'r namnefimero co—
BepmeHCTBOBaHEH B TOM,‘ITO Kacaemca yqe'ra
npom'mx n 9mm, B TOM,‘ITO Kacae'rca
noc'rpoem monenefi c pasmm ona'rom Ba-
pzalmfi B sasncmocm o'r BepcamomIoro
cm paam anox. Toma JIOCTyII'HHfl‘BTONU
memony anams cmoxe'r c'ra'rL eme romeo.
3T0 - 0mm ms Tex yqacmozs, me ammo-m—
Ka u m'reparypoeeneme, cmaacs, mory'r
no npauy npn'maa'rL Ha cma'ryc TO‘IHHX Hawk.

3£Cmeom Meme e13,
(Hponononm, y-
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/I/ %.B.Tomamecfi. 0 cme. JIeImnrpaJx,

B.M.IIIm HCKKfi. BBenerme B me'rpm.
/2/ JlemrfiwanJ925 (ocodemao rJI.8).
/3/In Tarlinskaja. English verse: theory

‘and history. The Hague,1976.
/4/ K.TapaHOc. Pycm monem pnmonm.

Beorpan,l953.
/5/ J.Bailsy.Towards a statistical analy-

sis of English verse. Lisse,1975.

/6/ M.JI.I‘acnap013. Conpememmfi comm
c'mx: me'rpnna n pnmmca. coma,

O

/'7/ MJLl‘acnapoe. Kapomrcme Terpame'r-
pH n Teopemecxafi molten; Jxamnczcoro
pmmecxoro cma. "Agmmaa may—
pa n COBpeMBHHaiI Hayxa .Moca, 9§5.

/8/ J.Kurylowicz. metrik und Sprachgeschi-
chte. wroclaw etc.),1975.

/9/ M.JI.I‘acnap03. Tmcmfl cmx: cm!-
xadzxa m cnmado—Tonma? "II 96.1mm;
CpKTgEHOfi mmncmm II 197 ,Moc—
K88. I9 .

IO M.I‘acna 13. ccmfi cmaonqecmfi.
/ /I3-cxomg?<. "Ingtryke slomianska",

Wroclaw (etc.7, 1971.
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1. PURELY PHONETIC SOUND CHANGES

In the literature on historical linguis-
tics,phonologicaland phoneticsoundchanges
are often contrasted. A phonological change
alters the phoneme composition of certain
speech flow appearances, a phonetic change
alters the way in which different expiratory-
phonatory-articulatory gestures and their
acoustic—auditory correlates are presented
in certain speech flow appearances. For ins
stance, in Old Litomy§1 Czech, there was a
sound change ”a > t ,manifested e.g. in
figi:vo > ti:vo 'beer'. Itwasa phonological
change in the sense that the phoneme /p,/
was exchanged for the phoneme /t/kurreplac-
ing (in terms of Andersen 1973) thedistinc—
tive feature 'heightened low consonant to-
nality' of /p,/, by the feature 'high con-
sonant tonality' of /t/. It was a phonetic
change in the sense that the actual labial
articulation of [pg characterized(in terms
of Ladefoged 1980) by certain values of the
articulatory parameters like 'lip height',
'lip width', and 'lip protrusion' and its
corresponding 'heightened low tonality"in
acoustics-audition were exchanged for the
actual dental articulation. of [t] charac-
terized by certain values ofthe articulatory
parameters like '(tongue) tip raising' and
'(tongue) tip advancing'and itscorrespond-
ing 'high tonality' in acoustiCS-audition.

In historical linguistics all relevant
sound changes are traditionally reduced to
phonological changes. Theprevalentstrategy
of historical linguists has long been to
conceive the main course of a sound history
as a chain of phonological changes and to
view phonetic changes asnere detailed spec—
ifications of the stated phonological
changes. Any single phonetic change, rel—
evant to the main course of the sound his-
tory, has been viewed as obligatorily sub-
ordinated to a concretephonologicalchange.
The traditional strictparallelism between
phonological and phonetic changes is re-
vealed in the theoretical framework of An-
dersen 1973, the original source of the above
Old Litomysl Czech example. Here the speci-
ality of phonetic changes is emphasized to
the extent that'abductive'phonological and
'deductive' phonetic changes are dealt with
as two different categories(aboutthe equa-
tion of 'abduction' to phonology and 'de-

duction'tophonetics cf.p.774). The frame-
work articulates that a concrete historical
sound change is always a complex of a pho-
nological change and a phonetic change, i.e.
phonological changes are understood as ab-
ductive innovations in the mental coding of
sounds and phonetic changes as subsequent de-
ductive innovations in their physico-physi-
ological manifestation.

The traditional focus on phonological
changes only rather than<n1phonetic changes
as well, seems to be due to twonethodologi-
cal aspects of historical linguistics. On
the one hand, most methods of historical
sound reconstruction imply the view that
sounds are discrete units: they’relyon com—
parisons and differentiationbetweenlexicon
units (words, morphemes). Onthe other hand,
only phonologicalchangesareeasyto be con-
ceived as changes of discrete units (pho-
nemes, distinctive features), whereas pho-
netic changes are better to be conceived as
continuous changes of parameter values (de-
terminers of the actual articulatory ges-
tures and theiracoustic-auditorycorrelated

We argue thatsome phoneticchanges, rel-
evant to the main course of asound history:
have no concrete phonological changes as an
one-to-one support. Let us call them purely
phonetic changes. Weconceivethenmincourse
of a sound history as a chain of changes
some of which allow both phonological and
phonetic specifications but some phonetic
specifications only. Consequently, wedo not
reduce all relevant sound history to its
phonological changes. Thefuoposedequal f0-
cus on phonological and phonetic changes
makes the recognition of historical sound
changes more sophisticated. In order to re-
construct purely phonetic changes, the dis-
crete philosophy of the method has to be
adapted to the continuousnatureof changes-
However, these methodological complications
do not hinder us inattributing the phonetic
changes the essentialontologicalvalue. In-
stead, we view them as aninevitable forfeit
to be paid for the proposed theoretical ad-
justment.

The essence of purely phonetic sound
changes is exemplified by introducing a
Great Rhythm Shift of Old Estonian. However:
before going to the change itself, we out-
line a theoretical framework in which the
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essentials of speech rhythm are treated in
purely phonetic terms so that two optional
rhythm strategies - striving vs. switching
foot control - are extracted.

2. STRIVING VS. SWITCHING CONTROL OF FOOT

2.1. Phonological vs. phonetic perspective
on language

According to Ladefoged 1984, the role of
phonemes for individual speakers and lis-
teners has been grossly exaggerated in the
tradition of language research. Phonemes,
distinctive features andother units of this
size are empirically'valid devicesof speech
description only if language is viewed as a
social norm of a community.Theyare too ab-
stract devices while describing language as
a psychological act or state of an individ-
ual, e.g. while describing the actual real-
ization or the mental coding of concrete
speech samples.Todraw on his original par-
allel, phonemes are likenmral prescriptions
or economical laws: they are manifested in
the behaviour of a human group rather than
a single member of this group.

In concrete linguistic analysis, the so-
cial rather thanpsychologicalnatureofpho-
nemes is revealed best by the characteris-
tics of a boundary between two subsequent
segmental phonemes.Inthepsychologicalper-
spective, the boundary is a fiction: if to

observe one single speech flawsample alone,

no invariant cues of aboundarybetween pho-
neme—size segments are available (of. Ham-
marberg 1976). The boundaries become a re-
ality in the social perspective. Here, the
observed speech flow sample is confronted
with a set of potential resembling samples
and only its recurrent details are extract-
ed as relevant features. Similarly,a supra-
segmental phoneme is evident in a set of
possible speech flow samples rather than in
a single observed sample.

The relationship between phonology and
phonetics leads to a crucial revaluation.
Phonology and phonetics do not deal with dif-
ferent empirical data, they are not comple-
mentary portions of a unitary description
system. In particular, the mental coding of
speech is reflected not only by phonology and
the articulatory—acoustic-auditory realiz-
ation of speech isreflected not only by’pho-
netics. Rather,phonologyand phonetics deal
with the same empirical data but represent
two essentially incompatiblestrategies that
are proper for different purposes.

Phonology describes both the mental cod-
ing and the articulatory-acoustic-auditory
realization of speech flowin the functional
perspective. Here, speech flow is viewed as

a combination of details that are selected
from the total set ofobservation results as
these features that motivate the existence
of the particular phenomenon 'speech flow'.
Speech flow exists in order to convey lin-
QUistic meaning, i.e. to indicatewhich lin-
guistic units(morphemes,lexicalwordsetcd

are actually usedoneafteranotnerin social
communication.‘ Consequently,thefunctional
perspective entails the view that speech flow
is a string of phonemes, i.e.abstract mean-
ing-differentiatingcapacitiesthat are evi-
dent when speech flowequivalents of differ-
ent linguisticunitscontrastwitheachother.

Phonetics describes both the mental cod-
ing and the articulatory-acoustic-auditory
realization of speech flow in the formal per-
spective. Here,speechflow is viewed in all
its details available in the observation of
a speech sample as a psycho-physiological
and acoustic act. According to Ladefoged 1984 ,
phonemes, distinctive features, andother
units ofthis sizedo not belong to such em-
pirical realities. Instead, the formal per-
Spective entails the view that speech flow
is a continuously produced energy wave in
the sense that it does not split into seg-
mented units of phoneme size. In this con—
text we may followPlomp1984 in identifying
the acoustic appearance of speech flow asan
air flow supported by continuousactivityof
respiratory mechanism! and radiated frmn a
human being as a wide-band signal that is
modulated continuously in time by manipu-
lating vocal cords (fundamental frequency),
by narrowing and widening the vocal tract
(temporal intensity envelope), and by mod—
ifying the vocal tract cavities (frequency
spectrum). and received by the peripheral
hearing apparatus. We may change the per-
spective and claim that speech flow appears
as a continuous speech energy that passes
subsequently through three media. First, it
is produced in the physiological medium as

the nmntioned four-fold fluctuations in

speech organs (speaker's respiratory, pho-

natory, and articulatory activities); sec-

ond, it is transmitted in the physical me‘

dium as amodulatedwide-bandsignal(acous-
tics); and third, it is received in the

physiological medium as a fluctuationin the

peripheral hearing apparatus (listener's

auditor activation).2
Speegh rhythnlisa phenomenon that is di-

rectly manifested in speech flow: speech flow

is actually a continuous alternation of the

minima1.andmaximal levels of speech energy.

We have posed phonetics andphonology as two

mutually exclusive research strategies. In

this context, we try to fix the essentials

of speech rhythm in purely phonetic, ener-

getical terms without invoking on phono-

logical consideration.

2.2. Stress, foot, syllable and demisyl-

lable: a model of speech rhythm

Explaining historical sound changes and

describing typological differences in con-

temporary languages we proceed‘ on the fol—

lowing crude model of speech rhythm.

Stress is the total energy amount spent

by the speaker's complex expiratory, phona-

tory and articulatory activities (gestures)

while producing a stretch of speech flow (for

a review of literature on stress production

and acoustics: Eek 1982; MacNeilage 1972)
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rather than some special reinforcing energy
added to a certain independently defined unit
of speech flow. Stress itself is intrinsical-
ly segmented into units rather than appears
something like an energetical increment of
stressed syllables relative to unstressed
syllables.

Foot is the minimal integral unit of stress.
Foot organizes speech energy into a stress
impulse; its general shape, i.e. ahypotheti-
cal temporal energy envelope, is physiologi-
cally determined by the. tension/relaxation
phases, inevitably needed in the activities
of speech organs, and its detailed shape is
specified by language—specific commands on
speech organs (Fig. 1). Foot cannot be under-
stood as a chest pulse, a unit of laryngeal
fluctuation or a motor unit like the articu—
latory syllable of ‘ixcrosuq, KoxceBaos et
a1. 1965, it is temporally organized amount
of speech energy. produced by all the ac-
tivities.

Stress

level 'ensioaelaxation

Time

Figure 1. A model of foot.

In particular, it is foot that is best to
be conceived as the domain of accentuation,
i.e. the purposeful variation in the amount
of stress.Psycholinguisticexperiments(e.g.
Terken 1984, cf. also Scott 1982) indicate
that the amount of stressdisplayedixispeech
production is in a direct correlation with
the importance of the signal in the inter-
pretation of the corresponding message. A
speech signal is maximally accentuated, if
it alone serves as the basis for computing
the meaning of the corresponding message; a
speech signal is minimally accentuated, if
the preceding linguistic context and the
extralinguistic stateofaffairs rather than
the speech signal itself serve as the basis
for computing the meaning.3 At the maximum
end of theaccentuationscale, there are em-
phasized feet that show an integral portion
of stress of the largest size. In this case
the needed amount of stress is warranted by
special reinforcing activitiesincluding reg-
isterable pulmonic activities (cf.0hala, Ri-
ordan, Kawasaki 1979).Atthe minimum end of
the accentuation scale, thereare tonic feet.
In this case the needed amount of stress is
warranted by keeping to the speech organs
activities thatarenecessary and sufficient
for the speech signal transmission. Between
these two extremes there remain simply ac-
centuated feet.

The intrinsic mode of stress appearance
is a foot.Inthis physiologically predeter-
mined limit the detailedshapeofenergydis-
tribution is controlled by both universal
and language-specific segmental and supra-
segmental commands.

Speech is decomposed into continuous al-
ternations of the narrowing (i.e. consonan-
tal) and the widening (i.e. vocalic) ges-
tures in the vocal tract. As the first ap-
proximation we may suppose that the detail-
ed time-orderedsegmentalspecifications for
the basic CV- and -VC demisyllable-gestures
are controlled by demisyllabic commands (cf.
Fujimura 1983). Demisyllabic command scans
all muscle channels exploited in generation
of the respective minimal articulatory se-
quence and turns on simultaneously these
channels which activity is not contradicted
to the concrete state of the movement (of.
coarticulatory phenomena e.g. in the sequence
of plu-: during the articulation of p lips
are already rounded, immediately before p
release the tongue tip is raised to the al-
veolar region and the postdorsum is moved
towards the velum). Demisyllabic commands
regulate articulatorynmvementsinthespeech
flow. Demisyllableas a unitaryarticulatory
sequence generates an indispensable (in-
herent)amount of speechenergy that is suf-
ficient for the complex gesture; its dur-
ation is determined by inherent durations of
the combined movements. Consequently, demi-
syllables themselvesdonotspecifythe shape
of a temporalenergyenvelope (i.e.theshape
of a foot), they simply divide a foot into
minimal inherent energy blocks.

Detailednwdificationsof astressimpulse
may be controlled by two kinds of hypotheti-
cal energetic commands. These commands -
switching and striving-determine the turn-
ing point between the tension and relaxation
phases (of. Fig. 1) of the temporal energy
envelope.

If the switching-type footcontrolis us-
ed, there are usually'twoswitching commands
in a foot. The first of them turns on a stress
impulse and predetermines the quickest way
to the maximal energy level (thus controlling
mainly the tract-widening segment, i.e. the
vowel quality), but does notdefinethe tem-
poral characteristics of the maximal energy
level itself;duration of thelatter follows
mainly from the inherent.temporalproperties
of thecorrespondingdemisyllable(s).Physio-
logically conditioned relaxation is turned
on by the second switching command, thusshowing the locationof theturning point of
a foot and simultaneously'guaranteeingrela-
tively exact sound quality. Thus, any switch—
ing command entails a rapid rise to an en“
ergy level. The switching-type foot control
predicts a relatively tight coarticulation
before the initial point of the maximal en-
ergy level of a foot and relatively 10058
connections betweenunderlyingsegmentsafter
that point. As a rule, a foot tends to be a
isobaric (in energetic terms) or isochronic
unit (in terms of timing). In the case of
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switching the isobaric/isochronic tendency
to an average strength or length value of
all feet would be revealed relatively weakly.

If thestriving-typefootcontrolis used,
there is one striving command in a foot. A
striving command turns on a stress impulse
smoothly and its main force is directed to
the maximal energy level of a foot. The re-
laxation, i.e.thedecline towards the mini-
mal energy level,beginsautomatically after
the final point of the tension phase is
reached. In this case one would expect a rela-
tively loose connections between underlying
segments at the beginning of a foot (e.g. a
diphthongization—like vocalic gesture may ap-
pear there) and close contact immediately
before the exactly defined final point, A
quality reduction of the underlying vocalic
gesture is predictable in energetically un-
controlled relaxation phase. As thecontrol-
lable stretch of a foot is essentially longer
than in the switching case, a stronger iso-
chronic tendency would appear.

If we want Undelimit intra-foot segments
that are influenced by energetic commands
more properly we mustdefinea syllable-size
unit. Articulatorily, syllable is a rela-
tively homogeneous sequence ofdemisyllables
delimited by opening gestures of the vocal
tract. This definition relies on two find-
ings. On the one hand, the essential ener-
getic commands - striving and switching‘ —
are inclined to apply to these demisyllabic
commands at which a transition to the vocal
tract opening gesture begins. 0n the other
hand, these demisyllabic commands that are
directed to a closing gesture are usually
under the influence of preceding switching
or striving commands. This regularity pre-
sents a crucial supporttospeechperception.
Namely, in the corresponding acoustic sound
wave used in the transmission of the message
from speaker to listener,syllablesare des-
ignated by the temporal amplitude envelope,
i.e. the beginnings of syllables are defi-
nitely marked by transitions to the inten-
sity rise of the sound wave.Thus,in acous-
tics a syllable is the footstretchcontain-
ing of one easily identifiable (cf. Mermel-
stein 1975) temporalamplitude envelope. The
complex relationship between articulation
and the produced sound wave acts as a tem-
porally selective energy filter. For in—
stance, the acoustic onset of a syllable does
not immediately coincide with the relative
time-point marked by theonsetof the speech
organs activity, i.e. by the onset of a foot
(for the literature on perceptual centers
see e.g. Fowler 1979, Marcus 1981, Howell
1984). However, on the basis of suggested
Close physiological interrelationship be-
tween speech production and perception (cf.
the motor theory ofspeech perception of Li-
berman et a1. 1962, the auditory—motor the-
01? Of speech production of Ladefoged et al.
1972; cf. also the observed parallels of syl-
lable production and perception by Tuller
and Fowler 1980) the information about an

articulatory syllablesnmystill be relevant
in speech perception and vice versa.

Within the accentuationrangethat is de-
termined by the functional characteristics
of an utterance, thespeech flow is produced
by stress segments represented by foot-size
alternations of the minimal-maximal-minimal
physiological energy levels, i.e. by a se-
quence of temporal energy envelopes. In
acoustics and perception, there are clearly
identifiable intra-foot units characterized
by separate temporal intensity envelopes we
have defined as syllables. Afoot may consist
of one, two or three syllables. However,
some accentuated or emphasized stress im-
pulses may be conceived as displaying more
than three syllables. In such cases we sup-
pose that the accentuated or emphasized foot
is followed by one or more intervening

weak tonic feet (of. Lea 1974: 41 for the
phonetic justification of the 'one-two-three-
syllables' principle).

2.3. Types of rhythm organization

Languages differ as regards the method
by which energetic stress commands apply to
their feet. Generally, the most "natural"
foot types seem to be those in which every
single syllable is affected by one command
only. There are two ”natural" types of lan-
guages that exploit thisprinciple asa rule,
i.e. display foot control systems subordi-
nated to syllable-switching or syllable-
striving.

1) Syllable-switching foot control is
characteristic of languages with prototypi-
cal polysyllabic feet (e.g. in Finnish and
Italian); in this type of languages monosyl-
labic feet are rarely used.

Syllable-switching languages give much
attention to theteginningsof syllables. As
a result of thatthetarget of the following
vowel is clearly defined,thereare no per-
ceivable diphthongization of short vowels;
in_the regulation of stress degrees also

foot-initial consonant may take a part (cf.
e.g. data for Tamil: Balasubramanian 1979).
In foot-final syllables, syllable-switching
languages have an open set of vowels to choose

from (cf. e.g. the vowelharmonyin Finnish)
and do not, regularly, show reduced vowels,
or more correctly, do show less reduced vowels
than e.g. foot-striving languages (forFinn-
ish: Wiik 1965, for Italian: Bertinetto
1981). Syllable-switching languagesmay have
an opposition between short andlong segmen-
tals. This language type displays a rela-
tively weak foot-level and syllable-level
isochrony (for Italian:Vayra,Avesani, Fow-
ler 1984, for Finnish: Lehtonen1970and for
Tamil: Balasubramanian 1979). Here the in-
herent endeavour to foot isochrony may be
strongly reduced, because the duration of
a foot is determined roughly by their in-
herent temporal properties.

2) Syllable-striving footcontrol ischar-
acteristic of languages with prototypical
monosyllabic feet (e.g. Vietnamese).
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In syllable-striving languages, polysyl-
labic words cannot be analyzed into a con-
tinuous alternationofstressedandunstress-
ed syllables (cf. Kacea 1983) due to foot
monosyllabicity: here relaxation occupies a
final part of a syllable rather than a sep-
arate syllable. Syllable—striving languages
are usually tone languages, since the con-
trol over the vowel matter and the whole
maximal energy segment develOps conditions
for tonogenesis.

The principle according to which every
single syllable is affectedby one energetic
command may be violated in two additional,
less "natural" types of languages. Here the
"natural" foot types areaccompanied by less
"natural" types. In languages that display
foot control systems subordinated to foot-
striving, there are feet in which some syl-
lables are.left withoutanyenergetical con-
trol altogether. In languages that display
demisyllable-switching, there are feet in
which one syllable is affected by two sep-
arate energetic commands.

3) Foot—striving control is characteris-
tic of languages withnmno-and polysyllabic
feet (e.g. English, German, Russian).

All that has been said about syllable-
striving languages may also be valid for
foot-striving languages and vice versa (the
only exception being phenomena related to
non-foot—initial syllables of foot-striving
languages).

Striving commanddoesnot pay special at-
tention to the beginning part of a syllable
(a reason of possible diphthongization), it
is directed to the place of the maximal en-
ergy point either on a vowel, a consonant
matter or on some consonant in a consonant
cluster (a reason for allowing relaxed syl-
lable affixes, cf. Fujimura, Lovins 1978).
At the same time,eligibilityof the maximal
energy point for differentsyllablesegments
in different words usually changes thechar-
acter of short/long segmental opposition
knoWn in syllable-switching languages for a
complementary distribution type of short/long
opposition between vowels and consonants,
thus guaranteeing fairly convenient condi-
tions for foot isochrony (a strong negative
correlation between neighbouring vowel and
consonant, sometimes defined as loose vs.
close contact). Foot-striving languageshave
a strong tendency towards foot isochrony.
Data on prominent intra-foot temporal com-
pression are available from a number of
foot-striving languages (for English: Klatt
1973, Fowler 1981;forSwedish:Lindblom,Rapp
1973; for Dutch: Nooteboom 1972). A charac-
teristic feature of foot-striving languages
is the foot~final vowel reduction (for Eng-
lish: Wiik 1965, for Russian: Bonnapxo et
al. 1966, for Swedish: Lindblom 1963). As
for Russian, experimental data corroborate
the model-predicted uncontrollability ofthe
foot-final syllable quality. Here the full
compleXity of reduction cannotbe establish-
ed through the study of only the vowels

themselves; the analysis ofstressed and un—
stressed syllables has revealed that with
the intensification of reduction the degree
of coarticulation changes (Bonnapxo et al.
1966). Experiments with varied speech tempo
have shown that at fast speaking rates the
quality of the stressed vowelis not suscep-
tible to qualitative reduction. The tendency
to reduce the formant frequenciesonlyshows
up in unstressed vowels, and itdoesso even
when the unstressed vowel has the same dur-
ation as its fast-rate stressed counterpart
(Snanep 1964). It is in accordance with the
viewpoint that duration and articulatory ef-
fort may be controlled separately.

4) DemisyllabZe-switching foot control
may emerge in languageswithnwno- and poly-
syllabic feet (e.g. Japanese; we consider
e.g. the word Sapporo as consisting of a
monosyllabic foot sap- and a polysyllabic
foot -poro)

In the case oflnonosyllabic feet the turn-
ing point between tension and relaxation
phases can be controlled in two principally
different ways, i.e. by striving or switching
commands. In Japanese, the striving possi-
bility is refuted by the peculiarities of
word rhythm (cf. Homma 1981). However, the
domain of a syllable-switching command is
the syllable beginning only and it cannot
apply to the end of a monosyllabic foot. In
this context, switching has to be shown on
demisyllables both in and outside syllable
beginnings, converting syllable-switching
into demisyllable-switching. Inshort, a Ja-
panese monosyllabic foot has to be control-
led by two demisyllable-switching commands.
As much as the temporal organization of a
demisyllable is dependentuponinherent tim-
ing properties of underlying segments, we
may expect that demisyllables representtem-
porally more or less equal units. In Ja-
panese, where a demisyllable may be inter-
preted as a mora-size unit,Sawashimaet al.
1982 have reported that the relative timing
of articulatory and vocal pitch control is
organized so as to compensate for timing
variations in the internal mechanisms and
maintain constant temporal relations in the
acoustic output. The equality of the demi-
syllabic units is supported by the percep-
tual data (cf. Fujisaki, Horiguchi 1979).
Modern Japanese, a language with the demi-
syllable—switching foot control, hasneither
isochronic feet (cf. the parallel existence
of feet of two and three moras) nor syl-
lables (cf. data in Momma 1981).

5) Compound foot control may emerge, in-
ter alia, in languages with mono— and poly-
syllabic feet (e.g. Estonian).

We have presented the above four strat-
egies as mutually exclusive options a lan-
guage may follow. Note that our argumenta-
tion relied on the assumption that the
chosen strategy is a mere inevitable answer
to a physiological constraint, the alterna-
tion of tension and relaxation in feet: “0t
directly used in meaning differentiation.
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However, the strict boundary between the
types may vanish in languages with contras-
tive meaning-differentiating accents, in
case of which a special attention ispaid to
the energetic behaviour itself (cf.the psy-
cholinguistic parallel of sound repetitions
across morpheme boundaries that reveal the
same twofold treatment: Menn, MacWhinney
1984).

In Estonian, inaquantity and accent lan-
guage, syllable-switching and foot-striving
control strategies together constitute an
integral whole.

0n the one hand, some essential features
of Standard Estonian refer to the syllable-
switching foot control: a) foot-initial
short vowels are not diphthongized; b) non-
foot-initial vowels do not show quality re-
duction; c) all 9 vowels and 17 consonants
may occur as short or long phonemes (tradi-
tionally-treated in terms of three quantity
degrees, cf. Ariste 1938); a short/long 0p-
position does not display any rules of com-
plementary distribution (for the distribu-
tion of short and long phonemes see Eek
1986).

On the other hand, there are some sub-
stantial characteristics offoot-striving in
Standard Estonian: a) all feet occur in
either an even or in a sharp accent (see

Table 1; for productional and acoustic data
on accents see Eek 1986); b) a strong tem-
poral compression is supported by the fact
that mono- and disyllabic feet,irrespective
of the accent type and segmental duration:
differ durationally less than do intra-feet
segments; among all segments thatconstitute
a foot there exist a significant temporal
relationship (cf. Lehiste 1972, Eek 1974);
the foot tends to be as an isochronic unit
of a temporal program (cf.Eek, Remmel1974);
C) the occurrence of vowels in non-foot-in-
itial position is restricted, etc.

Note: in the discussion below,weuse the
fellowing designations: - ademisyllabic

Command, 1‘ — a switching command:
- a striving command.

Table 1
The appearance of the opposition

'even vs. sharp accent'
.in modern Standard Estonian

even accent sharp accent

I \

(foot consists (foot con-
of 2 -3 syl— sists of1-3

lables) syllables)
P9lysyllabic foot
with a long first k'auna 'pod. Fauna 'pod.
SYllable GENITIVE' PARTITIVE'
p°1YSYllabic foot
With a short k’ana 'hen' ¢
firSt syllable
monosyllabic foot
(Obligatorily ¢ k‘aun 'pod'
long syllables)

2.4. Stress-timing vs. syllable-timing

Pike 1946 and Abercrombie 1967 are among
the principal works thatintroducedthe dis-
tinction between stress-timing andsyllable-
timing, two mutually exclusive, essentially
different types ofspeech rhythm that a lan-
guage may show. In a stress—timed language
like English, stress beats were assumed to
recur at approximatelyequaltime intervals,
in a syllable-timed language like French,
syllables were assumed to recur at approxi-
mately equal time intervals. The two cat-
egories are viewed as mutually exclusive on
the assumption that intervals between sub—
sequent stress beats may be filled invari—
antly with a varying number of syllables.

The distinction between stress-timed and
syllable-timed languagesreflects undoubted-
ly some optional fundamental qualities of
speech rhythm: note that it has been made use
of in a large number of papers dealing with
very different languages (cf. e.g. Lehiste
1977 and Dauer 1983 for a bibliography) . How-
ever, the whole issue hasbeen labelled as a
linguistic controversy (Roach 1982). First,
phoneticians do not agree with the view on
speech production that the distinction im-
plies: all syllables cannot be associated
with separate chest pulses andstressed syl-
lables cannot be extracted as special rein-
forced chest pulses (Ladefoged1968). Second
experimental psycholinguists deny the real-
ity of any measurable timing difference be-
tween the rhythm types even in the proto-
typical opposition of English and French
(Scott, Isard, Boysson—Bardies 1985).Third,

both naive and expert listeners in experi-

mental situations and comparative linguists

in their theoretical treatments often dis-

agree in attaching a particular language to

either of the categories or, instead, claim

that it belongs to neither (cf.Miller1984).

To abandon these contradictions, we pro-

posethenmdel of speech rhythm in which

'stress' and 'foot' are considered as basic

notions rather than 'stress' and'syllable'.

First, as for special short-term pulmonic

activities in speech production, a foot

rather than a syllable couhiberegarded the

minimal integral domain to which they may ap:

ply (emphasized foot) _but by no means neeo

apply (tonic foot). Second, asfor the basic

non-timing nature of the distinction, the ac—

tual temporal rhythm pattern of a language

could be viewed as deriving from two essen-

tially non-temporal appearances of feet.

Whether a language is stress-timed or not,

depends ontheinterrelationshipbetweenfeet

and stress beats, accurately, on the fre-

quency in which feet appear . in continuous

speech flow in the accentuated (reinforced)

form displaying thus stress beats. Whether

a language is syllable—timed or not, depends

on the interrelationship between feet and

syllables, accurately, on the manner in which

syllables associate with the internal struc—
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ture of feet. Third, asfor the actual fuzzy
boundary between the rhythm types in cross‘
linguistic research, the foot perspective
entails a much more complicated picture of
factorinterplaythan a strict twofold oppo-
sition between stress-timing' and syllable-
timing languages.

2.4.1. Stress-timing: general motor rhythm
vs. temporal speech rhythm

Allen 1975 emphasizesthedistinction be-
tween general motor rhythm, i.e. a pattern
of sequence, and temporal rhythm, i.e. a
pattern of temporal sequence. We have al-
ready introduced speech rhythm in the sense
of a general motor rhythm, a successive se-
quence of feet. However,speechflow is sub-
ject to a universal bias towards a temporal
rhythm as well. The portion ofaccentuated
feet, displaying the highest energy levels,
are conceived as stress beats, i.e. speech
energy’concentrationsites in a continuum of
speech flow that usually display more or less
equal energy distribution. Like other se-
quences of rapid movements in human behav-
iour (e.g.fingertapping),subsequentstress
beats tend to recur often regular intervals
according to the properties of a universal
physiological temporal rhythm pattern (cf.
Allen 1975). Inparticular,stress beats are
inclined to cluster around a mean interval
of 0.4 to 0.5 s with an overallrangeof in-
terval durations limited to between 0.2
to 1 5.

Languages are apparentlystrees-timed if
they show clearly the temporal pattern of
stress beats superimposed on speech flow by
the physiological temporal rhythm, otherwise
they are non-stress-timed displaying rather
an intrinsic timing of their'feet. In other
words, the distinction 'stress-timing' vs.
'non-stress-timing' reflects properties of

a stress—timing

the real inter-foot timing phenomenon that
is revealed between.feetixicontinuousspeech
flow.

In all languages, there are obligatorily
some feet that show accentuation to the ex-
tent that exceeds the so-called stress beat
threshold. A language shows stress-timing,
if such beats in continuous speech flow are
frequent enough to converge into a pattern
of temporal rhythm, and does not show stress—
timing if they are too rare for that, cf.
Fig. 2.

In typological research, it is often easy
to decide whether a particular language is
stress-timing or not. Onthe one hand, Eng-
lish (Dauer 1983) and Polish (Biedrzycki
1980) are obvious stress-timing languages
because they' display salient stress beats
recurring frequently around 0.5 s (as a
rule, indicating functionally that a new
lexical entry is present in message) and
are thus subjectto acleartemporalrhythm.
However, it does not mean that the so-
called syllable-timed languages, on the
basis of mean interbeat intervals, cannot
belong to the same group with English (cf.
e.g. Spanish: Navarro 1932). If lexical
stress is saliently marked and lexical en-
tries are not too long (not exceeding 4-5
syllables or 2 tonic feet) there is high
probability to perceive such syllable-tim-
ing language as a stress-timing language.

0n the other hand, French and Japanese
(Dauer 1983) are obvious non-stress-timing
languages because they display salient
stress beats rarely after longer intervals
than 0.5 s (as a rule, indicating func-
tionally that especially important lexical
entries of_a phrase, clause, or sentence
are present in message) and thus are not
subject to a temporal rhythm. Rather long
distance between stress beatsixxthese lan-

correction correction
towards towards

0.4-0.5 s 0.4-0.5 s

b non-stress-timing

stressbeat
threshold

too long interval
for timing correction

__ stress beat
threshold

Fig. 1. Temporal rhythm superimposed (a) or not superimposed (b)
on a sequence of feet.
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guages cannot be accounted for in pure
functional terms. If a language is charac-
terized by non-prominentwordstress and at
the same time, accentuation does refer
to every lexical entry, we can perceive a
non-stress-timing phenomenon.

We assume that it is because of the polar-
ization between the non-stress-timingFrench
and the stress-timing English that, in ex-
ecuting tasks of temporal rhythm manipula-
tion, subjects who have French as their mother
tongue show vagueness that is alien to sub-
jects speaking English as first language
(cf. data and discussion on the issue in
Scott, Isard, Boysson-Bardies 1985). Never-
theless, we follow Dauer 1983 in claiming
that whether a langue is stress-timed or non-
stress-timed is a matter of degree rather
than of mutual exclusion: many particular
languages show neither obvious stress-tim-
ing nor obvious non-stress—timing but some-

thing between the extrema. For example,

Finnish displays salient 'primary' stress
beats (as a rule, indicating functionally
that a new lexical entry isbeginningiximess-
age) that occur too rarely in speech flow to
converge into a pattern. of temporal rhythm
(in Finnish, an agglutinative language, the
distance between the beginnings of subse-
quent lexical entries may be rather long).
Consequently, Finnish is not subject to a

clear temporal rhythm. However, a slight
'secondary' stress beat is provided by all
other Finnish stress impulses as well so
'primary' and 'secondary' stress beats to-
gether are frequent enough to converge into
the pattern of temporal rhythnn Accordingly,
Finnish is still subject toardim temporal

rhythm (cf. the treatment of the Finnish
problematics in O'Connor 1973).4

Table 2 summarizes our argumentation.

Table 2

The scale of stress-timing

less more

stress-timing stress-timing

f >
French Finnish English

Japanese Italian

2.4.2. "Syllable-timing”

In polysyllabic feet of many languages,
the average duration ofa non—final syllable
is generally under 0.2 s. In this context,
syllables cannotlxafundamentally subject to
the general temporal rhythmlpatternlike that
of stress beats (Dauer 1983) and as it is
supposed by the term "syllable-timing".

We suggest that the term "syllable—tim-
ing" stands simultaneously fortwo different
Properties of the internal structure offset
the main common feature of which isthe fact
that they are alien to English, the proto-
type of "non—syllable-timing" languages. 0n
the one hand, a language is "syllable-timed"
if it displays a switching foot control. On

the other hand, a language is "syllable-
timed" if it has always one syllablefor one
striving or switching command (Table 3).

Table 3
The combinations of "syllable-timing"

1) switching 2) oneswitching/striv—
ratherthan ingcommandfor one syl-

striving lable rather than one
demisyllable or many
syllables

Finnish + + more "syl-
lable-timed“

Japanese + -

Vietnamese - +
_ less "syl-

EngliSh ‘ lable-timed"

3. THE GREAT RHYTHM SHIFT: OLD ESTONIAN

3.1. Conservative Finnish vs. innovative
Estonian

In a number of generalworkson language
(e.g. Anttila 1972, Comrie 1981), the com-
parison of the two main Balto-Finnic lan-
guages, Finnish and Estonian, serves to il-
lustrate the point that genetically close-
related languages may differ remarkably in
respect of their typological. characteris-
tics. In outline, Finnish has preserved the
original fairly clear-cutagglutinatingmor-
phology but Estonian has exchanged it for a

morphology that is much more strongly char-
acterized by fusion. The morphological dif-
ferences are ateompanied by crucial differ-

ences in the sound architecture of the lan-

guages. Finnish has preserved firmly the

original Balto—Finnic prototype of long poly-

syllabic words that consist of simple syl—

lables of the structure CV or CVC, display

an extensive vowel harmony, and begin at an

accentuated foot of an invariable quality.

0n the contrary, Estonian has introduced many

short mono- and disyllabic words, complex
syllables like CCVCC,andword-levelrestric-

tions on vowel distribution that have aban—

doned the original vowelharmonyaltogether.

Estonian accentuated foot is mobile (a word

need not begin at an accentuated foot), and

variable (it displays either the even or

sharp version of the contrastive accent).

These essential differences between mod-

ern Finnish and modern Estonian originated

with a row of phonological changes that, on

the one hand, occurred in the history of

Estonian during the first centuries of the

second millenium A.D. (roughly, 1100‘-1SOO)

but, on the other hand, were absent in the

history of Finnish.Thisclahnhasa high de-

gree of confidence as it is supported by his-

torical and comparative linguistic evidence

and early textual data on Estonian. We con-

centrate on some central component changes

of the row, cf. Table 4.

The general pattern of the below presented
phonological changes includes an essential
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Table 4

Some crucial phonological changes of Old Estonian

in 1100-1500

(1) RISE OF CONTRASTIVE ACCENTS

(’ = EVEN ACCENT, ‘ = SHARP ACCENT)

*kaunan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' > "k’ aunan
*kaunaan 'chaff/pod.ILLATIV'E' > "k ‘aunan
Finnish kaunan Estonian k' auna

kaunaan

(2) SHORTENING OF LONG VOWELS

IN NON-INITIAL SYLLABLES

*mus taa 'black .PARTITIVE '

Finnish mustaa

(3) LOSS OF SHORT VOWELS

k ‘auna

> *musta
Estonian m ‘usta

IN CERTAIN NON-INITIAL SYLLABLES

*kakkara 'chamomile'
l"kakkarasta 'chamomile.ELA‘1‘IVE' >

Finnish kakkara
kakkaras ta

(4) OBSTRUENT GEMINATION

> *kakkar
*kakrast
Estonian k'akar

k‘akrast

BETWEEN A SHORT VOWEL OF AN INITIAL SYLLABLE

AND A LONG VOWEL OF A NON-INITIAL SYLLABLE

*kdte (71) en 'hand.ILLATIVE ‘

Finnish kdteen

incongruity. On the one hand, the changes
are rather diverse as regards their typolog—
ical characteristics. 0n the other hand, they
still occurred during a relatively short
time—span in an interconnected way. We treat
the incongruity by claiming that the general
pattern of these phonological changes is due
to two subsequent purely phonetic changes, we
call the Great Rhythm Shift of Old Estonian.

The predecessor of the modern Standard
Finnish has been displaying a syllable-

switching control of foot from time immem-

orial up to nowadays. However, the prede-

cessor of the modern Standard Estonian was

subject to a twofold reorganization of stresa

processing method before and at the time of

the shift to the historic era in the North-

ern Lurope. At the first stage of the Great
Rhythm Shift, the original Balto-Finnic syl-

lable-switching control of foot was aban-
doned in favour of an innovative demisyl-

lable-switching control. At its second stage,
the demisyllable-switching control was ex-

changed for a combination of foot-striving

and syllable-switching control.

3.2.. From syllable-switching to demisyllable-
switching. At a time-point in the prehis-
tory of most modern Balto-Finnic dialects,
the loss ofvcertain intervocalic obstruents,
e.g. *‘mustata 'black.PARTITIVE' > ‘mustaa,
introduced long vowels into non-word-initial
syllables.

Before the change, the sound architecture
of the dialects was constrained by two gen-
eral principles. First, the opposition be-
tween short and long segmental vowels was

> *kdtteen
Estonian k‘atte

possible only in a foot-initial syllable,
e.g. there was a real opposition *tuli 'fire'
vs. *tuuli 'wind' but any opposition of the
type *tuli vs. *tuZii was excluded. Second,
the prototypical foot of the language was
polysyllabic, e.g. the real feet *tuZi 'fire'
and *tuuli 'wind' of two syllables could not
be accompanied by monosyllabic feet like
1"ml or ‘tuul. The absolute prevalence of
polysyllabic feet togetherwith the presence
of the opposition 'short vs. long segmental
vowels' indicates that the Balto-Finnic dia-
lects showed originally a syllable-switching
control of foot, cf. Table 5:

Table 5
The syllable-switching control of foot

in original Balto-Finnic

*ka na 'hen'
1—, t9

I"kau n ' f "L... 123 cha f/poa

‘kau na t 'ch ff . "tq_,tq L: a /pod PARTITIVE

After the change, to enable the pronunci-

ation of the large number of words like
‘mustaa, one of the original general prin-
ciples had to be violated in order to retain

at least the other. InOld Finnish, the pro-
totypical foot remained polysyllabic but the
opposition between short and long segmental
vowels spread from foot-initial syllables to
the rest of the syllables as well: *muataa
was interpreted as a disyllabic foot with a
long segmental vowel in its non-initial syl-

lable. In Old Estonian, the.opposition be-
tween short and long segmental vowels con-
tinued to be restricted to foot-initial syl-
lables but many polysyllabic feet were re-
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placed by monosyllabic feet so that the pro-

totype of a polysyllabic foot vanished alto-

gether: i*muataa was interpreted as a string

of two monosyllabic feet the latter of which

contains a long vowel in its single 'foot-

initial' syllable.

The option of Old Finnish,-i.e. the elim-

ination of a restriction on long vowel dis-

tribution, did not affect the conditions that

determine the type of foot control and the

original syllable-switching persisted, of.

Table 6:
Table 6

The syllable—switching control of foot

in Old Finnish

*ka na 'hen'
L) L»

*kau na 'chaff/pod/'
Lo-a h.

*kau naa ' chaff/pod.PARTITIVE'
L.—»La—q

The option of Old Estonian, i.e. the in-

troduction of the principle that monosyl-

labic and polysyllabic feet are prototypical

to an equal extent, created conditions in

which syllable-switching is impossible. In

the context where the opposition between

short and long segmental vowels has to be

preserved (it was still necessary to differ-

entiate between e.g. *tuli and ‘tuulfl, the

switching control of foot could not be ex-

changed for a striving control, which elim-

inates this opposition for sure. Consequent-

ly, the original syllable-switching control

was exchanged for an innovative demisyl-

lable-switching control, cf. Table 7 (—

stands for a boundary between subsequent

feet) : Table 7

The demisyllable—switching control

of foot in Old Estonian

*ka na 'hen'
L. L.

*kau na 'chaff/pod‘
LL. La.

*kau - naa ' chaff/pod.PARTITIVE'

LL. Lat.
The different treatment of the long

Vowels in words like ‘kaunaa guided 01d

Finnish (Table 6) andOld Estonian (Table 7)

t0 the different paths of further develop-

ment as discussed above. The option of Old

Finnish created a stable situation that has

been persisting without greater phonetic or

phonological changes for centuries. For in-

Stance, the Table 6 could as well illustrate

the situation in modern Standard Finnish.

However, the option of Old Estonian created

an unstable situation with which a row of

pervasive phonetic and phonological changes

originated.
.At the beginning of the demisyllable-

switching period of Old Estonian, some pho-

nological changes provided phonological cor-

respondences to the phonetic adjustments

that accompanied the exchange of the foot

control type. In Table 4, two of such pho-

nological changes are included.
First, the final short vowel of a trisyl-

labic foot was dropped, cf. (1):

(1) *kak ka ra 'chamomile' > *kak kar

LL, L L. LL. LL.

A foot-internal syllable boundary is a

very salient heuristic that points to a syl—

lable-switching control of foot. Consequent-

ly, it is in conflict with a demisyllable-

switching. The phonological change (1) is

a reflection of a general phonetic process

with which all trisyllabic feet (two foot-

internal syllable boundaries) were elimin-

ated so that any foot could be either mono—

syllabic (no boundary) or, in the extreme,

disyllabic (one boundary). Note that, in

this connection, the final short vowel of a

disyllabic foot was retained, cf. (2):

(2) *kak ka - ms ta 'chamomile.ELATIVE' E
LLL, LJ—yt.

Second, as a result of the change h > 95,

the word—internal obstruent at the begin-

ning of a foot was geminated after a mono-

syllabic foot of one short syllable, cf. (3):

(3) *kdte-hen 'hand.ILLATIVE' >

Mt.
‘kdt Pteen (rather than *kdd — teen)

Lot—p List.»

An obstruent is subject to an ambisyl-

labicity at a word-internal foot boundary

between two sonorous sounds. The phonologi-

cal change (3) , "emergency gemination", is

a reflection of the situation in which the

obstruent ambisyllabicity was phonetically

reinforced in order to provide monosyllabic

feet of one short syllable with additional

sound material. Note that the obstruent ambi-

syllabicity was not reinforced phonetically

and did not yield gemination phonologically

after monosyllabic feet ending in a long

vowel, diphthong, or sonorant. In this case,

the necessary sound material of a monosyl-

labic foot was provided by the original long

syllable itself, of. (4):

(4) *‘alka -han 'foot. ILLATIVE' }

Luz. Ln. ,
* 'al - kaan (rather than *Jalk - kaan)

{A4 tstis

3.3. From demisyllabZe-switching to foot-

striving

In a prolonged time—spanperspective on a

language, feet that show the same degree of

accentuation tend towards an average value

of their stress amount. Within the demisyl-

lable—switching period of Old Estonian, this

goal was reached by manipulating the first

and the second demisyllables in certain feet.

At that time, the average foot consisted of

three demisyllables. To approximate to its

average stress amount, feet consisting of

two or four demisyllables were altered. In

two-demisyllable feet, the second demisyl-

lable was reinforced, we designate the rein-

forcement by " (it was inconvenient to re-

inforce the first, foot-initial demisyllable
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that had a reinforced value already by it-
self); in four-demisyllable feet, the first
demisyllable was reduced, .we designate the
reduction by " (Table 8).

Table 8
The trend towards the average stress value

of feet in Old Estonian

‘ka na 'hen' 2 ds + '[kan‘az]L) L
*ka nan 'id.GENITIVE' 3 ds OK! ‘EkananJL. LL»
*kau na 'chaff/pod' 3 ds OK! '[kauna]
LL. Lo

‘kau nan 'id.GENITIVE' 4 ds - ’[k‘aunanlLL. 14L.
*kau - (naa) 'id.PARTITIVE'2 ds +
14L) ’[ka’u]

*kau - (naan) 'id.ILLATIVE' 2 ds +
LL.

'maan 'earth.GENITIVE'3 ds OK! *[maan]
LL)?»

The trend towards the averagestress value
of all feet was a statistical tendency that
manifested itself clearly in long speech
stretches. However, language users reduced
it to a single phonetic rule thatwas appli-
cable to every concrete foot.Becauseof the
trend, both in two-demisyllable and four-
demisyllable feet, the energetical value of
the first two demisyllables became roughly
equal, they revealed more or less the same
amount of stress. Relying onthiscorrespon-
dence, language users deduced,ageneral pho-
netic principle,demisyllablebalancing, ac-
cording to which the firsttwodemisyllables
of all feet have to display the same amount
of stress. As for two-demisyllable andfour-
demisyllable feet, the rule was applicablewithout complications. However,as forthree-
demisyllable feet, itcaused additional pho—
netic adjustments: inorder to raise the en—
ergetical value of the second demisyllable
to the level of the first demisyllable, some
of the stress of the third demisyllable had
to be reattached to the second demisyllable
instead (Table 9).

The phonetic adjustments of the three-
demisyllable feet in the context ofdemisyl-
lable balancing triggered a chain of phonetic
and corresponding phonological changes that
exerted a crucial influence on speech
rhythm. As the final result, they created
conditions in which thedemisyllable-switch-
ing control of foot was exchanged for a com-
bination of foot-striving and syllable-
switching control. In other words, they in-
troduced the ending of the demisyllable-
switching period of OldEstonian.InTable4,
this chain is represented by the phonologi-
cal performance of its three main changes.

First, the final short vowel of a disyl-
labic three-demisyllable foot was dropped,
Cf. (5):

(5) ‘kak ka - ras ta 'chamomile.ELATIVE' >
1+L¢19 tal+t+

*kakk - rast

LA LL.

Table 9
The application of demisyllable balancing

(the first two demisyllables of a foot dis-
play the same amount of stress) in Old Es-
tonian (1T stands for a manipulated command)

Z-demisyllable feet

*ka na > '[kan'a], ‘kau > ‘Eka-u]
t. t. m. LL. UL.

15th s4 2nd. : OK!

4—demisyllable feet

*kau nan > *[jcuiunan]
Lt. pm that.

1stfl, ¢¥2nc‘it, : OK!

3-demisyllable feet

'ka nan > ‘Ekananl, *kau na > *[kaunal
1, LL. E‘BL, LL. e. EBA,

‘maan > *Emaanl
tats, T}Bt.

1stL. 76 2ndt. :
additional phonetic adjustments

*[kanan] > ‘Ekan’a‘hJ, *[kauna] > *[ka‘unua]
ET. ‘6 mo— ELL» mm,

’Emaan] > *[maTa‘n]
he, no.

The result: 1st‘L. e9 2nd1L,

This phonological change reflects the pho-
netic leveling of a consonant-ending foot
like *[ma‘a‘n] and a vowel-ending foot like
*[ka’fin‘a] by the shortening process ’[ka‘ilnva]
> *[ka‘uri’aj > *[ka'u‘h].

The above phonetic leveling ushered inan
overall phonetic shortening of vowels in non-
word-initial syllables. The phonetic process
*[ka‘fin‘iz] > *[ka‘un’a] was extended, for in-
stance, to the final short vowel of a disyl-
labic two-demisyllable foot, e.g. to the se-
cond [a] in ‘Ckan'ZzJ. . However, here a real
phonological loss appeared only in tonic non-
word-initial feet; in accentuated word-in-
itial feet the vowel persisted, cf. (6):
(6) *ka va - Za ta 'sly.PARTITIVE‘*>*kava — latL. t. L. L. LL. LL.

Second, long vowels in all non—worc—in-
itial syllables were shortened, cf. (7):
(7) *mus -taa 'black.PARTITIVE'> ‘mus ta

tale tat; L+L+ta
This phonological changereflects thesame

overall phonetic shortening of vowels in non-
word-initial syllables as in the previous
case: on the analogy of e.g. *[kdfifih] >‘Ckainhi > *[kdfih], the phonetic process
*ckaa -naa] > *[kdi -naa] > *[kdfina] start-
ed. Note that the shortening of long vowels
replaced the originalword-internalsequences
of monosyllabic feet by innovative single
disyllabic feet. In the original *[kdfi-ndfil
the second syllable consisted of two demi-
syllables and, thus, could form a separate
foot. In the innovative *[kdfina], the se-
cond syllable consisted of one demisyllable
only and, thus, had to cohere with the pre-
ceding foot.
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Third, and that is the crucial point, the
opposition of tWo contrastive accents, the

'even accent (') and the sharp accent (‘),
arose, cf. (8):

(8) ‘kau nan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' *k'au nant. m. 15:: t. _.’kau - naan 'chaff/pod. ILLATIVE' ‘k ‘au nan
Us LLL. mile

This phonological change was an immedi-
ate functional result of the fact that the
demisyllable structure of the innovative di-
syllabic feet ('kaunan from *kau-naanmerg-
ed often with that of some original disyl-
labic feet (*kaunan from *kaunan). This
merger was functionally inconvenient, as it
could give rise to a large-scale homonymy,
cf. the difference of the grammatical mean-
ing in *kaunan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' vs.
*kau-naan 'chaff/pod.ILLATIVE' and of the
lexical meaning in *kiiren 'ray.GENITIVE'
vs. ‘kii-reen 'quick.GENITIVE'. In this con-
text, the original phonological contrast be-
tween short and long segmental vowels in non-
word‘initial syllables (*a vs. 1*aa) was re—
interpreted as a phonological contrast be-
tween two different types of feet (‘k'aunan
vs. *k ‘aunan) relying on those of their pho-
netic properties that had appeared differ-
ently in connection with the short and long
vowels before the change.

The two types of disyllabic feet differed
in the behaviour of the energy level of their
first, second, and third demisyllable taken
as an integral pattern. In feet like *kaunan
from *kaunan, the demisyllables displayed an
even energy level of a low value throughout
the pattern, as it had been characteristic
of the original 4—demisyllable feet. In- feet
like *kaunan from *kau-naan, the first two
demisyllables displayed an even energy level
Of a high value, as it had been character—
istic of the original 2-demisyllab1e feet
but the third, shortened demisyllable dis-
PlaYEd an energy level of much lower value.
Correspondingly, there was a pattern of a
broken energy level with a sharp projection
at the boundary of the second and third demi;
syllables. The two different energetical pat-
terns that resulted from different combina-
tions of demisyllables were reanalyzed as_
two different energetical patterns that could
characterize feet with one and the same demi~
syllable compOSition. After the reanalysis,
the even pattern stood for the even accent
Characterized by an even energy distribution
in the foot-initial syllable and a smooth
beginning of the subsequent foot-internal
Syllable. Note that in the process of total
accent split, the even accent was found not
only in feet like *k’aunan 'chaff/pod.GENI-
TIVE' but also in feet like *k'ana 'hen'
displaying a foot-initial short syllable.
0n the cOntrary, the sharp pattern stood for
the sharp accent, characterized by an local-
ized energy distribution in the foot initial
sYllable, i.e. a sharp movement to the maxi-
mal energy level at its end, and an aPart
beginning of the subsequent syllable. Note

that in the process of total accent split,
the sharp accent was found not only in feet
like *k ‘aunan 'chaff/pod.’ILLATIVE' but also
in feet like *k‘aun 'chaff/pod' of one syl-
lable (Table 10).

Table 10
The accent split of Old Estonian

1. even pattern > even accent

*kau nan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' 7 *k‘ u nan
mt, Lia—Ties

* a na 'hen' 7 *k‘a na
t. 11. t3 L.

2. broken pattern with a
sharp projection > sharp ace-ent

‘kau nan 'chaff/pod.ILLATIVE' 7 *k ‘au nan

’ka n 'chaff/pod' > *kkz‘fn

Lil-.1. L944

Itewas a rise of contrastive accents that
moved Old Estonian from the type of demisyl-
lable-switching languages to the complex
type in which foot-striving and syllable-
switching are interwoven. As for striving,
contrastive accents entail the manipulation
of the maximal energy region in a foot that
is out of the question in pure switching lan-
guages. As for foot-striving, there were
polysyllabic feet in Old Estonian that ex—
cluded the possibility of syllable-striving.
As for switching, the opposition between
short and long segmental vowels had still to
be preserved (it was necessary to differen-
tiate between e.g. 't’ulen 'fire.GENITIVE'
and ’t'uuZen 'wind.GEIvITIVE'), so striving
commands that eliminate the distinction for
sure did not exchange the original switching
conunands entirely. As for syllable-switching,
the equal prototypicality of polysyllabic
and monosyllabic feet was no. more ahin-
drance: monosyllabic feet like k aun could
behandled by a combination of a switching
and a striving command rather than needed

two subsequent switching commands in one syl-

lable.
We have shown that the pervasive changes

in the phonological structure of Old Esto—

nian during the first centuries of the se-
cond millenium A.D. were accompanied by an

equally thorough—going revision in the speech

rhythm appearance of the language. Note that
the path from syllable-switching via demi-

syllable—switching to foot-striving had to

be especially manifest in the history of the

Insular dialect of modern Estonian. Here,

the sharp accent appears in the form of a

pure striving command, of. (9):

(9) k’auna 'pod.G§NITlVE'

tilt.

k ~ouna 'pod . PARTITIVE'
A)

—-r—-t
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4. SOUND CHANGE PRESCRIPTION

According to Lass 1980, no inherent ex-
planation is available for any linguistic
change: he differentiates, inter alia, be-
tween deductive-nomologicalexplanationsand
teleological explanations andargues against
the possibility of either in the context of
the diachronic research. 0n the contrary,
Itkonen 1986 argues for the possibility of
teleological explanations of linguistic
changes: according to him, any linguistic
change may be seen as contributing’ somehow
to the increase of the form-meaning isomor-
phism in linguistic units. Still, for him,
deductive-nomological explanations of lin-
guistic changes are out of the question. We
try to show that, in the framework where
phonological-phonetic and purely phonetic
sound changes are kept apart, the possibil-
ity of deductive-nomological explanations
of linguistic changes cannot be excluded
categorically.

A sound change may allow two types of for—
malizations with regard to formalization
strength. A description represents it as a
transformation that occurred given certain
conditions, a prescription represents it as
a transformation that has to occur given
certain conditions. Prescription is prefer-
able to description. Standing ona higher
level of abstraction, it fits in with all
functions a formalization of a sound change
may serve rather than is appropriate for
single explicit aims only. As a matter of
fact, a deductive—homological, "law—like'l
explanation of a sound change is equal to
its prescription.

In order to provide asound change with a
prescriptive formalization, itis inevitable
to extract exhaustively'andarrange in a mu-
tually exclusive, categoricalnannerall the
factors that trigger the sound
question. We have presented phonology as a
social phenomenon and ~phonetics as a psy-
cho-physiological and acoustic phenomenon.
In this context, the prescription of a pho—
nological change is precluded in principle:
the sociolinguistic constraints on sound
changes are many and fuzzy tothe extentthat
any exhaustive factor extraction/arrange-
ment is an insoluble task for ahuman being.
However, some phonetic changes could allow
a prescriptive formalization: the physio-
logical and environmental constraints on
sound changes are few and distinct to the
extent that the needed exhaustiveness in
factor extraction and arrangement may be
achievable at least in some cases.

We have proposed that two different kind
of sound changes should be extracted in the
course of the sound history of a concrete
language. As for phonological-phonetic
changes, the above reasoning excludes pre-
scription in principle; as for purely pho-
netic changes, it leaves the possibility
open.

The essence of this claim is exemplified

change in

by comparing the actual course of the Great
Rhythm Shift, i.e. a row of purely phonetic
changes, and corresponding'phonological-pho-
netic changes in the history of two differ—
ent Balto-Finnic dialects, i.e. Standard
Estonian and Southwestern Finnish.

5. THE GREAT RHYTHM SHIFT: THE SOUTH-WEST
OF THE BALTO-FINNIC AREA

Up to here, we have treated the Great
Rhythm Shift as present in the history of
Estonian but absent in the history of Finnish.
However, the straightfoward_ distinction
crumbles if to consider thesound history of
Estonian and Finnish dialects in addition
to the history of standard languages. Onthe
one hand, the conservative development has
to be extended from Finnish alone to North-
eastern Estonian also; on the other hand,
the Great Rhythm Shift has to be extended
from Estonian alone to Southwestern Finnish
also (Map 1).

Map 1 . The Great Rhythm Shift in Balto—Finnic
(to the southwest of the line *\ ).

The presence of the Great Rh thm Shift
both in the history of Standandggtonianand
Southwestern Finnish provides arather unique
case of a row of phonetic land phonological
changes that applied.tothe essentially same
sound material (the original similarity of
Balto-Finnic dialects) indifferent commun-
ities (the opposite coasts of the Gulf ofFinland) not affected by pervasive mutual
contacts (cf. the opinion expressed in the
articles of the representative collection
Gallen 1984). As a matter of fact, around
1000 A.D. both Estonian and Southwestern
Finnish were influenced rather beldNorse,
the language of the Vikings. We follow Wiik
1986 in claiming that theScandinavianvowel
balanc1ng could affect the speakers of the
Balto—Finnic dialects in question: when thecritical words like *mustaa appeared, theyfollowed the demisyllabic—switching option
that was already known fron: the speech of
the foreigners.
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In this context, the exact comparison of

the Estonian and Southwestern Finnish sound
changes may display far-reaching theoreti-
cal implications.

On the one hand, the possibility of apre-
scriptive formalization of some purely pho-
netic changes is supported by the fact that
the purely phonetic course of the Great
Rhythm Shift had to be rather identical in
both dialects. 0n the other hand,thefunda—
mental impossibility of a prescriptive for-
malization of phonological-phonetic changes
is supported by the factthatthe phonologi-
cal extensions of the GreatRhytthift did

not coincide in the Estonian and Southwest-
ern Finnish norm. '

Indeed, some phonologizations could be

the same for the two dialects.Forinstance,

the Estonian and Southwestern Finnish pat-

terns of vowel shortenings in non-initial

syllables are rather similar. However, and

that is the main, point, the same phonetic

changes could lead to rather different pho-
nologizations as well. For instance, the
counterpart of the Estonian "emergency"
gemination in *kdtehen 'hand.ILLATIVE' >
*kat-teen (cf. the lack of gemination in
*jalkahan 'foot.ILLATIVE' > *jaZ-kaan) was
the Southwestern Finnishpervasive"special"
gemination both in l*kdtehen > *kdt-teen and
*jalkahan > *jalk-kaan. Similarly, the
shortening of long vowels in non-word-in-
itial syllables triggered in Estonian the
opposition of contrastive accents (*kaunan

'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' > *k’aunan vs.'kau-naan
'chaff/pod.ILLATIVE' > *k‘aunan) butyielded

a total merger in Southwestern Finnish
(*kaunan, *kau-naan > *kaunan). Note that,
because of the latter difference, Estonian
has turned into a foot-striving languagebut
Southwestern Finnish still continues as a
demisyllable—switching language.
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